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ABSTRACT English

Despite a worldwide decline in newspaper sales and a fear that printed media's days are numbered, the circulation 

fgures of  South African tabloid newspapers paint a picture of  a thriving industry. About seven million South Africans 

read a tabloid every day and 5.1 million of  these readers belong to the country's bestselling newspaper, the tabloid Daily 

Sun. Regarding Afrikaans-language newspapers, the daily tabloid Son is by far the most successful with its readership of 

almost 600 000. Circulation fgures soar and indicate that these newspapers are forces to be reckoned with. 

However, despite the impact tabloid newspapers have on the international and South African media landscapes, 

these newspapers have (until recently) received little serious academic attention. With the exception of  a few research 

endeavours, this interest in tabloid newspapers mostly resulted in a good journalism/bad journalism debate and until 

recently, researchers have paid little attention to one of  the key-ingredients in tabloid newspapers' success recipe: the 

reader. Consequently, there are few valuable academic contributions on tabloid audiences – in South Africa, and 

internationally. Many academics point out the scarcity of  specifcally qualitative research in this regard and qualitative 

audience research can provide us with rich, useful and valuable information regarding tabloid journalism and its impact 

on the media landscape. 

It is for this reason that this study shifts the focus from the newspaper and the production process to the readers of  

South Africa's most successful Afrikaans daily newspaper, the Son. A critical reception approach, which entails an 

exploration of  reader preferences, experiences of  and interactions with media within the framework of  their everyday 

routines, lifestyles and socio-economic circumstances, was followed to explore how readers of  the Afrikaans-language tabloid 

Son perceive, use and make sense of  this newspaper. 

The study is guided by the arguments that (i) a quality tabloid newspaper should provide readers with relevant and 

useful information in an engaging manner; (ii) readers are active decoders of  media texts and their interactions with 

these texts are complex and multi-dimensional; and (iii) a text-based study does not enable us to understand these  

complex interactions. A total of  74 readers participated in the study. Readers were recruited by means of  snowball,  

convenient and volunteer sampling. To balance this focus on the audience, 37 issues of  the past four years have been  

analysed to provide a background against which the audience's interpretations were analysed. 

The study contributes to tabloid audience research by providing insight into the readers of  the Son, their interactions 

with and experiences and interpretations of  the newspaper, as well as how this newspaper fts into their daily lives. The 

empirical fndings show that at least this group of  tabloid readers are active, serious, critical and discriminating media 

users who select media that fulfll their expectations. Signifcantly, the study shows that these readers take quality  

journalism seriously. The study ultimately indicates that the Son speaks to an alternative audience who does not relate to 

other texts. The paper also offers its readers an alternative platform to discuss issues that pertain to their daily lives and 

specifc circumstances. The Son is not merely a newspaper – it is a companion, a friend and an ally. In fact, the Son 

becomes the reader community's champion that fghts on their behalf, inspires them, guides them and gives them hope  

for a better future. 

The study contributes to the tradition of  audience research, to our understanding of  tabloid readers and their 

interactions with these newspapers, as well as to how tabloid newspapers function in the lives of  their readers. This 

contributes to our understanding of  tabloid newspapers and their impact on the South African media landscape. 

| Key words | active readers; audience research; critical research; encoding/decoding; popular culture; quality 
journalism; qualitative research; reception; semiotics; Son; tabloids; tabloidisation; tabloid journalism 



ABSTRACT Afrikaans

Ten spyte van 'n wêreldwye daling in koerantverkope en 'n vrees dat gedrukte media se dae getel is, dui die 

sirkulasiesyfers van Suid-Afrika se poniekoerante op 'n welvarende bedryf. Omtrent sewe miljoen Suid-Afrikaners lees 

daagliks 'n poniekoerant en 'n totaal van 5.1 miljoen van dié lesers behoort aan die land se suksesvolste koerant, die 

poniekoerant Daily Sun. Wat Afrikaanse media betref, is die daaglikse ponie Son by verre die mees suksesvolle met 'n 

leserstal van byna 600 000. Die stygende sirkulasiesyfers dui daarop dat dié koerante 'n mag is om mee rekening te hou.

Tog, ongeag die impak van poniekoerante op die internasionale en Suid-Afrikanse medialandskappe, het hierdie 

koerante (tot redelik onlangs) min ernstige akademiese aandag gekry. Met die uitsondering van 'n paar 

navorsingsbydraes, het hierdie belangstelling in poniekoerante meestal in 'n goeie joernalistiek-/swak joernalistiek-debat 

ontaard en tot redelik onlangs het navorsers nie aandag gegee een van die sleutelbestanddele in dié koerante se  

suksesresep nie: die leser. Gevolglik is daar 'n groot leemte wat waardevolle akademiese bydraes oor die lesers van dié 

koerante betref  – in Suid-Afrika, asook internationaal. Kwalitatiewe lesersnavorsing kan ons egter voorsien van ryk, 

nuttige en waardevolle inligting oor poniekoerante en hulle beduidende impak op die medialandskap.

Dit is om hiérdie rede dat die studie die fokus van die koerant en die produksieproses na die leser van Suid-Afrika se  

mees suksesvolle Afrikaanse dagblad, die poniekoerant Son, verskuif. 'n Kritiese resepsie-benadering wat 'n ondersoek na 

lesers se voorkeure, ervarings van en interaksies met die koerant binne die raamwerk van hul alledaagse roetines, leefstyl 

en sosio-ekonomiese omstandighede behels, is gevolg om ondersoek in te stel na hoe lesers van die Afrikaanse poniekoerant Son

hierdie koerant ervaar en sin maak daarvan. 

Die studie is gerig deur die argumente dat: (i) 'n gehalte-poniekoerant sy lesers van relevante en bruikbare inligting 

moet voorsien; (ii) lesers aktiewe dekodeerders van mediatekste is en dat hulle interaksies met hierdie tekste kompleks en 

multi-dimensioneel is; en (iii) teks-gebasseerde studies ons nie in staat stel om hierdie komplekse interaksies te verstaan 

nie. 'n Totaal van 74 lesers het aan die studie deelgeneem en hulle is gewerf  deur middel van sneeubal-, geriefikheids- 

en vrywilligheidsteekproewe. Om hierdie fokus op die lesers te balanseer, is 37 uitgawes van die koerant oor die afgelope 

vier jaar geanaliseer om 'n agtergrond te skets waarteen die lesers se interpretasies ondersoek is. 

Die studie dra by tot navorsing oor die lesers van poniekoerante deur 'n blik te bied op die lesers van die Son, hulle 

interaksies met en ervaringe en interpretasies van hierdie koerant, asook die plek van hierdie koerant in hul alledaagse 

lewe. Die empiriese bevindinge wys dat hierdie groep lesers aktiewe, ernstige, kritiese en diskriminerende gebruikers is 

wat spesifeke media kies om aan hul verwagtinge te voldoen. Hierdie navorsing dui daarop dat gehalte-joernalistiek vir 

die lesers belangrik is. Die studie toon uiteindelik dat die Son  met 'n alternatiewe gehoor kommunikeer wat nie met 

ander mediatekste identifseer nie. Die koerant bied aan hulle 'n alternatiewe platform om alternatiewe sake te bespreek 

wat tot hul alledaagse lewens spreek. Die Son is nie net 'n koerant nie – dit is 'n vriend en 'n bondgenoot. Trouens, die 

Son word die lesersgemeenskap se kampioen wat namens hulle veg, hulle begelei, inspireer en hoop gee op 'n beter 

toekoms. 

Hierdie studie dra by tot die tradisie van lesernavorsing, ons begrip van poniekoerantlesers en hulle interaksies met 

hierdie koerante, asook die wyse waarop poniekoerante in die lewens van hul lesers funksioneer. Dié navorsing dra by tot  

ons begrip van poniekoerante en hul impak op die Suid-Afrikaanse medialandskap. 

| Sleutelwoorde | aktiewe lesers; enkodering/dekodering; geelpers; gehalte-joernalistiek; gehoornavorsing; kritiese 
navorsing; kwalitatiewe navorsing; poniekoerante; populêre kultuur; resepsie; semiotiek; Son; tabloidisering
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INTRODUCTION Chapter 1

THE TABLOID: A SUPER-PHENOMENON
Background, problem statement and research aims

Journalists and critics fret about what people should want to know, and readers and viewers are also 

frequently torn between what they ought to be interested in and what actually captures their attention.  

Perhaps if  we can understand what does capture attention, we might be able to develop a journalism that  

could embrace tabloid style, while still inviting audiences to participate more fully in a civic democracy. 

– Elizabeth S. Bird

1.1 SCOPE OF STUDY1

South African tabloids might not reach 15 million readers like in the UK, but the circulation fgures of  

the past years indicate a thriving industry. According to Media24 CEO, Esmaré Weideman (2011),  

about seven million South Africans read a tabloid every day. The mainstream media in South Africa 

have always been dominated by a white elite and, therefore, were not accessible to the poor  

(Wasserman, 2005a:34). The situation changed dramatically when the frst South African tabloid,  

Sunday Sun, hit the shelves in 2001. A year later Naspers’s Daily Sun saw light and this English-language 

tabloid, aimed at the black, blue-collar worker, is currently the biggest-selling newspaper in South 

Africa, with a circulation2 of  488 718 per day and more than 5.1 million readers (Harber, 2009; 

SAARF, 2009a; The Media Online, 2009). The paper’s circulation increased by an astonishing 228% 

in its second year (Wasserman, 2005a:34). Since the growth of  this phenomenon, more South African  

tabloids have been published. The Afrikaans-language paper Son (established in 2003) was so successful 

that it became a daily newspaper in 2005 and soon surpassed the circulation of  its sister daily  

newspaper in the Cape, the more mainstream Die Burger (Jellars, 2005:12; Wasserman, 2005a:34). The 

Son is aimed at the coloured community and caters for a lower LSM. One of  the latest contributions to 

the tabloid market, the Daily Voice, entered the market in March 2005 and is circulated in the Western 

and Southern Cape. Two months later another Afrikaans tabloid was published countrywide: the 

Afrikaans-language Sunday newspaper Sondag (M&G Online, 2008). Sondag appears to cater for an 

affuent audience: the average reader is 41 years old and earns R17 391 per month. Most of  its  

readers are white (87%). Thus, its readers are younger and wealthier than those of  the mainstream 

Afrikaans-language Sunday paper Rapport (Lotriet, 2011a; Pretorius, 2009). 

1 This study is presented in three parts. This introduction aims to give a brief overview of the scope of the study by focusing on  
the problem statement, research questions and aims, as well as the research method. The applicable research questions and  
methods will be discussed in detail in each specific chapter. 

2 Circulation figures refer to the number of copies sold. These are often referred to as the ABC figures, which are released  
annually by the Audit Bureau of Circulations of South Africa. Readership figures (or Amps) refer to the number of people who  
read the newspaper and are released by the South African Audience Research Foundation (SAARF) annually  
(MediaClubSouthAfrica, 2011). 
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While newspaper sales in South Africa have been declining since 2008, tabloids (and isiZulu 

newspapers) have fourished (Harber, 2009). The Son has a circulation of  121 138 – a substantial 

growth from 90 717 in 2009 (Son, 2010:1; MediaClubSouthAfrica, 2011). The paper has a total 

readership of  1 039 000 (MediaClubSouthAfrica, 2011). The above-mentioned tabloids are all owned 

by the country’s largest media house, Media24. The Daily Voice, the Independent Newspaper Group's 

effort to compete with the Son, had 339 000 readers in 2009 and grew to a substantial 585 000 readers 

in 2011 (MediaClubSouthAfrica, 2011). The Son and Daily Sun are two of  very few newspapers in 

South Africa that showed a substantial increase in circulation in 2009: the Son grew from 96 000 to 

104 000 and the Daily Sun boosted its daily sales with over 7 000 (Harber, 2009). 

Although circulation fgures soared, not everyone welcomed these newspapers. When the Daily Sun 

was frst published in June 2002,3 the heated tabloid debate was sparked and since then prominent 

media fgures and academics have continually fuelled it. Media experts still cannot seem to agree and 

while many highlight the positive impact these papers have had on the South African media landscape  

and newspaper readers (Jones et al., 2008:180; Motloung, 2006:15; Jellars, 2005:13; Steyn, 2005:9), 

others (including academics such as Profs. Guy Berger, Johannes Froneman and Lizette Rabe, and 

media expert Joe Thloloe) have claimed that tabloids lower South African standards of  journalism 

(Jones et al., 2008:167; Du Bois, 2005:72; Jellars, 2005:12; see Wasserman, 2005a:32). Rabe refers to 

tabloid journalism as “the antithesis of  good journalism” and Thloloe states that “most publications  

have resorted to trashy journalism” (Bind, 2005:36). Berger refers to tabloids as the “stuff  of  cheap 

fction”, which is “a country away from credible journalism” (Jellars, 2005:12), and Harber labels them 

“popular sleaze” (Tshisela, 2005:58). Experts even lash out at international tabloid newspapers,  

labelling them a “disgrace to journalism” (Bird, 1992:7). Wasserman (2011) states that critics see 

tabloidisation as “a trend eroding good journalism”. The critics, however, do agree on one thing: 

tabloids have had (and still have) a great and signifcant impact on the South African landscape 

(Wasserman, 2011; Jones et al., 2008:169; Fitzpatrick, 2007:7; Bosman, 2005:64; Du Bois, 2005:72). 

Francois Groepe, former fnancial director and then CEO of  Media24, said in an interview with the 

Stellenbosch Media Forum that these newspapers “probably represent[s] the most exciting development in 

journalism and in newspapers in South Africa for decades” (Du Bois, 2005:72).

1.2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Tabloid research and debates in South Africa have focused on two aspects: (i) tabloids and ethics; and  

(ii) tabloids and quality journalism (see Wasserman, 2010:58–79; Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:108; 

Wasserman, 2005:34). In the process, many South African media critics have debated tabloids' 

contribution to the standard of  South African journalism instead of  attempting to understand their 

3 The first major South African tabloid, the Sunday Sun, was published in 2001 (Naspers, 2009).

2 



success, development and role in a demographic society. By condemning tabloids, researchers have  

disregarded one of  the fundamental factors of  the tabloids' success: the reader who buys, uses and 

remains loyal to the paper. As Bird (2003a:72–3) states: “While journalists and media critics wring 

hands because the public ‘needs’ to be informed and is apparently perversely resisting this need, 

people themselves say 'Why do I need to know this; what difference does it make to my life'” (see Glenn 

& Knaggs, 2008:120; Harrower, 2006:18). Even though newspapers are struggling to survive in the 

information age and the circulation fgures of  mainstream newspapers continue to drop, South 

African tabloids are thriving (The Media Online, 2009), but it is only recently that researchers and  

editors realised the signifcance of  understanding the reasons for this. Consequently, an interest in 

these newspapers' success and readers was sparked. 

Understanding their audiences is vital if  newspapers want to compete in an ever-changing and  

technology-driven media environment. It is only by catering to the needs of  readers and providing  

them with a product that will satisfy them that newspapers will survive, for readers are the ones who  

ultimately decide what products are worth their money (Harrower, 2006:18; Swift, 1995:100). 

Journalists therefore not only occupy themselves with providing useful information, but also with 

giving customers a product for which they are willing to pay – in other words giving them the 

information (or entertainment) they want in the style and format they prefer. It is not surprising then 

that tabloid editors and journalists state that this is precisely what they are doing: pandering to their  

readers' tastes (Adfocus, 2004; Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:107; Koopman, 2008:13; Bloom, 2005:19; 

Bosman, 2005:64; Vani-Nair, 2005:5; Van Zyl, 2005:15). 

Some critics obviously offer a different perspective and point to successful serious or mainstream 

newspapers and others argue that commercial success is not the only criterion when dealing with an 

issue that has clear cultural, social and moral implications (see Bird, 2003b:34). This critical tradition 

(including the political-economy approach [cf. Fourie, 2007b:124–5]) and the perceived “dumbing-

down” of  the media in general are important issues that cannot be disregarded in any serious 

discussion of  the media. It becomes clear that all involved ought to be interested in understanding the 

tabloid reader (cf. Johansson, 2007:61, 65). Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001:172) agree when they state  

that media practitioners should not ignore the marketplace and need to understand the changing 

needs and tastes of  audiences in order to provide readers with relevant news (see AP, 2008). This  

means that news should be tailor-made to ft the changing needs of  particular audiences and this  

involves an approach that does not cling to tradition, but that is fearless and willing to embrace news 

ways of  communicating and establishing relationships with audiences. Johansson (2007:8) highlights 

this defciency in tabloid research:

3 



However, despite the controversy and wide reach of  tabloids, research into their role among 

audiences is scarce. Why are they popular? What do readers make of  them? As the popular 

tabloids contribute to the lives of  over 15 million British newspaper readers, I am convinced that in 

order to get answers to these questions, the readers need to be acknowledged as active producers of 

meaning. 

Allan (2010:125) supports this notion. He states that critical studies of  newspaper audiences mostly 

focus on the so-called quality papers because these are believed to have the greatest infuence on 

society. However, he points out that studies of  popular texts, such as tabloid newspapers, are 

increasing. Yet, there are still relatively few qualitative studies that explore the tabloid audience's 

consumption of  news in a social environment and, therefore, media practitioners still have only a  

vague understanding of  tabloid readers' experiences and interpretations of  these newspapers 

(Johansson, 2007:59). It is imperative that we pay attention to these experiences because audiences  

negotiate meaning, arrive at their own interpretations of  texts, and use information in their own way. 

What is entertaining or sensational to one reader, could be informative to another. Therefore, one  

cannot assume that a journalist's intended meaning or use of  a story is realised by the reader's 

interpretation and use thereof, for the reader is the one who decides how he/she uses information  

(Dahlgren and Sparks, 1992:12; see Hall, 2007:128; section 4.3.2.3). Bird (2003a:65–6) adds that some 

critics have attempted to explain the audience’s fascination with sensational stories, concluding that 

tabloid readers are sensation seekers: “These explanations have the effect of  neuroticising the 

audience as sick or abnormal if  they are attracted to unwholesome news. Or if  the audience is 

considered at all, it is often to condemn them as lacking in taste and judgement.”  She agrees with 

Johansson, who believes that there is a great void in media practitioners' understanding of  tabloids 

and that the signifcant component is the audience (see Bird, 2003b:24; Greer, 1999:43):

I am also unconvinced that the sceptical, carnivalesque reading of  tabloid style is actually typical 

of  most consumers of  this kind of  news. I do not see tabloid consumption as essentially subversive 

or transgressive, but neither do I see enjoyment of  tabloid-style news as a symptom of 

mindlessness either. Rather, I am more inclined to see audiences as active, selective readers...  

Journalists and critics fret about what people should want to know, and readers and viewers are also 

frequently torn between what they ought to be interested in and what actually captures their 

attention (see Jones et al., 2008:173). Perhaps if  we can understand what does capture attention, we 

might be able to develop a journalism that could embrace tabloid style, while still inviting  

audiences to participate more fully in a civic democracy. 

When one takes into account the great impact tabloids have on the media landscape and the South  

African reader, it is imperative that researchers explore how these newspapers ft into the lives of  their  
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readers, what they make of  these newspapers, how they use them – and importantly, why they prefer 

them to other media products (see Grossberg et al., 1998:236–8). If  not, newspapers run the risk of 

fostering preconceived ideas about audiences, which could ultimately result in these papers becoming 

irrelevant to their audiences (see Viney, 2008; Dahlgren & Sparks, 1992:17). In this regard, Joseph 

(2005b:22) warns that many of  the tabloid critics do not even read these newspapers on a regular basis 

and, therefore, they are ignorant about the role these newspapers play in the daily lives of  their  

ordinary readers by providing them with relevant and useful information (see Glenn & Knaggs, 

2008:107). It is apparent that there is a great void in the information we currently have – and that this  

is due to a lack of  effective audience research (see Johansson, 2007:8–9, 51, 61; Bird, 2003a:65; Greer, 

1999:43; Grossberg et al., 1998:238; Stevenson, 1997:76). In fact, our current knowledge on tabloid 

newspapers and their readers is mainly based on quick surveys or content analyses of  these texts  

(Johansson, 2007:8, 51; Greer, 1999:43). These merely confrm our preconceptions about tabloid 

audiences and do not allow us to understand how audiences perceive and use these newspapers  

(Johansson, 2007:8, 51). Johansson (2007:8, 51), therefore, questions Berger's (1998:116) assumption 

that content analyses can provide insight into audience behaviour. Other researchers support  

Johansson: newspaper content analyses focus on the text and completely neglect to pay attention to the 

reader, the one who decodes the text (within a social context) to complete the communication process  

(Bird, 2003a:65; Petersen, 1992:261). As a result, these studies do not give the researcher insight into 

the context of  media consumption, how readers make sense of  news or use it in their daily lives  

(Johansson, 2007:61). Content analyses allow researchers to draw only superfcial conclusions about 

the tabloid audience. Researchers must acknowledge the active reader if  they are to understand the  

tabloid's impact and role in a democratic society (Johansson, 2007:9; Stevenson, 1997:76). Grossberg 

et al. (1998:238) agree and are of  the opinion that producers can never predict accurately how people  

will consume products and researchers cannot predict how readers will use papers by only relying on  

content analyses. 

The focus has now shifted to “media consumption in audience-related terms, rather than in 

technological, aesthetic, ideological or more or less ‘elitist’ terms,” write Katz et al. (2003:37). Bird 

(2003a) agrees and she highlights the need for audience research when she states that “[Journalists] 

assume that readers consume news in order to learn facts about the world around them and be 

informed…; from the audience perspective, relevant news consists of  stories that take on a life of  their 

own...” In the same article, she writes that “elite defnitions of  news and popular defnitions are often 

at odds, in that news that would be dismissed as salacious gossip by critics, may be perceived as useful 

information by audiences, helping them discuss and deal with issues of  morality, law and order, and so 

on, in their daily lives” (Bird, 2003a:72; Bird, 2003b:34; see Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:173; Dahlgren & 
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Sparks, 1992:12). Johansson (2007:61, 65) states that our limited knowledge about and interest in 

readers’ responses to news and their use of  tabloids are surprising, given these newspapers' great 

impact on social and political media theories. Acknowledging the active reader will enable us to 

understand changing audience needs and media use (see Keppler, 2004:106). Viney (2008) argues that 

“no matter how critical people may be of  tabloids, when investigating tabloids as new or different 

forms of  popular media products, we need to appreciate that assessment of  their success or failure 

rests with the consumer themselves”. 

Despite the controversy surrounding tabloids (in South Africa and internationally) and the fact that the 

rise of  these newspapers has had a great impact on the South African newspaper (and media) 

landscape and journalism as a profession, not much research has been done in an attempt to 

understand this “super-phenomenon”, as Harber refers to it. According to him we should aim to  

understand tabloids and their impact  “rather than turning [our] noses up at them” (Bosman, 

2005:64). He states the following:  “We need to take account of  this super-phenomenon which – like it 

or not – is fundamentally reshaping our profession, our media and our audience.” 

This study argues that if  researchers and practitioners are to grasp the extent of  the impact of  tabloid 

newspapers on the media landscape and society, we should regard the reader as a signifcant factor of 

these papers' success. This study, therefore, focuses on the readers of  South Africa's best-selling 

Afrikaans-language newspaper, the daily tabloid the Son. It is argued that an understanding of  the Son's 

readers, their preferences, reading experiences, interactions with the newspaper and the role it plays in 

their lives is vital if  we want to gain insight into the function, role and impact of  these papers. By 

placing too much emphasis on the media texts, however, the researcher disempowers the readers 

because such studies merely confrm our (often negative) preconceptions about tabloid audiences. 

These do not give readers the opportunity to describe their own encounters, interpretations and 

preferences regarding tabloid newspapers. Furthermore, this study holds that a disparaging attitude 

towards tabloid newspapers and their audiences will not make tabloid journalism disappear from the 

South African media landscape; focusing on the negative aspects of  tabloid newspapers will only  

hinder researchers in their attempts to grasp the extent to which tabloid newspapers impact on the 

media landscape, as well as the lives of  their readers. Thus, in an attempt to understand the “amazing  

story” of  the Son, as its content editor Neil Scott (2010), refers to it, the study attempts to explore the 

relationship between this Afrikaans-language tabloid and its readers critically by shifting the focus 

from the producers of  the media texts (i.e. the newspaper) to the audience (i.e. the readers). This study 

does not make assumptions about the Son' s readers based on an analysis of  the newspaper, but gives 

readers the opportunity to give accounts of  their relationships with and experiences and 
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interpretations of  this paper. In these areas, we currently lack suffcient knowledge about tabloids and 

as a result we fail to fully grasp the extent to which tabloids impact on our media landscape and 

society. 

Against the above background and discussion, the main research question posed in this study is as 

follows:

How do the readers of the Afrikaans-language tabloid Son use and make sense of this 
newspaper?

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND AIMS

1.3.1 Specifc research questions 

The following specifc research questions (SRQ) result from the main research question:

SRQ1: What are the history and development of  tabloid newspapers?

SRQ2: What are the main features of  tabloid newspapers?

SRQ3: How does the Afrikaans-language tabloid Son perceive and serve its readers?

SRQ4: What are the nature, signifcance and role of  the media audience according to the literature 

and newspaper editors?

SRQ5: How do readers experience and interpret the content and presentation of  the Son? 

SRQ6: According to what set of  criteria do readers of  the Son evaluate news and newspapers?

SRQ7: How does the Son ft into the everyday lives of  its readers?

SRQ8: In what media context do readers of  the Son use this tabloid? 

1.3.2 Specifc research aims

The following research aims (RA) provide the framework for the study:

RA1: to determine the history and development of  tabloid newspapers by means of  a literature  

review;

RA2: to determine the main features of  tabloid newspapers by means of  a literature review;

RA3: to determine how the Afrikaans-language tabloid Son perceives and serves its readers by means 

of  qualitative content analysis, personal and informal interviews, and participant observation; 

RA4: to determine the nature, signifcance and role of  the media audience by means of  a literature 

review;

RA5: to determine how Son readers experience and interpret the Son's content and presentation by 

means of  open-ended questionnaires and personal semi-structured interviews; 

RA6: to determine the set of  criteria Son readers use to evaluate news and newspapers by means of 

open-ended questionnaires and personal semi-structured interviews; 
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RA7: to determine how the Son fts into the daily lives of  its readers by means of  open-ended 

questionnaires and personal semi-structured interviews; 

RA8: to determine the media context in which readers of  the Son use this tabloid by means of 

open-ended questionnaires and personal semi-structured interviews. 

1.4 MAIN THEORETICAL STATEMENTS

Based on the literature reviews reported on in parts 1 and 2 (see chapters 2 and 4), respectively, the  

following main theoretical statements (MTS) were formulated to guide this study of  the Son 

readers:

MTS1: The media in a developing country such as South Africa have a responsibility to inform 

citizens, explain and interpret events, reinforce established value systems, entertain people and, 

importantly, to provide them with relevant information that will enable them to become informed and  

active citizens. Moreover, a quality tabloid newspaper not only has the responsibility to inform, 

entertain and mobilise an alternative group of  readers, but it should do so by reporting and 

commenting on alternative issues, on an alternative platform. This means that a quality tabloid 

newspaper should report on issues that are important and relevant to its readers and their lives, and it  

has a responsibility to communicate to them in an understandable, clear and engaging manner. Lastly, 

a quality tabloid should not fail to keep the preferences and circumstances of  its alternative and 

complex audience in mind because the concept of  “news” differs from reading community to reading 

community (see Kuper, 2011; Burton, 2010:230, 265; Ndlela, 2010:95; De Beer & Botha, 2008:231, 

232; Lauterer, 2006:1–3, 27; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:286; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; 

Stamm, 1985:37, 38; sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.8.1).

MTS2: A tabloid can also serve as a community newspaper and vice versa. A community paper 

should serve its community by providing local news that is relevant to them and their daily lives. 

Moreover, a community paper should be approachable and serve its community by catering to their  

interests and paying attention to their concerns. A quality community news tabloid should therefore 

aim to refect the lives of  its readers by providing local, relevant and engaging content (see Kuper, 

2011; Burton, 2010:230, 265; Ndlela, 2010:95; De Beer & Botha, 2008:231, 232; Lauterer, 2006:1–3, 

27; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:286; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; Stamm, 1985:37, 38; sections 

2.4.4 and 2.4.8.1). 

MTS3: “Audience” is a complex and multidimensional concept – not a single, homogeneous entity. 

Audiences hold many different identities, are unpredictable and “fuid” and, therefore, cannot be 

categorised. Moreover, because audiences bring their various backgrounds, experiences and 

knowledge to texts they arrive at their own interpretations of  these. They are consequently not victims  
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of  media texts, but active decoders of  media texts who play a vital part in the meaning-making 

process. A textual approach to media audiences often only confrms and reinforces preconceived ideas 

about audiences and media use. The social and cultural contexts, as well as the immediate 

environment in which media are consumed, infuence audience interpretations and behaviour and 

they should therefore be taken into account in seeking to study audience interactions with media texts 

(see Wasserman, 2010:118, 121; Ang, 2006:177; Schrøder et al., 2003a:5; 124, 125; sections 3.3.2.5 

and 3.3.3.2). 

MTS4: Whereas effects research over-emphasises the power of  the text, other approaches tend to 

disregard it. In this regard, reception researchers hold that if  we are to understand the relationship  

between audiences and texts, it is crucial that we pay attention to the audiences' perceptions and  

interpretations, as well as to the media texts itself. This approach acknowledges that audiences are 

active decoders of  media texts, but also realises that the producers of  these have various tools at hand 

to encode an intended message and convey it to an audience. Reception researchers, therefore, 

acknowledge that the encoder and the decoder of  the message play critical roles in the meaning-

making process and for this reason, they argue, there should be a balance regarding the attention paid  

to the text and to the readers. Semiotics is a useful approach for exploring these texts, for it enables the 

researcher to analyse the structure of  a message, while it takes into account that readers ultimately 

decode these texts and arrive at their own interpretations. Semioticians hold that we communicate 

with signs and that everything, including colour, a gesture or a spoken or written word, is a sign. These 

signs are combined by means of  coding and this process results in sign systems. When applied to 

media texts, or a newspaper, this means that the newspaper staff  have various sign systems (or 

communication elements) at their disposal to construct a message for their audience. These include a 

linguistic sign system (i.e. the stories) and visual sign systems (the photographs, layout, colour and 

graphics). These systems work in combination to convey messages to readers. By exploring audience  

encounters with media texts and how these messages are structured, in other words how the sign 

systems are applied and combined to support each other, researchers could gain insight into the 

interrelationship between media producers, texts and audiences (Johansson, 2007:54; Schrøder et al., 

2003:12, 127, 128, 141; Wasserman, 2010:118, 119; Ang, 2006:181; see sections 3.3.3 and 3.5 for a 

full discussion). 

1.5 RESEARCH DESIGN

Audience researchers are faced with a dilemma: which of  the many approaches to media audiences 

should they follow? Which approach would enable researchers to gain insight into audience 

behaviour? How could researchers reduce their interruption of  the social phenomena they wish to 

study and how do they reduce the disruption of  the lives of  media users? It is argued (see chapter 4) 
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that a critical reception approach is most applicable for this study, as reception researchers aim to 

understand the relationship between senders, texts and receivers (Johannson, 2007:54; Schrøder et al., 

2003:141; see Dahlgren & Sparks, 1992:12). Schrøder et al. (2003:141) identify the following 

characteristics of  reception research: (i) it explores the audience's interaction with media meanings; (ii) 

it acknowledges audiences as active producers of  meaning; and (iii) it argues that the situational and 

socio-economic contexts of  audiences impact on their interpretation of  news (see Allan, 2010:124; 

Johansson, 2007:54; Schrøder et al., 2003:124, 125; Jensen & Rosengren, 2001:174; Holub, 1989:xii). 

This approach will be supplemented by a semiotic approach, which holds that senders of  messages 

communicate with receivers by means of  signs and codes (see Fourie, 2009:40; O' Shaughnessy et al., 

2008:133; Smith, 2007:19). Such an approach will enable the researcher to establish what codes the 

Son uses in serving its readers (see Smith, 2007:10, 30; Steenveld, 2006; Barthes, 1964:21). The study is 

accordingly structured in two parts: the frst focuses on the media text (tabloid newspapers in general, 

as well as the Son) and the second focuses on the audience (the media audience in general, as well as  

the readers of  the Son). 

This exploratory study follows an interpretative approach and, therefore, will make use of  a 

qualitative research design (Du Plooy, 2002:29, 37; see section 3.4). The greatest media use and 

media audience contributions have been made within a qualitative framework (see Tuchman, 

1991:79). This framework enables the researcher to provide detailed and in-depth descriptions of 

media behaviour, while simultaneously providing for interpretation and contextualisation (see 

Johansson, 2007:68). Within this framework, the study follows a critical reception approach to 

investigating the role of  the Son in the lives of  its readers (see sections 3.3.3.6, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4). As 

shown below, the study applies several methods in an attempt to give detailed accounts of  how this  

audience interacts with the newspaper. A literature review was conducted to provide an overview of 

the history and development of  tabloid newspapers, nationally and internationally (see chapter 2). In 

addition to contextualising South African tabloids and their success, the literature review enabled the 

researcher to provide a framework for the empirical study by establishing the role, characteristics and 

communication approaches of  South African tabloid newspapers. In addition, the Son also made 

documents available to the researcher that contain the frameworks and results of  a qualitative study  

they commissioned. Using this framework, a content analysis of  the S o n was conducted to 

determine how the newspaper perceives and serves its audience, while at the same time it made the  

researcher aware of  the variety of  possible meanings readers can derive from the texts (see chapters 5  

to 7). In addition, a participant-observation method was employed to study the Son's 

communication approach and interaction with its audience via its social media accounts on Twitter 

(@sonkoerant) and Facebook (Son Koerant). 
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The content analysis is supplemented by an empirical audience analysis that included personal 

semi-structured interviews with the readers in the environments in which they consume media (see  

chapters 5 to 7). These methods are supplemented by a personal discussion with the assistant editor of 

the Son, Neil Scott, in order to understand how the newspaper perceives its audience and consequently 

how the editorial staff  attempt to fulfl the readers' expectations and continue the successes of  this 

newspaper. The aim of  the study is not to generalise fndings or to profle the reader of  the Son. It is 

rather aimed at providing descriptions of  the relationships between these readers and their newspaper. 

The interviews were therefore conducted and questionnaires administered until a point of  saturation 

was reached. The research design and methods implemented in each part of  the study are discussed at 

the beginning of  every chapter. Table 1.1 provides an overview of  the study's structure. 
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STRUCTURE OF STUDY

Chapter Main focus and aims Research 
aims

Method(s)

PART 1: Tabloid newspapers and the Son 

2

The chapter provides an overview of  the 
development and success of  tabloids 
internationally and in South Africa. The 
aims are to determine where the Son fts into 
the larger South African media landscape 
and to provide a framework for a qualitative 
content analysis of  this newspaper. 

RA1 

RA2

Theoretical framework 

Literature review

3

This chapter focuses on the Son and the 
content it offers its readers, how it presents 
this content and the way in which it 
approaches its readers. The content analysis 
provides the background for the empirical 
audience research reported on in the 
second part of  the study. 

RA3

Empirical component

Qualitative content analysis

Personal interview 

Participant observation 

PART 2: Media audiences and Son readers 

4

In this chapter, the approaches to audience 
research are considered. The researcher aims 
to establish how to approach the tabloid 
audience in a way that would make it 
possible to refect their media encounters and 
provide in-depth descriptions of  their 
relationships with the Son. A more in-depth 
discussion on the overall research design is 
given in this chapter, as it is closely linked to 
the critical reception approach followed in 
this study. 

RA4

Theoretical framework 

Literature review

5–7

In these chapters, the data obtained from the 
empirical audience research is interpreted and 
presented. The main aim is to establish the 
nature of  the relationship between its readers 
and the Son, i.e. how they interact with the 
newspaper. 

RA5–8 

Empirical component

Literature review

Qualitative personal semi-
structured interviews 
Questionnaires 

PART 3: Conclusion and recommendations

8
This chapter focuses on the main fndings of  the study, as well as the study's contribution to 
an understanding of  tabloid audiences, tabloid newspapers and their success in South 
Africa. 

Table 1.1: Structure of  the study
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1.6 CHAPTER OUTLINE

The above table provides the framework for the study and results in the following chapter outline:

PART 1
Chapter 2:  A social phenomenon
South African tabloids in context

The chapter provides an overview of  tabloid newspapers, their successes, as well as tabloid research 

and the need for a tabloid audience analysis. An overview of  what has already been done in the feld 

of  tabloids and tabloid audiences is included in this chapter. 

Chapter 3: The reader, the king
A focus on the Son's main features

In this chapter, the content, style and communication approach of  the Son were explored in order to 

provide the background against which the audience reception study was conducted. Whereas the 

second part of  the study focuses on the Son readers and how they perceive and experience the 

newspaper, this chapter considers the media text.

PART 2
Chapter 4: In search of  the audience
Theoretical approach and research design

This chapter focuses on the theoretical framework used to analyse the data. It includes an overview of 

the most popular approaches to media audience research, focusing on its development, contributions 

and shortcomings in an attempt to determine the nature, signifcance and role of  the media audience. 

It is argued that a critical reception approach is most appropriate for this study. A discussion of  the 

research design, i.e. how this approach was implemented in this study, is also included. 

Chapter 5: Negotiating meaning 
Audience interpretations of  the Son's content and style

Reader experiences regarding the Son's content and packaging are explored by analysing the data 

collected by means of  qualitative personal interviews, questionnaires and observation. 

Chapter 6: The community's champion
Reader perceptions of  quality journalism 

This chapter provides a detailed analysis of  the data obtained by means of qualitative personal 

interviews, questionnaires and observations, and explores how readers perceive quality journalism, as 

well as the set of  criteria they use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Chapter 7: The Son as a companion
Making the newspaper part of  everyday life

The chapter provides a description and interpretation of  how readers use the tabloid and what role it  

plays in their daily lives. 
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PART 3
Chapter 8: Sonland: Where readers have a voice
Conclusion and recommendations

The fnal chapter includes a concise overview of  the study, but emphasis is placed on the main fndings 

of  this study. 

The next chapter in part 1 of  this study will contextualise the phenomenon of  the tabloid newspaper by focusing on its  

development, main features, communication approaches and potential role in a democratic society. The chapter will  

provide the background for the qualitative content analysis of  the Son that follows.
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PART 1 Chapter 2

A SOCIAL PHENOMENON
South African tabloids in context

When we choose to enter the world of  breaking news, we enter a fun house. Abnormalities loom  

large in journalism’s bent mirrors: perspectives are distorted; horrors materialize out of  nowhere;  

everywhere we turn there is blood and danger. If  there is a logic to the collection of  intense 

moments that journalists package, it is a logic of  discontinuity – a carnival logic of  freaks and  

catastrophes, a logic beyond the reach of  conventional sentiments with which most daily journalist 

must make do. Much of  the time journalists, like circus announcers, are reduced to barking and  

adding admonitions: “Marvelous!”  “Prodigious!”  “Frightful!”  “Lamentable!”  “Horrible!” 

– Mitchell Stephens

2.1 INTRODUCTION

There is a common perception that the interest of  today’s media audience in sensational, shocking,  

dramatic and even vulgar news is a result of  the success of  tabloid journalism (Flanagan, 2001:158; 

see Saltzman, 1994:21). However, critics of  the tabloid press appear to ignore the fact that neither 

tabloids, nor the audience’s craving for the sensational, are twenty-frst century phenomena  

(Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287–91; Saltzman 1994:21; Flanagan, 2001:158; Stephens, 1997:93–131; 

MacGill Hughes, 1942:11). Researchers trace people’s fascination with sensationalism back to the  

1500s and tabloid-style newspapers have been around since the 1600s (Stephens, 1997:93, 103).  

Despite tabloids’ reputation for sensationalisation, personalisation and simplifcation, many academics 

and media critics argue that tabloids have the potential to play an important role in a society and that 

this should not be overshadowed by their melodramatic and brash style (Örnebring & Jönsson, 

2004:283). This statement is supported by the argument that the “elite” defnition and the “reader”  

defnition of  news differ to a great extent (see Bird, 2003a:72). In this regard, tabloids cater for a 

unique audience whose needs and perception of  news and useful information are at odds with those of  

academics and media critics. In terms of  the political-economy, publishing news only suitable for the  

elite will not sell newspapers to the masses and, from a managerial perspective, newspapers must give  

readers what they want in order to boost circulation fgures and survive in an ever-changing and 

competitive media environment (see section 1.2). 

This chapter will argue that it is human nature to fnd the dramatic and shocking interesting. 

Furthermore, it will argue that the concepts of  "quality" and "tabloids" are not mutually exclusive and 

that quality tabloid newspapers have the potential to play an important role in informing, mobilising  

and educating audiences in the developing and democratic South Africa. Finally, this chapter will  
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provide a framework for the empirical parts of  the study, which included a qualitative content analysis 

of  the Son and interviews with readers of  the newspaper (see chapters 3, 5 to 7). This chapter will seek 

to fulfl the following research aims (see section 1.3.1): 

RA1: to determine the history and development of tabloid newspapers by means of a literature review; and

RA2: to determine the main features of tabloid newspapers by means of a literature review.

2.2 RESEARCH METHOD4

This chapter is based on a literature overview that  included the study of  books, academic articles and 

electronic sources (South African and international databases) to explore the history and development 

of  tabloid newspapers and to establish the main features of  these newspapers. Little academic research 

has been done on South African tabloids; therefore, the researcher also consulted non-academic  

sources such as magazine articles, newspaper clippings (SA Media), printed and online newspaper and 

magazine columns, as well as online blogs. 

2.3 HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF TABLOID NEWSPAPERS

The following sections explore the history and development of  tabloid newspapers (internationally 

and in South Africa) in order to provide the background against which the qualitative content analysis 

of  the Son was conducted. In addition, these sections provide the context for the reception audience 

study, which will be reported on in part 2 (see chapters 4 to 7). 

2.3.1 News and sensation in the sixteenth century

Critics often blame tabloids for the insatiable desire of  the media audience for the trivial. As Flanagan 

(2001:158) puts it: “There is a sense that the general, indisputable coarsening of  our common cultural 

life is in some way connected to the tabloids and what they represent, a sense based on a tacit  

assumption that the present mania for salacious details about the private lives of  celebrities is a recent, 

lamentable aberration of  public taste. In fact it is a phenomenon as old as the movies” (see Saltzman,  

1994:21; Bird, 1992:8, 9). In his book A history of  news, Mitchell Stephens (1997) explores the origin of 

news and people’s fascination with sensational and extraordinary stories about ordinary individuals 

and celebrities. Stephens traces this fascination back to the 1500s. According to him, news books and 

news ballads of  that time told stories of “doings of  the court; murders and other crimes; miracles, 

prodigies and wonders; monstrous births and strange beasts; witchcraft; the plague; acts of  god such as 

food and fre, and the weather; and sporting events” (Stephens, 1997:93, 95). Even then, ordinary 

people were fascinated by the mundane actions of  celebrities and the details about their lives. In 1508, 

when the “marriage” of  the twelve-year-old daughter of  England's Henry VII to the eight-year-old 

4 See chapter 4 for a detailed discussion on the research approach and design. 
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Prince Charles of  Austria was celebrated, the news pamphlet that covered the event elaborated on  

trivial details, such as the seating arrangements (Stephens, 1997:94–6). Like today, audiences were  

enthralled by the rise of  celebrities (the royal) – and they then took delight in their downfall (Stephens,  

1997:97; see Saltzman,1994:21; Bird, 1992:10). 

It was not only trivialities that interested the audience; later, in the seventeenth century, crime was 

exploited in the news too. Stephens (1997:98) identifes four elements of  crime stories in those days:  

the victim was a woman or a child; the suspect was well known (a “celebrity”); there was some doubt  

about whether the suspect was guilty; and the suspect had a history of  promiscuous behaviour. “The 

journalists who were feeding the early printing presses learned what all journalists have learned: that  

crime news is prime news,” writes Stephens (1997:99). The crime stories were flled with human 

interest and drama and this allowed journalists to exploit the lives of  individuals, as well as their public 

behaviour (Stephens, 1997:100). He further argues that murderers and their victims had no right to 

privacy. Murder stories have an undeniable human-interest angle, especially if  those involved acted 

out of  character, e.g. women who killed their husbands out of  jealousy, their fathers for revenge and 

their nieces out of  spite (Stephens, 1997:101; see section 2.4.2.1). 

News books also exploited the appeal of  the unexpected, extraordinary and supernatural (Stephens,  

1997:105–15, 127–31; Saltzman, 1994:21). Stories about unnatural births, monsters, strange omens 

and natural disasters appealed to audiences (Bird, 1992:9; see Stephens, 1997:93, 95). These 

publications frequently featured stories of  “marveilous straunge fshe”, “heinous and horrible actes 

committed by … witches” and “strange and monstrous serpents” (Stephens, 1997:111, 123, 124; see 

Saltzman, 1994:21). Stephens (1997:129, 130) notes that this should not be surprising and journalists 

should not be attacked for highlighting the unexpected: “The news is not about life but about a 

peculiar subset of  life.” He argues that great stories come from nowhere and disappear suddenly; they 

are periodical, not part of  a whole and they do not exist within a context. Front-page stories about 

rugby player Joost van der Westhuizen’s involvement in a sex video and singer Steve Hofmeyr’s affair  

with a gym instructor are good examples. The fact that these stories received extensive coverage in the 

Afrikaans-language newspapers particularly supports Stephens’s argument. These stories exist as news 

within “a particular subset of  life” (see sections 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.2.6). 

Not only did the press cover subjects that are considered to have an intrinsic sensational quality such  

as celebrities and crime (see Uribe & Gunter, 2007:209; see section 2.3.2), but these stories were also 

presented in what is commonly understood to be a sensational style: large headlines, detailed sketches 

and dramatic language reinforced the sensational nature of  these papers (Stephens, 1997:102; see  
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section 2.3.2). The following excerpt from the 1642 The crying Murther: Contayning the cruell and most  

horrible butcher of  Mr. Tat illustrates the melodramatic style of  these news books (Stephens, 1997:102):

… these butchers, with their hands already smoking in his blood, did cut up his carcass, unbowel  

and quarter it; then did they burn his head and privy members, parboil his fesh and salt it up, that 

so the sudden stink and putrefaction being hindered, the murderers might the longer be free from 

[discovery]. 

This story is accompanied by a large sketch that takes up half  the page. This detailed drawing shows  

four people “butchering” a man: one of  them is holding the victim’s head in his hands, another is 

holding a limb and a knife, and they are both watching the other disembowelling the victim (Stephens, 

1997:103). The coverage of  this story is considered the birth of  tabloid journalism (Stephens, 

1997:103). The story Murder upon murder, which appeared in 1635, tells of  a man and a woman who 

were hanged for three murders. Instead of  referring to the woman as a “prostitute”, the paper chooses 

to use the more sensational and dramatic “flthy whore” (Stephens, 1997:104). Monsters and dragons 

were often described as “marvellous” or “grand”, horses were “gallant” and earthquakes were 

“marvellous and frightful” (Stephens, 1997:123, 124). Front pages also carried large illustrations of 

these beasts (see Stephens, 1997:124). The use of  dramatic language, emotive and shocking headlines 

and large, vulgar illustrations were common practice 500 years ago. 

Sex, crime, celebrities and sensation sold newspapers – and they still do today. Few of  us, states  

Stephens (1997:104, 105), are able to ignore the appeal of  these subjects and he asks: “Is it surprising, 

therefore, that journalists have found them so hard to ignore?” (see Saltzman, 1994:21): 

It is diffcult, therefore, to resist the conclusion – however unpleasant and unfashionable – that the 

bulk of  the blame for the amount of  sensationalism that continues to appear in the news rests not  

with media corporations, no matter how greedy, but with our natures. 

2.3.2 The Penny Press

In their modern newspaper form, tabloid newspapers have been entertaining non-elite audiences since 

the early 1800s (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287, 288; MacGill Hughes, 1942:11). Journalism 

historians agree that the Penny Press of  the 1830s gave birth to the sensational and human-interest  

style of  today’s tabloid journalism (Bird, 1992:12). Benjamin Day founded the daily New York Sun in 

1833 and his paper was specifcally aimed at the rising American working class, the newly literate 

audience (Briggs & Burke, 2009:183; Kobre, 1964:v). It was the frst paper in journalism history aimed 

at the masses (Bird, 1992:12) and Day's paper included stories about ordinary people (Harrower,  
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2010:10, 11; Briggs & Burke, 2009:183). With a variety of  news and a strong emphasis on crime and 

court reports, the newspaper succeeded in creating a new public: ordinary men started to buy and  

read newspapers (see Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:288; Stephens, 1997:105; MacGill Hughes, 1942:11; 

see section 2.3.2). They now had access to information that was previously available to them only 

through the grapevine. The paper, with the tagline “It shines for all”, used clear language and short, 

human-interest stories to evoke emotion, rather than appeal to the readers’ intellect (Bird, 1992:13).  

Consequently, the Penny Press attracted thousands of  readers within a very short period. 

The content differed distinctly from that of  mainstream newspapers: Day focused on human-interest 

stories, as well as scandalous and humorous stories about the upper class. He was the frst to use a  

sensational style in his newspaper. The Sun was characterised by a simple and direct news style, short 

paragraphs and vivid, colloquial language (Bird, 1992:14). (The Penny Press was characterised by a 

sensational style, rather than sensational topics – see table 1.1). His paper was sold on street corners 

(and not ordered by subscription), where it had to compete with other products – and within fve years 

its circulation was 34 000 (Briggs & Burke, 2009:183). The New York Sun was sold for only one penny, 

whereas other mainstream papers cost six pennies. News became a commodity and since then, writes  

MacGill Hughes (1942:12), newspapers have had to stay interesting. “With the introduction of  these 

papers,” write Örnebring and Jönsson (2004:287), “both the reason for publishing newspapers and the 

content of  the newspapers changed.”  Day founded his newspaper almost two centuries ago, yet even 

then critics lashed out at his newspaper, labelling it vulgar, cheap and sensational (see Örnebring & 

Jönsson, 2004:287, 288). It was clear that the criticism was fuelled by jealousy because Day’s paper 

was a commercial success (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:288, 289). A similar situation occurred in 

South Africa: the phenomenally successful Daily Sun, owned by media conglomerate Naspers, was 

originally sold for only R1 and as a result offered stiff  competition to mainstream newspapers, in 

particular Avusa Media's Sowetan. Naspers was accused of  “uncompetitive behaviour” by Saki 

Macozoma, chairman of  the Black-empowerment consortium Nail (Wasserman, 2010:60). 

Owing to the success of  Day’s newspaper, similar papers saw light: James Gordon Bennett’s New York 

Herald (1935) and Horace Greeley’s New York Tribune (1841; see Kobre, 1964:v). Bennett contributed to 

the Penny Press by introducing crime reporting, a letter’s column, and fnancial and sport news 

(Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:288). This paper too, was criticised not primarily for its sensationalism, 

but for its commercial success. If  the masses bought and read it, it had to be of  poor taste and quality 

(see section 2.3.3.2). Greeley’s recipe was similar, but he used his newspaper to campaign for issues and 

in this way the New York Tribune contributed to society (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:289). 
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In the UK, journalism also changed radically during this time. William Thomas Stead, who worked at 

the penny paper Pall Mall Gazette, was one of  the key players of  the new journalism movement 

(Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:290). He used controversial methods to investigate stories and once 

bought a girl from her parents and sold her again in order to expose child prostitution. Despite the  

importance and the possible impact of  the information he had found, critics condemned him for his 

methods. Like Day, Bennett, Greeley and Stead used dramatic and shocking headlines to attract  

readers and this had implications (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:290, 291; see section 2.3.2.2):

Stead’s motives were questioned: was he simply a sensationalist trying to sell papers, or a genuine 

crusader. It is, of  course, quite possible that he was both – the binary opposition between writing-

for-proft and writing-for-a-cause is exactly the result of  the overly simplistic view of  tabloid 

journalism…

 

A few decades later Alfred Harmsworth applied the term “tabloid” to his newspaper, London's Daily  

Mail, which was established in 1896 (Briggs & Burke, 2009:181; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287; 

Reader’s Digest, 1994:352). Harmsworth stole the word, a combination of  “tablet” and “alkaloid”, 

from a pill manufacturer. He wanted his paper to be “like a small, concentrated, effective pill, 

containing all news needs within one handy package, half  the size of  a conventional broadsheet 

newspaper” (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287; Reader’s Digest, 1994:352). Harmsworth's paper not 

only informed and entertained its readers, but also employed educated them – journalist J.A. Spencer 

remarked that these newspapers “infuenced the common man more than all the education ministers  

put together” (Briggs & Burke, 2009:181). Even then, the word “tabloid” referred to both the size of 

the newspaper and the topics that were covered, as well as the style in which information was  

presented (see Allan, 2010:128; Örnebring & Jöhnsson, 2004:287; Bird, 1992:8; Reader’s Digest, 

1994:352; sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.2.2). British tabloids reinforced this by focusing on sex, scandals and 

sensation (Reader’s Digest, 1994:352). 

2.3.3 The Yellow Press

The Penny Press cleared the way for a new, alternative kind of  journalism and a few years later  

newspapermen Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst were at the forefront of  the Yellow Press 

War (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:289; Bird, 1992:16; Kobre, 1964:iii; MacGill Hughes, 1942:12). The 

Yellow Press journalists built on the success of  the Penny Press and offered human-interest stories, 

detailed descriptions and simple colloquial language too (Bird, 1992:17). Large, sensational headlines 

saw the light and Pulitzer and Hearst actively advertised to compete with each other. Pulitzer bought  

the New York World in 1883 and his newspaper was similar to that of  Day and Bennett. Pulitzer was a 

crusader and an immigrant (Briggs & Burke, 2009:188). He tackled issues such as the conditions under 
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which immigrants worked and one of  his shocking stories on New York’s housing problems forced 

authorities to recognise the problem (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:289; see section 2.3.3.3). These 

papers did not merely report, but also probed (Briggs & Burke, 2009:182). Pulitzer employed sensation  

and emotion both to sell newspapers and to create awareness (see Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:291). 

He was a master of  sensation and even though many were shocked by Rupert Murdoch’s New York Post  

headlines “LET ME DIE!”, this headline appeared more than a century ago in Pulitzer's New York 

World as “LET ME DIE! LET ME DIE!” (Stephens, 1997:105). Pulitzer was fercely criticised for 

using the sensationalism of  the Penny Press, yet he succeeded in creating a culture of  consumption  

and he published women’s pages and advice columns in addition to advertising (Bird, 1992:17). 

Many imitated Pulitzer and the Yellow War started in 1895 when Hearst bought the New York Journal 

with the tagline “While Others Talk the Journal Acts”. This paper too became a crusader for the 

ordinary man by investigating alleged abuse by government and corporations (Örnebring & Jönsson, 

2004:289). Today, “journalism that acts” (see Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:289) takes form in the Daily  

Sun and Daily Voice: instead of  going to the police, readers turn to what they call “their” newspapers for 

help. In the case of  the Daily Sun, police are necessitated to take statements in the newspaper’s 

interview room (Bloom, 2005:21; see Joseph, 2005a:30). Journalist and academic Raymond Joseph, 

who worked as a news editor at the Daily Voice for three months, cites a case in which a reader brought 

the paper a videotape showing police offcers and gangsters partying together. It resulted in an 

investigation and the suspension of  some of  the offcers. Joseph (2005a:31) states: 

Later I asked the source why he had given us the tape and why he had not gone to one of  the 

established broadsheets. His answer was illuminating and holds a clue for how papers should be 

developing relationships and trust with their readers: “The Voice is on our side, I trusted you to do 

it properly, not to drop me.”

These newspapers not only fought the ordinary man’s battles, but they also entertained. The Yellow  

Press introduced comic strips, letters to the editor, women’s pages and Hearst was the frst to cover 

sports (MacGill Hughes, 1942:12). MacGill Hughes (1942:12) refers to these as the “heart-throb stories 

and sob-sister stuff ” that flled the tabloids of  the 1920s. She quotes newspaperman MacFadden, who  

then stated that “simple stories, simply told, about people just like themselves” appealed to the readers 

and ultimately sold newspapers (see Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287; see section 2.3.3.3). MacGill 

Hughes (1942:12) argues that the motives for changing news have always been purely commercial (see  

Conley & Lamble, 2006:xi; see section 2.3.1.4). Editorial staff  had to sell interesting news to the  

readers, and then had to sell their readers to the advertisers (see Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287; 

MacGill Hughes, 1942:12). As a result, these newspapers had more clearly specifed target audiences. 
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Hearst was a businessman and accordingly he sold “interesting news” to the masses. He was of  the  

opinion that “the merely important” news was only “addressed to small audiences” (MacGill Hughes, 

1942:12). Örnebring and Jönsson (2004:287, 290) note that tabloid newspapers reached new 

audiences by addressing issues that were important to them in a way that they could understand and  

in this regard newspapers had a positive impact on the society (see Briggs & Burke, 2009:183; section 

2.3.3). Kobre (1964:iii) states that even though the term “Yellow Press” became one of  contempt,  

“these dailies made many positive contributions to the stream of  American life and the development  

of  popular, democratic journalism”. He states that the press merely responded to social, economic and 

urban changes and “the daring editors, however, re-adjusted pre-Civil War journalism to the new 

industrial and urban age, and ushered newspapers into the twentieth century”. 

Joseph Patterson and R.R. McCornick published the frst successful picture tabloid in 1919: the New 

York Daily News. The paper continued the tradition of  human-interest stories, but also placed emphasis 

on cooking, fashion, beauty, comics and endearing things said by children (Bird, 1992:19). 

2.4 THE MAIN FEATURES OF TABLOID NEWSPAPERS

The mainstream and serious newspapers struggle to sell more papers, yet the tabloids thrive (Kariithi, 

2006:31; Anon, 2004). Academic and media expert Anton Harber (2009) states on his blog, The 

Harbinger, that the South African newspaper market owes its survival to the tabloids and the isiZulu 

newspapers. Even though tabloid journalism is accused of  poor and common taste, sensationalising,  

simplifying and personalising, many South African mainstream newspapers have “tabloidised” in an 

effort to survive; newspapers such as the Rapport, Sunday Times, Beeld and The Citizen have all adopted 

certain tabloid features (see Allan, 2010:247; Vehkoo, 2010:4, 5; Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:106; Jones et  

al., 2008:170; Froneman, 2005:13; Wasserman, 2005a:34; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:283). This 

corresponds with Allan's (2010:250) reference to The Economist's (1998:13) observation regarding the 

notable change in style and presentation of  news in the media: “News is moving away from foreign 

affairs towards domestic concerns; away from politics towards human-interest stories; away from issues 

to people” (see Allan, 2010:261).  

Johansson (2007:31) defnes tabloidisation as the “development whereby the (news) media increasingly 

turn to entertainment, sensationalism and the realms of  private affairs”. Van Rooyen (2005:25) and 

Bird (1992:8) agree. The discussion about tabloidisation is concerned with the following three aspects: 

(i) newspapers adopt tabloid features with regard to content; (ii) newspapers' priorities change; and (iii) 

newspapers expand the boundaries of  taste (the focus of  past studies has been on this aspect – see 

problem statement) (Sparks & Tulloch, 2000:179, 198, 230; Bird, 2003a:67; see Gripsrud & Weibull, 
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2010:128, 129). According to him, social order is now presented within a personal framework, visual 

communication is preferable to analysis and descriptions (text), and news is also presented with 

dramatic techniques (see Jones et al., 2008:179). These all contribute to an attractive package for the 

reader. In this regard, Stephens (1997:106) states: “All journalists are comrades in the battle against 

dullness; they are straining not to bore the sultan.” 

Sensationalism – which entails a focus on personalities, trivial news and colloquial, personal language 

– and tabloidisation are closer associated (Gripsrud, 1992:54; Stevens, 1991:5, 6; see Glenn & Knaggs, 

2008:116). Conboy (2004:45–55) agrees that language and mode of  address are distinct features of  

tabloids (see Jones et al., 2008:179). Media critics and psychologists argue that sensation activates 

emotional responses in readers, such as shock, empathy or anger (Uribe & Gunter, 2007:209). Such 

topics spark conversation (see Allan, 2010:127). Wasserman (2011) warns that one should not use  

sensation as a dirty word: although sensationalism is often perceived as a negative feature, it often 

stimulates moral, emotional and aesthetic sensory responses. Some topics are perceived as intrinsically 

sensational, such as crime, celebrities, sport and sex, whereas other topics are viewed as non-

sensational, e.g. economic and political news (Uribe & Gunter, 2007:209). It is often assumed that  

audiences will react emotionally to “sensational” topics. Accordingly, researchers often fail to identify 

the particular signifers of  tabloidisation or sensationalism (see Wasserman, 2010:67). Uribe and 

Gunter (2007:210) consequently argue that if  sensation triggers emotion, one needs a “more nuanced” 

approach. Their research suggests that audiences are emotionally moved by the presentation, and not 

necessarily by the topic: “Thus, regardless of  the particular topic, news items can be packaged with or 

without emotion-laden information at both narrative and visual levels,” they state (Uribe & Gunter, 

2007:211). One could consequently conclude that all stories (whether they fall in the sensational or 

non-sensational category) can be presented in either a sensational or a non-sensational style. Subject 

and style therefore constitute sensation (see Stephens, 1997:103). Hearst, in introducing his Daily  

Mirror in 1924, defned the tabloid (Bird, 1992:19): “And when the tabloid speaks, its language is not 

dead with the stylism of  conventional newspaper wordage but alive with phrases that were spoken. 

Here is the history of  a time as would have been written by its people.” He promised his readers “90% 

entertainment, 10% information – and the information without boring you”. His statement shows that 

tabloid newspapers approach stories in a different way. They do not attempt to resemble conventional 

newspapers. Tabloid newspapers present information in a way that readers fnd interesting, engaging 

and entertaining (see section 2.4.8). However, this does not mean that these newspapers are inferior to 

mainstream newspapers – they merely tackle different issues in a different way (see sections 2.3.2.1,  

2.3.2.2, 2.3.3.3 and 4.4.1.4). 
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2.4.1 Tabloid content

South African tabloids do not look like their American and British counterparts regarding the subjects  

they cover and the way in which they package information. As Du Plessis of  the Daily Sun notes in an 

interview (Bloom, 2005:19): “We discovered from day one that you could not take great ideas from the 

rest of  the world and just translate them to South Africa.” 

Tabloids are traditionally flled with gossip, scandals and the supernatural, superfcial, trivial, bizarre 

and shocking (Du Plessis, 2005:18; Froneman, 2005:13; Wasserman, 2005a:34; see Allan, 2010:125). 

International tabloids concentrate on celebrity gossip, human-interest stories, stories about psychic 

phenomena, UFO sightings, advice, self-help tips and medical news (Bird, 1992:8; see Allan, 

2010:257), whereas South African tabloids have a strong focus on sex, scandal, sensation, sport and 

crime. Tabloid journalism is therefore sometimes referred to as gutter journalism (see Bloom, 

2005:20). Froneman (2006:26) adds that tabloids also offer what he calls “populist politics” – they only 

cover hard political news if  the story has sensational elements, e.g. a certain political fgure or a 

scandal is involved (see Wasserman, 2011; Allan, 2010:128). Tabloids are traditionally not interested in 

hard news: they are characterised by personalisation and stories are generally told from a human-

interest angle (Allan, 2010:256; see Strelitz & Steenveld, 2005:36; Bird, 1992:8).

The broad list of  news topics include agriculture, business, cars, charities, crime, defence, 

diet/beauty/fashion, disaster/accidents, drugs/alcohol, the economy, education, employment, 

culture/entertainment/showbiz, the environment, equal rights, gambling, health, housing, human 

interest, the justice system, local government, media, past events, parliamentary/political news, racing, 

religion, the Royal Family, science, sex, social issues, social security, space, sport, transport and unions. 

(All of  these are applicable to South African media, except for the Royal Family. Coverage of  events 

that involve the Royal Family is more typical of  European tabloids). Sport, crime, 

entertainment/showbiz, human interest and sex all fall within the sensational category, whilst the rest  

are classifed as non-sensational. Johansson (2007:87) adds that tabloids also focus on three textual 

themes and these are community, gender and celebrity. Using these topics and themes as a framework, 

as well as those identifed by South African researchers (see previous paragraph), the following 

common topics covered in South African tabloid newspapers, have been identifed: human-

interest/the personal, celebrities, sex/scandal, sport, crime and science/the supernatural (see Allan,  

2010:256). 

2.4.1.1 Human interest

Audiences are fascinated by the effect of  events on the lives of  individuals. For this reason, journalists 
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conduct interviews with grief-stricken families, victims of  rape, drug users, wives with unfaithful 

husbands and HIV/Aids or cancer patients. Audiences are interested in the story behind the 

seemingly extraordinary events. They want to know why the husband cheated on the wife, how the 

wife deals with her husband’s infdelity, how it feels to be the only survivor of  a terrible plane crash,  

how a famous singer lives with losing his/her legs or voice. These details interest audiences – they are  

drawn to how humans adapt to their circumstances. Audiences are thus attracted to ordinary human  

beings with extraordinary stories. It is for this reason that ordinary gogo’s (grannies) whom no one has 

ever heard of  grace the covers of  the Daily Voice and the Daily Sun (Bloom, 2005:17; section 2.3.2.5). 

Many researchers are of  the opinion that these stories provide tools for the readers to apply to their  

own lives: they learn from the personal stories of  others. Tabloids (and mainstream newspapers) know 

this. And Stephens (1997:104, 105) asks: Could one blame them for exploiting our interest in personal 

stories? (see section 2.3.1).

2.4.1.2 Celebrities

Celebrity news is another topic on which tabloids (especially supermarket tabloids – see section 

2.3.2.6) frequently report. However, it is interesting to note that the majority of  top news reports on  

celebrities are of  ordinary, everyday actions: celebrities relaxing on the beach, doing grocery shopping, 

going to the hair salon or taking their children to school often make the front page of  a tabloid (see  

Johansson, 2007:113). The coin is thus fipped: audiences are interested in ordinary people with  

extraordinary stories, but they take just as much delight in reading about “extraordinary” people going 

about their daily lives, doing ordinary, mundane things. These stories, argues Johansson (2007:114), 

give readers hope that miracles might happen in their own, ordinary lives. It enables them to dream of  

a life free from troubles. Society celebrates these stars, and their perfect faces, exquisite outfts, jet-

setting lifestyles and strange religions distract readers and offer an escape from their everyday lives.  

Despite this “celebration” of  stars, audiences take equal delight in the downfall of  the famous (see 

Johansson, 2007:114; Stephens, 1997:17; see section 2.3.1.1). Celebrities are “hunted down and 

exposed” in tabloid newspapers (Johansson, 2007:114) and in accordance with the moralising tone  

often employed in tabloids, the newspapers use these stories to establish the boundaries for acceptable 

behaviour. As Bird (2003a:73; 2003b:34) and Johansson (2007:115) demonstrated in their audience 

studies, these stories enable readers to experience power and control; for a moment, they are the  

judges who can condemn the actions of  others (see Allan, 2010:128). This behaviour is evident in the 

news coverage deceased pop star Michael Jackson and soul singer Amy Winehouse received 

throughout their careers. Audiences adored them, praised them for their talents and even presented  

Jackson with an Artist of  the Millennium award, yet they condemned him for all the plastic surgery he 

underwent, his odd behaviour and his alleged abuse of  younger boys. Winehouse was criticised for her  
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strange habits and alcohol and drug abuse.

2.4.1.3 Sport

Sport is an important topic in any successful newspaper’s reporting and sport coverage ensures 

circulation. Johansson (2007:89) notes that the sport sections at the back fll about 30% of  tabloids.  

Her research shows that this is possibly the readers' favourite part of  the paper. Afrikaans-language 

newspapers boost sales with rugby, whilst English-language newspapers focus on soccer or cricket. The 

Sunday Rapport boosts its sales every time the Springboks or the Blue Bulls win (Meyer, 2006:24). Kupe 

(2004:25) notes that the whole media industry thrives on the four Ss: sex, sin, scandal and sport. Sport 

encompasses all these selling qualities. Even mainstream and quality newspapers cannot deny the 

newsworthiness of  sport and important political news frequently bows before the sport top sellers,  

rugby and soccer. This was demonstrated in 2008 and 2009 when tabloid and mainstream papers 

splashed rugby player Joost van der Westhuizen’s sex video scandal on their front pages. Even soccer 

star Mark Fish’s break-up and make-up made good, full-page copy for a few weeks. South African 

cricket hero Hansie Cronje’s match-fxing scandal, the court proceedings and his accidental death 

thereafter, created a stir and received sensational media coverage for years. The thick sport 

supplements in all newspapers are proof  that where news is concerned, sport wears the crown. Sport 

news guarantees a large audience, and this in turn attracts advertisers (Kupe, 2004:25). 

2.4.1.4 Crime

A s mentioned previously (see section 2.3.1.1), sensationalism is viewed as intrinsic to crime, and 

murders especially are received with much interest by audiences. Recent crime coverage makes it 

apparent that very little has changed. These include the murders of  a young man whose body was 

dumped in a graveyard in Welkom (he was allegedly killed by an engaged Satanist couple), Anni  

Dewani whose husband allegedly paid for her to be murdered (while they were on their honeymoon in  

South Africa), Taliep Petersen (whose wife was found guilty of  hiring men to kill him), the promising,  

rich, Stellenbosch student Inge Lotz (whose boyfriend was the prime suspect for years), as well as baby  

Jordan (whose father's lover, Dina, was exposed to extensive media coverage for his murder). These 

murders are unusual, periodical and they all involve the unexpected: moms, respectable boyfriends 

and wives behave uncharacteristically and the victims are beautiful, promising, talented and 

vulnerable. These qualities, as well as the emotional appeal and human-interest angle, transformed the 

stories of  ordinary people into top news stories – and then into exclusive interviews with the news 

tabloid magazine Huisgenoot. Stephens (1997:101) makes the following signifcant remark:
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… the stories that develop around these aberrations do offer glimpses of  the most emotional 

aspects of  ordinary life, aspects that would not otherwise have been made public, that would not  

otherwise have demonstrated the requisite uniqueness and prominence to be considered news.

Stephens (1997:99, 100) argues that by creating awareness of  crime and punishment, the newspaper 

sets the boundaries of  acceptable behaviour in a community. Sex, human-interest and scandal are 

often inherent to crime stories and crime news consequently offers the journalist many sensational  

avenues to explore: “Reports on crime often stand out for the intimacy of  the glimpses they provide of 

lives like that of  Mrs. Turner [of  ordinary people]. Much news is taken up with public behaviour, but  

crime news allows journalists not only to consider the lives of  individual people – as published gossip  

does – but to penetrate beyond their public performances, to discuss such matters as 'loose desire' and 

'foul lust'.” Some psychologists believe readers identify with the innocent victims, while others argue 

that readers are more likely to identify with the power and downfall of  the guilty (Stephens, 1997:100). 

Crime stories oppose good and evil, and therein lies their attraction and it is in these stories, “that the 

news seem most alive” (Stephens, 1997:101). Research professional and expert Jos Kuper (2011) 

admits that crime is depressing, but she adds that readers “love” to read it and there is no reason that 

journalists cannot make it relevant and applicable to the lives of  the readers.

2.4.1.5 Sex and scandal

It is not only the tabloids that know that sex sells: the use of  sex to sell anything from property to bread 

has been widely researched. Even mainstream newspapers such as the Rapport and Sunday Sun will not 

easily part with their back pages that are flled with curvaceous models in tiny bikinis, posing 

suggestively. Tabloids have pushed the boundaries of  the acceptable by publishing the topless page-

three girl. The “sexiness” of  these photographs is enhanced by the use of  language: the girls are often  

referred to as “busty”, “striking”, “luscious” and “beautiful” (see section 2.3.2.2). Johansson (2007:103) 

identifes a few characteristics of  the British page-three girls: according to her, the girl is usually in her 

teens or early twenties and blonde with blue eyes. These attributes signify innocence and youth in  

Western culture. She is also unadorned and wears light make-up and this, in combination with her 

passivity, conforms “to conventional ideas of  femininity”. These girls are happy and their smiles, as 

well as their looking straight into the camera, invite readers (Johansson, 2007:102). The portrayal of 

the page-three girls is in sharp contrast to the manner in which sport stars are framed in the back 

pages. Whereas the girls are passive, friendly and inviting, the mostly male sport stars “are almost 

always photographed in action; strong, hard and full of  ferocious energy. Their faces are caught 

grimacing, roaring, squirming and concentrating, banning all ideas of  passivity or weakness” 

(Johansson, 2007:104). Page three is arguably the most famous page in the world – and one that has 

sparked much academic debate. Rabe (2005:9) is of  the opinion that exposing audiences to a topless 
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girl is irresponsible – especially in a community such as the Cape Flats, where crimes like rape are rife. 

Other researchers argue that these images contribute to women’s insecurity in public (Johansson, 

2007:100). The page-three girl is not tabloids’ only contribution to sex in the media; columns, jokes 

and advice are usually devoted to topics on sex.

2.4.2 Tabloid style

The problem with newspapers before tabloids, states Kuper (2011), was that they were boring, too 

serious, dull, dry, too highbrow and expensive. Tabloid newspapers, however, have changed this image 

by employing a different style. They have a voice “that speaks with emotion” – one that is not as “cool  

and distant” as that of  the mainstream newspapers, states Wasserman (2011). Similar to news 

coverage in the sixteenth century, content (subjects) distinguishes tabloids from mainstream papers, 

and the digestible and bite-sized information is also packaged differently (Coles, 2011; Weideman, 2011; 

Allan, 2010:125, 129; Vani-Nair, 2005:7; Bird, 1992:8; Greer, 1999:206; Gripsrud, 1992:84; see 

section 2.3.1.1). Bird (1992:8) summarizes the features of  tabloid newspapers when she states that  

although the term “tabloid” used to refer to the size of  newspapers (half-broadsheet), it is now used to  

refer to sensational newspapers that focus on human-interest and short, graphically told stories, as well  

as stereotyped prose (see sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2). In a South African context, tabloids contain 

snappy headlines, have sympathy for the underdog, have striking visuals and graphics, are easy to read, 

prioritise sport, entertainment, celebrities and melodrama, popularise politics and are characterised by 

puns and colloquial language (Wasserman, 2011). Tabloids are therefore also characterised by the 

sensational style in which they present information: the headlines are snappy, big and dramatic; the 

photographs are large and they evoke emotion; the layout is colourful and graphic; and the language is 

comprehensible, simple and entertaining (see Allan, 2010:128, 129; Froneman, 2006:26; Allan, 

2005:§42; Opolot, 2005:33; Greer, 1999:206; Stephens, 1997:103). As Weideman (2011) puts it, 

tabloids are “bold, brash and in your face”. Tabloids are, in short, visually inclined to attract readers, 

entertain them, hold their attention and to emphasise certain stories. They employ a sensational and 

emotional style to package information in an attractive way. MacFadden highlights this in his 

introduction to the Daily Dispatch in 1924 (Bird, 1992:7): “We intend to interest you mightily. We intend 

to dramatize and sensationalize the news and some stories that are not new… If  you read it from frst 

to last and fnd anything therein that does not interest you, we want you to write and tell us about it.”

Uribe and Gunter (2007:213, 214) identify sensational story features as those that trigger emotional 

responses in audiences – Johansson (2007:89) refers to these features as news styles. These sensational 

features include sex, violence, destruction/suffering, humour, celebrities and other emotional content 

such as anger, sadness or happiness. Johansson (2007:89) also includes melodrama and self-refexivity.  
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The latter could also be viewed as an approach. 

Sex has become a common feature in media messages and is exploited for its ability to trigger 

emotional responses. Audiences’ responses to violence have been studied widely and a study in 

Netherlands has shown that it is one of  the strongest evokers of  emotion. Stephens (1997:104) suggests 

that violence and sex attract because of  their intensity. They are closely linked to life and death.  

Destruction or suffering after earthquakes, storms, foods and even wars has a strong effect on media 

audiences. The use of  celebrities to sell products from perfume and cars to cool-drink demonstrates  

that the presence of  stars increases t h e audience’s involvement in the story. Where the other 

sensational features are concerned, any story or photograph that depicts someone showing emotion  

heightens the emotional response from the reader (Uribe & Gunter, 2007:213, 214). According to 

Johansson (2007:89), the melodramatic news style is also notable in the tabloids’ use of  large and  

dramatic headlines and close-ups of, for example, grief-stricken families, as well as what she labels 

“earth quake news” (stories that are blown out of  proportion). She also classifes humour as a news 

style that runs like a golden thread through tabloid newspapers in the form of  puns and witty 

headlines (Johansson, 2007:90). Humour has the potential to elicit the same emotional response as sex 

and violence, especially with regard to relief  of  anxiety. Humour provides relief  from every day 

grievances and it enables the reader to distance him/herself  from the melodramatic information in 

the rest of  the paper (Johansson, 2007:92). Pretorius (2009) agrees and states that humour plays an 

important role in Sondag. A sensational news style “facilitates an appeal to emotion and the recognition 

of  human experience,” she states. Johansson (2007:91) also includes self-refexivity as a tabloid news 

style (for the purposes of  this study, the researcher argues that self-refexivity is a tabloid approach to  

audiences). Tabloid newspapers often “advertise” or boast in the form of  taglines, stories or headlines 

such as the British Sun’s headline Ex-champ gives his frst interview… to his No1 paper. The Son’s tagline, “Die  

Son sien alles”5 is also self-refexive and by applying these stylistic devices, the tabloids shift the focus 

from the journalistic process (Johansson, 2007:92). By means of  this self-refexivity, tabloids become 

every reader’s best friend (see section 2.3.3.3).

The tabloid topics and style features should not be confused. Newspapers can present a story about 

sex in a non-sensational way by moving the story to the back page, giving it less space and publishing it 

without a photograph or a catchy headline. In this way, the paper removes the sensational and 

emotional features, such as sex and melodrama, from the story. Alternatively, non-sensational stories 

can be packaged in a sensational style: a story about a bank robbery could be sensationalised by 

publishing it on the front page, using large, colourful photographs, dramatic headlines and emotive 

language. The paper could even focus on the hostages or the robbers’ families, thereby emphasising 

5 [The Son sees everything]
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the story’s human-interest, violence and melodramatic features. These sensational features thus take 

form in the communication elements newspapers apply: photographs, graphics, language and layout 

(see Allan, 2010:128, 129; Smith, 2007:2–4). 

Where language is concerned, tabloids speak to their readers in a clear, understandable way 

(Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287; see Allan, 2010:128, 129; Pretorius, 2009). Through their language, 

these papers give ordinary people access to information that was formerly only available to the elite 

(see section 2.3.1). Stories and sentences are short, clear and to the point to make the information 

more accessible to the reader (see Pretorius, 2009). Tabloids sometimes also use bullets, paragraph 

headings, bold text and uppercase to highlight particular words or phrases and these contribute to the 

digestibility of  the text (see Johansson, 2007:88; Smith, 2007:19–21). 

Tabloids also apply visuals and layout to reinforce their characters. The strong use of  visuals such as 

photographs and graphics also add to the comprehensibility of  the text and Johansson refers to these  

as “hooks”. These visual hooks are especially noticeable on the front pages of  tabloid newspapers. The 

front pages never carry full stories: the pages are flled with teasers, photographs, headlines and short  

introductions to lure the reader into the newspapers (see Johansson, 2009:93). The front-page layout 

functions to aid the reader in establishing which stories are more important. Newspapers thus apply 

layout to reinforce their agenda (see Greer, 1999:126; section 2.3.2.5): stories at the top, with bigger 

headlines and larger photographs are often considered more important (see Johansson, 2009:93).  

Tabloids focus on striking photographs with a human-interest element to attract and entertain readers 

(Pretorius, 2009; see Burton, 2010:234–236). Greer (1999:36), however, emphasises that a newspaper 

(including tabloids) cannot rely on visual communication alone: “Readers don't especially want a 

newspaper that just looks attractive. The heart of  a newspaper is its news content and that must be 

good. You cannot fool readers with fancy design and layout, if  there is little solid news in the 

newspaper. Also, if  the design and layout style does nothing to enhance the news and make the  

newspaper easier to read, it is not worth using.” With this statement, he highlights that content and 

visual elements work in combination to provide readers with a relevant, useful, attractive and easy to use 

package (see Greer, 1999:205, 206; section 4.3.2.4). According to Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001:148), 

readers want relevant and engaging news. Based on Greer's statement, there is no reason that relevant 

news could not be packaged and presented in a fascinating and engaging way by using simple and 

vivid language, photographs, human-interest angles and info bars – thereby giving readers what they  

want, according to Kovach and Rosenstiel. Perhaps this is exactly where the strength of  news tabloids 

lies – they are able to communicate solid information to readers in a fascinating manner. 
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2.4.3 Tabloid genres

Genre refers to the form in which a story is presented. The traditional journalistic genres include news  

reports and articles, features, editorial comment and cartoons (Froneman et al. 2005:88–91). Tabloid 

newspapers contain texts representative of  many of  these genres: news reports, agony aunt and advice 

columns, letters from readers, topless page-three girls, jokes, cartoons, crossword puzzles, TV guides 

and horoscopes (see Johansson, 2007:88). In-depth articles and editorial comments are traditionally 

characteristic of  the mainstream press. Features (stories with strong emotional appeal and human-

interest angles [Froneman, 2005:91]), as well as shorter news reports and advice columns, are common 

in tabloids, since they engage readers and hold their attention. 

2.4.4 What is news?

The media select issues and topics on which to focus in accordance with what they consider 

newsworthy. Audiences subsequently perceive these issues to be important and they consequently think 

about and discuss these topics. The process of  selecting news and attaching a degree of  importance to 

the selected stories is called agenda setting (Burton, 2010:242; O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:24; see 

McCombs & Shaw, 2001:153). Newspapers highlight the importance of  a news item by emphasising 

the story. The more important the newspapers consider a story to be, the more likely it is to be  

published on the front page. Important stories are also moved to the top of  the page, accompanied by  

large photographs, pull-quotes, blurbs, and dramatic headlines and sub-headlines (see De Beer & 

Botha, 2008:238, 239; McCombs & Shaw, 2001:153). 

However, a process that happens simultaneously is that of  selecting (or ignoring) stories, as journalists 

and editors need to decide which to include in the newspaper (see Oosthuizen, 2004:453). But what is 

news and how do journalists and editors make these decisions? A defnition of  “news” would seem to  

be elusive, since academics, journalist and editors cannot seem to agree, or arrive at an all-

comprehensive and universal defnition (see Burton, 2010:230; De Beer & Botha, 2008:231, 232; 

Greer, 1999:31; cf. McCombs & Becker, 1979:82). This is further problematised, for journalists do not 

use text-book information when making these decisions, neither are they calculated or even evaluated  

decisions, as De Beer (1977:24, 25) points out (see Allan, 2010:123; De Beer & Botha, 2008:232). They 

mostly trust their gut feeling when making choices about front page and other major stories, as the 

following anecdote from the diary of  former Mirror editor Piers Morgan demonstrates (Morgan, 

2005:137; see Oosthuizen, 2004:453, 454): 
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A dull old Sunday today so I sat in front of  the box watching Newcastle, incredibly, trash  

Manchester United 5-0. It was stunning to watch, and when I called in to the offce it was all they 

were talking about. 'Let's splash it,' I said. 'Erm, we can't do that, it's just a football match,' was the 

universal response. 'Yes, but it's news, we're all amazed, so the public will all be amazed too.' Most 

people thought I'd taken leave of  my senses but we did it anyway under the headline '5-0'. Sales of 

the Mirror rose by 50 000 copies. A quarter of  this increase was in Liverpool alone, where  

apparently it has become a collector's item... Rather like with Ian Beale, there's a lot to be said for  

front pages depicting unpopular institutions getting their comeuppance.

This account illustrates that Charles A. Dana, a former editor of  the New York Sun, explained this 

accurately when he stated: “News is anything that will make people talk” (Leiter et al., 2000:30). Yet, 

De Beer (1977:24–37) points out that journalists often struggle to defend or even motivate their  

decisions in selecting certain stories, as this account illustrates. He, however, states that while they are 

unable to do this, they most probably, at an unconscious level, evaluate stories with reference to the  

traditional news criteria, which are closely linked to topics (see table 2.2; section 2.3.2.1). Journalists 

probably, he argues, unconsciously learn and internalise the criteria that determine the 

newsworthiness of  a story. Despite not consciously using the traditional news criteria, Morgan (like any 

other journalist working in a newsroom) knows that the unusual, the miracle and confict (especially  

when a prominent person or institution is involved) sell newspapers. He also, unconsciously, knows that 

the more news criteria one can attribute to a story, the more newsworthy the story becomes (see  

Oosthuizen, 2004:454). 

The traditional news criteria include timeliness, proximity, prominence, confict, impact and novelty 

(the emotional or unusual; Burton, 2010:232; De Beer & Botha, 2008:234; O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 

2008:27; Oosthuizen, 2004:454; Doig & Doig, 1972:9). Sex and natural tragedies are also included in 

the list of  news criteria and human-interest stories, and the tragic and bizarre are considered 

newsworthy too (Doig & Doig, 1972:9). Timeliness, proximity, prominence and impact could be seen 

as factors that determine the newsworthiness of  a story (De Beer, 1977:35). De Beer (1977:40) 

explored two of  these factors, proximity and impact (or intensity), as dimensions of  news that represent 

different news criteria (see De Beer & Botha, 2008:234, 235; De Beer, 2004:169–71; Oosthuizen, 

2004:454; Leiter et al., 2000:31; Randall, 2000:24–8; Greer, 1999:37, 38): 
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Proximity/Distance

Time Place Socio-psychic

New information is news and 
the more recent it is, the 
newsworthier. 

The closer news happens to 
where people live or work, the 
more newsworthy it is. For this 
reason, a story about a local 
murder would be considered 
more important, as was the case 
with the Welkom murder in 
which two young people 
allegedly murdered a young 
man in a graveyard. Although 
the story was splashed on front 
pages all over the country, it got 
particular attention in the local 
newspapers, as well as the daily 
Volksblad, which is distributed in 
this area. 

Here, De Beer (1977:40) lists various factors 
that contribute to a story’s proximity in 
terms of  a socio-psychic dimension. When 
stories are interesting, hold personal appeal, 
are useful and elicit emotion, and when 
readers can identify with the characters or 
story, the story becomes relevant to them. It 
is for this reason, that the Welkom murder 
received a great deal of  attention from 
Afrikaans newspapers, yet did not appear on 
the front pages of  English or black-audience 
newspapers. 

Intensity

Status quo Extent Unusualness

When stories involve prominent 
people or institutions, have 
consequences, involve confict of 
any nature or have an impact on 
the status quo, they are 
considered more newsworthy – 
especially if  one or more of 
these criteria are involved. 
Confict is of  relevance, since it 
often disrupts the status quo.

The magnitude of  a news event 
adds to its intensity and 
therefore its newsworthiness.

Stories that are unexpected, strange or 
unusual add to the intensity of  the news 
event and therefore are more newsworthy. 

Table 2.1: How proximity and intensity infuence the selection of  news stories

However, it is important to note that news, and accordingly newsworthiness, differs from place to 

place, newspaper to newspaper, and community to community, warns Greer (1999:31). It is for this 

reason that one group of  readers (or critics) cannot decide or judge what news is or should be for a  

particular reading community (see section 2.4.7). Tabloid newspapers are characterised by human-

interest stories, confict, sex and the unusual. Human-interest stories in particular, which fall under 

under socio-psychic in the proximity dimension, characterise tabloid newspapers (see Burton,  

2010:233; section 2.3.2.1). De Beer (1977:43), however, warns that these criteria do not only apply to 

stories about people and animals – or even stories that appeal to readers in an emotional sense.  

Moreover, these stories need not be signifcant to readers – but they could be, particularly when  

readers fnd them useful or gain reward from them. The timeliness, proximity and prominence criteria  

are not usually relevant when a story has great human-interest appeal – in fact, Leiter et al. (2000:36-7) 

argue that stories that do not adhere to these news criteria are likely to be human-interest stories. They 
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also point out that human-interest stories border on novelty stories, which report weird and wonderful  

news, such as a girl who trained her cow to jump hurdles (see section 3.3.1[b]) and a cat that purrs at 

90 decibels for the most part of  the day (Feeraider, 2011; Phillips, 2011:52) – their substance is what 

distinguishes human-interest stories from novelties (Leiter et al., 2000:37; see De Beer, 1977:44, 45). 

Human-interest stories are therefore interesting stories with emotional appeal that the reader could 

fnd either signifcant or useful. Whereas prominent people and institutions receive much attention in  

more mainstream papers and supermarket tabloids, readings of  the South African tabloids suggest 

that ordinary people with extraordinary stories that appeal to readers at an emotional level receive  

much more attention (see sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.6; see Leiter et al., 2000:34, 35). Du Plessis (2011) 

confrms this notion when he states that one can fnd ordinary people on the front pages of  the Daily  

Sun (see Bloom, 2005:17–9). Accordingly, the value of  these stories does not lie in their impact or 

consequence, but rather in the sympathetic interest they elicit from the reader (De Beer, 1977:44). 

Certain tabloids therefore appear to put their readers, rather than celebrities or prominent people, in  

the spotlight. It could be argued that this brings the news closer to its readers at a socio-psychic level, 

for not only could readers identify with the characters in these stories, but they could also fnd the  

information more useful (see chapter 6; section 6.3.1.1). 

As stated above, confict provides great content for tabloid newspapers, especially if  it is of  a human-

interest nature and paired with other news criteria. Confict manifests in physical confict, wars, 

murder, disputes between people, institutions, sport teams, political parties – and confict between 

citizens and government. In other words, political, economic, social and scientifc confict is also 

considered newsworthy and usually interest readers. Conficts of  a disruptive nature would almost 

surely appear on front page, state Leiter et al. (2000:31). 

Sex is another staple of  tabloid newspapers (see Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:152; section 3.3.1.2). 

Some tabloid editors appear to make no secret of  this, blatantly promoting their newspapers by  

emphasising the sexual content (Bellingan, 2009:8; see footnote 5). Journalist Maretta Bellingan 

(2009:8) makes it clear that sex and sleaze sell newspapers: “Die nuusredakteur van 'n Sondagkoerant het  

eendag die vraag van 'n joernalis wat wou weet watter tipe stories die beste verkoop, met drie woorde geantwoord: snot,  

sport en semen.”6 Leiter et al. (2000:37) hold that most editors regard sex as a news criterion – and more 

so when it is associated with a prominent public fgure. When coupled with other criteria such as  

confict and proximity, sex appears to satisfy readers' hunger for interesting information. Prominent 

examples of  this in the Afrikaans South African context are the recent sex video in which Springbok 

rugby player Joost van der Westhuizen appeared with a stripper, the alleged affair between late AWB 

6 [The news editor of a Sunday newspaper once answered a journalist who wanted to know which stories sell best, with three  
words: Snot, sex and semen.]
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leader Eugene Terre'Blanche and the journalist Jani Allan, singer Robby Klay who accused the  

Afrikaans sweetheart Jurie Els of  sexually harassing him, as well as the love-triangle in which former 

president F.W. de Klerk was involved, which ultimately resulted in a divorce from his wife, Marike. 

The story was revived in some form when Marike was murdered in her home a few years later. Stories 

like these make readers pick up a newspaper to read the follow-up and the latest details. 

 

In the developing South Africa, development news that includes stories on HIV/Aids  is also 

considered newsworthy. Newsworthiness is often considered to be intrinsic to a story, but Bird and 

Dardenne (in Johansson, 2009:92) suggest that news criteria are cultural codes (see Oosthuizen, 

2004:455). The value of  a news item will therefore vary between newspapers and cultural groups: 

HIV/Aids is, for example, newsworthy in South Africa, whereas the Royal Family makes the front  

page in Europe. Tabloids redefne the concept of  “news”, for they address issues that are related to 

their target audiences (see Bird, 2003a:72; Allan, 2010:126, 127; Greer, 1999:36) and this underlines 

Greer (1999:36) regarding the qualities news should have: by studying the topics on which tabloid 

newspapers focus (see section 2.3.2.1), it could be concluded that the focus of  tabloids is not  

necessarily on timeliness, impact or proximity, but rather confict, prominence and novelty, in other 

words sex, crime, human-interest stories and the bizarre. Regardless of  what a newspaper considers to 

be news, news must be new, and it should have conversational and commercial value. Thus, if  a  

newspaper sells, it most probably has these news qualities. Therefore, establishing the news criteria on 

which the Son focuses will provide insight into what the newspaper believes to be interesting, important  

and relevant to its specifc reader community (see Johansson, 2007:92). 

2.4.5 The tabloid approach

Based on Conley and Lamble's (2006:xi) statement “Good journalists do not separate themselves from 

the world”, it could be argued that quality newspapers should not talk down to readers, but should  

approach them not only at their level, but also as a member of  their community. In this way, 

newspapers equip themselves to communicate relevant news in a relevant and interesting manner. 

Tabloid journalists, as the above discussions make clear, understand their audiences, their lives and 

their aspirations because they have stepped from behind their desks into the world in which their  

readers live. In this way, newspapers make themselves visible and approachable to their readers and 

establish a relationship of  trust with their readers by opening the channels of  informal dialogue, 

thereby creating an “imaginary relationship” between newspaper and reader (Johansson, 2007:95–7; 

see section 2.4.2.1). The papers also address their readers informally and the tone of  the language is 

inviting and friendly, as opposed to the formal language used in mainstream newspapers. Interactivity  

also contributes to this relationship between reader and text. The encouragement of  interactivity and  
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reader involvement is evident in MacFadden’s introduction in which he invites readers to inform the 

paper if  anything bores them (see section 2.3.2.2). 

Tabloid newspapers also have a moralising approach. Stephens (1997:108) traces this back to the 

sixteenth century and according to him sensationalism  “seemed incapable of  appearing in these news 

books and news ballads without a stern moral message as an escort” (see Wasserman, 2011; Bird, 

2003b:34). He illustrated this by means of  the example of  a woman who had an affair and killed her 

husband. She then killed her father for not allowing her to marry her lover. Later she even murdered  

her sister and two nephews, for they annoyed her. The story is ended with this advice: “…they should  

always have the fear of  God in front of  their eyes, render obedience to their parents & friends: & they  

should often remind themselves of  this pitiful spectacle.” This advice is given by none other than the 

murderess herself. This is reminiscent of  the recent sex video scandal in which Joost van der 

Westhuizen was allegedly involved. The tabloid magazine Huisgenoot ran an exclusive interview with 

the young, unknown stripper who also appeared in the video. She had agreed to appear in the video, 

which was eventually given to the Sunday newspaper Rapport. In the interview with Huisgenoot, she 

advises Joost and his wife to work on their marriage, even though she played a great part in ruining 

their relationship. The Afrikaans media exploited the newsworthiness of  this story and the stripper 

recently boasted about her breast enlargement in the Rapport. Stephens (1997:109) is of  the opinion 

that readers want moralising and that they tend to indulge in worst-case scenarios. Stories like those of 

Joost and Steve teach us to never trust a (famous) husband; wives who have murdered their husbands  

teach us about marriage; and children who have died because their parents accidentally forget them in 

the car teach us about parenthood. Moralising was at its height in the older news ballads and news  

books, but it became less overt during the 1800s when the concept of  objectivity entered the feld of  

journalism (Bird, 1992:17, 18; Bird, 2003b:34). Moralising still features in today’s newspapers, as the 

above-mentioned example illustrates, but journalists do not offer free advice; they will merely quote  

sources. 

In conclusion, a summary of  the nature of  the content and style of  tabloid newspapers as described in  

the literature is given in table 2.2.
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TABLOID CONTENT TABLOID STYLE

Topics News criteria Features Genres

These refer to the 
subjects tabloids cover. 

News criteria are linked 
to topics because these 
criteria determine the 
newsworthiness of  a 
news item. Tabloid 
topics therefore 
correlate with the news 
criteria on which they 
focus.

Tabloid features refer to 
the way in which 
tabloids present their 
topics, i.e. how they 
package the 
information.

Tabloid newspapers also 
prefer to present 
information in the form of 
different genres. Therefore, 
the genres are linked to the 
style in which these papers 
present information.

Tabloids focus on the 
following topics:

| Sport

| Sex/scandal

| Crime

| Science/the 
supernatural

Tabloids focus on the 
following news criteria:

| Sex

| Prominent fgures, 
i.e. celebrities

| Human interest

| Confict

Tabloids present 
information in an 
emotional style 
characterised by the 
following:

| Sex

| Violence

| Destruction/suffering

| Humour

| Melodrama

| Self-refexivity

Tabloids prefer to present 
information in bite-sized 
pieces and therefore focus on 
the following journalistic 
genres:

| News stories

| Interviews

| Advice columns

| Gossip columns

| Letters to the editor

| TV guides

| Crosswords

| Cartoons

| Competitions

News items that fall into 
one of  these categories 
are likely to be covered 
in a tabloid. 

Stories that adhere to 
one or more of  these 
news criteria are likely 
to be covered in a 
tabloid.

These style features 
take the form of  simple, 
emotive, colloquial 
language, colourful and 
dramatic layout, strong 
use of  visuals such as 
photographs and 
graphics, and short and 
digestible stories. 

Tabloids prefer the above-
mentioned genres, for they 
enable journalists to 
package information in 
clear and short forms. In-
depth articles and editorial 
comment are rarely given 
space in a tabloid 
newspaper. 

Table 2.2: The main features of  tabloid newspapers

2.4.6 What do readers want?

In order to compete with other sources of  news, newspapers must determine what their readers want,  

and what their hopes and aspirations are, according to Greer (1999:43). Tabloid editors and journalists 

are adamant that they give readers information that they want, information they can use and 

information that refects their everyday lives (Adfocus, 2004; Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:107; Koopman, 

2008:13; Bosman, 2005:64). From the many interviews with tabloid newspaper editors, it is notable 

that these papers place great emphasis on the role their readers play: “Tabloids, as a rule, will speak to 

the people frst and offcialdom last, an essential element of  community journalism,” states Joseph 
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(2005a:31; see section 2.3.3.3). Phalane Motale, former editor of  the Sunday Sun, states: “Readers are 

the customers, the kings; we give them what they want” (Berger, 2005). Daily Sun editor, Themba 

Khumalo, says they give the readers what they want and in the process the paper becomes a voice for  

its audience (Bosman, 2005:64; Vani-Nair, 2005:5; see Weideman, 2011). Deon du Plessis, who owned 

50% of  the Daily Sun (Media24 owns the other half) always emphasised that the reader (the individual 

with a “name and address”) is a central component of  the paper's success (Bloom, 2005:19; Van Zyl,  

2005:15). Du Plessis, who passed away in September 2011, knew his readers and their preferences and 

this enabled him to provide a tailor-made product (see Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:177; Van Zyl, 2005:15;  

Vani-Nair, 2005:7). One cannot deny the success of  this English-language tabloid when taking into 

account that fve years ago the paper’s readership was 23% higher than that of  its competition 

(Adfocus, 2004). Du Plessis identifed and flled a gap in the market: for the frst time black, blue-collar 

workers had access to news that served them (see Adfocus, 2004). The paper’s success “…is proof  that 

the newspaper is giving readers and advertisers exactly what they want – to the readers in terms of 

news, and to advertisers in terms of  growing circulation fgures and readership” said Du Plessis 

(Adfocus, 2004). Du Plessis referred to his readers as “working class heroes” and it is their lives that he 

aimed to refect in his paper (Bloom, 2005:19). It is clear that the Daily Sun views its readers as the  

factor of  its success. Bloom (2005:17) highlights this when he states: “The story of  South Africa’s 

tabloids is not about headlines on witches and snakes. It’s not about page three girls. It’s not even 

about comparisons with the international tabloid market. What it is about is “the man in the blue 

overall” and the no-bullshit talk of  people like Deon du Plessis.”  He repeats Du Plessis’s own 

comment:

This focus on an individual, on a particular South African who for centuries has been nameless 

and ignored, is way more than metaphorical. The Daily Sun editorial charter is driven by a long 

and growing list of  things that matter to this person. And if  there is one secret to the paper’s 

record-smashing sales growth, that’s probably it. 

In this regard, Wasserman (2008a:268) explains that the media in apartheid South Africa made 

“limited attempts” to cater for black or coloured audiences: “The media in apartheid South Africa 

were also characterised by the ethnic and racial categorisation imposed on the rest of  society.” This 

situation changed gradually after 1994 as black and coloured journalists and editors were appointed at  

more mainstream newspapers, and the media are now expected to contribute to nation building, and  

the construction of  new African identities. Formerly disregarded audiences gradually became part of  a 

public discourse as media started to cater for them. Du Plessis added that the paper's front-page stories 

are about ordinary people no one knows, but these people have “astonishing” stories – and the sources  

are mostly the readers themselves. Not even the fercest critic of  tabloids can deny the success of  the 
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Daily Sun. In 2005, the paper had to order a new printer with a capacity of  printing 700 000 copies  

per day; by the time the printer arrived, a new one (for 900 000 copies) had to be ordered immediately. 

By the time the second one arrived, it too was too small (Bloom, 2005:17). With its strong focus on its  

audience, their issues and their reality, the paper reaches news readers every day. Editor of  the Son 

Andrew Koopman (2008:13) is also confdent that the Son understands its readers and that it gives 

them what they want: entertainment and humour, without being bombarded with information. He 

believes that his paper “has broken this stereotype [that tabloids are sleazy, scandalous and sensational] 

and is largely regarded as Cape Town's classy tabloid”. The above statements from editors emphasises 

Greer's (1999:36) statement regarding the needs of  readers: “...the frst thing readers want is news 

which is relevant to them. Readers want news which relates to them and to the place where they live;  

but, on the other hand, they do not want their newspaper to ignore relevant events in other parts of  

the world.” 

The South African audience is diverse and consequently newspapers (tabloids) treat their content and 

packaging differently. They are accordingly classifed into different types of  tabloids: the news tabloid 

and the supermarket tabloid (see Bird, 2003a:8). The Daily Sun can be categorised as a news tabloid. The 

paper not only entertains and shocks; it also has a strong focus on educating, uplifting and informing. 

The paper mixes the sensational, unbelievable and human-interest stories with advice, educational 

articles and world news. According to expert Prof. Arrie de Beer, this paper has one of  the best world  

pages in the country (Tshisela, 2005:59). Tabloids with a strong focus on celebrities, entertainment, 

sport and sensational news are classifed as supermarket tabloids (Bird, 2002:8). Despite the strong focus of 

Afrikaans tabloids on these stories, the tabloids also focus on “non-sensational” politics, education and 

development (see Allan, 2010:128; section 3.2.3.3). An argument could therefore be made that these  

papers are a combination of  supermarket and news tabloids. In an interview with The Media, 

Koopman (2008:13) confrmed this: the newspaper “...has proven itself  to be a tabloid with a good 

heart and as a result has earned itself  a loyal reader base. We are funky, funny and with-it, but we still  

tackle serious topics; such as tik, child abuse, poverty and HIV/Aids – issues that impact on the daily 

lives of  our marginalised communities. We are always there for our readers and our news coverage of 

issues refects our dedication to our audience.” It is this ability to speak on behalf  of  its readers and to 

present their lives that is part of  the success of  tabloids, states Wasserman (2011). Froneman (2006:31) 

and Joseph (2005b:22, 23) agree that tabloids have the potential to play an important role in 

developing communities. Froneman states that the Daily Sun “focuses on real problems at grassroots 

level” (see Glenn & Knaggs, 2008:107; Viney, 2008). Academics are also positive about the 

educational role this tabloid plays (Viney, 2008; Viljoen, 2005:61; Bosman, 2005:64). 

2.4.7 Criticism of  tabloids
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The previous sections have highlighted the more positive attitudes towards tabloids, but for years 

critics dominated the tabloid debate. Many still view tabloid newspapers as gutter journalism, smut  

and trash. They argue that tabloids lower the standards of  journalism, present women as objects, are a 

threat to democracy, ignore “important” political issues and they breed a cynical society (Allan,  

2010:125, 256; Wasserman, 2010:80, 81; Rabe, 2005:9; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:283). Tabloids 

may give readers what they want, but many experts warn that what the public is interested in is not  

always considered “in the public interest” (Rabe, 2005:9; see Allan, 2010:245, 246; Burton, 2010:234). 

The public has the right to know about the private affairs of  others, if  these affairs have implications 

with a wide reach (Retief, 2002:160). If  a political fgure like Jacob Zuma is accused of  rape, the 

public therefore has the right to know, for the outcome of  the case will have an effect on the country's 

political landscape. The love lives of  singer Steve Hofmeyr and rugby player Joost van der Westhuizen, 

however, are not in the public interest, even though the tabloid editors use this argument as a defence  

for publishing salacious gossip. Tabloids newspapers place emphasis on stories that are not in the 

public interest because the public is interested in the events and the role players, regardless of  whether  

these events have an impact on their daily lives. 

Amidst this, many mainstream newspapers now too rely on sensation, entertainment and superfcial 

coverage (see Wasserman, 2005a:34; see section 2.3.2). These are all valid arguments and this study 

does not aim to prove otherwise. The researcher acknowledges these viewpoints, as well as the more 

positive attitudes towards tabloid journalism. The focus, however, remains on how tabloid audiences 

perceive and make use of  these newspapers. The focus thus shifts from the academic opinions to the  

opinions of  the readers (see section 1.1). 

2.4.8 Tabloids and quality journalism

It is no wonder that quality tabloid journalism has received astonishingly little academic attention; 

media experts, critics and academics do not even agree on what constitutes quality journalism in  

general. In their research attempt to establish what constitutes excellent journalism, Shapiro et al.  

(2006:429) illustrate this by referring to the non-existent criteria for the Pulitzer Prizes. According to its 

website (The Pulitzer Prizes, 2011), there are no set criteria and the judges of  the respective categories  

are responsible for determining those. Shapiro et al. (2006:438) endeavoured to establish the criteria 

that Canadian judges of  journalism awards use to evaluate entries. According to their results, the 

criteria these judges regarded as most important in evaluating newspaper stories were fairness, the 

reporting, writing, analysis and originality. Context, the beneft to society and technique, which are 

highly regarded in the literature, were secondary to these. They conclude that regarding journalism 

awards the judges' criteria do not resemble the literature: their evaluations demonstrate that writing 
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style outweighs relevance or the impact of  news on the public. Their research illustrates that  

researchers, critics and practitioners do not agree on what constitutes quality journalism. It would be 

fair to argue then that, quite possibly, newspaper readers' defnition of  quality journalism would also  

differ. Academics, however, do seem to agree that the traditional quality elements of  objectivity,  

accuracy, balance and truth are too vague (see Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:12). Thus, although it could 

still be argued that quality journalism constitutes accurate, fair and balanced reporting, defning and 

practising quality journalism is much more complicated. According to Kovach and Rosenstiel 

(2001:12), journalists have a loyalty to citizens, an obligation to tell the truth, must maintain  

independence, must monitor power independently, and provide a platform for public debate.  

Moreover, quality journalism is comprehensive and proportional, signifcant, interesting and relevant. 

Meyer and Kim (2003), who attempted to measure quality journalism quantitatively, argue that quality 

journalism has fve dimensions: ease of  use, localism, editorial vigour, the quantity of  news, and 

interpretation. This means that quality journalism is simple, focuses on its local audience, provides 

readers with more hard news than advertisements, feature articles or wire-service copy, a good dose of  

editorial comment, as well as in-depth news that provides context. 

The managing director of  Zeit publishing house in Germany, Rainer Esser, agrees with Kovach and 

Rosenstiel (2001:12). He is of  the opinion that quality journalism will always be in demand, but 

practitioners have to realise that the defnition of  quality journalism must change (see Abramson,  

2010:39, 43). In this regard, he agrees with Bird's (2003a:23) statement that elite and reader defnitions 

of  news and quality journalism are often at odds. He warns that we should not assume that readers  

are not interested in quality journalism; they might merely defne it differently (see Bruns, 2011). His  

statement means that quality is not determined by the producers, but by the readers. We should thus  

turn to audiences and ascertain how they defne quality. In this regard, Vehkoo (2010:21, 22), who 

conducted a comprehensive study on quality journalism, concludes that quality journalism should  

serve the public:

My own view is, that much like good literature, good journalism tries to make sense of  the chaotic 

world around us. It gives context and background to events. It interprets, analyses, and strives to 

give meaning to all the babbling that's going on. It looks beyond the obvious and behind the 

trickery, but also forward, to where we are being led by the ones who are in power”.  

Merrill (2004:31–3) has a very different perspective on quality journalism. According to him, 

international quality newspapers are read by diplomats and opinion leaders, are quoted by prominent  

people in journalistic and literary circles, are used in speeches by world leaders, have good and 

effective typography and presentation, provide in-depth coverage of  serious topics, and place emphasis 
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on economics, science, religion and ideas. In Merrill's opinion, “serious” topics include Washington 

news, technology, business and science. When applied to national newspapers, it could be concluded  

from his set of  criteria that he would consider quality national newspapers to do the same. “Little 

wonder,” he states, “that elite newspapers don't reach mass audiences.” Indeed. He goes on to state 

that the world masses are illiterate, or “attitudinally” illiterate. Merrill's bias and superior attitude 

refect an elitist approach to evaluating the quality of  journalism, and newspapers in particular. This 

set of  criteria is problematic for various reasons. It implies that quality news is exclusively the privilege  

of  the elite – and it is their privilege too to decide what is serious, and what is not. Moreover, he 

implies that what the “illiterate” masses fnd relevant, engaging and interesting is not of  any 

journalistic value and that they merely busy themselves with trivial and irrelevant topics. Lastly, what  

Merrill considers good or effective typography remains unclear. Does he mean to suggest that tabloid 

newspapers, which clearly do not adhere to the other criteria he mentions, are not successful regarding 

presentation? However, Merrill's (1986:30, 31) indicators for quality newspapers in general might be of 

more help. He argues that quality newspapers are characterised by the following:

(i) independence, fnancial stability, integrity, social concern, and good writing and editing;

( i i ) strong opinion and interpretative emphasis, world consciousness, non-sensationalism in 
articles and compilation;

(iii) emphasis on politics, international relations, economics, social welfare, cultural endeavours, 
education, and science;

(iv) concern with getting, developing and keeping a large, intelligent, well-educated, articulate 
and technically profcient staff; and

(v) determination to serve and help expand a well-educated, intellectual readership at home and  
abroad; desire to appeal to and infuence opinion leaders everywhere.

While this set of  criteria is no less elitist (his book is in fact titled The elite press), it does bring us closer to 

a possible defnition of  quality tabloid journalism, or what Merrill refers to as “mass papers”. These 

two sets of  criteria illustrate the real dilemma: academics and critics continue to place “quality 

newspapers” and “tabloid” or “populist papers” at opposite ends of  the spectrum, in which the frst is 

considered “good” and “serious” and the latter is branded “sensational” and “trivial” (cf. Allan,  

2010:260, 261; Conley & Lamble, 2006:39–42; Froneman et al., 2005:38, 39; see Vehkoo, 2010:4, 5; 

Koopman, 2008:13; sections 4.3.3.5 and 2.4.8). Tabloid critics hold that tabloid newspapers pose a 

threat to the standard of  journalism in South Africa because their approach challenges the dominant 

interpretation of  certain journalistic conventions, such as objectivity and neutrality, argues Wasserman 

(2010:81): 

Their choice of  and approach to stories do not conform to the dominant notion of  veracity that 

sees “truth” as based on value-free facts. Tabloids often appeal to a cultural and social imaginary 
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that lies outside of  the experiential horizon of  the elite audiences served by mainstream 

commercial media. Because they transgress the boundaries of  conventional journalism, they are 

seen to pose a danger to journalistic standards of  professionalism and ethics. 

By regarding tabloid journalism as a threat to the standard of  journalism, instead of  attempting to 

understand how these newspapers impact on the media landscape and the lives of  their readers, we 

disregard the potential positive role quality tabloids can play in a society (Örnebring & Jönsson, 

2004:284; see Uribe & Gunter, 2007:208):

The researcher might easily take on the perspective common in the profession and in the media 

industry and adopt a perspective where tabloid journalism becomes everything which serious, 

responsible, good-quality journalism is not; sensationalist, over-simplifed, populist etc.: tabloid 

journalism means, simply, bad journalism. Tabloid journalism becomes a kind of  journalistic other, 

used as a warning example and symbol for all that is wrong with modern journalism. Using this 

defnition, the question whether there can be any quality tabloid journalism becomes impossible to  

ask, since tabloid journalism by defnition is bad, and consequently good tabloid journalism 

cannot exist. If  it was good, then it could not be tabloid journalism! 

Bullard (2005) demonstrates that Örnebring and Jönsson have judged this correctly when he writes  

that the Sunday Times has not switched to tabloid format because “unfortunately we’re still rather keen 

on credible and reliable reporting… which is why you’re unlikely to see any stories with headlines like  

‘Pet tortoise scratches out winning lottery numbers in dust’” (see Vehkoo, 2010:9). Weideman (2011) 

states that this criticism against tabloid newspapers is unfair because they play an important role in 

South African journalism. She argues that these newspapers “break down information to the core” 

and that we should rather “celebrate the power of  tabloids” than attempt to ignore their impact.  

According to Wasserman (2011), it is important that we pay attention to what tabloids do differently. 

He argues that critics who stereotype tabloid newspapers (in terms of  sensation, sex and the page-

three girl) also disregard the strong investigative and moralistic approaches of  these newspapers. The 

question remains: for what reason may a newspaper not provide relevant, quality information in an  

entertaining package? Liz Barratt, former executive editor of The Star, gives those who believe tabloids 

and quality are compatible, hope when she asks: “… what makes a good tabloid?” (Joseph, 2005a:30; 

see Burton, 2010:234). 

Hofsetter and Dozier (in Uribe & Gunter, 2007:208) state that dramatic and sensational news is not 

necessarily synonymous with low quality (see Burton, 2010:234, 235). Örnebring and Jönsson argue 

that there is no reason that quality journalism and tabloid journalism (sensation and drama) should be  
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mutually exclusive (see Uribe & Gunter, 2007:208); Day, Pulitzer and Hearst proved that a hundred 

years ago (see sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2). Viney (2008) agrees and states that readers of  the Daily Sun  

“see[s] the sensational pages as performing a function of  shocking the community into wanting to do 

something about the high crime rate and corruption”. Du Plessis (2005:18) notes that tabloid 

journalism is not easy, simple journalism; it is a diffcult form of  journalism to practise. This is echoed 

by Sondag deputy editor Dirk Lotriet (2011b), who is of  the opinion that tabloid journalism is not of  a  

lower standard and requires another set of  journalistic skills. It could be concluded that tabloid 

journalism has the potential to be of  good quality; sensation does not necessarily mean the exclusion 

of  quality, informative and educational communication. Bird (2003a:72) supports this:  “…news that 

would be dismissed as salacious gossip by critics may be perceived as useful information by audiences, 

helping them discuss and deal with issues of  morality, law and order, and so on, in their lives.” Sondag’s 

sport coverage is a good example: their reports are considered good; so much so, that they are quoted 

by 42 international websites every week (one of  the criteria Merrill sets for what he believes is quality 

journalism). In addition, the paper's sport editor has recently been awarded for his sport coverage 

(Pretorius, 2009; MarketingMix, 2009). And yet, the tabloid’s subjects and presentation are purely 

sensational: the pages are colourful, the photographs many and large, and the headlines are in colour, 

uppercase, dramatic and emotional (Smith, 2007:19–21). This suggests that sensation and quality need 

not be enemies (see Berger, 2005). 

As stated earlier, ethics and the standard of  journalism have remained central topics to the tabloid 

debate in South Africa, and Wasserman (2010:58–79) highlights this in his discussion on tabloids and 

the South African journalistic paradigm. In this regard, Wasserman (2010:63) points out that some 

critics of  South African tabloids defne journalism by means of  ethical norms and this implies that 

“good journalism” should adhere to specifc professional criteria for ethical behaviour. According to 

him, the problem with such a defnition is that it does not distinguish between the tabloid aspects that 

pose fundamental ethical implications, and those that are characteristic of  the tabloid genre (such as  

melodrama, sensationalism, humour and bold presentation). Wasserman (2010:61) elaborates on the 

South African National Editors’ Forum’s (SANEF) initial reluctance and vehement debate in 2005 on 

whether it should welcome tabloid journalism to the professional body. He tries to explain this 

hesitancy (Wasserman, 2010:67): 

The tabloids have been perceived as transgressing some of  the central defning characteristics of  
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the journalistic orthodoxy – the notions of ‘objectivity’ (or ‘factual’ reporting); truth, accuracy, and 

balance; and the facilitation of  rational deliberation in the public sphere. When tabloids overstep 

these boundaries, they threaten the dominant journalistic paradigm. This could either lead to a 

thorough investigation into the paradigm itself, or a process of  ‘paradigm repair’ in order to re-

establish the hegemony of  the dominant professional value system. 

Wasserman (2010:67) states: “The criticism of  tabloids in the end boiled down to the question of 

whether they can even adhere to the defnition of  journalism.” He implies that it is pointless to discuss  

quality tabloid journalism if  members of  the profession cannot agree on acknowledging tabloid media 

as journalism. 

2.4.8.1 The role and function of  quality tabloid newspapers

This study holds that tabloid journalism has a crucial role to play in a society. The questions now arise: 

what constitutes a quality tabloid, and what is its role and function in a democratic society such as  

South Africa? The media are expected to perform many functions within a society. In a South African 

context, reporting should stimulate interaction in a community, enable people to understand their  

experiences, acknowledge the complexity of  issues, not make hurried conclusions, penetrate the 

underlying issues and also interpret within a community’s framework of  contexts, beliefs, values and 

needs (Fourie, 2007a:213; see Hulteng, 1979:81–3; see section 4.3.1.1 for a discussion on the 

traditional media functions). As argued in the previous sections, the sensational and simple style of  the 

tabloids overshadows the potential these newspapers have with regard to informing, mobilising and 

educating audiences (see Burton, 2010:267). Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001:149) describe this function 

of  journalism as follows: 

Journalism is storytelling with a purpose. The purpose is to provide people with information they 

need to understand the world. The frst challenge is fnding information that people need to live  

their lives. The second is to make it meaningful, relevant, and engaging.

Supporting this, Kuper (2011) states that news must empower people and the choice and balance 

thereof  should enable readers to feel knowledgeable without effort. In short, news should hold a daily 

and direct beneft for readers. However, the news media, as Burton (2010:265) points out, do not 

merely inform audiences, but also provide opinions and help readers to form their own. Moreover, 

they set the terms for public debates. Örnebring and Jönsson (2004:286) argue that tabloid 

newspapers, not unlike alternative media, do exactly this by creating an alternative public sphere for 

audiences in three different ways (see Ndlela, 2010:95):

(i) other participants are involved, i.e. information is available not only to the elite or intellectual; 
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(ii) different issues are investigated and covered; and

(iii) these issues are also presented in alternative forms.

Hermes (2006:37) strengthens this argument and states that critics and users of  popular media (such as 

tabloid newspapers) might not recognise popular culture as a public sphere resource because dominant 

conceptions of  the public sphere still hold that emotion and intuition are insignifcant compared with  

truth, rationality and “being informed”. According to her, popular media help shape public opinions, 

build identities, give people a sense of  belonging, provide access to public debates, and enable them to 

aspire to and dream about their ideal societies. If  her arguments are applied to tabloids, it suggests 

that these newspapers create imagined communities by connecting strangers who share the same  

history, circumstances, obstacles and ideals. 

South African tabloids were able to create this alternative public sphere in which ordinary people who 

do not identify with mainstream media discourse can discuss issues that have an impact on their lives 

and immediate environment. By creating this sphere, tabloid newspapers have created millions of  

readers by offering them the opportunity to become part of  a public discourse (see Wasserman, 

2010:87, 88). Tabloids have already proved themselves as vehicles for change and, according to 

Motloung (2007), their biggest achievement in South Africa was penetrating a market that had never 

read before (see Kuper, 2011; Rabe, 2005:9). Tabloids therefore do not “steal” readers from other 

newspapers; they create a totally new media audience. Du Plessis (2005:28) states that, although he is  

worried by the superfciality of  tabloids, he is excited about the role these papers can play in creating 

and establishing a society that reads newspapers. Harber (2007:13) states the following: 

There are some who today are quick to turn their noses up at the tabloids and agree that they 

must be reined in. Never mind that they have given us one of  the healthiest and most vigorous 

newspaper markets in the world, and drawn in hundreds of  thousands of  new daily readers, or 

that they are flled with the faces and voices of  South Africans often absent from “mainstream” 

media. 

Du Plessis states in an interview with Rabe (2005:9) that a nation that reads is better than one that 

does not. Some argue that reading frivolous nonsense is no better than not reading at all. However,  

when one looks past the trivialities that constitute most of  the tabloid pages, it is evident that these  

papers create a platform for discussions in which a marginalised group of  people can participate. Du  

Plessis argues that the Daily Sun’s success is due to a careful mix of  sensation and information and that 

his paper attempts to give readers access to information they did not have before. According to Kuper 

(2011), the Daily Sun has probably provided readers with a home, inspiration and their own stories – 
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things they did not fnd in any other media product. Moegsien Williams praises the Daily Sun for 

creating and establishing a culture of  reading in South African (Joseph, 2005a:30). 

In addition to creating this platform for discussion, tabloids tackle issues that refect the world of  their 

readers and, in this way, they cater for the needs of  individuals who, for the frst time, have access to  

information (see section 2.3.1). Tabloids become a voice for these people, a channel for them to voice  

their concerns, battles, issues and problems. Tabloids become a mirror that refects the society in 

which these people live. They tackle issues that are important to readers who are excluded from, or  

have limited access to (owing to social disadvantages), traditional social and political channels 

(Wasserman, 2010:85): housing problems, rape, drug use, education and health treatment (Motloung, 

2007; Joseph, 2005a:30; Rabe, 2005:9). Wasserman (2011) agrees and argues that South African 

tabloid newspapers are on the side of  the underdog – those who have been disillusioned, feel 

disregarded and are disadvantaged in terms of  literacy. He further holds that tabloids have an 

important role to play in a democratic society and that they can have a political impact because they 

question the dominant social structures (Wasserman, 2010:85). He agrees with Örnebring and Jönsson 

(2004:286) and believes that South African tabloids create an alternative public sphere that gives  

readers more access to debates about citizenship and democracy (Wasserman, 2010:87). Wasserman 

(2010:85) further holds that tabloid newspapers provide their readers with “an alternative view of 

reality not found in offcial, ‘quality’ news”. 

Tabloids are interested in their readers, their stories, needs and their lives – they do not, as is the case 

with broadsheet newspapers, view themselves as merely papers of  record (Coles, 2011). Joseph 

(2005a:31) states the following: “Tabloid journalism, is by nature very robust, taking pops at authority 

and at the high and mighty without fear or favour.” According to him, tabloid newspapers “are 

perfectly based” to campaign on behalf  of  their readers if  the investigations and reports are proper 

(see Wasserman, 2011). Sun editor Rebekah Wade’s campaign against paedophiles in 2000 while she 

was still editor of  the tabloid News of  the World is a good example. Wade started her campaign after 

meeting the parents of  a girl who fell victim to a paedophile. Campaigning journalism connects 

readers and newspapers and in this way journalism can make a difference in society, Wade stated at 

the Cudlipp Lecture at the London College of  Communication (Brooks, 2009). 

In other words, these newspapers do not merely cover events; they act as crusaders and solve  

problems. Joseph (2005a:30, 31) highlights the fact that tabloid journalists do not sit behind their desks 

and rely on press releases. They thoroughly investigate the leads their readers give them. This has forced 

tabloid journalists to network and cultivate new sources, “setting new challenges for reporters far too 
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used to sitting back and doing follow ups or waiting for stories to come to them” Joseph continues. 

The papers become crusaders by taking action on behalf  of  their readers, thereby communicating  

that they are the readers’ friend and ally. Johansson (2007:97, 98) explains this as follows:

And, though a campaign to save garden gnomes may seem of  little signifcance, it is an offer of 

companionship. Readers are reassured that the newspapers not only speak for and through them,  

but take tangible actions. Such textual devices, operating within a dialogic framework, encourage 

and enable the forming of  imagined reader communities.” 

In a letter to Die Burger Oos, a tabloid journalist, who wishes to stay anonymous, writes that the South 

African tabloid newspapers “refect a reality that we, in our comfortable chairs, should take notice of ” 

(Anon, 2005a). Tabloids report on issues that are real to their audiences. This personalisation and 

human-interest angle on stories “provide ways of  understanding the world which are different from 

the way the mainstream press works” (Strelitz & Steenveld, 2005:36). In this regard, tabloids are well 

placed to play a positive, developmental role in communities (see Wasserman, 2005a:34). Tabloids are 

successful because they speak to people where they are, speak to where they want to be, validate their  

readers without looking down upon them, and acknowledge their aspirations, state Wasserman (2011). 

Bird (1992:7) contributes to this debate by stating that even though tabloids are condemned as trash, 

their circulation fgures continue to climb. Consequently, she concludes that it is evident that millions 

of  people fnd something in tabloids that other media cannot offer them (see Kuper, 2011; Allan,  

2010:127). 

Tabloid journalism creates alternative audiences, covers issues that have an impact on them and 

communicates in a language they can understand (Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:287). They conclude 

that:

Tabloid journalism can help affect social change in addressing issues not previously open to  

debate, including news publics and using new forms – thus introducing new areas of  discourse 

into the mainstream mediated public sphere. So, there is no theoretical reason why tabloid  

journalism should not be able to do exactly the same kinds of  things Habermas has shown that 

the early press did during the emergence of  the bourgeois public sphere. 

According to Abramson (2010:39), audiences desire quality journalism, and trustworthy, tested, 

verifed and analysed information about their worlds that is presented in a compelling way. He adds  

that audiences want in-depth stories that provide context and that “honour[s] their intelligence”.  

Importantly, he holds that audiences “want to be part of  the conversation”. Without intending to,  
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Abramson perhaps summarises what tabloid audience researchers agree tabloid newspapers should  

do. Based on this discussion, it is concluded that quality is not a term that can be attributed exclusively 

to the so-called “serious” or “mainstream” newspapers. The question is not whether tabloid 

journalism can be of  quality, but rather what constitutes quality tabloid journalism. 

It is concluded that quality tabloid newspapers have a loyalty to their audiences in the sense that they  

serve their readers by providing them with news that they fnd relevant, useful and engaging. 

Moreover, a quality tabloid offers its readers a platform to voice their concerns, debate issues and 

participate in a community discourse. Furthermore, quality tabloids do not aim to isolate their 

audiences, but they should aim to make sense of  events (locally, nationally or internationally) that have 

an impact on the lives of  their readers. These newspapers should inform, interpret, contextualise, 

uplift, mobilise and educate in a clear and engaging manner. In this sense, quality tabloid newspaper  

journalists might have a more challenging task than mainstream newspapers. In short, as Örnebring  

and Jönsson (2004:287) suggest, quality tabloids create an alternative public sphere by communicating  

to an alternative audience, covering alternative issues and doing so in an alternative manner. 

2.5 CONCLUSION

This chapter has focused on the history and development of  tabloid newspapers, as well as the main 

features of  these newspapers in order to establish the background against which the qualitative 

content analysis and audience analysis was conducted. The frst two research aims have been fulflled 

in this chapter: (i) to determine the history and development of  tabloid newspapers; and (ii) to  

determine the main features of  tabloid newspapers. The chapter has demonstrated that tabloid  

journalism as we know it today has its origins in the sixteenth century. Journalists have been exploiting 

audience’s interest in the unusual, sensational and supernatural for centuries and we therefore cannot 

place all of  the blame for superfcial news coverage on the newspapers, for people tend to be 

interested in subjects that contain these elements. Moreover, different reading communities evaluate 

news differently: what is news to one is not necessarily news to another. The literature review also  

suggests that tabloids have the potential to play an important role in society by creating an alternative 

public sphere in which ordinary people can participate in discussions about issues regarding their daily 

lives and immediate environments. Quality tabloids can play an educational, uplifting and mobilising 

role in a community, despite their sensational treatment of  news. In this way, quality tabloid 

newspapers provide an alternative platform for an alternative group of  people to discuss alternative  

issues in an alternative way. 

Based on this discussion, the following theoretical statement is formulated to guide this study of 

the Son and its readers (see section 1.4):
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MTS1: The media in a developing country such as South Africa have a responsibility to inform 

citizens, explain and interpret events, reinforce established value systems, entertain people, and 

importantly, provide them with relevant information that will enable them to make decisions, and to 

act on those. Moreover, a quality tabloid newspaper not only has the responsibility to inform, 

entertain and mobilise an alternative group of  readers, but it should do so by reporting and 

commenting on alternative issues, on an alternative platform. This means that a quality tabloid 

newspaper should report on issues that are important and relevant to its readers and their lives. It 

should also not be afraid to do so by following a different approach or style because a quality tabloid 

has a responsibility to communicate to its audience in an understandable, clear and engaging manner. 

Lastly, a quality tabloid should not fail to keep the preferences and circumstances of  its alternative and 

complex audience in mind, for the reason that there is no universal defnition of  “news” and the  

concept of  “news” differs from reading community to reading community. 

The following chapter will use the above discussion, and in particular table 2.2, as a framework to analyse the Son in  

an attempt to establish how this newspaper perceives and serves its audience. The analysis will include discussions on the  

newspaper's current main features regarding content, style and communication approach. 
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PART 1 Chapter 3

THE READER, THE KING
A focus on the Son’s main features

A dull old Sunday today so I sat in front of  the box watching Newcastle, incredibly, trash  

Manchester United 5-0. It was stunning to watch, and when I called in to the offce it was all they  

were talking about. 'Let's splash it,' I said. 'Erm, we can't do that, it's just a football match,' was  

the universal response. 'Yes, but it's news, we're all amazed, so the public will all be amazed too.'  

Most people thought I'd taken leave of  my senses but we did it anyway under the headline 5-0.  

Sales of  the Mirror rose by 50 000 copies. A quarter of  this increase was in Liverpool alone, where  

apparently it has become a collector's item... Rather like with Ian Beale, there's a lot to be said for  

front pages depicting unpopular institutions getting their comeuppance. 

– Piers Morgan

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter provided an overview of  the history and development of  tabloid 

newspapers, what has been written about them (nationally and internationally), the research that  

has been done in this regard, as well as the criticism and more positive attitudes towards this  

phenomenon. Chapter 2 also focused on the main features of  tabloids, i.e. typical content, styles  

and the approaches tabloid newspapers use to communicate to their readers. These features were  

summarised in table 2.2.

In chapter 3, the focus will be shifted to the Son in order to ascertain how this newspaper 

approaches its audience, what content it provides to them and in what manner or style it provides  

this information. This chapter will then provide the background against which the audience study 

was conducted, i.e. the questionnaires and interviews. Chapter 3 will seek to fulfl the following 

research aim:

RA3: to determine how the Afrikaans-language tabloid Son perceives and serves its readers.

3.2 RESEARCH METHOD AND SAMPLING

In order to fulfl the second research aim, i.e. to establish what the Son offers its readers, a 

qualitative content analysis of  the newspaper was conducted. This analysis focused on 

establishing the nature of  the content and packaging thereof, as well as the approach the Son uses 

to communicate with its readers. The summary provided in table 2.2 was used as a framework and 

based on this the following questions guided the qualitative content analysis: (i) what is the nature  

of  the content in the Son; (ii) what is the nature of  the style of  the Son; and ( i i ) what 
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communication approach does the Son use? For the qualitative content analysis conducted in order 

to provide the background against which the reception study was conducted, available issues of 

the newspaper published over the past four years were analysed until data saturation was reached.  

Thirty-seven issues of  the tabloid were included in the content analysis. These are: 

2008 2009

Wednesday, 6 August 2008 Friday, 9 January 2009

Friday, 8 August 2008 Monday, 12 January 2009

Monday, 11 August 2008 Thursday, 15 January 2009

Tuesday, 12 August 2008 Wednesday, 14 January 2009

Thursday, 14 August 2008 Friday, 16 January 2009

Friday, 15 August 2008 Monday, 14 September 2009

Tuesday, 19 August 2008 Tuesday, 15 September 2009

Monday, 15 September 2008 Wednesday, 16 September 2009

Thursday, 9 October 2008 Thursday, 17 September 2009

Friday, 24 October 2008 Friday, 18 September 2009

2010 Friday, 9 October 2009

Tuesday, 11 May 2010 Sunday, 11 October 2009

Friday, 14 May 2010 Monday, 12 October 2009

Sunday, 15 August 2010 Tuesday, 13 October 2009

Monday, 16 August 2010 Wednesday, 14 October 2009

Tuesday, 17 August 2010 Friday, 16 October 2009

Friday, 20 August 2010 2011

Thursday, 31 March 2011

Monday, 4 April 2011

Wednesday, 6 April 2011

Thursday, 7 April 2011

Friday, 8 April 2011

Table 3.1: Issues included in the qualitative content analysis of  the Son
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The tabloid is aimed at a different audience and is not sold in the part of  the country where the  

researcher resides. This made it somewhat diffcult to obtain copies of  the Son, which resulted in 

convenience sampling of  the issues for the analyses. Friends and former colleagues at Media24 

were of  much help in this regard. The researcher also collected newspapers on various trips to the 

Western and Northern Cape, buying a whole week’s newspapers or obtaining newspapers at the  

Son’s offces. A more detailed discussion of  the challenges in this regard is provided in section 

5.2.3.

The Son has undergone various minor changes regarding content and layout during the past four  

years, but the most signifcant of  these were implemented in 2011. The Son most probably made 

these changes based on information they received from a company they commissioned to conduct  

research among their readers (the researcher is in possession of  these documents). Therefore, 

issues from 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 were included in this study in order to provide a detailed  

overview of  the newspaper’s content and style. 

The qualitative content analysis of the Son was conducted to identify possible themes, topics, 

stylistic characteristics, as well as other tabloid elements that the newspaper uses to serve its  

audiences (see Leslie, 2010:140–2). The content analysis, which entailed a systematic analysis of 

media content (Leslie, 2010:141; Hornig Priest, 2010:39, 40; Hornig Priest, 1992:66; Tankard, 

1992:26), enabled the researcher to identify themes and topics. These functioned as guidelines for  

the empirical study. Johansson (2007:71) used the same method to provide the basis for her study  

on readers of  British tabloid newspapers. Thematic units of  content analysis such as recurring 

themes and/or topics (including genres and beats – see table 2.2) were used to determine the  

content the newspaper provides and on which it focuses (see Burton, 2010:10; Hornig Priest,  

2010:41; Leslie, 2010:145–9; Bauer, 2002:135, 138; Du Plooy, 2002:191). The aim was to 

ascertain the following by means of  a semiotic approach to media texts:

( i ) the amount of  space the newspaper allocates to stories about crime, celebrities, local 
news or sport, for example (see section 2.4.1);

(i i ) the importance of  visuals (colour, photographs and graphics) to the newspaper (see 
section 2.4.2); 

(iii) the manner in which the newspaper presents the information (this included examining 
the length of  the stories, genres and the packaging of  the news; see section 2.4.2); and

(iv) the news criteria on which the Son focuses (see section 2.4.6).
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In addition, in content analysis it is important to balance the relationship between the text 7 and 

the reader, since Dahlgren and Sparks (1992:12) warn against “the emphasis on meaning and the 

subjectivity in the reception process”. Keppler (2004:106) is also of  the opinion that one must 

understand the product in order to interpret the reception, and according to Jensen and 

Rosengren (2001:175, 176) this is what distinguishes reception research from other approaches to 

media audiences: a study of  and comparison between the media discourse and the audience 

discourse enable researchers to gain insight into the relationship between the media and the 

audience. Burton (2010:7) underlines this by arguing: “the connection between text and meanings 

is also about the relationship between media and audiences, or between media and society” (see 

section 4.3.3). It was therefore vital to determine the manner in which the Son approaches its 

readers before exploring audience interpretations of  the newspaper (see sections 4.3.2.3 and 

4.3.3.1). The content analysis thus gives insight into how this particular newspaper establishes a  

relationship with its readers. Moreover, it gave the researcher the opportunity to familiarise herself  

with the newspaper, making it easier to have more meaningful and open conversations with the 

readers. 

To supplement the qualitative content analyses, the researcher initially planned to conduct a 

qualitative personal semi-structured interview with the editor of  the Son, Andrew 

Koopman. However, after various communications via e-mail and an initial interview to establish 

his willingness to assist, it was clear that any attempts would be unsuccessful (see section 5.2.3 for  

diffculties experienced in the research process). After initially agreeing to an interview, reaching 

him thereafter was impossible. While his motivations remain unclear, his unwillingness to 

cooperate could, in retrospect, be due to the fact that the Son was conducting its own study during 

this time. However, the researcher did have the opportunity to have an unplanned personal  

discussion about the newspaper and its readers with the content editor of  this newspaper, Neil 

Scott. He was enthusiastic about the research project and willing to assist in any way he could. He 

supplied the researcher with valuable documents regarding the tabloid's policy, as well as the 

research design and initial results of  the newspaper's own study (see section 4.2 and 4.4). 

In addition, a participant-observation method was employed to supplement the qualitative 

content analysis in order to determine the communication approaches the S o n uses. The 

newspaper's social network profles on Twitter (@sonkoerant) and Facebook (Son Koerant) were 

followed (and therefore observed) for a period of  six months (January – June 2011). The researcher 

7 According to Burton (2010:6), texts are anything “people can engage with [it] to produce meanings about themselves,  
their society and their beliefs”. He adds that media texts are produced with the intention to engage with an audience and  
that they can be either transient (like a movie) or permanent (like a newspaper or a magazine). A textual analysis is an  
attempt to study what he calls a “moving target”. 
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was thus able to see which stories the newspaper posted online, what links they tweeted 

(communicated/made available) or shared on these networks, as well as how they approached 

those readers who have their own Twitter and Facebook accounts, in other words readers who 

follow the newspaper on these networks. The researcher also participated in the form of  replying 

to these tweets, posting questions and retweeting the Son’s stories and messages (sending the stories 

to her own followers on the network). 

The aim of  a participant observer is to become an unobtrusive member of  the group studied and  

in this way it offers the researcher the opportunity to obtain valuable and otherwise unobtainable 

data (Hornig Priest, 2010:96, 97). Although the researcher was not physically part of  a group, she  

was a member of  the online community and therefore virtually present (see Lindlof, 1995:135). In  

this case, the researcher played an observer-as-participant role, which means that observation was 

the primary goal, in other words the researcher attempted to establish how and in what way the 

newspaper communicates to its online community. The role of  participant was secondary to this 

(see Lindlof, 1995:146–8). 

3.3 FINDINGS

3.3.1 The content and style of  the Son 

The above-mentioned issues of  the Son, as well as its activities on its social network accounts, were 

analysed qualitatively. The results of  the analysis are presented in this section by news topic 

(theme). 

3.3.1.1 Coverage and presentation of  crime as a theme in the Son

Crime makes up the bulk of  stories in the Son and most of  its content contains elements of 

violence. Crime stories fll the news pages of  this tabloid and it is evident that the drug Tik, sexual  

crimes and murder are important and very real issues in the community (see City of  Cape Town, 

2011:34–6; section 5.3). It is important to note that the newspaper also uses the crime stories as 

hooks to inform and educate its audience. The paper covered an incident in which a mom left her  

two toddlers in their shack while she went to buy bread; when she returned, her children already  

died in a fre caused by the heater (VERKOOL: Twee kleuters verbrand terwyl ma brood koop8 [Pretorius, 

2008b:1]). The paper splashed the story on its front page, but in a later issue published a separate 

story on child safety and the responsibility of  parents to create safe environments for those 

dependent on them. Childsafe South Africa dispensed the advice (“Kinders het reg op 'n veilige  

omgewing”9 [Pretorius, 2008a:3]). The story ‘VERKRAGTING VAN DIE GEREG’: Hy’s vry; sy bly in 

8 [BURNT TO DEATH: Two kids die while mom buys bread]

9 ['Children have the right to a safe environment']
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vrees10 (Coetzee, 2008:10), about a man who raped and then stalked a woman, was accompanied 

by a list of  ways in which one could protect oneself  against rapists. These tips included advising 

readers not to walk alone at night, to ensure that someone is always informed of  their 

whereabouts, to be aware of  their surroundings and to stay away from strangers. However, just by 

covering stories such as PESTE TEIKEN KIDS: Vlakte-verkragtings skok inwoners11 (Ford, 2010:8), 

readers are made aware of  the dangers their communities face and are indirectly equipped with 

useful knowledge that will enable them to make decisions and protect themselves. 

Wives who have killed their husbands and parents who have murdered their own children are  

prime news for the Son. In the 37 issues included in this study, the paper covered a few cases 

extensively in which wives were suspected of  killing their husbands, e.g. Najwa Peterson and Ruby 

Marais. These stories support the notion that tales of  murder make great newspaper copy, 

particularly when those involved act uncharacteristically, which was the case in these stories (see 

Stephen, 1997:101; section 2.3.1). The tabloid is also fond of  stories about corrupt policemen, 

cops who have attacked or kidnapped civilians and the issues examined even included stories 

about cops who had killed their own families or driven over the children of  others, e.g. ‘MOOR-PA’  

SE PLAN: Hy wou himself  daai aand skiet, sê laywer12 (Mfazwe, 2008b:5), in which a father killed his 

three young children. Head-and-shoulder photographs of  the three laughing children, as well as 

close-up photographs of  the parents, accompanied the story in typical tabloid style, i.e. sensational  

and dramatic (see section 2.4.2 and table 2.2). The front-page stories are usually crime stories, and 

this focus supports the argument in this study that crime news is prime news for the Son. 

Crime news in the Son is also packaged in a sensational style (see section 2.4.2 and table 2.2) and 

front-page news stories all have extremely large, uppercase headlines and usually a photograph 

that takes up the rest of  the page. The headlines and text are mostly white on black (WOB) and 

only the introductions are published on this page; the full stories continue on anything from the 

second to the fourth pages. News (which is generally crime news) is therefore published on the 

front pages to attract readers and the large, dramatic headlines and photographs of  victims or 

criminals in despair, as well as the short introductions, most probably entice readers. The language 

use in the stories is also characteristic of  tabloid newspapers: simple, colloquial and to the point. 

English-language words are used frequently and the paper created its own in-group code, i.e. it 

speaks in the language of  its readers (see sections 2.4.2, 5.4.2.2 and 6.3.1.2). Tik users become 

Tik-koppe, polisiemanne are referred to in English, in other words, “cops”. They are also frequently 

10 [RAPE OF JUSTICE: He's free; she lives in fear]

11 [PESTS TARGET KIDS: Vlakte rapes shock community]

12 ['FATHER OF DEATH'S' PLAN: He wanted to shoot himself that night, says lawyer]
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referred to as “boere” (see ‘LIEGBEK’-PIEMPER BEDEL ’n LIGTER VONNIS IN HOF13 [Mfazwe, 

2008a:4]; MA LEWER LAAITIE UIT ‘WAT LEM’: Vrou doen regte ding al breek hart14 [Prinsloo, 

2010b:1, 5]).

In addition to the informal and tabloid style language, the Son also exploits all possible human-

interest angles, another tabloid feature (see section 2.4 and table 2.2). The story VIOLE(N)TS: 

SKOOL LEK WONDE: Spelers, toeskouers raak handgemeen15 (Prinsloo, 2008b:5) reported on a physical 

fght involving supporters and players during a rugby game between the Violets club and the 

Zwaanswyk high school team. A whole page was devoted to the incident and the main story, 

tagged KLUBRUGBY SE SKANDE,16 was accompanied by a shorter story about a parent who had 

had a heart attack during the fght (SKOK LEI GLO TOT PA SE HARTAANVAL17 [Prinsloo, 

2008c:5]). Despite the sensational language used (i.e. word choice, dramatic headlines and short, 

descriptive sentences), the accompanying photographs are not presented more sensationally or 

dramatically than they would have been in any mainstream newspaper. For instance, the Son 

published a photograph showing a man’s body in a river, yet the paper did not exploit the  

potential sensational value of  the image: the photograph was placed at the bottom of  the page,  

barely larger than a stamp (Onbekende man se lyk in water gekry18 [Anon, 2009:2]). Another 

photograph on the same page, which depicted stunned police offcers looking at a body (the body 

does not appear in the photograph), would have made a terrifc front-page photograph for the 

reason that it has sensational, dramatic and human-interest value. Yet again, the photograph was 

not any larger than the picture of  the other body. The main photograph on the page showed a  

woman with her fst in the air, expressing outrage about the number of  rape incidents in her 

community (WITSAND BETOOG OOR ‘BAIE RAPES’: Cops: Dis nie ’n reeksverkragter19 [Martin, 

2009:2]). This too is typical of  the Son: its reading community is represented on its pages and 

photographs that do not depict readers are rare (see Bloom, 2005:17). Considering the previous 

example of  the police offcer who killed his children and the melodramatic presentation of  their  

photographs, it could be argued that the newspaper does not necessarily aim to shock (by  

publishing photographs of  a violent nature), but rather to evoke emotion (by publishing 

photographs of  grief-stricken families and laughing, happy children). Human-interest stories are 

therefore considered more newsworthy and appealing to the readers, possibly because they can  

13 [LIAR PIMP BEGS FOR A LIGHTER SENTENCE IN COURT]

14 [MOM TURNS IN SON WHO ‘KILLS WITH KNIFE’: Woman does the right thing, although it breaks her heart]

15 [VIOLE(N)TS: SCHOOL LICKS WOUNDS: Players, spectators scuffle]

16 [CLUB RUGBY’S SHAME]

17 [SHOCK ALLEGEDLY LEADS TO DAD’S HEART ATTACK]

18 [Unknown man’s body found in river]

19 [WITSAND UNHAPPY ABOUT ‘MANY RAPE INCIDENTS’]
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relate to these (see sections 6.3.1.1 and 6.3.1.2). 

Despite the sensational presentation of  crime news, the paper does succeed in covering events that 

have an impact on its community. It is important to note that the Son becomes a crusader against 

crime and other wrongdoings in its community. The paper’s “Son sien ’n rapist, Son sien ’n lafaard”20 

slogan at one time appeared with every story that involved rape (e.g. Seks-euwel ruk SA21 [Prinsloo, 

2008d:6]). These slogans (the others will be referred to later on) reinforce the tabloid’s tagline “Die  

Son sien alles”. The paper becomes a Big Brother, a friend and an ally that has the best interests of 

its readers at heart. Moreover, the Son goes to great lengths to cover crime in its community and its 

journalists follow up on most of  their stories. The Najwa Petersen case, for example, in which 

Petersen was accused of  murdering her husband, received extensive coverage over a period of 

several weeks and the story was covered from every possible angle. Another example is the search 

for the Tik trio and the unfolding of  the case appeared on the front pages of  several issues. The 

three were eventually caught and the tabloid devoted an entire front and second page to the story 

(TIK-TRIO GEVANG: Selle toe nadat drie met speurder gaan ‘gesels’22 [Ford, 2008a:1]; ‘TIK-TRIO’ 

VASGETREK: Bel nog die speurder om te sê hulle’s op pad na die ‘meeting ’23 [Ford, 2008b:2]). The Lifman 

sex scandal, for instance, which involved Lifman supplying two boys with the drug Tik in return 

for sexual favours, was covered over a period of  time too (see ‘EVIDENCE OP TOILETPAPIER’24 

[Afrika, 2008b:8]). 

In addition to covering stories that have an impact on the readers, the paper plays an important 

role in exposing injustices, criminal activities and the incompetence of  local government and other 

public fgures, e.g. the story about a senior lecturer accused of  committing fraud at the University 

of  Stellenbosch (see KETEL ‘KOOK BOEKE’25 [Whitebooi, 2009c:1] and Dié Ketel kook glo die boeke:  

Slimkop-dosent het dalk miljoene gevat [Whitebooi, 2009d:4]). GROOTBEKKE DELIVER NIE: Ouma 

desperaat vir hulp met kleinseun26 (Pretorius, 2009d:8) reported on a grandmother’s struggle to care for 

her disabled grandchild. The story was presented from a strong human-interest angle (see previous 

section) with detailed descriptions about her circumstances, how she took care of  the boy and how  

the local Congress of  the People council member refused to help her and her family. In the same  

edition, the paper published a report on a women’s rights activist’s protest against the system. She 

20 [The Son sees a rapist, Son sees a coward]

21 [Sex evil shocks SA]

22 [TIK TRIO CAUGHT: Behind bars after ‘chat’ with detective]

23 [TIK TRIO CAUGHT: They even phoned detective to say they’re on their way to ‘meeting’]

24 [‘EVIDENCE ON TOILET PAPER’]

25 [KETEL COOKS BOOKS]

26  [BIG MOUTHS DON’T DELIVER: Granny desperate for help with grandson]
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argued that the system protected the rapists and not the victims in the story ONTBLOOT DIE  

RAPISTS27 (Johnston, 2009:4). 

The paper also investigates other issues and creates awareness among the community. In the story  

‘VERGETE’ IN BLIKKIESDORP: ‘Honde het beter lewe as dié hier’28 (Mfazwe, 2008c:10), the journalist 

reported on the Delft community’s struggle to survive and keep their families safe. Illustration 3.1 

(see addendum B) illustrates the newspaper’s focus on the community, as well as its witty, tongue-

in-the-cheek style (illustration 3.1: The Son’s use of  humour to present serious community issues  [Tuesday, 

13 October 2009]). 

The paper is clearly concerned with ordinary individuals and their daily battles and , by covering 

their stories, the paper creates awareness of  issues in the community. In this way, the Son succeeds 

in creating a platform (or alternative public sphere – see Ndlela [2010:94, 95] and section 2.3.3.3)  

for debate and discussion about relevant issues to which the readers relate. 

Despite the changes the newspaper has undergone over the past four years, the Son still focuses on 

violence against children or crime stories involving children (KLAAR MET LEWE OP 10: Ouers kom 

op lyk in slaapkamer af29 [Hannam, 2011:1, 2]), gangsterism (FAKE COPS IS FUNKY: Met ’n helse bad  

Fortune vir rasta-ou30 [Afrika, 2011a:1, 2]), sexual crimes such as rape (Verkragter word lank gebêre31 

[Martin, 2011b:1, 4]) and murder (Satansmoord ontplooi32 [Sapa, 2011a:1, 2]). Judging by the 

number of  stories on gangsterism, the community is ridden by their criminal activities – and this 

refects what the city’s report states (see section 5.3; GANGS SE NOMMER IS OP: Bende-busters  

herleef33 [Jason, 2010a:1, 4]; GANGSTERS AAN’T PRUT: Maar inwoners leef  voort34 [Jason, 2010b:5]). 

The story about the alleged Satanic murder in Welkom, which had received extensive media  

coverage in the mainstream Afrikaans newspapers such as Die Burger, Rapport, Beeld, Volksblad and 

even the Afrikaans tabloid Sondag, was also covered in the Son, and although it was used as a teaser 

on the front page, it only received little attention on page two (one ten-centimetre column). 

Moreover, the Son did not deem the story of  enough importance to spare one of  its own journalists 

to cover it. This supports the argument that the newspaper offers its readers local crime news that  

27 [EXPOSE THE RAPISTS]

28 [‘FORGOTTEN’ IN BLIKKIESDORP]

29 [FINISHED WITH LIFE AT 10: Parents discover body in bedroom]

30 [FAKE COPS ARE FUNKY: With a very bad Fortune for rasta dude]

31 [Rapist put away for a long time]

32 [Satanic murder unfolds]

33 [GANGS’ TIME IS UP: Gang busters rise again]

34 [GANGSTERISM SIMMERS: But community carries on]
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is relevant to them (Satansmoord ontplooi [Sapa, 2011a:1, 2]; Paartjie in hof  weens gru-moord [Sapa, 

2011c:2]). A white boy murdered in the Free State is probably of  no particular importance to 

these readers – and why would they care when their own community is afficted by gangsterism, 

drugs and poverty? 

Exposing injustices, criminals and cowards remains one of  the newspaper’s distinctive features. 

SLEGDING LOOP MY IN: Pa van kind drafstap draaie om sy papgeld35 (Pretorius, 2011c:1, 2) exposed a 

well-known struggle veteran who was unwilling to pay maintenance for his child. In the same 

issue, the newspaper uncovered an incident in which cops attacked a mute and disabled 14-year-

old boy and threatened a 10-year-old in the story BLOUES ‘DREIG NOU AL KIDS OOK’: Laaities  

kom tweede in raid36 (Coetzee, 2011:7). In contrast to this, the story in illustration 3.2 (see addendum 

B) exposes a gang of  fake cops, suggesting that no one is safe from the newspaper’s team of 

journalists (illustration 3.2: Son exposes a gang that poses as cops [Thursday, 7 April 2011]). 

In another story, the paper indicated a link between hitmen and the mayor of  the King Sabata  

Dalindyebo Municipality (Burgemeester met saak verbind37 [Martin, 2011a:6]). In similar stories, it 

exposed more irregularities in RYBEWYS-SCAM SE 3 GAAN MANG: Oud-verkeershoof  sê hy weet van  

niks38 (Afrika, 2011c:5), ABOR’SIES’ VIR VUIL DOKTERS: Owerhede sê: soek hul bloed39 (Botha, 

2011:4) and VERGEET MAAR VAN ’N GRANT: ‘Vrotsige dokters dra by tot ellende’40 (Pretorius, 

2011d:4). The last story investigated a specifc case in which a doctor had declined a woman’s 

application for a disability grant. All the doctors involved were depicted as cowards who were  

responsible for the increase of  poverty in the area. These stories make it clear that the newspaper 

acts as champion for its readers by exposing these injustices, fghting on their behalf  and urging 

action by means of  its coverage of  the story. 

No different from the 2008 issues, the stories are still represented in a sensational style with white, 

uppercase headlines on a black background, red banners, and large photographs of  victims, 

criminals, people crying at funerals or readers showing their wounds (FAMILIE WEEN BY NEGE 

SE FUNERAL41 [Nelson, 2011:5], ONGELUK EIS VIER LEWENS42 [Mfazwe, 2011:4] and DAG 

35 [BASTARD FOOLED ME: Father of child does not pay up]

36 [POLICE ‘NOW EVEN THREATEN KIDS’: Boys come second in raid]

37 [Mayor linked to case]

38 [DRIVER’S LICENCE SCAM’S 3 WILL PAY: Former head of traffic says he knows nothing]

39 [ABORTIONS – SHAME ON DIRTY DOCTORS: Authorities want their blood] 

40 [FORGET ABOUT A GRANT: ‘Bad doctors contribute to misery’]

41 [FAMILY WEEPS AT NINE’S FUNERAL]

42 [ACCIDENT TAKES FOUR LIVES]
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LANGE WAG REK LYDING: Verligting eers 24 uur later43 [Afrika, 2011b:8]). 

3.3.1.2 Coverage and presentation of  sex as a theme in the Son

The Son realises the power of  sex. The newspaper exploits sex as a subject and a news style. 

Stories with sexual content are high on the paper’s agenda and the paper takes advantage of  

sexual links in crime, sport and celebrity stories. Until fairly recently, the famous page three  

boasted a Son Babe and the rest of  the page was devoted entirely to stories with sexual content  

(page three now looks dramatically different; see section 3.3.1.9 for a discussion on the change). 

Even the short fllers about unusual events around the world had a strong sexual focus. The story 

AMPER WAS DIT TOT(TIE) SIENS, MNR.: Bankie word klampie44 (Anon, 2008a:3) reported on a 

man who had attempted to masturbate on a park bench. He eventually became stuck and despite  

doctors’ efforts to help him, the bench ultimately had to be removed. The story’s main news  

criterion (see section 2.4.4) would be the unusual or extraordinary, yet the sexual nature of  the  

event boosted the story’s newsworthiness and the relatively short and rather insignifcant story, no 

matter from what angle one looked at it, was consequently published with the largest and most 

dramatic headline on the page. An equally strange story about a farmer whose bull mistook him 

for a cow and consequently attempted to mate with him was also published on page three (see 

BOER PAK BUL BY DIE HORING(S): Jagse bees dag hy is ’n koei 45 [Ananova.com, 2008:3]). Ordinary 

people therefore made it to page three only if  they had been involved in some extraordinary  

sexual events. Some of  these reports were what the critics would refer to as vulgar regarding 

content and language usage (see sections 5.4.7 and 5.4.2.2). Another example is the story BLIKKIE 

IN HAAR REKTUM: ‘Haregat’ oor details46 (thesun, 2009:3) about a woman who arrived at the 

hospital, begging the doctors to help her remove a can of  hair spray from her rectum. She refused 

to explain what had happened. These stories were presented in a dramatic and sensational style  

with clever wordplay, large and uppercase headlines. The paper also takes delight in giving 

detailed descriptions of  these strange sexual incidents. The S o n in addition uses colloquial 

language and in the process creates its own in-group code (see sections 2.4.2 and 6.3.1.2). The 

above-mentioned story about the man who had an accident with a park bench started with the  

lines: “’n Man (41) het amper sy penis verloor toe hy ’n staalbankie probeer seks  het”.47 The sentence is not 

grammatically correct and would roughly translate into: “A man (41) almost lost his penis when he 

tried to sex a steel bench”. This is not the only story is which this particular manner of  writing was 

43 [DAY-LONG WAIT PROLONGS SUFFERING]

44 [MAN ALMOST LOSES MEMBER: Bench clenches penis]

45 [FARMER TACKLES BULL BY THE HORNS: Horny bull thinks he’s a cow] 

46 [CAN IN HER RECTUM: Woman’s lips tight about details]

47 [A man (41) almost lost his penis when he tried to have sex with a steel bench]
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observed. This language might, however, mirror the manner in which readers speak and in this 

way the paper too supports the in-group code (see section 5.4.2.2). The paper uses words that  

some would fnd too inappropriate for publishing. In Toeris se lus geblus48 (Verster, 2008:3), one 

sentence reads: “Get on the ground, motherf*cker!” This suggests that the Son truly speaks in the 

language of  its readers, regardless of  whether an elite audience might fnd it offensive.49 Page three 

also contained “Hot Goss” fllers about celebrities, provided these stories contained sexual 

elements. The page-three Son Babes were, contrary to their British counterparts, not topless  

during the week. However, on Fridays they were topless for the weekend edition of Son. They 

posed suggestively in tiny bikinis and sometimes in underwear and these girls were generally 

splashed across the page, as shown in illustrations 3.3 and 3.4 (see addendum B, illustration 3.3: 

The Son’s former page-three girl as she appeared during the week [Monday, 16 August 2010] and illustration 

3.4: The Son’s former page-three girl as she appeared on Fridays [Friday, 18 September 2009]). 

Sex as a topic and news style is also exploited on other pages of  the Son. For a short while, female 

readers were treated to a “Outjie van die week” in the middle pages of  the newspaper (see section 

5.4.1.7). Furthermore, the emphasis is placed on sexual elements in stories and the paper describes 

these incidents in detail. The journalist who reported on the story ‘SEKS VIR TIK-GELD’: ‘Hy, ’n  

pêl en Lifman in Jacuzzi’50 (Afrika, 2008a:4) described the sexual acts between the two schoolboys 

and the well-known businessman Mark Lifman in detail. He quoted one of  the boys who  

explained how Lifman had made them take baths, had them lie on a double bed and forced them  

to give him oral sex (or blowjobs, as the S o n prefers). This content and detail would seem 

inappropriate to a more elite audience and would consequently not appear in mainstream or 

serious newspapers. The content of  the readers’ letters and the questions in the advice column  

(“Moan by Antie Mona”) also suggest that readers are sexually inclined and that sexual elements in  

stories interest and attract readers. The letters written to Antie Mona are, for example, explicit, 

sometimes vulgar and generally provide unnecessarily detailed descriptions (see sections 5.4.1.7, 

5.4.2.2 and 6.31.2). It is interesting though that the agony aunt generally gives answers in the form 

of  short comments and she does not necessarily dispense advice. This might suggest that the main 

purpose of  this column is not to give sound advice, but to provide entertainment of  a sexual 

nature (see section 5.4.7). 

The Son’s page-three girl, however, has disappeared from the newspaper and can now only be  

48 [Tourist’s lust dampened]

49 It is interesting, however, to note that the mainstream Afrikaans-language Sunday newspaper Rapport, which had a 
stronger focus on sensation under its former editor Liza Albrecht, employed similar tabloid language. In a front-page story  
about Steve Hofmeyr and another one of his lovers, the paper quotes Hofmeyr: “ Ek het die week in Sasolburg gesing en  
daar was 600 girls wat my wou spyker en aan my boud gevat het ”. This translates into: “I performed in Sasolburg this  
week, where 600 girls wanted to shag me and touch my ass.” (De Villiers & Prins, 2009; see Shaughnessy & Stadler,  
2008:64). 

50 [SEX FOR TIK MONEY: ‘He, a pal and Lifman in Jacuzzi’] 
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viewed on the newspaper’s mobi site, which it appears to be promoting in all ways possible, 

including its social media Twitter account @sonkoerant. In addition to this, it would appear that 

sex as a theme and topic is now less present in the newspaper. However, the Antie Mona column 

appears to be much the same: in some of  the latest issues, she advised a man who was worried  

about having oral sex, another who had lost his virginity and a woman desperate about her non-

existent sex life. Sex as a theme is now most present on the “kappityt” celebrity news pages – and 

then in the form of  advertisements mostly promoting cellphone pornography. Regarding sexual 

content and presentation, the Son, however, has not lost its touch with clever and risqué wordplay.  

For example, it cast the spotlight on the sex convention Sexpo under the headline “Sex shows as jy  

kleim wil afsteek”51 (Anon, 2011:5). However, the story is still only about 150 words in length and 

used as a fller on page fve of  the newspaper, confrming the impression that sex is no longer a  

focus. Sex appears to be given less attention and positive community news is now the focus (see  

section 3.3.1.9). 

3.3.1.3 Coverage and presentation of  gossip and celebrities as themes in the Son

While the Son included gossip and celebrities in its editorial mix, it evidently does not pay these 

themes much attention. Celebrity news and gossip entertain readers on page three (under the apt 

tagline “Oe… la… la”) and the gossip page “Pssst”. As mentioned in the previous section, 

celebrity stories formerly made it to page three if  they contained sexual links. International stars 

mostly receive space on these gossip pages, but sometimes the former gossip editor Lynn Prins also 

covered local events, such as the L’Ormarins Queen’s Plate horse-racing event (Mode-galop52 [Prins, 

2009a:15]) and the Suidoosterfees (Kom skaterlag saam by die Suidoosterfees53 [Prins, 2009b:15]). The 

stars on this page have a few things in common: they are young, vibrant and beautiful. 

Occasionally, a short fller about an older star will be published, but this is rare. The usual trivial 

star news appears in “Pssst” on the “kappityt” double spread and celebrities’ strange and ordinary 

behaviour receives attention (see Stephens, 1997:100; section 2.4). Yet even on this page, local 

stars are the focus. For example, the Friday, 8 April 2011 issue included a story about a local 

rapper and producer who had performed at the KKNK (Gewilde Dokte stel ’n spesiale uitgawe van sy  

album bekend54 [May, 2011b:24]), a local band from the Cape who had a show on at the On 

Broadway theatre (Southside se talent blink55 [May, 2011a:24]), as well as stories about international 

celebrities Kim Kardashian and Paris Hilton (KIM IS REG VIR TROUE: Kris is mal oor haar lyf56 

51 [Stake your claim at sex shows]

52 [Fashion gallop]

53 [Come have a laugh at the Suidooster Festival]

54 [Popular Dokte launches special edition of his album]

55 [Southside’s talent shines]

56 [KIM READY FOR WEDDING: Kris is crazy about her body] 
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[May, 2011c:25] and Paris hof  toe oor juwele57 [May, 2011d: 25]). Whereas page three used to include 

a designated “Oe... la... la” space for celebrity news, only one piece of  gossip was included in the  

fve 2011 issues analysed: a photograph of  the offcial stamp of  the royal couple Prince William 

and Kate Middleton (Koninklike stamp58 [Reuters, 2011a:3]). However, this could be explained by 

the page’s new focus, which is positive news (see section 3.3.1). In fact, page three appears to have 

been stripped of  all sexual references or celebrity content and the impression is that the newspaper 

now dedicates this very important news page to positive news, light entertainment and the 

community. While celebrities featured on page three in the past, news about them is now not  

published on any pages other the gossip, entertainment or TV programme pages. One exception 

was the story DIE PRODUCER WAT JODY GELD SKULD, MOET BETAAL59 (Whitebooi, 

2008b:2), in which producer Waleed Isaacs owed Idol’s Jody Williams money for having  

performed in his show Lyrics, Legs and Laughter. Therefore, celebrity content and gossip are still 

not priorities for the newspaper – and probably not that important to its readers. The newspaper 

has a stronger focus on local crime news, which supports the argument that the Son serves its 

community. 

3.3.1.4 Coverage and presentation of  humour and light entertainment as themes in  

the Son

The Son also focuses on humour and light entertainment. The “Son-pret” page is entirely devoted to 

entertaining readers and making them laugh. This page includes a horoscope, jokes (usually of  a  

sexual nature) and a cartoon. A fairly simple word game, a distorted image of  a celebrity (readers  

have to guess their names), as well as a quick tip fll the rest of  the page. The tip usually involves 

advice with regard to healthy habits. This include tips on ways to prepare the versatile potato, take 

care of  one’s feet, take care of  one’s tomato plants, protect one’s heart or alleviate symptoms when 

sick. It could be argued that these short and seemingly “innocent” tips have an informative and  

educational function, since they show readers how to take care of  themselves, their families and  

things in and around their homes. With their “I would never have thought of  that!” angle, these 

tips both entertain and educate. The cartoon “Trek Net” sometimes takes the form of  editorial 

comment in that the cartoonist comments on relevant news and other relevant issues in an  

entertaining manner. One cartoon showed two people removing their antenna in an attempt to  

fool “the guy from TV licences”. They only realise afterwards that the television does not work 

without it (Thomson & Gomersall, 2009:12). The page also includes a fller about celebrity 

birthdays. As noted in the previous sections, most of  the fllers are published for their humorous  

57 [Jewels land Paris in court] 

58 [Royal stamp]

59 [PRODUCER WHO OWES JODY MONEY, MUST PAY UP]
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elements. These fllers might suggest that readers need relief  after having been bombarded with  

stories about rape, murder and drugs. Humour as a news style characterises tabloid newspapers 

(see section 2.4.2 and table 2.2). Readers are also treated to a series of  stories in “Oom Sonnie se  

Stukke” about the daily struggles of  various characters. 

In addition to the “Moan by Antie Mona” column, the weekend edition includes a column in which 

readers are given advice by lawyers, “Vra Son se Lawyers”. The weekend edition also has a greater 

focus on lifestyle, with its articles on home improvement, recipes and the car supplement, “Wiele”. 

The newspaper even has its own “Backyard mechanic”, who gives readers practical advice on car 

maintenance and pimping their vehicles. Although the journalist test-drives expensive cars readers 

can only dream about, he also writes about more affordable vehicles that could be within the 

fnancial reach of  some readers. The weekend issue also includes “Sontips”, in which readers can 

obtain advice on everything from how to manage problems at work to how to treat warts.

Very little has changed regarding humour and light entertainment: readers are still offered a daily 

“Son-pret” page with horoscopes, distorted photographs of  celebrities, a cartoon, word game, tip 

for the day, as well as jokes. Oom Sonnie and Antie Mona still feature in the latest version of  the 

newspaper. 

3.3.1.5 Coverage and presentation of  sport as a theme in the Son 

Sport is clearly a great attraction for the Afrikaans-speaking tabloid audience – this is supported by 

the fact that the Son still dedicates the same number of  pages to sport. In fact, the newspaper has 

recently added an “OPPIE BôL” sport double-page spread in the middle of  the newspaper that 

focuses on soccer (see section 5.4.1.6). In addition, the back of  the Son devotes the last seven to ten 

pages on average to a wide variety of  sports (such as horse-racing, swimming, rugby and soccer).  

These pages are by far the most colourful and visually appealing pages in the newspaper – even in 

comparison to the gossip and entertainment pages. While the news pages are characterised by  

white, black, red and yellow (the traditional tabloid colours), the back pages invite readers with  

yellow, red, green and blue, as the following examples show.

Despite their attraction, sport stories do not generally make it to the front page. One of  the issues 

studied, however, did contain a rugby story on the front page that linked Stormers rugby players to 

possible offences (‘RUGBYMANNE RY ILLEGAL’60 [Whitebooi, 2009a:1]; and ‘GEEN LYNSTAAN 

VIR RYBEWYS’: Verkeersowerheid tackle Stormers-gerug61 [Whitebooi, 2009b:2]). The players had 

60 [RUGBY MEN DRIVE ILLEGALLY]

61 [NO LINE-UPS FOR LICENCES]
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allegedly bought their licences and the Son investigated the rumours. The paper stated this clearly 

in the introduction, which supports the self-refexive character of  the tabloid, as shown in 

illustration 3.5 (see addendum B, illustration 3.5: Sport rarely makes the front page [Thursday, 15 

January 2009] – see sections 2.4.5 and 6.3.2.3). 

The story, however, was not about sport and the focus was on the behaviour of  rugby stars, in 

other words important role models in South Africa who have fallen from grace. The paper 

exposed the alleged offences committed by those from whom one would not expect such 

behaviour (see Stephens, 1997:101; section 2.4). Confict and scandal were therefore the two main  

news criteria that determined the newsworthiness of  the story (see section 2.4.5). 

Two of  the sport pages are devoted to horse-racing. The other pages offer lively news reports on 

soccer and rugby games, swimming, athletics, cricket and tennis, both locally and internationally.  

The Olympic Games in Beijing received extensive coverage in the Son. The sport pages also 

include result tables and rugby and soccer league updates. Female faces are very rare on these 

pages and the photographs support Johansson’s (2007:87) suggestion that the style of  the sport  

pages in tabloid newspapers strengthens male readers’ masculine identity (see section 2.4.1.3). An 

exception is the story KAMPIOEN TE LIG: Net een Bolander is in nasionale netbal-oefengroep 62 

(Sportredaksie, 2008:22) that appeared with a photograph of  15 female netball players. The sport 

photographs are similar to those Johansson identifed in her study: the male sport stars either have  

pensive or determined looks on their faces. Most of  the men are photographed in action, while 

others smile broadly into the camera. In sharp contrast to the frst few news pages of  the paper,  

these pages offer entertainment that most probably has a positive effect on the reader. The 

photographs, which elicit action, happiness and determination, are a world apart from the 

photographs of  grieving parents, rapists, drug users and police offcers that appear in the news 

section. As mentioned earlier, the pages are colourful, which adds to the light entertainment. The 

headlines, language and layout too are characteristic of  tabloid style, yet it could be argued that 

most newspapers, whether they are mainstream or tabloid, aim to entertain and therefore present 

information in a sensational and dramatic style. The headlines on these pages are large, 

uppercase, underlined and short – i.e. typical tabloid style, e.g. UITGEBOENDER: Ajaz en Santos kry  

slae63 (Marshall, 2008:26), NOU VIR NUWELAND! Jacobs leef  vir dié een64 (Young, 2008:27) and MIK 

NA LONDEN: Cameron is reg vir 201065 (Sapa, 2008b:24).

62 [CHAMPION TOO LIGHT: Only one member from Boland in national netball practice team]

63 [THROWN OUT: Ajaz and Santos get a beating]

64 [NOW FOR NEWLANDS!: Jacobs lives for the one]

65 [AIMING FOR LONDON: Cameron ready for 2010]
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3.3.1.6 Coverage and presentation of  the extraordinary, unusual and supernatural  

as themes in the Son

The tabloid also devotes space to the extraordinary or unusual. These stories usually contain 

sexual or humorous elements and their main aim appears to be to entertain the reader, e.g. a story 

about a German woman who dialled the police’s emergency number in the hope that they might 

help her with her crossword puzzle (Clueless vrou mors cops se tyd66 [Ananova.com, 2009:3]). The 

story SKRIK VIR HUWELIK HISTORY: Ná 107 jaar wil sy trou67 (Reuters, 2009:3) reported on a 

Chinese woman who at the age of  107 had decided to get married. She claimed that she had been 

too afraid to get married sooner, but that she hoped to fnd a husband who is not too young. Local 

people offered their help in fnding a groom, the story continued. The story is a good example of 

the kind of  unusual stories the tabloid publishes. The new version of  the newspaper appears to  

honour this tradition and weird and wonderful news can now be found on page three of  the  

newspaper. One such story is about a 15-year-old German girl who trained her cow to jump over 

hurdles. In fact, her cow, Luna, does everything a horse can do. Her parents decided not to buy 

her a horse and she then decided to teach her cow instead (Plaasmeisie melk koei vir ry68 [AP, 2011:3]). 

This story was also covered in mainstream newspapers. Other strange stories included those of  a 

lamb who resembles a dog (Lam lyk soos hond69 [Orange, 2011:3]) and of  a boy who at the age of 

four already weighed more than 60 kg (Ouers worry oor pokkel se gewig70 [Reuters, 2011b:3]). The 

supernatural still does not feature signifcantly in this newspaper. 

3.3.1.7 Coverage and presentation of  international news in the Son 

Similar to the Daily Sun, the Son also devoted an entire page to international news with a focus on 

African, as well as world news. The page was reader friendly and the relatively short stories were 

accompanied by large maps of  Africa and the world. These maps performed an informative and 

educational role. Each story was marked with a coloured bullet that also appeared on the maps. 

Readers could therefore easily see in which part of  Africa or the world the event had happened.  

The stories (mostly Sapa, Reuters and AP reports) on the African and World News page were 

short and contained the most important information only. The news on this page was also 

characterised by the traditional news criteria, yet the page succeeded in giving readers a picture of 

what was happening in the world around them. The aim was not to entertain, but rather to 

inform and to create a context for the reader in an entertaining manner. The information was thus 

66 [Clueless woman wastes cops’ time]

67 [FEAR OF MARRIAGE NOW HISTORY: At 107 she wants to get married]

68 [Farm girl milks cow for riding]

69 [Lamb looks like dog]

70 [Parents worry about chubby child’s weight]
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presented in an entertaining and exciting manner (see section 2.4.2). Serious international news 

was combined with less serious and more humorous stories, e.g. the African and World News page 

in the 6 August 2008 edition included a story on Obama’s plan to save energy (Obama wil VSA se  

‘olieverslawing’ sny71 [AFP, 2008:12]), a story on the power struggle in Zimbabwe (Zim ‘kry gou plan vir  

magsdeling’72 [Reuters, 2008a:12]), and a story about a man from Sarajevo who, in an attempt to  

kill his boss, accidentally killed himself  (Werker dood toe hy sy baas wou opblaas73 [dpa, 2008:12]). A 

story about a journalist who was sentenced to six months in prison after accusing a minister in 

Yaoundé of  being homosexual also made the African and World News page, possibly only to 

exploit the sexual news value of  the story (Straf  ná gay-aanmerking74 [Sapa, 2008a:12]). The page 

always included an interesting photograph and caption about an African event. This insert served 

a dual purpose: it entertained, while educating the reader. The insert “Aweh!” in the same edition 

showed two gorillas in a playful mood and the caption informed the reader that humans are  

endangering the survival of  this species (Reuters, 2008b:12). The reader was consequently made 

aware of  his/her responsibility towards a vulnerable environment. Except for the two colourful 

maps on this page, the rest of  the photographs were small. The page was not characterised by the 

usual tabloid layout style, i.e. large headlines and photographs, and the page may well have been 

part of  an ordinary community newspaper. The information, however, was still presented in 

typical tabloid language, but to a lesser degree. The headlines were, for example, short and witty,  

but more straightforward and less sensational. They almost resembled news headlines in 

mainstream newspapers, e.g. 42 vermis ná kano omslaan75 (AP, 2009) and Oproer in stad ná 20 sterftes76 

(Reuters, 2008c:12). The paper also made use of  many English-language words and colloquial 

language on the African and World News page. 

The Son has not done away with the African and international news, but only a third of  a page is 

now dedicated to these stories. The stories have become relatively short and the photographs used 

are smaller too. Titbits on international news events are offered in this column, yet very little 

information is provided and one does not get the impression that the newspaper places much  

value on this information. Still, as the former World News page did, it probably succeeds in giving 

readers a picture (however vague or incomplete) about what is happening in the world around  

them. The newspaper, however, in true tabloid style, does still seem to select shocking and strange 

71 [Obama wants to cut USA’s oil addiction]

72 [Zim has plan for power sharing]

73 [Worker who wanted to blow up boss, dies]

74 [Punishment after gay comment]

75 [42 dead after canoe capsizes]

76 [Riot in city after 20 deaths]
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stories for this page, as the stories Vrou op vliegtuig ge-rape77 (Sapa-AFP, 2011a:20) and Duitsers sê nee  

vir kid porn78 (Sapa-Afp, 2011b:14) indicate. 

3.3.1.8 Coverage and presentation of  political news in the Son

In addition to the African and World News page, the Son devoted a daily full page to the 2009 

Elections. In the article ANC-MANIFES ‘BRING HOOP’79 (Pretorius, 2009a:7), the journalist 

explained what the party’s manifesto entails, as well as the impact this might have on the country. 

The page also included an opinion poll on Jacob Zuma’s court case ( ‘ZUMA HET G’N 

WAARDIGHEID’80 [Mfazwe, 2009a:7]). The tabloid also covered the 2008 split in the ANC and 

the establishment of  the Congress of  the People (e.g. D-DAG IS AL Dié NAWEEK: Die nuwe party 

kan dalk vinnig op been kom81 [Pretorius, 2008c:4]). Other political news also included Hoë ‘COPE’ Ná 

STRAATGEVEG82 (Pretorius, 2009b:6) and RAADSLEDE VAN OD KLA83 (Pretorius, 2009c:7). It 

could consequently be argued that, despite the paper’s strong community focus, its aim is not to 

isolate readers from the rest of  the country. The paper does, when it considers it important, 

include political information that will mobilise its readers (see section 2.4.8.1). Political news is  

often closely associated with the exposure of  injustices and fraud, as the story HoëS RY OPPIE 

GRAVY PLANE: Diknekke spend só vir sokker-menu84 (Pretorius 2010a:1; Pretorius, 2010b:4) 

demonstrates. In this story, the journalist investigated the expensive overseas trips the Drakenstein 

local council undertook – to draw up soccer menus. The story was presented in a serious manner,  

making it clear that these trips were a waste of  money. However, the story did include a good dose 

of  humour, as this excerpt shows: “Die jetsetters wat gister na die land van kaas verkas het, is Wilhelm  

Nothnagel...”85

Political news that is relevant to and impacts on the community has not been removed from the  

newspaper during the past four years. The story KHOI SE ERKENNING Nóú GEëIS: Volk doen weg  

met ‘Kleurling’86 (Whitebooi, 2010:13) covers a local meeting in Genadendal in which the Khoi 

people decided to reject the term “Kleurling” and to be proud of  and acknowledge their heritage.  

The front page of  Monday, 4 April 2011 splashed the story VIES OOR DA HUL JOBS VAT: 

77 [Woman raped on plane]

78 [Germans say no to kiddie porn]

79 [ANC MANIFESTO ‘BRINGS HOPE’]

80 ['ZUMA HAS NO DIGNITY']

81 [D-DAY IS THIS WEEKEND: New party could be on its feet fast]

82 [VIP COPE(S) AFTER STREET FIGHTS]

83 [OD COUNCIL MEMBERS COMPLAIN]

84 [VIPS RIDE THE GRAVY PLANE: This is how fat cats spend on soccer menu] 

85 [The jet setters who left for the land of cheese yesterday are Wilhelm Nothnagel...] 

86 [KHOI DEMAND RECOGNITION: People do away with ‘Coloureds’]
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Afgedanktes sweer wraak by stembus87 (Pretorius, 2011a:1, 2). The greatest part of  page two was 

devoted to this story in which more than 100 municipal workers had lost their jobs owing to poor 

management in the department. What is perhaps most interesting about this story is the follow-up  

story DE LILLE SE U-TURN: Werkers weer op hul pos ná ‘Son’ se berig88 (Pretorius, 2011b:1, 2). This 

was only one of  many stories on which the Son followed up and it suggests that the newspaper will 

continue to do so. In this story, the newspaper claimed that its previous article had given the  

minister no choice but to re-employ the workers who had lost their jobs. 

A small space on page three of  the 8 April 2011 issue focused on ANC Youth League president  

Julius Malema and the court case concerning the “Shoot the Boer” song (Malema boer agteruit met  

liedjie89 [Sapa, 2011b:4]). Other than these stories, political news does not seem to be given much 

space, especially in light of  the upcoming 2011 local elections. 

3.3.1.9 Coverage and presentation of  positive news in the Son 

Despite the extensive crime coverage, the Son has a strong focus on positive news. In 2009, the 

paper published a story about a local family who gave meals to members of  the community 

(GESIN GEE TERUG AAN GEMEENSKAP: ‘Niks verniet’ gee iets verniet aan hongeres 90 [Prinsloo, 

2009:10]). The family planned to obtain sponsors in order to provide this service throughout the 

year. The “Pssst” gossip page’s main story on 14 August in the same year reported on how a local 

hip-hop band got off  the streets to become an international sensation (Koebaai strate91 [Van der 

Merwe, 2008:14-5]). Another positive story, PROJEK PAK SKURKE92 (Afrika, 2008c:8), told 

readers about the Big Brother 4 Safety project that was attempting to stop crime in the town 

Vredenburg. COPS TOPS93 (Eggington, 2009:5) was another positive story that reported on an 

arrest the police had made, and weapons confscated by them. Community initiatives are 

particularly emphasised, as this front-page story in illustration 3.6 (see addendum B) demonstrates  

(illustration 3.6: The Son supports initiatives to uplift the community and rid it of  crime [Wednesday, 14 

October 2009]). 

87 [ANGRY BECAUSE DA TOOK THEIR JOBS: Dismissed swear revenge at voting stations]

88 [DE LILLE’S U-TURN: People back at work after ‘Son’s’ report]

89 [Malema: From bad to worse with ‘Boer’ song]

90 [FAMILY GIVES BACK TO COMMUNITY: ‘Nothing for free’ gives to the hungry for free]

91 [Goodbye, streets]

92 [PROJECT TACKLES THUGS]

93 [COPS ARE TOPS]
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The story demonstrates that the reader community acts proactively to “take back” their  

community, their area and their lives. The story ‘RAPE CRISIS’ HET ’n GELDKRISIS94 (Prinsloo, 

2008e:7) gave readers hope, despite the fact that it reported on the fnancial crisis of  the rape 

centre. A photograph of  model Tanit Phoenix accompanied the story, who according to the 

caption was one of  the centre’s supporters. The journalist made an appeal to the readers to 

become involved in this “good cause”. It could be argued that stories like these make readers feel 

good about their community and the fact that community members stand together to create a  

better environment and future for their families, in other words, a “Sonland”. 

The paper also devotes a page to photographs of  readers who attended local events, called 

“Sonland se mense”. This possibly strengthens the reader community. Seeing themselves or their 

neighbours in the newspaper might give readers a sense of  belonging and this in turn may give 

them the confdence to voice their concerns and opinions, and to participate in initiatives within 

their communities (see section 2.4.8). The newspaper lately places emphasis on these feel-good 

stories, by accompanying them with a “Sonskynstorie” logo, as shown in illustration 3.7 (see 

addendum B, illustration 3.7: Son has a strong focus on positive community stories [Friday, 14 May 2011]). 

“Sonland se mense” is now supported by a new page three, “Sonskynnuus”, which invites readers to 

send positive news to the newspaper: “Ken jy iemand wat against all odds bo uitgekom het? Weet jy van 

iemand wat goeie werk doen om die gemeenskap te uplift? Vertel Son deur Christa Prinsloo te kontak...”95 – this 

describes the content presented on the new page three aptly. While the former page three was  

dedicated to the page-three girl, strange stories of  sexual endeavours and celebrity gossip, the page 

now boasts positive news – mostly about the community, as the example in illustration 3.8 (see 

addendum B) demonstrates (illustration 3.8: Son’s new page three boasts news about positive community  

initiatives [Thursday, 7 April 2010] – see section and 3.3.1.2). 

These include stories such as the Shoprite/Checkers nominations for outstanding women in their  

Woman of  the Year competition, Son readers who held street parties in order to unite their families 

and show that they care about each other’s children, a community trying to combat local crime by  

introducing their children to sport clubs, as well as a group reaching out to prisoners (Sê Só 

DANKIE VIR PUIK VROUE: Nomineer haar vir gesogte toekenning96 [Prinsloo, 2011a:3]; KUIER VIR ’N 

CAUSE: Bure stel voorbeeld vir die ander strate 97 [April, 2011:3]; EDIN-‘BRUG’ TEEN MISDAAD: Sport  

94 [‘RAPE CRISIS’ HAS MONEY CRISIS]

95 [Do you know someone who has made it against all odds? Do you know of someone who does good work to uplift the  
community? Tell the Son by contacting Christa Prinsloo...]

96 [THANK TERRIFIC WOMEN: Nominate her for sought-after award]

97 [SOCIALISE FOR A CAUSE: Neighbours set example for other streets]
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maak fetse ’n beter plek98 [Martin, 2011:3]; VANGNET VIR GEVANGENES: GROEP REIK UIT 

AGTER DIE TRALIES99 [Meyer, 2011:3]). This focus on positive community news on what is 

traditionally the most popular and well-known page in tabloid newspapers indicates a very 

calculated and confdent move on the side of  the newspaper, which was most probably made 

based on the information it received from the focus group studies conducted. It demonstrates (and  

supports the argument made throughout this study) that readers take their communities seriously  

and they are not afraid of  taking responsibility to improve their communities, their circumstances 

and their lifestyles. In the Son, they fnd an ally who is willing to take on these community ills with  

them (see section 6.3.2). Page three now symbolises this positive change in the community and 

most probably provides much-needed relief  from their immediate circumstances, as well as the  

depressing news they are exposed to in the frst half  of  the newspaper. 

3.3.2 The communication approaches of  the Son

3.3.2.1 The application of  self-refexivity as a communication approach in the Son 

This approach, held by the literature as one of  the ways in which tabloid newspapers  

communicate with their readers (see section 2.4.2), is apparent in the Son introductions “Wéér word 

die mag van Son geïllustreer!”100 (TIK-TRIO GEVANG: Selle toe nadat drie met speurder gaan ‘gesels’  [Ford, 

2008a:1]) and “SON het weer sy krag gewys. Ons het verlede maand berig hoe die mense van Doringbaai aan die  

Weskus ly weens werkloosheid... Ná die berig in Son is besluit om die fabriek te heropen nadat dit agt jaar gelede  

gesluit is” (’n TWEEDE KANS VIR VISFABRIEK: DORINGBAAIERS JUBEL OOR JOBS101 

[Rahman, 2010:5]). In fact, the Son is very eager to illustrate its power and infuence in the 

community and all stories that supposedly illustrate this power are tagged with the “SONKRAG” 

logo (see section 3.3.1.9). The newspaper ensures that the readers are aware of  its abilities, power 

and infuence, and this strengthens its image as friend, ally and community champion (see section  

6.3.2). The story HoëS RY OPPIE GRAVY PLANE: Diknekke spend só vir sokker-menu (Pretorius, 

2010a:1, 4) also employed this approach: “Nothnagel het kort voor sy vertrek aan Son erken hulle gaan die  

besoekers se ‘etes uitsorteer’.”102 The paper provides many similar clues in its reports, probably to 

illustrate its power and that it acts on behalf  of  its readers. For example, in Paarl help in TV-soeke na 

rugbytalent103 (Whitebooi, 2008a:9), the journalist quoted the Springbok rugby coach who said “Ons 

98 [EDIN-‘BURG’ AGAINST CRIME: Sport makes community a better place]

99 [SAFETY NET FOR PRISONERS: GROUP REACHES OUT TO THOSE BEHIND BARS]

100 [The power of the Son is illustrated again!]

101 [YET again Son has proven its power. Last month we reported how the people of Doringbaai on the West Coast were  
suffering owing to unemployment... After the report in the Son, it has been decided to reopen the factory after it closed  
down eight years ago (A SECOND CHANCE FOR FISH FACTORY: PEOPLE OVERJOYED ABOUT JOBS)] 

102 [Before their departure, Nothnagel admitted to the Son that they are going to ‘sort out the food’ ]

103 [Paarl helps with TV search for talent]
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het vanoggend ’n management meeting gehou toe ons die storie in Son gelees het”104. In this manner, the paper 

illustrates its power to initiate change in the community. The Son still does not disappoint in this 

regard and the stories VIES OOR DA HUL JOBS VAT: Afgedanktes sweer wraak by stembus (Pretorius, 

2011a:1, 2) and DE LILLE SE U-TURN: Werkers weer op hul pos ná ‘Son’ se berig (Pretorius, 2011b:1, 2) 

indicate that the newspaper will continue to strengthen its position as the champion of  its readers. 

The newspaper reported that owing to the article in which it “exclusively” had exposed the 

wrongdoing against the 100 municipal workers, the DA decided to re-employ these people. The 

two front pages in illustrations 3.9 and 3.10 demonstrate this (see addendum B, illustration 3.9:  

Son’s initial story on the workers who had lost their jobs [Monday, 4 April 2011] and illustration 3.10: Son’s  

follow-up story two days after the news broke [Wednesday, 6 April 2011]). 

In addition to the headline reference to the newspaper, the story included phrases such as “ Dit  

nadat Son eksklusief  oor hul lot berig het”105 and “Son het Maandag eksklusief  berig oor dié werkers wat deur  

amptenare by die Wes-Kaapse departement van maatskaplike ontwikkeling ge-fre is.”106 

The story about a baker who had allegedly stolen a bride’s wedding cake, also illustrates this self-

refective approach in a more humorous manner. In BRUID SE KOEK TOE OPGESPOOR: Bakker 

op dié dag nie 100% wakker107 (Prinsloo, 2010a:6), a bride claimed that her wedding cake had never 

arrived at the wedding, but that she had recognised the cake in a Son issue and immediately 

phoned the newspaper. It turned out that the baker had sent Lizelle Titus’s cake to Lizelle Lewis’s 

wedding. The story was written in a very tongue-in-the-cheek style: “DIE koeklose bruid van Mamre  

het haar koek gekry – maar iemand anders het lekker daaraan gesmul. Dit lyk asof  die bakker as die koekboef  

uitgekryt word. Son verneem dié troukoek wat Lizelle Titus bestel het vir háár troue, het toe op die troue van haar  

naamgenoot – Lizelle Lewis van Atlantis – beland. Eish! Twee bruide, twee troues op dieselfde dag – een KOEK.  

Die bruide is okei daarmee om ’n naam te deel, maar ’n koek! ”108 The next sentence illustrated that readers 

engage with the newspaper owing to its interactive and self-refective approaches (see section 

3.3.2.2): “Lewis vertel: ‘Ek het verlede week deur Son geblaai en dadelik regop gesit toe ek sien my troukoek is dan  

in die koerant!’”109 Illustrations 3.11 and 3.12 (see addendum B) show that the Son successfully 

employs this approach to create the perception that it is the “best” newspaper (illustration 3.11:  

104 [This morning, we held a management meeting after we had read the story in the Son]

105 [This after the Son reported exclusively on their lot]

106 [On Monday the Son exclusively reported on these workers who were fired by public officials of the Western Cape’s  
Department of Social Development] 

107 [BRIDE’S CAKE FOUND: Baker not very alert]

108 [THE cakeless bride from Mamre found her cake – but someone else had already feasted on it. The baker appears to  
be the cake villain. The Son learnt that this wedding cake that Lizelle Titus ordered for her wedding ended up at the  
wedding of her namesake, Lizelle Lewis from Atlantis. Eish! Two brides, two weddings on the same day – one CAKE. The  
brides do not mind sharing a name, but a cake!]

109 [Lewis said: “Last week I paged through Son and sat up when I saw my wedding cake in the newspaper!]
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Son’s use of  a self-refective approach to illustrate its involvement in the community [Monday, 11 August 2008] 

and illustration 3.12: Son's use of  a self-refexive approach to illustrate its power [Friday, 15 August 2008]). 

In the frst example, the newspaper uses this approach to demonstrate its power to initiate change 

in the community. It also reinforces its image as a paper – or rather a friend – that cares about the  

community. The newspaper would probably use its new page three for these positive and uplifting  

community stories and to illustrate its involvement in the community and its caring attitude 

towards its readers. This story is a good example of  the manner in which the newspaper maintains 

its image as community champion. The second example is pure boasting, something in which the  

Son frequently engages. The photograph caption reads: “SON-KRAG: Maatoema Groenmeyer wys in die  

galery watter koerant ’n mens die beste op hoogte hou van die Najwa-saak.”110 

The gossip page boasts the tagline “Your number 1 showbiz column” and by this reference to 

itself, the paper reinforces the idea of  a “relationship” between the reader and the paper. Readers  

are also invited by means of  a logo that accompanies most news stories to sms their comments. 

The logo states: “Sms jou mening oor dié storie aan 32369. Sê ons!”111 The Son now even presents itself 

more overtly as “a person” or “an individual” by supplying pictures and contact details of  the 

journalists with most of  the stories. This opens up channels of  communication and creates the 

impression that the journalists are the readers’ friends and available to them – it positions the 

newspaper as a friend and an ally. The newspaper would probably use the new page three for  

stories about their soup kitchens and school projects in future – also a method to draw the focus to 

the newspaper and the role it plays not only in supplying stories, but also in creating a more 

positive environment for its readers. 

One particular story should also be noted in this regard. In what is presented as a story ( ‘Son’ kry sy  

kant skoon ná berig oor hospitaal112 [Anon, 2010:4]), the newspaper apologises to the Robertson 

hospital and its patients after the Press Ombudsman found the S o n journalist guilty of 

photographing patients and interviewing them without the permission of  the hospital. The story  

was of  medium length and readers were referred to the full report on the Press Council’s website.  

By referring to itself  in this manner, the newspaper admits that it can make mistakes but 

demonstrates that it is willing to admit to these (this publishing of  corrections and apologies has 

become typical of  “quality” newspapers in Britain [Allan, 2010:124; see section 2.4.8.1]). This 

could instil trust and demonstrates that the Son, even in this case, uses the self-refective approach 

110 [SON POWER: Maatoema Groenmeyer shows in the gallery which newspaper best keeps you up to date about the  
Najwa case]

111 [Sms your opinion on this story to 32369. Tell us!]

112 [Son comes clean after hospital story]
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to its advantage. 

3.3.2.2 The application of  interactivity as a communication approach in the Son

The Son relies on interactivity to involve its readers in the newspaper. This corresponds with the 

literature, which states that tabloid newspapers employ this approach to attract readers (see section 

2.4.2). In this way, readers become involved and the newspaper succeeds in stimulating  

interaction, not just among its readers, but also between the paper and the audience (see Kovach 

& Rosenstiel, 2001:149; section 2.4.8.1). Readers are always invited to give information to the 

police, to assist in identifying criminals or to look for missing community members – and the 

readers deliver. A phone call from a reader enabled the police to set up a “meeting” with the Tik  

trio in which they arrested the three criminals (see ‘TIK-TRIO’ VASGETREK: Bel nog die speurder om  

te sê hulle’s op pad na die ‘meeting’  [Ford, 2008b:2]). The paper always acknowledges the help of  its 

readers and in this way the reader is crowned a local hero. This might give readers a feeling of 

power and hope because they know that they are in control of  their environment in some way and  

that they too can contribute positively to their communities. 

This interactivity is also strengthened by an invitation to readers to send their news tips and 

comments on stories to the paper. The paper sometimes publishes these comments alongside the 

relevant story; the rest of  the comments appear under the headline “ Ditjies en Datjies”.113 It can be 

argued that this too gives readers a sense of  power because, as Bird (2003a:155) and Johansson 

(2007:115) demonstrated in their study of  tabloid readers, the readers have the opportunity to be  

the judges of  others’ actions. The reader comments support this notion: they often condemn the 

behaviour of  those involved in the crimes reported on and they were particularly outraged at the  

“light” sentence Judge Patricia Goliath gave the three men who assaulted and killed a young girl  

while they were under the infuence of  Tik (GEE HULLE MEER AS VRYSPRING-VONNIS114 

[Eggington, 2008:6]). They were not given life sentences, as she held that they would not have 

committed the act had they not been under the infuence of  this drug. The invitation to offer  

commentary may give the usually powerless and unfortunate reader the opportunity to exercise  

power, but it may also be an important tool for them to voice their concerns and opinions. Some 

of  these comments include: “Najwa [Petersen] soek sommer aandag. Mens sal sweer die hof  het nie nog  

ander sake om te hanteer nie”115 and “Asseblief, stop om van Sondag ’n nasionale suipdag te maak. Sies, kry ’n slag  

skaam”116 (Ditjies en datjies [Anon, 2008b:16]). The Son in particular allows readers to tell stories, 

113  [This and That]

114 [GIVE THEM MORE THAN A DODGE SENTENCE]

115 [Najwa is just looking for attention. One could swear the court does not have other cases to attend to] 

116 [Please stop making Sunday a booze day. Shame on you!] 
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give advice and voice concerns that no one was willing to listen to before. “Son se mense sê hul sê” 

provides almost a whole page for readers to sms their concerns, opinions and advice. They can 

comment on news, send birthday wishes, or comment via dieson.mobi. The comments on news 

stories include everything from condemning the behaviour of  politicians (“Wie dink Malema is hy om  

Zille so te beledig? Sy gedrag teenoor vroue is swak”, “Die ACDP is die oplossing vir alle kiesers se probleme” and 

“Die ANC vang k*k aan. Eers mors hy geld om tronke nuwe name te gee en nou word gevangenes vrygelaat wat life  

gekry het”)117 to comments on the behaviour of  celebrities and the scandals in which prominent 

people are involved (“Aan al die pa’s wat nie hul kinders kan onderhou nie, hou jul gulpe toe. Die oumas en  

oupas het julle nie gestuur om kind te maak nie. Desiree, gaan doen aansoek vir AllPay”118) and comments on 

community ills and struggles (“Gedurende die nag is hulle skoonveld. Van 20:00 af  is ons weer alleen teen die  

bendes en tik”, “Aan julle wat my Vrydag daar by Du Noon ge-rob het, wil ek net sê God slaap nie”119 – see 

Wednesday, 6 April 2011 and Thursday, 7 April 2011 issues). Besides these, readers appear to 

enjoy sending messages to loved ones on this page. The overall impression is that this page is very 

popular, since it is packed with messages from readers. It could be argued that this page too 

contributes to creating a platform that offers readers the opportunity to voice their concerns and 

discuss issues that are relevant and important to them as a community. The post and comments  

(see illustration 3.12: Son's use of  a self-refective approach to illustrate its power [Friday, 15 August 2008], 

addendum B) on the profle of  Son Koerant on Facebook illustrate that this newspaper creates an 

approachable and safe platform for its readers to discuss issues and air what they otherwise would 

probably not have shared (illustration 3.13: Establishing a platform to discuss relevant issues [Monday, 27 

June 2011]). 

Readers are also invited in an informal way to contribute to the Son gossip page “Pssst” (formerly 

edited by Lynn Prins): “Do you have any gossip? E-mail me at lynn.prins@kaapseson.com.” The 

new editor, Jill May, also invites readers to provide her with news tips and asks them: “Het jy lekker  

stories?”120 It is impossible to determine by a content analysis only whether these tips are ever used.  

However, what is important is that by being given the opportunity to participate in the gossiping,  

readers feel that they are part of  the newspaper’s community. Moreover, readers who participate  

in this discourse by sending comments are always acknowledged. This interactive approach 

therefore strengthens the reader community, gives readers a sense of  belonging and in this way 

117 [Who does Malema think he is, offending Zille like that? His behaviour towards women is appalling.] [The ACDP is the  
solution to voters’ problems] [The ANC’s making a bugger-up. First, they waste money renaming prisons and now they  
free those with life sentences] 

118 [To all those dads who can’t support their children, zip up those pants. The grandparents did not send you to have  
children. Desiree, apply for AllPay] 

119 [During the day, they’re gone, but from 20:00 we’re alone again with the gangs and the Tik] [To those who robbed me  
at Du Noon on Friday, I just want to say that God does not sleep] 

120 [Do you have any good stories?]
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creates a platform for the readers to voice their opinions and participate in the communication 

process (see sections 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.3.3). 

3.3.2.3 The application of  a moralising tone as a communication approach in the 

Son

As the literature review has demonstrated, tabloids tend to employ a moralising tone and unlike  

more mainstream newspapers, they choose sides on behalf  of  their readers – they do not give 

them information and let them decide. In this way, the newspaper sets the boundaries for 

acceptable behaviour (see Wasserman, 2011; Johansson, 2007:114, 115; Bird, 2003a:73). The 

story MA LEWER LAAITIE UIT ‘WAT LEM’: Vrou doen regte ding al breek hart (Prinsloo, 2010b:1; 

Prinsloo, 2010c:5) about a woman who took her son to the police station after he confessed to her 

that he had committed a gang-related murder illustrates this. In the headline, as shown in  

illustration 3.14 (see addendum B), the paper already decides that the mother has done the “right”  

thing (illustration 3.14: Son’s use of  a moralising approach [Monday, 16 August 2010]). 

 

The journalist writes: “‘Ek het saam met die boere charge offce toe gery en daar vir Dylantjie ’n moerse pak slae  

gegee. Inspector Moses het nog afgekeer en gesê ek moenie die kind so slaan nie.’ Jack het ook seker gemaak die kind  

maak ’n bekentenis van wat gebeur het. Sy sê huilend maar trots: ‘Niemand moet ooit sê Sera bedek nie haar kind se  

dinge nie Ek leef  in die oopte. En selfs my eie kind se dinge moet geopenbaar word.’”121 Readers had the 

opportunity to put themselves in this mother’s shoes and to imagine what they would have done 

had they been in the same situation. By presenting this woman’s actions as the “right” and 

“moral” thing to do, the newspaper probably encouraged other readers to do the same in an  

attempt to rid the community of  crime. This is in accordance with what the literature suggests 

regarding tabloids and their moralising role (see Bird, 2003b:34). It therefore sets the boundaries 

in terms of  not only acceptable behaviour, but also praiseworthy actions. A similar story followed 

the next day: KID GELEM ‘VIR RANG IN BENDE’: Oupa sê slagoffer se lyf  is sonder tjappies122 

(Prinsloo, 2011b:1, 2). 

3.4 CONCLUSION

Whereas the previous chapter focused on the development and main features of  tabloid  

newspapers, this chapter has used that information as the background for the content analysis of 

the Son in order to establish how the tabloid perceives and serves its audience. The content analysis 

121 [“I went with the cops and took him to the charge office. There I gave little Dylan a good hiding. Inspector Moses tried  
to stop me and said I should not hurt the child.” Jack also made sure that the child admitted to what had happened.  
Tearfully but proudly, she said: “No one must ever say Sera hides what her child does. I live in the open. And even the  
things my child does, should be exposed”] 

122 [KID KILLED FOR RANK IN GANG: No “tjappies” on victim’s body, says grandpa ]
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suggests that the Son creates an alternative public sphere, as the literature suggests a quality tabloid 

newspaper should do. The paper not only, as the literature suggests, creates a platform for readers 

to discuss relevant issues; it also provides them with relevant and useful information in an 

alternative format, which is engaging, interesting and easy to digest. The contents of  the tabloid 

appear to resemble the world in which its audience lives. With its strong focus on local issues that  

concern the community, the Son can be more aptly described as a local newspaper that serves the  

needs of  its community. 

Although Lauterer (2006:1) argues that community newspapers are publications with a circulation 

under 50 000 that are aimed at a community who lives in a particular geographical area, he 

admits that more liberal defnitions of “community journalism” hold that community newspapers 

can serve communities of  place, as well as ethnicity, faith, ideas or interest. Furthermore, Lauterer 

(2006:27) holds that the term “community” implies that the members of  that community share 

certain things, such as a frame of  reference and common knowledge about infrastructure, people 

and systems. Thus, although the Son’s circulation fgures are staggering in relation to the 50 000 

mentioned by Lauterer, the newspaper not only serves an audience that lives in a particular 

geographical area; the majority of  readers are also of  the same ethnicity, speak the same language, 

and share the same lives. 

Lauterer (2006:42) holds that community newspapers are local, and usually a community’s 

primary source of  in-depth community news. In addition, these newspapers are accessible and 

readers can easily contact the newspaper, share stories or give comment. This, he states, is one of 

the great strengths of  a community newspaper. Furthermore, these newspapers lead and guide  

their communities. The Son not only adheres to all of  these criteria, but it also excels at serving its 

community and therefore Lauterer’s other criteria (that community newspapers must be small and 

are readers’ second read) are rejected. That might be true for American community newspapers, 

but in South Africa a newspaper with a circulation of  50 000 is considered large. 

According to Stamm (1985:37, 38), community newspapers impact on the community in various 

ways. He argues that community newspapers have the potential to promote citizenship, 

participation and involvement in community processes. Furthermore, community newspapers can 

promote identifcation, in other words make individuals feel part of  a community structure.  

Community media also motivate people to interact with other members, acknowledge individuals 

and give them a sense of  usefulness and importance. The analysis in this chapter suggests that the 

Son succeeds in serving its audience in these ways.
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The news reports in this tabloid all paint a picture of  a reality far removed from that of  the 

mainstream media audience. The frst 12 pages of  the newspaper are devoted to news stories and, 

from these pages, it is evident that drugs, rape, murder, tragic accidents and fraud constitute the  

world in which these readers live. As stated before, tabloid newspapers in general focus on crime,  

sex and scandals, celebrities, sport and science (or the supernatural). A content analysis of  the Son 

indicates that this tabloid focuses on crime, local news and positive stories. The tabloid succeeds in 

encouraging its readers to participate in the fght against rape, gangs, the drug Tik and parental 

neglect by inviting them to send news tips and information that might lead to the arrest of 

criminals. The paper becomes a crusader that does not stand on the sideline to comment on 

events only, but is actively involved in creating a better community. 

The paper also gives readers their frst and only opportunity to voice their concerns and thereby 

demonstrates to its readers that it cares about them, that they are important. The paper’s content 

is evidently aimed at the community, yet the paper publishes adequate reports on political and 

international news. This suggests that the Son, despite its strong community focus, does not aim to 

isolate its audience from the rest of  the country or the world. The paper focuses on news reports,  

snippets and letter columns. Other genres such as editorial comment (except for the editor’s letter 

on a Friday), in-depth articles and interviews are absent from this paper. This supports the  

argument that information is presented in an accessible, engaging, simple and clear style. 

This content analysis demonstrates that whereas the international tabloids have a strong focus on  

sex, science and royalty, the Son emphasises issues that are important to its readers, e.g. local stories 

and crime. It could be classifed as a news tabloid. What is perhaps the most evident from this 

analysis is that the Son has a strong focus on local news about its community – whether this is news 

about criminal activities, wrongdoings, politics or even positive news, such as communities uniting 

to fght for a better environment. The newspaper thus mainly focuses on the tabloid feature crime 

regarding tabloid content and news criteria, while sex and celebrities are given less attention but 

are still included in the newspaper. Positive community news is another strong focus of  the Son, as 

well as ways in which to create platforms for readers to voice their concerns, issues and dispense 

advice. Proximity is important to the newspaper and it focuses on stories that are close to its  

readers in terms of  time, place and socio-psychological relations. The impression is given that the 

new version of  the Son in particular regards positive news, the reader and his/her participation, 

and community news as the main focuses. 
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The content analysis therefore suggests that the Son functions as both a tabloid newspaper and a 

community newspaper. This has implications for this study, for this suggests that the paper 

functions as both a tabloid and a community newspaper. This means that the readers may 

perceive and view the newspaper not just as a tabloid, but also as a paper that should, in their 

opinion, serve its local community to the extent that a community newspaper should do.

In light of  the above analysis and discussion, the second theoretical statement is formulated 

to guide this study of  Son readers and their newspaper (see section 1.4): 

MTS2: A tabloid can also serve as a community newspaper and vice versa. A community paper 

should serve its community by providing local news that is relevant to them and their daily lives.  

Moreover, a community paper should be approachable and serve its community by catering to  

their interests and paying attention to their concerns. A quality community news tabloid should 

therefore aim to refect the lives of  its readers by providing local, relevant and engaging content.

Chapter 3 is the last chapter in part 1 of  this study. The aim of  part 1 was to provide a context and background for  

the audience reception study, which will be discussed in the second part of  this study. Part 1 (chapters 1, 2 and 3)  

focused on the history, development and current main features of  tabloid newspapers, as well as on the content the  

Son provided to its readers when the reception study was conducted. This was done in order to establish the manner  

in which this newspaper approaches its readers, the content it offers them and the manner in which it presents this  

information to them. This information was used in order to inform and prepare the researcher for the empirical  

audience study reported on in part 2 of  this study. The next chapter, the frst of  four chapters in part 2, will provide  

a detailed discussion of  the history and development of  media audience research, audience research relevant to this  

study, and a discussion of  the theoretical approach adopted for the qualitative audience research part of  this study. 
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 PART 2 Chapter 4

IN SEARCH OF THE AUDIENCE
Theoretical approach and research design

One might therefore feel tempted to study the media exclusively through their content, were it not for  

the fact that even the most insightful of  textual studies cannot tell us anything about how people 

appropriate the textual products offered by the media into their everyday lives, nor can it tell us how  

they make sense of  the cultural meanings offered by these messages. 

– Schrøder, Drotner, Kline & Murray

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Audiences are those for whom media texts are intended and one cannot understand the 

relationship between texts and audiences without understanding audiences and how they use and 

interpret texts. Using this as a point of  departure, this chapter will not only provide an overview of  

the development of  media audience research, but also place the current study of  tabloid readers 

within the framework of  media audience research. For this purpose, the history of  and various 

approaches to media audience research, as well as the strengths, weaknesses of  and criticism 

against these approaches, will be discussed. This will be done by highlighting some of  the most 

prominent and infuential studies in media audience research, as well as those most relevant to this  

study. The main aims of  this chapter therefore are: (i) to conceptualise the term “audience”; (ii) to  

demonstrate that there is an urgent need for qualitative research that investigates how news media 

in particular ft into the lives of  audiences; (iii) to make clear that a textual analysis on its own does 

not have the capacity to provide insight into audience behaviour; and (iv) to argue that a  

qualitative critical reception approach is most appropriate for this study. Finally, the research 

design will also be discussed in this chapter for the reason that the various approaches to media  

audiences are characterised not only by their assumptions about audiences and media use, but also 

to a great extent by their design and research methods. In this second part of  the chapter, 

particular attention will be paid to the research methods used in this study. The frst part of  the 

chapter will thus seek to fulfl the following research aim, while the second part will explain how  

these fndings were applied to this study: 

RA4: to determine the nature, significance and role of the media audience according to the literature.

4.2 RESEARCH METHOD

This research aim was fulflled by means of  a literature review, which included books, academic 

articles, as well as national and international electronic database sources. Not much research has  
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been conducted concerning audience reception of  news – and even less with regard to tabloid  

audiences. Therefore, other relevant media audience studies, such as the reception of  soap operas 

and reality television programmes, will also be discussed in this chapter (see section 4.4.3 for a 

detailed discussion on the research methods employed in this study). 

4.3 THE TRADITION OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH 

The infuence of  the media on people’s thoughts and actions has always been central to media 

enquiry (Johansson, 2007:52; Moores, 1993:5; see Newbold, 2001:118). The frst attempt at 

exploring the infuence of  the media on audiences was effects research, which, despite its immense 

popularity in the US, was extensively criticised for its simplistic approach. The tradition’s main 

aim is to verify the direct and immediate effect of  the media on the audience (see Burton, 2010:7; 

Sparks, 2010:58–60; Gauntlett, 1998:120). The idea of  an “effect” of  the media on audiences is 

now hotly debated and generally contested (see Johansson, 2007:52; Gauntlett, 1998:120–7; 

Moores, 1993:5; Klapper, 2001:135, 136). Media effects researchers not only believe that the effect 

of  the media on audiences can be counted, measured and categorised, but also assume that the 

audience is homogenous and passive (see Katz & Lazarsfeld, 2001:124). They argue that the 

media therefore have the power to infuence individuals; in other words, the passive mass audience 

is subjected to ideological manipulation. The “productivity of  the text”, as Ang (2006:176) refers  

to it, for this reason triumphs in effects research (see Pitout, 2009:391; Johansson, 2007:52; Ang, 

2006:174; Schrøder et al., 2003:35–7; Gauntlett, 1998:121, 126; Moores, 1993:5; see section 

3.3.1.3). In short, effects researchers ask, “What do the media do to people?” and this implies a 

focus on the media message, or the media text (Pitout, 2009:391; Johansson, 2007:52; Morley, 

1980:2; see footnote 122). Ang (2006:174, 176, 177) states that in this tradition textual analysis is 

considered adequate when studying audiences and this does not leave room for the audience;  

audience members are perceived as prisoners of  the text (see Sparks, 2010:21). Moreover, 

Gauntlett (1998:126, 127) is of  the opinion that effects researchers do not acknowledge the variety 

of  meanings audiences arrive at when they are exposed to, and interpret, media texts. However,  

during the 1940s, researchers started questioning this supposed effect of  the media on audiences  

by turning the attention away from the text and focusing on the audience (see Wasserman,  

2010:120; see sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.3). 

Although the effects tradition is still popular, audience researchers now follow one of  three  

prominent approaches to audience research: the uses and gratifcations approach (U&G), 

ethnography and reception research (Pitout, 2009:390; see Schrøder et al., 2003:4, 33–43; Jensen 

& Rosengren, 2001:174–9; cf. Katz et al., 2001:164). Ethnography and reception research fall into 
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the school of  cultural studies, while U&G is a self-declared school (Schrøder et al., 2003:34). 

However, there are many different views on how to classify media audience approaches. For 

example, McQuail and Gurevitch (McQuail, 2004:43) categorise these approaches into three 

variants of  theory: (i) structural/cultural (an underdeveloped approach with much potential, 

according to McQuail); (ii) functionalist (represented by U&G); and (iii) action/motivation (which 

places emphasis on media use in a social context). McQuail (2004:43), a proponent of  the U&G 

approach, rather reluctantly mentions the culturalist/reception approach as a fourth alternative to  

studying audiences and media use. He argues that the approach consists of  elements of  cultural, 

structural and social action theory.123 All these approaches, except the functionalist approach, are 

considered to be “new” or contemporary ways of  studying audiences and how they use media (see  

Johansson, 2007:53). For the purposes of  this study and to avoid any confusion, U&G will be 

viewed as a mainstream functionalist, and ethnography and reception as critical, contemporary, 

cultural approaches to media audiences. 

All the above-mentioned traditions made signifcant contributions to the feld of  media research 

and regardless of  what approach they follow, researchers have the same concerns regarding media 

audiences (Moores, 1993:5; see Jensen & Rosengren, 2001:174; Gauntlett, 1998:120–7; Hall, 

2003:128; Dahlgren & Sparks, 1992:12): 

(i) Researchers disagree on the power of  the media texts, which was over-emphasised by 

the effects model. Contemporary audience research intervened, shifting the focus from the 

text to the readers, their interpretation of  these texts, as well as their part in the meaning-

making process (see sections 3.3.2.1, 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.3.1).

(ii) Media ethnographers especially attempted to understand media genres in terms of 

“taste publics” (however, reception researchers fnally succeeded in contributing to our 

understanding of  taste and preference – see section 3.3.3.3).

(iii) Researchers started to pay attention to the social and day-to-day situations in which 

media are consumed. Studies focused particularly on domestic and family settings (e.g. 

women's fascination with soap operas and romance literature, as well as the place of  radio 

and movies in the daily lives of  the audience; see Johansson, 2007:55; Ang, 2006:177–9;  

Moores, 1993:7; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; see section 3.3.2.5, 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2).

(iv) The use and role of  communication technologies in the home is now also a focus of 

audience research. 

123 The encoding/decoding model, which McQuail praises for its potential to shed light on media gratification, plays an  
important role in contemporary research (see Ang, 2006:190; McQuail, 2004:43; see section 3.3.2.3). 
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Except for the last issue, these matters will all be briefy mentioned in the following discussions, 

which provide an overview of  the U&G, ethnography and reception approaches. These three 

approaches were selected for their particular relevance to this study with regard to their 

contributions, assumptions and methods. Moreover, they are considered to be the three main  

approaches to media audience research. In addition, they not only contribute to our 

understanding of  how media audience research has developed during the past few decades, but 

also remind of  the obstacles and limitations researchers are faced with when exploring audiences 

and media use. The aim of  discussing these approaches is thus to shed light on the complex nature 

of  the audience, and emphasise the importance of  the media audience as a research focus in  

terms of  the audience’s power, its role in the communication process, as well as its part in the 

meaning-making process (see section 3.1 and RA3). 

4.3.1 The functionalist approach to the media audience: Uses and gratifcations 

4.3.1.1 Audiences and their needs 

Despite its many shortcomings, a discussion on U&G, which is considered a popular, mainstream 

approach to media audience research, is imperative for various reasons. Not only is this tradition 

still followed by many researchers, but it has also played a critical role in shifting the focus of 

media audience studies from the media text124 to the audience member, thereby introducing the 

“active” audience. It was the frst attempt of  mass media research to refute the idea that the media 

have a direct impact, or effect, on audiences. 

In the past, U&G was a useful approach for researchers who attempted to understand why and  

how people use the media (Schrøder et al., 2003:37). As stated, the approach recognises the reader 

as an active member of  the audience and, contrary to what effects research concentrates on, it 

transfers the focus from “What does the media do to the reader” to “What does the reader do with 

the media” (Pitout, 2009:390, 391; Johansson, 2007:52; Schrøder et al., 2003:37; Taylor & Willis, 

1999:162; Moores, 1993:6, 7; see sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.3). Schrøder et al. (2003:4) defne the 

contemporary media audience as “semiotic juggler(s)” who keep “many communicative balls in 

the air” – in other words, audiences are not victims of  media texts; they interact with a variety of 

media texts and arrive at their own interpretations (see section 4.3.2.3). U&G researchers  

consequently value the ideas and perceptions of  audience members. This interest in the active 

audience member aligns with what researchers of  critical qualitative media audience research 

advocate (McQuail, 2004:38; Moores, 1993:7; see Wasserman, 2010:118; section 3.3.2.2). The 

124 The concept “media text” was introduced to media audience research when cultural study researchers began to  
apply semiotics in studying these audiences. “Media text” implies that the message is not merely an empty vehicle, but  
rather a complex structure, a combination of signs (see Ang, 2006:178; McQuail, 2004:43; Moores, 1993:6; see section  
3.3.2.3). 
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U&G approach, recognised as a sub-tradition of  media effects research, is based on the belief  that 

people use the media in order to meet their needs (Bagdasarov et al., 2010:302–4; Burton, 

2010:140; Ruggiero, 2000; Taylor & Willis, 1999:161). These include the following: (i) the need to 

escape daily life and its problems; (ii) the need for personal relations; (iii) the need to confrm 

identity; and (iv) the need to know about issues that might have an infuence on our lives (Burton,  

2010; Fiske, 1992:46–63). Furthermore, U&G explores how these audience needs are satisfed 

(Bagdasarov et al., 2010:302; Johansson, 2007:52; Schrøder et al., 2003:37–9; see Carey, 2001:369, 

370). Blumler and Katz (1974) categorised these needs into four groups, which were later adapted 

by McQuail (Du Plooy, 2009:283; Pitout, 2009:392; Katz et al., 2001:166, 167; McQuail, 1997:70; 

McCombs & Becker, 1979:50, 51). These categories are cognitive needs, affective needs, social  

integrative needs and personal integrative needs: 

(i) Cognitive needs: Knowledge about things that will have an impact on their lives, gives 

audiences a sense of  security. Audiences therefore not only want information about relevant 

local, societal or international events; they want to be empowered by information in order 

to make decisions that will enable them to improve themselves and their surroundings (see 

Kuper, 2011; Wasserman, 2011; section 2.4.8.1).

(ii) Affective needs: In addition to seeking information and security, audiences place high value 

on emotional experiences – and they expect media texts to offer them the opportunity to 

experience these. Encounters with media texts enable audiences to escape from their daily 

routines and problems, to relax and to pass the time (see Allan, 2010:133, 134; Johansson, 

2007:181; Moores, 1993:43; sections 2.4.1.2, 3.3.1.2 and 4.3.3.4).

(iii) Social integrative needs: Individuals need a sense of  belonging, which they can attain by 

having insight into others' circumstances, having empathy with others, interacting with 

others and by substituting real-life experiences and interactions through pseudo-

relationships (e.g. “relationships” with media personalities or characters). The media play an 

important role in providing the topics individuals discuss during social interaction; in other 

words, the media aid individuals in connecting with other people (see Ndlela, 2010:94, 95; 

Uribe & Gunter, 2007:208; Bird, 2003a:73; sections 2.3.3.3 and 6.3.2.2).

(iv) Personal integrative needs: Individuals feel the need to confrm and reinforce their value 

systems. The media provide an opportunity for this by introducing role models with similar 

personal values with whom individuals can identify. By providing information about core 

values, the media confrm and reinforce the belief  systems of  individuals (see Wasserman, 

2011; Allan, 2010:128; Johansson, 2007:115; Bird, 2003a:72; Stephens, 1997:108, 109; 

section 5.4.1.8).  
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These needs form an integral part of  U&G’s functionalist approach. The assumption that 

audiences use the media to gratify personal needs necessarily implies that the media perform a  

range of  functions in society. Lasswell initially claimed that the media have three functions:  

surveillance of  the environment, correlation of  events and transmission of  social heritage (Fourie, 

2007a:186; Hulteng, 1979:81–3; McCombs & Becker, 1979:51; see Carey, 2001:369, 370; 

Lasswell, 1972:117; section 2.3.3.3). Since then, researchers have proposed many more functions. 

McQuail typifed these functions as follows (Fourie, 2007a:188; McQuail, 1997:71, 72):

(i) Information: The media must provide audiences with information about events and power 

relations in society. In addition, the media must facilitate innovation and progress.

(ii) Correlation: The media should explain, interpret and comment on events. In addition, it is 

the media's responsibility to set the agenda, indicating the importance of  information. The 

media should also provide support for authority and accepted, established norms. 

(iii) Continuity: The media play a role in establishing and supporting the dominant culture, as 

well as sub- and new cultures. The media also reinforce established value systems.

(iv) Entertainment: It is the media’s task to provide forms of  amusement and relaxation and 

thereby reduce social tension.

(v) Mobilisation: The media should provide citizens with information that will enable them to 

make decisions, specifcally regarding politics, war, economics and religion. 

The needs of  audience members are therefore closely related to the functions the media are 

expected to perform in society. This focus on audience needs and media functions is the result of 

the basic assumptions U&G researchers advocate. 

4.3.1.2 Uses and gratifcations approach: Basic assumptions

Some argue that the U&G approach saw light in the late 1950s and 1960s, while others claim that 

its origins lie in the early 1940s (see Pitout, 2009:397; Ang, 2006:182; Ruggiero, 2000; McQuail, 

1998:151). McQuail (1998:152, 153) argues that the 1960s was the turning point for U&G for the 

reasons that communication research experienced a new revival, researchers had to acknowledge 

that the media did not have as much infuence on the individual, researchers in the social sciences  

started to react against positivist methods, and lastly it was also the decade in which television 

attracted large audiences (see McQuail, 1997:70). However, Westerik et al. (2006:1) believe that the 

distinct research in this tradition was done in the 1970s (see McQuail, 1998:152, 153). It was 

during this decade that the term “uses and gratifcations” (although already coined in 1975 by 

Eliaz Gratz), as well as the approach's assumptions, gained support (see Johansson, 2007:52). 
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U&G is based on the following main assumptions (Du Plooy, 2009:282; Pitout, 2009:390, 392; 

Westerik et al., 2006:1; McQuail, 2004:37; Katz et al., 2001:164, 165; McQuail, 1997:70, 71):

(i) Firstly, as stated above, U&G researchers argue that audiences are active. Therefore, 

audiences are goal-oriented and they use the media as a means to reach these goals.

(ii) The audience not only actively seeks ways to fulfl their needs, but is also aware of  their 

needs and they have the individual power to select what media they use. The second 

assumption consequently states that the power to select media content ultimately lies with 

the audience.

(iii) This leads to the third basic assumption: media compete with other sources of 

information for the attention of  audience members. As stated, U&G researchers also 

assume that audiences are aware of  their own motivations for using media and selecting  

particular media content. They are thus aware of  their needs and consciously seek ways to 

gratify these. 

(iv) Finally, because audience members use the media to fulfl particular needs, they are the 

only ones who can evaluate the content, since only they can determine whether these needs  

were indeed gratifed. 

In short, U&G assumes that audience members are aware not only of  their goals and their needs, 

but also of  the different media content available to them. In addition, they actively evaluate media  

content and then select the content they believe will satisfy these needs125 (Bagdasarov et al., 

2010:302; McQuail, 2004:37; see Morley, 1980:5). 

4.3.1.3 The active audience

The idea of  the active audience led researchers to investigate the level of  audience activity during 

media use and ultimately resulted in the identifcation of instrumental and ritualistic uses of  media. 

The frst use refers to a more active evaluation and selective process in which audience members  

select certain media content to satisfy a particular need, whereas a ritualistic use refers to the use 

of  media owing to boredom or to pass the time (Pitout, 2009:396; McQuail, 2004:40; see Katz et  

al., 2001:167). Audience’s level of  activity while interacting with a media text is therefore believed 

to vary. For example, on a Friday night a man might fip through television channels in search of 

an action movie in order to satisfy his need for sensation (he is therefore actively selecting media 

125 U&G researchers have, for example, explored the relationship between sensation seeking and media selection,  
linking sensation seeking to the use of media with violent, action-oriented and x-rated content (Bagdasarov et al., 
2010:302). The activation model of information exposure suggests that audience members will not pay attention to  
messages that do not meet the individual's level of need for stimulation; an individual who seeks a thrill, will therefore not  
be stimulated by (and consequently might not watch) a movie that does not have the level of violence or action he/she  
seeks. 
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content). When he fnds a movie that gives him the thrill he is seeking, U&G researchers hold that 

he will pay full attention to the message; in other words, he probably will not get up to fetch a beer  

or food or even answer the phone or doorbell while the movie is on. His wife might decide to 

switch on the television to keep her company while she is cleaning the kitchen or cooking. She 

does this out of  habit (and because the medium is accessible in the kitchen) and is not annoyed 

when the phone rings because she is not paying full attention to the message. Her decision to  

switch on the television does not result in her paying full attention to the content of  the 

programme. At certain moments, she might stop her work to watch an interesting scene, thereby 

being active and passive at different stages. She might even decide to leave her chores until later if  

she fnds the programme engaging. His use is instrumental, while hers is ritualistic. Today,  

reception studies pay particular attention to this issue by exploring how media ft into the daily  

lives and routines of  audiences (see section 3.3.3.2). 

4.3.1.4 Uses and gratifcations approach: Criticism and obstacles

| U&G’s limited success

McQuail (2004:35, 39) claims that U&G can enable the researcher to study complex situations, 

which include audience behaviour, experience and media use. He is also of  the opinion that this  

approach contributed to audience research in terms of  describing audiences, and identifying 

selection behaviour and audience perceptions of  genres, forms and content. In addition, he  

believes the strength of  this approach lies in its ability to “refect(s) the way in which the typical  

audience member would like to think it goes about using media, that is, in a more or less, 

consistent, coherent and motivated way, guided by acceptable values” (McQuail, 2004:38) – in the 

same article he later reasons that the fact that audience behaviour is rarely rational, motivated or 

planned (as U&G researchers have assumed) might have played a role in U&G’s “patchy”, 

“uneven” and “limited” successes (McQuail, 2004:39, 40; see Blumler, 2010:201; McQuail, 

1997:73). McQuail lists a few more reasons for the approach’s failure to achieve what it initially set 

out to do (see section 3.3.1.2; see McQuail, 1997:70–3):

(i) Despite the high value placed on the media, they rarely meet the needs of  audience 

members because other activities are often prioritised (see Schrøder et al., 2003:7; see 

section 3.3.3.2).

(ii) It is diffcult to fnd the appropriate, rich language to describe audience experience.

(iii) Many factors contribute to or hinder media use and the causes thereof  are diffcult to 

determine (see sections 3.3.2.5, 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.6).

(iv) While focusing on audiences, U&G researchers have not paid adequate attention to 

media texts, i.e. “the actual content of  what they study” (see McQuail, 2004:41; section 
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4.3).

(iv) The feld of  audience research is too complex. Therefore, an attempt to study it using 

only one method is futile (McQuail, 2004:40, 41; see section 4.3.4). 

This list of  obstacles, as well as McQuail's (2004:41–3) suggestions for future U&G research, 

refutes most of  the original assumptions of  the U&G approach. These new assumptions could be 

seen as a list of  clever modifcations to excuse an approach that does not have the capacity to 

explore more complex audience behaviour (see section 3.3.3.1). With these modifcations, the list 

rather resembles the assumptions of  the cultural and reception approaches McQuail appears to 

reject (see sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.3.1).126 

| Critics question the power of  the individual

Critics of  the U&G, however, are more relentless in their criticism of  this mainstream approach to 

media audiences, their behaviour and their media use – especially those researchers who focus on  

the relationship between the media and the audience (see Blumler, 2010:201; Johansson, 2007:52, 

53; Ang, 2006:177; Westerik et al., 2006:139–153; McQuail, 2004:36–41; McQuail, 1997:70; 

Moores, 1993:7, 117). Firstly, the above-mentioned fve basic assumptions of  the U&G approach 

(see section 3.3.1.2) assume that people have adequate information before they make decisions or 

act on these decisions. However, audiences interact with media with the aim of  fnding information. 

Moreover, U&G is based on the assumption that audiences make rational decisions, yet U&G 

researchers have shown that media consumption is more often than not an act of  habit, rather  

than rational or deliberate decisions (Westerik et al., 2006). Another problem arises: it appears 

unrealistic to assume that people consume all the media they want; using the media is only one of 

many leisure activities in which a person participates every day – and these activities are secondary 

to other priorities such as going to work, cleaning the house, taking the children to school or 

attending meetings. Schrøder et al. (2003:7, 8) emphasise this when they state that “media use is 

often completely overwhelmed by the routines of  everyday life”. Assuming that audiences have full  

control or all the power when it comes to media consumption is also problematic, for not all  

people have the necessary skills (e.g. literacy) or knowledge (e.g. about the world the media 

represent or the media's codes of  representation) to use the media rationally. In addition, Ang  

126 This study’s aim is not to establish McQuail’s final thoughts on U&G and other audience approaches. However, it  
should be noted that despite extensive reading, McQuail’s true attitude towards the U&G approach remains unclear: he  
would vehemently (specifically in his latest contributions) advocate the adapted U&G approach, urging researchers to  
explore the possible contributions it still has to offer, while in other articles acknowledging that this approach does not  
allow researchers to understand a multidimensional audience whose media use is often unpredictable. In addition,  
although McQuail appears to reject the ethnographic and reception approaches to media audience research, he supports  
some of the assumptions that are key to the cultural tradition. McQuail’s opinions are of significance for this study, for he  
contributed immensely to mass media theory and audience research. This should be kept in mind in all instances in which  
McQuail is quoted. 
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(2006:187) notes that media use is a social activity and that audiences often use media in the 

company of  others, and therefore individuals do not have the full power to select media content.  

When, for example, a family sits in front of  the television, not all members would necessarily  

prefer the programme they watch (see Wartella et al., 2006). Family members might also infuence 

each other's choices or preferences. According to Schrøder et al. (2003:5), families still have the 

most infuence on media behaviour compared with other social institutions that infuence media  

use, such as peer groups and schools. U&G researchers have not yet paid adequate attention to 

these obstacles and, while they now acknowledge the social context in which media are  

experienced, they still focus on and emphasise the individual experience (see Ang, 2006:177; 

McQuail, 2004:36–41; McQuail, 1997:70; Moores, 1993:7, 117). 

| The inconsistent relation between preference, choice and gratifcation 

Another obstacle with which U&G researchers are confronted is distinguishing between the 

gratifcations an audience member seeks and expects, and the content he/she ultimately receives  

and to which he/she is exposed. Researchers later identifed gratifcations sought (GS) and gratifcations  

obtained (GO) and concluded that there is no evidence to support the assumption that these are the 

same (Burton, 2010; Pitout, 2009:395). In other words, there are no guarantees that these so-called 

needs will indeed be fulflled. For instance, an individual who seeks entertainment might decide to  

watch a movie set in World War II. However, it is inevitable that he will be informed as well. He 

might even be upset by the movie and thereby this media text will not necessarily fulfl his  

gratifcation sought (e.g. escape, relaxation); he obtains other gratifcations, such as information. 

Further research suggested that individuals rely on their perceptions of  media when they need to  

make decisions on what media to use to satisfy a particular need. When the media they have  

decided on do indeed gratify this need, this confrms their perceptions of  that medium or genre  

and in future they will use the same medium to gratify that specifc need (Pitout, 2009:396; see  

Blumler, 2010:208, 209). However, McQuail (1997:73) points out that it is diffcult to establish the 

relationship between media attitude, choice and media use. 

| U&G’s failure to recognise the complex nature of  the audience 

In attempts to overcome these obstacles, this approach has only become more complex, or as  

McQuail (1998:154) admits, the tradition is diverse regarding theory, methods, aims and media 

and it lacks coordination (see Westerik et al., 2006:139–53; McQuail, 2004:35–41). Researchers 

have also adapted the initial basic assumptions and now assume that audiences are “variably 

active”, that various other factors infuence and contribute to media behaviour, and that the 

audience member's level of  satisfaction is determined by social and psychological circumstances  
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(see McQuail, 2004:40–2). 

Although U&G has been widely used to study audiences, their behaviour and media use (in  

particular television and radio audiences and more recently the Internet and social media network 

use [see Ang, 2006:179; McQuail, 1998:151]), many critics label this approach a-theoretical, too 

complicated and psychologistic, behaviourist, functionalist and not able to explain media use and 

audience behaviour adequately – despite the reformulation of  its basic assumptions (see McQuail, 

2004:37). The problem with functionalist models such as these is that they are simplistic and often 

disregard the fact that the media function differently within different groups and cultures: it 

assumes that all groups experience and evaluate media in the same way. What one group  

considers to be informative, another group would too, these models assume. Audiences and the 

media experience, however, are more complex (see Fourie, 2007a:187). U&G does not, for 

example, assist us in explaining more complex audience behaviour, such as how audiences 

experience media or make sense of  them (Fourie, 2004b:297; see McQuail, 1998:158; Ang, 

1991:1) – despite another claim by McQuail (2004:35) that the theory has the capacity to do this. 

Ang (2006:182) argues that the complex and multidimensional nature of  the audience calls for a 

more qualitative approach – one that does not perceive the audience as an object (see Ang, 

1991:2, 11, 12). 

|U&G's stress on the individual media experience 

By placing too much emphasis on the individual's power to select media sources and content, as  

well as the individual's assumed awareness of  his/her own needs and motivations (Johansson,  

2007:52; see Westerik et al., 2006:139–153; McQuail, 2004:35, 40; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; 

Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001:53; McQuail, 1997:73; Tankard, 1992:275), the U&G approach 

does not enable the researcher to investigate the situational and social context of  media use, which 

according to Petersen (1992:256) impacts on every reading (Schrøder et al., 2003:27, 38; see Allan, 

2010:125; Ang, 2006:177; McQuail, 2004:40; Ang, 1991:161; McQuail, 1998:158; Moores, 

1993:117). It is these situational and societal contexts especially that have been neglected in media  

research (see McQuail, 1998:158; Ang, 1991:161). Those who argue for the merging of  the 

mainstream U&G and the critical ethnography approaches would hold that both have similar 

assumptions, one being that the audience is active – and, after reviewing its initial assumptions, 

U&G now agrees that media use is a social, rather than an individual activity. Ang (2006:179–81), 

however, frmly rejects the idea of  merging by pointing out that there are defnite differences. The 

U&G approach assumes that these active individuals have a free will, while cultural studies believe  

that individuals are always bound by relationships and structures. Audiences can therefore only be  
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studied within this broader network of  social relationships, for this is not only where media use  

occurs; it also infuences media selection and experience, and audience behaviour (Ang, 2006:179;  

see Schrøder et al., 2003:5; Ang, 1991:160, 161; see sections 3.3.2.5 and 3.3.3.2). Schrøder et al. 

(2003:9, 39) highlight this shortcoming of  the U&G approach:

Most of  the critique against the U+G tradition has focused on its individualistic bias, which 

leads it to see people as rationally motivated and problem-solving individuals, and on its 

overriding concern with psychological needs rather than the contextually and socially 

differentiated needs created by the social formations that frame people’s lives. 

Johansson (2007:54) also criticises the U&G approach for its assumption that media use is nothing 

more than a search for the gratifcation of  psychological needs. According to her, U&G 

researchers are ignorant of  the role the media play in change and in forming individual and group 

identities, as well as the media’s possible role in creating some of  these needs. In addition, research 

has shown that audiences not only use media to fulfl certain needs; they also use media out of 

habit (see McQuail, 2004:40; see sections 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4). This might support the critics' 

argument that U&G researchers place too much emphasis on the individual's awareness of  

his/her needs and power to make media choices actively. As Katz et al. (2003:42; 2001:168) state: 

“Much uses and gratifcations research has still barely advanced beyond the sort of  charting and 

activity: fndings are still typically presented to show that certain bodies of  content serve certain  

functions or that one medium is deemed better at satisfying certain needs than another.” 

It is evident that U&G has contributed greatly to the study of  audiences – it has, in particular, 

moved the focus from the power of  the media to the power of  the individual. It is also clear,  

however, that despite its complexity, the approach still has many shortcomings. The great 

emphasis on the individual's power and awareness regarding media choice, as well as the focus on  

psychological rather than social factors that infuence people's interactions with media, eliminates 

U&G as an ideal approach for this study. Johansson (2007:52) argues that U&G's unsuccessful 

attempts at providing objective, value-free pictures of  audiences and their behaviour paved the  

way for new approaches to audience research (see Ang, 1991:12). 

4.3.2 Contemporary approaches to the media audience: Media ethnography

4.3.2.1 The nature of  the audience 

Media ethnography, a very popular qualitative approach to researching audiences since the 1970s, 

is ideal when the researcher is interested in the role the media play in the lives of  people (see  

Schrøder et al., 2003:57, 58). Ethnography aims to give a description (graphy) of  people (ethno) and 
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the approach has gained the support of  critical (e.g. reception and ethnography) and mainstream 

(e.g. U&G) media audience researchers, for the reason that it is considered one of  the more 

successful approaches for exploring the details of  the audience's interaction with media texts (Ang, 

2006:174; Lindlof, 1995:19, 20; see Ang, 1991:168–70). Ethnography, part of  the interpretative 

paradigm, has its roots in anthropology and sociology and enables the researcher to do more in-

depth qualitative audience research than quantitative approaches allow (Schrøder et al., 2003:63; 

Pitout, 2009:411–3; Moores, 1993:3). Schrøder et al. (2003:58) state that the media ethnographer 

“is in search of  how and why particular actions and articulations come to attain social meaning 

and signifcance as valid, relevant and truthful”. In other words, ethnography's main aim is not to 

understand why a particular media product is popular, but rather why and how that product fts  

into the lives of  media users (see Schrøder et al., 2003:57, 58). According to Moores (1993:3), the 

media ethnographer's goal is to conceptualise “audiencehood” as “lived experience”. He further 

states that the ethnographer aims to understand a culture from the viewpoint of  its members. This 

has become increasingly important in the media-saturated and media-integrated society of  today,  

not only because it is now more diffcult to differentiate between mediated and non-mediated  

interaction, but also because it is almost impossible to determine the units of  analysis in an ever- 

and fast-changing media environment where genres have no medium or geographical boundaries  

(Schrøder et al., 2003:63).

As should be evident by now, however, studying media use and audience behaviour is not an easy,  

straightforward task and Moores (1993:2) and Schrøder et al. (2003:3) complicate it by asking: who 

is the audience? (see Ang, 1991:26–32). They argue that this is easy to determine when one refers  

to those watching, for example, a school play or a movie in a theatre – but who is the audience of 

a television show or a newspaper? Not only are these members geographically dispersed, they also 

have different environmental and social circumstances. Moreover, could the person who reads a 

newspaper infrequently, be seen as part of  that newspaper's audience? (see Ang, 1991:33, 34). In 

addition, these media products compete with other media within the day-to-day activities of  

people (see Schrøder et al., 2003:3; see sections 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.3.2). Furthermore, there are 

different ways in which to conceptualise audiences: we could perceive them as informed citizens, a 

manipulable mass, a market or interactive negotiators of  meaning (Schrøder et al., 2003:24, 25; 

see section 4.3.2.3). Moores is of  the opinion that the word “audience” has found its way into our 

vocabulary, not because there is agreement or clarity on what it means, but because media 

institutions have much to gain from information about audiences (Moores, 1993:2). These 

institutions prefer to perceive audiences as a homogeneous entity, a “fxed object” that can be  

measured and monitored (Ang, 1991:2–5). Moores furthermore argues that the audience is  
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complex and consequently highlights that while the U&G approach has directed our attention to 

the active audience, this approach has not paid adequate attention to the nature of  the audience. 

According to Ang (2006:180, 181), cultural studies are not concerned with where the power lies, 

but rather aim to understand how power functions within the heterogeneous practices of  media  

use. She summarises aptly how cultural researchers perceive the audience, and therefore go about 

studying audiences, when she states:

The aim of  cultural studies is not a matter of  dissecting “audience activity” in even more 

refned variables and categories so that we can ultimately have a complete and generalisable 

formal 'map' of  all dimensions of  'audience activity' (which seems to be the drive behind the 

uses and gratifcations project; e.g. Levy & Windahl 1984, 1986). Rather, the aim, as I see it, is  

to arrive at a more historicised and contextualised insight into the ways in which 'audience 

activity' is articulated within and by a complex set of  social, political, economical and cultural  

forces. In other words, what is at stake is not the understanding of  'audience activity' as an 

isolated and isolatable object of  research, but the embeddedness of  'audience activity' in a 

complex network of  ongoing cultural practices and relationships. 

As is clear from this, researchers who follow the cultural approach (i.e. ethnography and reception 

research) assume that the audience is heterogeneous: audience members differ in terms of  their 

reception of  media texts, their social and cultural backgrounds, as well as their social positions 

(Moores, 1993:2). Ang (2006:189) believes ethnography reminds us that the audience is fuid and  

ever changing – it is not possible to defne “the audience” or determine its characteristics  

defnitively. If  one is to follow a transmission approach to audiences, one that assumes that the 

media “transmit” or “inject” messages into people, as did effects research, one depersonalises and 

objectifes the audience by defning them in terms of  age, ethnicity, sex and income (Schrøder et  

al., 2003:14; see section 3.3.2.1). This is also true for tabloid audiences: Wasserman (2010) warns 

that there is danger in perceiving the tabloid audience as a single entity. We should acknowledge 

that groups, and even individuals, have many different identities. He is of  the opinion that studies  

that aim to understand the relationship between readers, their social contexts and their media use 

can only be attempted if  we accept this multidimensional nature of  the audience. Along the same  

lines, Moores (1993:1) argues that the complex, diverse and ever-changing nature of  the audience 

forces us to refer to audiences, in the plural. 

4.3.2.2 Media experience from the audience's perspective

It could be argued that the strength of  media ethnography lies in its research design. Media 

ethnography is an approach “praised by many” and “practised by relatively few” according to  
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Schrøder et al. (2003:63). Ethnographers follow a holistic approach that places great emphasis on 

frsthand exploration and this entails participation and observation – ethnographers study  

audiences in their natural environments (Hornig Priest, 2010:96–8; Ang, 2006:174; Schrøder et al., 

2003:59, 64; Pitout, 2009:411–3; Lindlof, 1995:19). Moreover, ethnography requires researchers 

to spend a signifcant amount of  time with audience members in order to gain insight into their 

media use, and the context in which they consume media (Johansson, 2007:55). Ang (2006:180) 

further argues that if  cultural approaches assume that the network of  social relationships infuence  

media experience, researchers cannot limit their focus by just studying audiences and their 

behaviour; researchers should become part of  the structural and cultural processes of  the 

audience (see section 3.3.1.4). Because of  its complex design and innovative research tools 

(observation of  actions and the immediate environment, as well as participation in activities), the  

information researchers gain from ethnographic studies usually exceeds the researcher's 

expectations (Ang, 2006:189; Moores, 1993:46, 48; see section 3.3.2.2).

The value of  an ethnographic approach to media audiences, lies in its critical nature, the fact that 

it constantly reminds us that reality is more complex than theory allows us to believe or investigate, 

argues Ang (2006:185). Researchers who use media ethnography are of  the opinion that the study 

of  complex media cultures requires a complex research design and they therefore make use of  a 

variety of  methods when collecting, coding and analysing; these might include interviews, 

participation, observation, and the study of  media texts and surveys (Schrøder et al., 2003:59; 64; 

Moores, 1993:3; see Hornig Priest, 2010:96–99). Furthermore, interaction between the media 

user and the researcher is fundamental to an ethnography research design and the researcher 

should therefore establish a rapport with the respondents by, for example, presenting oneself  as a 

fan of  the newspaper (Moores, 1993:41, 68; see Wasserman, 2010:125; see section 3.3.3.2). 

Moores (1993:3, 32) believes that the ethnographic method approaches the media consumption 

experience from the audience member's viewpoint and it is therefore ideal for these studies (see  

Ang, 2006:174; see section 3.3.1). Researchers often study cultures very different to their own, 

which implies that researchers have to rely on the actions and interpretations of  the respondents. 

A researcher who uses media ethnography as an approach “makes a point of  being a stranger and 

makes the often cumbersome transition into familiarity by exchanging an outsider's view on the  

media culture under investigation for an insider's view” (Schrøder et al., 2003:58). Media 

ethnographers therefore spend time in audience's daily lives – participating, talking, observing and 

asking questions in order illuminate the context in which media are used (Schrøder et al., 2003:64). 

Moores (1993:4) agrees when he says of  media ethnography: “It is an approach which takes 
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extremely seriously the interpretation of  the media constructed by consumers in their everyday 

routines. At the same time, it is not afraid to interrogate and situate their spoken accounts”. 

Moores (1993:4) and Ang (2006:183) repeatedly emphasise that the media ethnographer relies on 

information he/she receives from audience members and they hold that audience members'  

information are only perceptions, interpreted by subjective researchers (see section 3.3.2.2).  

“Ethnographic discourses are necessarily 'partial truths' and the cultures they purport to describe 

are always to some extent the product of  the researcher's imagination,” states Moores (1993:4, 62). 

Ang (2006:183) adds to this (see Schrøder et al., 2003:17): 

To begin with, I think, audience research studies should not strive and pretend to tell 'the 

truth' about 'the audience'. Its ambitions should be much more modest. As Grossberg has 

suggested, 'the goal of  [critical research] is to offer not a polished representation of  the truth, 

but simply a little help in our efforts to better understand the world'... The collection of  data, 

either quantitative or qualitative in form, can never be separated from its interpretation; it is 

only through practices of  interpretative theorising that unruly social experiences and events 

related to media consumption become established as meaningful 'facts' about audiences... It is 

not the search for (objective, scientifc) truth in which the researcher is engaged, but rather the  

construction of  interpretations, of  certain ways of  understanding the world, always 

historically located, subjective and relative. 

Schrøder et al. (2003:17) add to this when they state that studying audiences becomes more 

complex when we start to interact with audiences, precisely because meaning is relative. Often we  

do not share the culture or language of  the respondent and these determine our interpretations 

and understandings. There are many opportunities for misunderstandings. Moores (1993:4, 62) is 

of  the opinion, however, that researchers should not be discouraged by “the partial nature of  our  

knowledge”; we must still (and urgently, as Ang [2006:182] puts it) attempt to reconstruct from our 

interpretations, the audience's media experience. According to Ang (2006:184), we can only 

comprehend empirical studies through interpretation. Researchers should realise that because 

interpretations (by the researcher) are mere constructions of  representations (by the audience), 

they are never neutral, but only descriptive. The study of  culture (e.g. media's role and place 

therein) therefore demands of  the researcher to be an active interpreter, not an objective observer 

on an experimental search for The Truth, but rather on an interpretative search for meaning,  

Moores explains (1993:62; see Ang, 2006:184, 185). It should be acknowledged and accepted 

then, that the researcher's interpretations are never complete; they are always incomplete and  

temporary, for processes of  selection and simplifcation are always involved. Therefore, Ang 
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(2006:184, 185) warns, empirical data can never be seen as parts of  reality, respondents'  

statements cannot be accepted as the truth, or even refections of  their realities. This supports her  

argument for a critical approach to audience research (see section 3.3.3.6). These viewpoints have 

implications for this study of  tabloid audiences. These arguments emphasise the explorative and 

descriptive nature of  an audience study and remind that, for various reasons, the fndings can 

never be accepted as the “truth” about the Son's readers, their experiences of  the newspaper, or 

their relationships with and perceptions regarding the tabloid. Firstly, the audience of  this paper is 

not a homogeneous group, but individual readers with different circumstances and backgrounds. 

It would therefore be futile to attempt to generalise any of  their responses, experiences or 

perceptions. Moreover, Ang and Moore remind that the audience's responses are not frsthand 

experiences of  media, but mere constructions of  experiences that are based on their own 

interpretations of  their media experience. The researcher is, in other words, interpreting his/her 

own constructed data that is based on constructions and interpretations of  audience members. 

The researcher should therefore accept that it is never possible to provide a “true” and “complete” 

picture of  the reader of  the Son. However, the researcher should not be discouraged by this and 

should still attempt to provide a detailed account regarding audience behaviour and media use  

(see section 4.4.1). 

4.3.2.3 Readers and texts: Negotiating meaning 

Media ethnography gained from researcher Stuart Hall's work. Hall broke new ground in  

audience research by introducing the encoding/decoding model in his 1974 study, Encoding and 

Decoding in Television Discourse, which shows that although the producer encodes meanings into  

media messages, the audience member completes the communication process by decoding the 

message and in the process he/she makes sense of  the media he/she uses (see Allan, 2010:131; 

Fourie, 2009:173; Hall, 2007:128). The receiver of  the message therefore plays a critical part in 

the meaning-making process (see Jensen & Rosengren, 2001:174; Morley, 1980:7). This model 

refuted the behaviouristic approach of  effects research, which is based on the concept of  stimulus-

response127 (see Wasserman, 2010:122, 123). This model becomes relevant when one attempts to 

explore the stylistic and thematic features of  the newspapers that appeal to the readers, which was 

the aim of  chapter 2 of  this study (see sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3). The model is also a useful  

tool when analysing how a newspaper is received, experienced and used by its audience. Hall 

suggests that the producer’s intended meaning is not always the message the decoder derives: he 

identifed three types of  codes or reading, the dominant reading (the audience member's decoded 

message correlates with what the producer intended,) the oppositional reading (which refers to a great 

127 When one views the audience as active decoders, who have a part in the creation of meaning, the tabloid critics'  
argument that the page-three girl contributes to domestic violence and rape, becomes invalid, argues Wasserman  
(2010:122, 123).
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difference in the decoded and encoded messages), and the negotiated reading (the reader accepts the 

encoded meaning, but creates his/her own interpretation based on his/her background, 

knowledge and culture; Allan, 2010:132; Fourie, 2009:68–70; Hall, 2007:128; Johannson, 

2007:53; Sonderling, 2007:318; Boyd-Barrett, 2001:498; Hartley, 1982:148, 149; see Schrøder et  

al., 2003:11).128 What Hall's model, as well as David Morley's ground-breaking The Nationwide  

Audience129 study in 1980, ultimately demonstrates is that the audience actually negotiates meaning 

when they encounter a media text; they are active decoders and their interpretations depend on  

their social and economic positions in society (Ang, 2006:178; Moores, 1993:6, 7; Morley, 

1980:163, 164; see Wasserman, 2010:120–2). Morley's study focuses on audiences' reception of 

the current affairs television show Nationwide. When Morley's study was published, many studies 

were still determinedly focusing on text analysis. The “productivity of  the text” was audience  

researchers' main concern, since they regarded the text as the only source of  meaning (Ang,  

2006:176; see section 3.3). It is particularly in the 1980s, in part due to Morley's study, that media 

audience research saw rapid growth (Ang, 2006:174; Boyd-Barrett, 2001:499). 

Despite critique and limitations, Hall's model paved the way for new (or contemporary) audience 

research (see Fourie, 2009:69; Johansson, 2007:52). As Ang (2006:177) states: “Textual meanings 

do not reside in the texts themselves: a certain text can come to mean different things depending 

on the interdiscursive context in which viewers interpret it” (see Wasserman, 2010:118; Boyd-

Barrett, 2001:499; section 3.3.2.5). Morley, whose study explored how audience members with 

different social circumstances interpreted the same text, confrmed that audience interpretation is  

more complex than textual analyses suggest (Morley, 1980:22, 23; see Ang, 2006:177). Of 

particular relevance to this study is Wasserman's (2010:118) statement regarding tabloid research: 

“Tabloid content obtains its full meaning as it is consumed.” Like Morley and Ang, he does not  

reject the value of  critical textual-based studies, but argues that these studies often do not take into 

account the cultural dimension, in other words the role of  media in culture and everyday life. 

Johansson (2007:51) advances that textual analyses can provide a useful framework for media 

studies, but a textual analysis on its own does not have the capacity to enable researchers to 

understand how audience members perceive or use these texts. Other factors, such as social,  

historical – and even other texts – infuence our interpretations of  a specifc media text. In terms 

of  this study, Hall and Morley's work suggests that the reader of  the Son is not a victim of  the 

128  Related to this, are the concepts of open texts and closed texts (Fourie, 2009:70). Open texts are open to a variety  
of potential interpretations and are encoded with the aim of providing the opportunity for readers to create various  
meanings (such as novels, poems and movies). Closed texts are produced to convey a specific, single meaning (such as  
political texts or advertisements). It could be argued that reports in newspapers should be written (or encoded) to allow  
for a single interpretation, for the reason that journalists are expected to reflect an “objective” reality. 

129 Hall and Morley were members of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, 
where great breakthroughs in media audience research were made (see Allan, 2010:131; Moores, 1993:6). 
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tabloid content or presentation to which he/she is exposed; rather he/she actively participates in  

the process of  creating meaning. The readers are therefore part of  the communication process 

and they derive various, heterogeneous meanings from the text that is presented to them by the  

encoder. These interpretations depend on the contexts in which they use the media text, i.e. their 

social, political and economic circumstances. 

 

Hall's model shifted the focus to a semiotic analysis: whereas effects research places emphasis on a 

change in the audience's thoughts and actions, the semiotics approach focuses on the signifcation, 

in other words the production of  meaning. All forms of  communication are based on semiotics 

(see Burton, 2010:10, 11; Fourie, 2009:40; O'Shaughnessyy & Stadler, 2008:133, 134; Fourie, 

2007b:148, 149; Johansson, 2007:53; Branston & Stafford, 2003:9; Jensen & Rosengren, 

2001:174; Moores, 1993:6; Jansen & Steinberg, 1991:68). Semiotics, which has its roots in 

structuralism,130 introduced new concepts to audience research: the message became a media text, 

a complex structure of  signs, and the audience became readers of  the text who actively participate 

in the construction of  meaning (Moores, 1993:6; see Burton, 2010:10, 11). The audience's 

interaction with the media has therefore become a discourse, a constant dialogue between texts 

and readers, with the aim of  creating meaning. And this, states Moores (1993:6), is what media 

audience studies have focused on – the dialogue, the meaning making-process (see Gill, 2002:172–

7). 

Semiotics, developed in the late nineteenth century by linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, was  

originally applied to language, but during the 1930s researchers began to apply the theory to non-

language systems such as media texts (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:134; Penn, 2002:227). 

Semiotics is defned as the systematic study of  signs and semioticians perceive everything as signs 

that refer to or substitute something else. In this way, signs convey meaning (Fourie, 2009:40; 

Hawkes, 2003:103; Oosthuizen, 2004:449; Hervey, 1982:38; Kevelson, 1977:17; Eco, 1976:69). 

However, a sign exists only when someone perceives it to be a sign that can be interpreted. Signs  

are conventional, which means that a sign has to be decided upon and thereafter it needs to be  

learned (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:136; see Smith, 2007:25, 30). Different cultures and 

communities therefore use different signs to communicate. The combination of  signs to create 

meaning is called coding (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:134; Fourie, 2007b:150; Grossberg et al., 

1998:129; Burton, 1997:33; see Burton, 2010:10, 11). Meaning, as structuralists advocate, can be 

derived from signs only when they are in relation to other signs (Hawkes, 2003:7; see Smith, 

130 Structuralism explores the components (i.e. structure) of a unit – in this case a media text. Structuralists argue that  
the meaning of any entity depends on its relation to other elements in the same structure (Hawkes, 2003:7; see Smith,  
2007:24). Structuralism can be applied in a variety of disciplines, including anthropology, economics and media studies  
(Fourie, 2009:41–7). 
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2007:24, 25). Newspapers use various communication elements, or codes, to communicate to their  

readers and these include layout, photographs, graphics and content (Smith, 2007:19–21). This 

combination of  codes results in a system of  signs and Fourie (2009:40) states that the media consist 

of  various sign systems including a linguistic sign system (language), a visual sign system 

(photographs and graphics) and verbal sign systems (such as sound/voice). Newspapers make use 

of  linguistic and visual sign systems. A sub-editor, in other words, conveys a very specifc meaning 

with a headline such as ABOR'SIES' VIR VUIL DOKTERS: Owerhede sê: soek hul bloed131 (Botha, 

2011:4). In addition, the news editor and layout artist could decide to publish a photograph of  a  

crying woman to reinforce the emotional appeal of  the story. In order to place even more 

emphasis on the story, it could be moved to the front page, or to the top of  any of  the frst few  

news pages. Thus, by selecting certain signs and combining them with other signs, a newspaper 

chooses to communicate with a reader in a particular way and portray a certain reality (see Fourie, 

2009:40; Oosthuizen, 2004:449). 

Different newspapers communicate in different ways – and this is perhaps most evident in the  

difference between tabloid and the so-called quality newspapers (Smith, 2007:18, 19). Tabloids 

communicate in a very specifc style regarding layout and language in order to satisfy their 

audiences’ needs by presenting their realities. In order to do this, a newspaper should 

communicate in a code to which its readers relate, that they understand and with which they are 

familiar. Even though it is impossible for a sender (newspaper) en receiver (reader) to share exactly  

the same codes and experiences, these should overlap to a certain degree if  the communication 

process is to be successful (Smith, 2007:10). O'Shaughnessy & Stadler (2008:137) support this 

when they state: “Sign systems will only work successfully with people who know and share the  

same codes.” These shared codes are called in-group codes, a preferred register people use to 

communicate (such as colloquial language). This explains the Son's use of  “writing like people 

talk”, which is an interesting avenue explored in this study. 

In order to understand how signs communicate and are interpreted, it is imperative to grasp how 

a sign is structured. A sign stands in the place of  something else and all signs consist of  the 

components signifer, signifed and referent. In a linguistic sign system, for example, the signifer  

would be the word said or written, such as “book”. The signifed in this case, is the concept “book”, 

whereas the referent is the actual, real book (Fourie, 2009:48, 50–3; O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 

2008:134, 135; Penn, 2002:227–9; Berger, 1998:8). A mental process of  signifcation takes place 

when the signifer is interpreted and the individual creates an image of  the signifed. Further 

signifcation occurs when the signifed becomes a signifer for another concept (Grossberg et al., 

131 [ABORTIONS – SHAME ON DIRTY DOCTORS: Authorities want their blood] 
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1998:135, 138). In other words, when the reader reads the word “book” and starts to interpret it  

by forming a mental picture of  a book, this is called signifcation. However, when the reader  

interprets the signifed “book” as a reference to intellect or education, further signifcation takes  

place. This results in an “endless production of  meaning”, which is also referred to as 

dissemination or unlimited semiosis (Grossberg et al. 1998:135, 138; Eco, 1976:68). Related to this 

are the concepts of  denotation and connotation. Denotation occurs when the receiver links the  

signifer with its signifed. Barthes refers to this as the frst order of  signifcation and it is the “common-

sense” or simplest and value-free meaning of  a sign (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:137; Penn, 

2002:231, 232). However, when dissemination occurs and the signifed becomes a new signifer of 

another referent, the original sign acquires new meanings and this is called “connotation” (Fourie,  

2009:67, 68; Moriarty, 1991:88; see Eco, 1976:56). In other words, when a Son reader sees the 

word “boer” and then conjures up an image of  a farmer, denotation occurs, for the reader links 

the signifer with the dictionary meaning of  the sign. However, when the reader forms a mental 

picture of  a police offcer when reading the word, a process of  connotation has occurred. This 

secondary meaning or sub-code, as Eco (1976:56) refers to it, depends on the in-group code of  a 

particular group of  people. Regarding Son readers, it has been agreed upon in this reading 

community that “boere” refers to police offcers and not necessarily to farmers (see Smith, 

2007:31). The same concept applies to colour, such as red (which in some cultures signifes 

danger), fags (such as the South African fag that signifes, among other things, unity and 

prosperity) or a hand gesture such as holding one's head (which could signify hopelessness or  

tiredness; see O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:138). Connotation occurs at an individual, as well as 

a cultural, level. Regarding the frst level, our individual experiences help determine how we see  

the world and this viewpoint infuences our interpretations of  texts, in other words what 

connotations we make when we are exposed to a story, an image or a sound (thus, a sign). These 

viewpoints and connotations are not shared by individuals, whereas cultural connotations are. For 

the reason that a group's context, circumstances and environment differ, it is important to consider 

these when analysing cultural messages (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:138, 139; see Morley, 

1980:15). 

Different kinds of  signs can be differentiated between, depending on the relationship between the  

signifer and the referent. These include arbitrary signs such as linguistic signs, or words. In this case, 

there is no resemblance between the signifer and the referent: the lines drawn to write the word  

“tree” do not in any way resemble an actual tree. These signs have to be learnt. For example, an 

English speaker would have to learn that the signifer “boom” refers to the concept “tree”. In the  

case of iconic signs, such as photographs, the signifer does indeed resemble the referent and these  
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signifers, such as a photograph of  an athlete passing the fnishing line, would be interpreted in 

more or less the same way by most people who see the photograph. Symbolic signs, on the other 

hand, refer to those signs of  which the signifed and the referent not only bear no resemblance, but 

there is also no correlation between the signifer and the referent. For example, the colour yellow 

symbolises happiness, a golden star symbolises achievement and the ideogram the Swastika, often 

associated with Nazi Germany, symbolises either good or evil, depending on the interpreter. This 

last example shows clearly that a symbolic sign's meaning is culturally determined, established by  

convention and learnt by members of  certain groups. Smoke (which signifes a fre), a warm 

forehead (which signifes a fever) and twitching (which signifes nervousness) are all indexical signs  

because the relationship between the signifer and the referent is causal and the sign points to 

something (O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:140; Fourie, 2009:51, 52; Fourie, 2004a:334; Hawkes, 

2003:107).

Furthermore, semioticians differentiate between various sign functions, which are the referential, 

expressive, poetic, metalinguistic, conative and phatic functions. Referential functions are defned by 

the relation between the message and the object and these form the basis of  all communication. 

Examples are the words “book”, “school” or “vehicle”. In the case of  the referential function, the  

encoder and the decoder are able to refer to that which is observed or imagined. These signs are 

used in an objective manner, as they merely refer to the content of  a message. The expressive  

function (sometimes called the emotive function) defnes the relation between the message and the 

sender, in other words the sender uses a particular sign to express a feeling or an attitude. Signs 

with expressive functions are subjective, such as “pretty”, “boring” or “unacceptable”. 

Advertisements and political message often contain signs with conative functions. These signs are 

used with the aim of  persuading, infuencing or convincing the receiver of  the message to either 

act or participate. Unlike the expressive function, the conative function defnes the relation  

between the message and the receiver. These signs are also used in a subjective manner; for 

example: “If  you want fresh, delicious and naturally ripened fruit you should buy at Garry's  

Grocers.” The poetic function refers to the form of  the message, in other words how signs are used to 

convey the content of  the message. The receiver of  a message is not always meant to be aware of  

the form of  the message or the creative process behind the structuring of  the message. A romantic  

comedy, for example, is meant to be enjoyed by the movie fan for its story. However, movie director 

Quentin Tarantino not only tells a story, but also makes the viewer aware of  how the story is 

structured, what tools he had at his disposal and what techniques he applied. Artists sometimes 

deliberately show how the message is shaped in order to communicate a particular message. Signs 

that are used to confrm the contact between the sender and the receiver have a phatic function.  
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These signs are used to attract attention and focus the recipient's attention on something specifc. 

In language, this would be exclamations, questions or greeting but regarding newspapers, the 

typography, the size of  the headlines and the placement of  a story on particular page all function 

to draw attention. Lastly, signs that are used to explain other signs or elaborate on a message have 

metalinguistic functions. In a newspaper, these include photograph captions or info-graphs, for 

example. Regarding language, intonation, gestures and articulation are used to explain a message 

further (Fourie, 2009:53–7; Guiraud, 1971:6–9). 

According to Fourie (2009:56, 57), these functions, as identifed by linguist Roman Jakobson, are  

valuable tools in analysing the structure of  messages (see O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 2008:135). 

Semiotics as an approach to media texts is relevant for the reason that it enables us to “sharpen  

our critical awareness of  the ways in which the media refect, represent and imitate reality or 

aspects of  reality with the purpose of  conveying a specifc meaning, usually in support of  an 

underlying ideology, point of  view, ideal, argument and attitude” (Fourie, 2009:40). 

O'Shaughnessy and Stadler (2008:135) add to this by stating that signs enable us to see how  

messages are constructed and in this way we are made aware that the message is not “real”, but 

rather a system of  signs and codes that represents reality. Oosthuizen (2004:448, 449) state that 

news is semiotic by nature because “it stands between people and their experience of  the world”. 

Furthermore, Jansen & Steinberg (1991:63) view semiotics as the study of  not only signs and 

messages, but also users and culture. Studying these communication elements and sign systems  

therefore will provide a tool to establish how the Son views its audience, as well as how it chooses to 

enter into a dialogue with them. Despite the shortcomings of  Hall's model (it does not, for 

example, take into account the functions of  the particular medium), it gave reception studies an 

opportunity to contribute to media audience research in the 1970s (see Johansson, 2007:53; 

Moores, 1993:7). 

Media ethnographers took note of  Hall's encoding/decoding model; they accordingly defned 

“media” as processes of  meaning making that require empirical research to understand the relationship 

between media and experience. These processes of  meaning making are also (Schrøder et al., 

2003:72):

(i) symbolic, which means that interpretative analyses are imperative when studying the 

media;

(ii) socially situated, which means that these processes, as well as the situations in which they 

occur, should be the focus of  media studies;

(iii) complex, and a holistic, complex research design that constitutes a variety of  methods 
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and research tools is thus required when studying the media; and

(iv) fnally, the media are articulations of  meaning making and therefore a focus on how 

meaning manifests in texts (i.e. are produced and presented) is crucial (see Moores, 1993:63; 

see section 3.3.3.1). 

In addition, Schrøder et al. (2003:67) state that the media ethnographer should pay attention to 

three aspects that are shared by sociological and social-psychological supporters of  the Chicago 

School regarding communicative practices: (i) meaning making is part of  human nature and is 

therefore essential to understanding or sense of  self; (ii) communication is a form of  purposeful  

social action; and (iii) by studying these social actions, we can gain in our understanding of  how 

meaning is created, accepted and circulated. This view on audience interactions with the media 

also manifests in a reception approach to media audiences (see section 3.3.3.1).

4.3.2.4 The value of  the situational context 

According to Moores (1993:5), the problem with effects research (see section 3.3) is the frame of 

investigation: researchers initially wanted to “measure” the immediate effect of  the media in terms 

of  consumers' actions and they did not take into account the economic and cultural processes that  

have an impact on these. These cultural and economic contexts, which are neglected in effects and 

U&G research (owing to its great emphasis on the individual), are central to cultural studies (see 

Wasserman, 2010:121; Moores, 1993:7; 35). However, despite its focus on cultural and economic 

contexts, ethnographic research does not pay adequate attention to the immediate social 

surroundings in which media consumption takes place and the relationship between the audience  

member's media choice and interpretation – and his/her immediate surroundings – is crucial 

(Ang, 2006:177, 178; Moores, 1993:7; see Johansson, 2007:53; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; see sections 

3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.4). Moores (1993:32, 36) adds that if  ethnographic research aims to understand 

the media experience from the actual audience member's perspective, a study of  the situational  

context in which media are experienced, used and interpreted, is essential (see Allan, 2010:124, 

125; Ang, 2006:177, 178; see sections 3.3.2.4 and 3.3.3.2). According to him, cultural activities 

(such as media use) are becoming more private, which also necessitates studies in audiences  

members' homes (Moores, 1993:33). Ethnographers also fail to take into account audience 

members' tastes and preferences. It is, after all, not very useful to determine how readers decode a 

text when they do not prefer or use the specifc media text. Furthermore, while focusing on 

cultures and social contexts, ethnographers have removed the media (i.e. the text) from the centre 

of  investigation (in contrast to the U&G approach, which hastoo strong a focus on the power of  

the text; see Ang, 2006:180). In addition, its elaborate research design and pressure to 
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contextualise media use often paralyse the researcher, states Johansson (2007:54). It is in this 

regard that reception researchers have the opportunity to contribute to qualitative media audience 

research. 

Today, ethnography is used in various disciplines such as medicine, as well as interdisciplinary 

felds such as gender studies. Furthermore, it is increasingly applied to research in organisational 

and commercial settings (Schrøder et al., 2003:61). It is clear from the discussion that media 

ethnography is a complex and often time-consuming approach to media studies, for its design 

includes a variety of  research methods and tools. Moreover, this study does not focus on  

determining the impact of  the tabloid on the construction of  a social environment, but rather 

attempts to understand why and how the Son fts into the lives of  its readers. 

4.3.3 Contemporary approaches to the media audience: Reception 

4.3.3.1 Text and reader: Two sides, one coin

Reception research has proven itself  “an established research tradition” – and even though it is 

only as young as the 1980s and still developing, it has a steady record of  studies that have resulted  

in valuable fndings and insights (Schrøder et al., 2003:16, 141). According to Schrøder et al. 

(2003:136), reception research attempted to fll a gap in our understanding of  mass media 

consumption owing to a lack of  empirical research investigating audience's experiences with 

media texts. Reception research, perceived as an interdisciplinary feld between the humanities  

and social sciences, is characterised by the following: (i) it holds that both text and reader 

contribute to meaning; (ii) it is interested in audience's media experiences; (iii) it assumes that the 

situational and social contexts in which media are consumed infuence the meaning readers 

actualise; and (iv) it prefers qualitative interviews as a method to study audience interactions with 

texts (Schrøder et al., 2003:12; Jensen & Rosengren, 2001:177; see O'Shaughnessy & Stadler, 

2008:100, 101).

Audiences and media texts are not two different entities within cultural research. Reception 

researchers therefore aim to understand the relationship between the senders, text and receivers  

(Johannson, 2007:54; Schrøder et al., 2003:127, 128, 141; see Burton, 2010:7, 8; Wasserman, 

2010:118, 119; Ang, 2006:181) – they argue that media's role and place in the lives of  readers can 

only be comprehended once we understand this relationship. Contrary to ethnographic enquiries  

that study the wider economic and social context in which media are consumed, reception 

research focuses on the immediate environment. According to Holub (1989:xii), reception research 

not only shifts the focus from the author (producer/journalist) to the reader, but these studies also 
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place the media text in the spotlight (see Morley, 1980:3; see section 3.3.1.1). Jensen and 

Rosengren (2001:175, 176) highlight this as one of  the defning characteristics of  reception 

research: it includes comparative analyses of  the media discourse and the audience discourse. 

Jensen (1991:135) explains that “...reception analysis submits that texts and their recipients are 

complementary elements of  one inquiry...” Moreover, text analyses remind the researcher of  the  

various possible meanings that can be derived from texts (Schøder et al., 2003:22; see Burton, 

2010:8; section 4.3.2.3). According to Dahlgren and Sparks (1992:12), reception entails the active 

sense making and interpretation of  something. It is this process that semioticians refer to as  

signifcation (see section 4.3.2.3). These are the encounters, the processes of  sense making, in 

which reception researchers are interested. This emphasis on the complex nature of  the  

relationship between the media and a very active audience characterises contemporary audience 

research, which disregards the “simplistic view”, as Johannson (2007:54) puts is, of  effects 

research, which argues that media messages are injected into the consumer (see sections 3.3 and 

3.3.1.1). However, Burton (2010:8) warns that media texts are not “neutral gods with which 

readers can do anything that they please”. Reception researchers therefore not only acknowledge 

the power of  the audience to interpret media texts and create their own meanings, but also realise  

that the media text is structured and the communicator has an intended message (see Burton, 

2010:8). By exploring the encoding and decoding processes of  the media message, the researcher 

will come closer to understanding the relationship between text and audience (see section 4.3.2.3). 

Reception research thus takes a holistic approach, arguing that the text and the reader are of 

signifcance when studying media audience behaviour (see Johansson, 2007:54). McQuail 

(2004:41) admits that the focus of  the U&G approach on the individual audience member resulted 

in a disregard for the role of  the text and consequently the relationship or encounter between text  

and reader was neglected. The endeavours of  various academics, which will be discussed in the 

following sections, not only show how a study of  the social context is imperative if  we aim to  

understand audience behaviour, but these also highlight the crucial role the media text plays in the  

process of  meaning making. According to Moores (1993:39), a study of  the text also enables  

researchers to understand genres and media choice. Valerie Walkerdine (1990), who studied the 

reception of  the movie Rocky, confrmed the importance of  the text (see Walkerdine, 1998). Her 

research design initially only included interviewing the respondents and observing them while they 

watched the movie. When her response to the fnal scenes of  the movie opposed the responses of  

the respondents, she decided to analyse the movie before making any conclusions. This textual 

analysis had a profound impact on her interpretation of  her observations (Moores, 1993:67, 68).  

Regardless of  their approach, most media audience researchers now acknowledge the value of  a 
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research method that combines textual and empirical analyses (see Wasserman, 2010:123, 124; 

McQuail, 2004:41). 

4.3.3.2 Sense making in context 

Reception research is concerned with media consumption in the context of  the audience’s 

everyday lives (Johansson, 2007:54; Schrøder et al., 2003:122). Reception researchers do not 

perceive media as central to society, but rather assume that media form part of  people's everyday  

lives, routines and experiences (see Allan, 2010:133, 134; Wasserman, 2010:118; 121). Media texts 

are therefore only one facet of  the overall social practice that is oriented towards media. Burton  

(2010:9) differentiates between six different contexts in which media texts and media audiences 

operate: 

(i) The conceptual context refers to the context in which a particular media text exists. Readers 

are aware, sometimes at a subconscious level, of  these texts and they interpret messages 

within this framework. Allan (2010:124) agrees and states that it is for this reason that the 

use of  media texts should be interpreted in relation to that of  other media. 

(ii) A newspaper, for example, provides the material context for a single newspaper story or 

article. Readers use and interpret one story in terms of  the whole newspaper. (This relates 

to the agenda-setting function of  the media, which entails the placement and emphasis of 

one story to indicate, or attach, the importance of  a particular news event [see section 

2.4.4]).

(iii) The environmental context refers to the immediate environment in which media are 

consumed and it is argued that this environment has an infuence on how the media text is  

interpreted by the audience member. Reading a newspaper on your own at home, and 

reading a newspaper at work in the company of  colleagues, impacts on the meaning the 

reader derives from the text.

(iv) Media are also consumed in a social context. One uses media according to the rules of  the 

society in which one lives. In certain societies, for example, reading a tabloid newspaper 

would be frowned upon. 

(v) The experimental context refers to the reader's past experiences, his/her exposure to various 

media texts in the past, and his/her interpretations thereof. Readers of  media texts carry all 

these experiences with them and as a result use them (unconsciously) as a framework to 

interpret a new media text.

(vi) Readers also interpret media texts within an ideological context, which means that the text 

is consumed within a framework of  the dominant values held by a particular culture. 
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Burton refers to these as a “context of  ideas” and these “inform the text as it is made and 

the text as it is read”. 

Reception researchers consequently believe that these contexts infuence how users decode the  

message (Ang, 2006:177; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; 124, 125; see section 3.3.2.3). For this reason, 

reception researchers continue to argue that the meanings audiences derive from texts are, to a 

certain extent, shared among members of  the same group. It is this consideration of  the audience 

member's immediate surroundings that ethnographic research has failed to take into account (see 

Schrøder et al., 2003:122; section 3.3.2.5). It is in this regard that Radway and Ang's reception 

studies of  fans of  romance novels and the television series Dallas made signifcant (and according 

to Moores, the most interesting) contributions to qualitative media audience research in terms of  

taste, preference and genre (Moores, 1993:7; Ang, 1985:13–7; see Johansson, 2006:55; Radway, 

1991; see section 3.3.3.3). Focusing on the user whose tastes and preferences are more often than 

not looked down upon and not considered worthy by others, brought interesting issues to light.  

These studies indicate that audiences are not zombies or mindless fans; their interpretations and 

preferences are discriminating and they are skilled in making media choices (Moores, 1993:8; see 

sections 3.3.1.1–3.3.1.3 and 3.3.2.3). In addition, Radway's Reading the Romance in 1984 focused on 

women's reading experience within the familial context, which enabled her to discover that these 

women's yearning for independence, manifested in the act of  reading. It also brought to our 

attention conditions of  interpretation and reception (Johansson, 2006:55; Radway, 1991;  

Brunsdon, 1981:32–7). 

Like Radway's romance study, James Lull's studies of  television viewing also emphasised the need 

for studying media use in situational contexts (Lull, 1990). These show that family members use 

television for structural and relational purposes: the television was frstly used to give structure to 

the family's day, in other words regulating it, as well as keeping family members company at  

certain times during the day. In addition, television aids the users in social settings. Lull (1990:43), 

for example, found that children used television programmes as common points of  reference, to  

initiate conversations (Moores, 1993:34; see Allan, 2010:125). Dorothy Hobson's (1992) Housewives  

and the Mass Media demonstrated that housewives did not use the radio or television in their free  

time; the activity of  listening and watching formed an integral part of  their daily routines  

(Hobson, 1992:105). It highlights the necessity of  contextualising media experiences in relation to  

other activities and interpretations (see Allan, 2010:136; Moores, 1993:117). Hobson's 1982 study, 

Crossroads, which focused on housewives' reception of  this soap opera, reaffrmed this idea. She 

visited the women in their homes, afterwards stating that her observations during these interviews  
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were fundamental to her understanding of  how media ft into their lives: they busied themselves  

with other tasks while watching the show and it played an important role in structuring their day 

(see Johansson, 2007:56; Schrøder et al., 2003:7; Hobson, 1992:105; Brunsdon, 1981). Hobson 

also made it clear that housewives were more than just individuals with psychological needs and 

their media experiences should therefore be studied within their immediate surroundings, in other 

words their social position and concrete material circumstances (see Johansson, 2007:54; Schrøder 

et al., 2003:27, 38, 39; Petersen, 1992:256; sections 3.3.1.4 and 3.3.3.5). Hermes's 1995 study, 

which focused on male and female readers and the role magazines play in their lives, underlines  

the importance of  considering the audience's immediate surroundings and daily routines (see 

Allan, 2010:133, 134). Her fndings suggest that they read magazines out of  habit, and because it 

is easy to put down (Hermes, 1995:34). The format then, in this case, plays an important role. Her 

fndings should therefore be kept in mind when conducting research on tabloid readers, since its  

format is often perceived as an important aspect of  its success. 

Whatever else the above-mentioned studies brought to our attention, they particularly highlighted 

the importance of  considering and paying attention to the social environment in which media 

texts are experienced, and meaning is created (see Burton, 2010:9; Wasserman, 2010:121). The 

conclusions Radway and Morley were able to make in their studies would not have been possible  

had they only conducted textual analyses. Therefore, the signifcance of  readers' immediate 

surroundings in which they interact with tabloid newspapers should be taken into account when 

planning the research design. It is important to note here that most of  the qualitative media 

audience studies, in particular reception studies, focused on audience's interactions with popular 

fction and drama (see Johansson, 2007:55).

4.3.3.3 Popular culture: A question of  taste 

Radway (1991) and Hobson (1982) succeeded in doing what ethnographers failed to do in terms 

of  audience tastes and preferences. Taste and preference are important subjects in audience 

research, specifcally in a culture of  mass consumption where more specialised products cater to 

the needs of  more diverse, fragmented and complex audiences (Moores, 1993:124). These studies 

also brought the diversity and differences in media consumption to the attention of  media 

audience researchers, thereby giving voice to those social pleasures that were disregarded by others 

and simultaneously questioning what was formerly considered to be “good taste”. These studies 

confrmed assumptions that women's genres, such as soap operas and romance literature, are in 

“bad taste”, worthless and a waste of  time within the cultural economy (see Burton, 2010:237).  

Hobson highlights this and states that viewers of  news and current affairs programmes are 
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perceived as citizens who pursue information, rather than “telly addicts looking for their next fx” 

(see Ang, 2006:36; Hobson, 1992:109, 110; Hobson, 1982:35, 48). They demonstrate that the 

valuable knowledge women have of  these genres is perceived to have no value outside of  the 

fctional world, or the daily lives of  these fans (see Moores, 1993:42). These women are also well 

aware of  the attitude towards their favourite genres. Hobson (1982:110), for example, noted that 

the women she interviewed were apologetic and defensive about their media choices. Some of 

them even accepted that their choices were in “bad taste”. However, a few of  the women she  

talked to realised what valuable female and social skills were at their fngertips, offered by soap  

operas and romantic literature (Moores, 1993:42; Hobson, 1982:142). Hobson (1992:111, 112) 

remarks in her Housewives and the mass media study that “although their own world is seen as more 

interesting and relevant to them, it is also seen as secondary in rank to the 'real' or ‘masculine 

world’.” Together with Charlotte Brunsdon, who came to valuable conclusions in her Notes on soap 

opera, they all agree that women's genres, such as soap operas, are often disregarded, but that they  

deserve serious academic attention (see Brunsdon, 1981:32–7; Ang, 2006:36; Moores, 1993:39; 

Ang, 1985:131). This is a diffcult task, since, as stated, it is commonly assumed that women tend 

to be interested in the “soft”, mundane and unimportant texts such as soap operas, while men are  

naturally inclined to more serious and respectable texts, which include the news, documentaries 

and reality programmes (see Moores, 1993:41; Ang, 2006:36).

Pierre Bourdieu (1984), however, questioned these perceptions regarding popular culture, 

specifcally asking whether a tendency towards poor or good taste is indeed natural. He explored 

how taste is a result of  social conditioning and his study underlines the relationship between taste, 

lifestyle and social position (see Moores, 1993:118; Ang, 1985:20). Surprisingly, he found that 

people's repugnance and embarrassment of  others' “bad” taste preponderates their positive  

attitudes towards their own preferences. Bourdieu's research led him to state: “They were 

simultaneously objects of  pleasure for their consumers and objects of  revulsion for those middle-

class commentators who saw them as 'vulgar'.” (Moores, 1993:121; see Bourdieu, 1984:85, 163). 

Along the same lines, Moores (1993:46) comments on popular culture, referring in particular to 

the adoption of  American culture, such as the television series Dallas: “They were simultaneously 

objects of  pleasure for their consumers and objects of  revulsion for those middle-class 

commentators who saw them as 'vulgar'.” Despite shedding light on the overall picture regarding  

taste, preference and lifestyle, Bourdieu's quantitative study (based on surveys that were statistically 

analysed) did not help researchers to understand the complex meanings created within specifc 

social contexts. Moores (1993:124) believes that more qualitative research is needed in this regard 

(see Ang, 2006:182). For the reason that tabloids are subjected to the same criticism (and rejection) 
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by media critics and mainstream newspaper editors, the fndings of  Bourdieu, Hobson and 

Brunsdon are of  particular relevance to this study. As these alternative forms of  media are of 

great value to their audiences, these popular forms, which are often denounced as vulgar, deserve 

academic attention from researchers who acknowledge the audience as active and not subjected to  

the mercy of  media producers. Importantly, however, researchers should not endeavour such 

research if  they bring into the process their preconceptions of  audiences of  popular media (see  

section 6.1). 

4.3.3.4 Media and reality

Internationally, tabloid newspapers are often accused of  providing content that is far removed 

from reality, e.g. stories about tokoloshes, UFOs, ghosts and other supernatural occurrences, as 

well as a focus on celebrities. They are furthermore characterised by dramatisation and 

melodramatic features. It is in this regard that Ang's (1985) fndings about audience member's  

fascination with the famous 1980s American television series Dallas is of  importance for this study. 

Ang noted in her study Watching Dallas: The Melodramatic Imagination that audiences identify with 

fctional situations in order to escape their dull and seemingly meaningless daily routines (Ang,  

1985:42–5; see Moores, 1993:43; see Allan, 2010:133, 134): 

Do you know why I like watching it? I think it's because those problems and intrigues, the big 

and little pleasures and troubles occur in our own lives too. You just don't recognise it and we 

are not so wealthy as they are. In real life too I know a horror like J.R., but he's just an  

ordinary builder. That's why I see so many aspects and phases of  life, of  your own life, in it.  

Yes, it's really ordinary daily problems more than anything that occur in it and that you 

recognise. And then it's so marvellous the way they solve them better that you've solved your 

own problems. You have to see the reality of  life, and reality occurs there the way it is in real  

life too, the intrigues, especially with people living together in the same house... The good 

thing about it is that so many different things in it are taken from life, so to speak... I also fnd  

some elements true to life. 

The audience therefore experienced the television show as realistic – and it is in particular this 

“realism” that they enjoyed. However, Ang was consequently faced with a dilemma: how could the 

rather poor audience identify with the rich, affuent characters in Dallas. Her answer was social 

realism: she concluded that fans of  the television series identifed with reality at a connotative, 

rather than a denotative level (Ang, 1985:42–45; see Moores, 1993:43, 44; Johansson, 2007:56). 

She thus concluded that the pleasure audience members derived from the show's “realism” had in 

fact, nothing to do with the profuse characters or plots, but rather with the emotion they evoked. 
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She argues that audience's experience of  this show as “true-to-life” is due to their identifcation 

and appreciation of  the emotions experienced within the text (Ang, 1985:45). This might also be 

true for the sensational, melodramatic and sometimes far-fetched tabloid texts. 

4.3.3.5 News reception 

As mentioned, most of  the signifcant qualitative reception studies have been concerned with  

popular fction; very little qualitative reception research has endeavoured to understand how 

audiences relate to, use and interpret news. Johansson (2007:59) states that we still need to answer 

the following questions: how do audiences defne news; and what do they do with news? Annette 

Hill's study of  viewers of  reality television shows is a step closer to reception analysis of  factual, 

non-fctional media texts (Hill, 2005). Her fndings refute the common perception that these shows 

reinforce voyeuristic behaviour and stereotypes. She concluded that the viewers are very critical of 

the shows, the producers and the characters (Hill, 2005:7, 186). In addition, she argues that the 

programmes educate viewers regarding practical, social and emotional issues (Johansson, 2007:58, 

59). This too, is important to keep in mind for this study, not only since tabloids are exposed to 

similar criticism; its format and style also bare resemblances.

Morley's 1980 study of  the audience of  the current affairs programme Nationwide is the frst 

attempt to understand audiences' interpretations of  news from a reception angle. Morley's study 

demonstrates that the audience cannot be perceived (and consequently treated) as a mass of  

individuals (Morley, 1980:15; see section 4.3.1.4). The audience, Morley holds, consists of  many 

sub-groups within a particular culture and the audience's interpretations of  media messages are 

constructed within this social context. Therefore, highlights Johansson (2007:60), “reception must  

be conceptualised as part of  wider social discourses”. In this regard, Morley (1980b:87) states:

Thus the meaning of  the text must be thought of  in terms of  which set of  discourses it 

encounters in any particular set of  circumstances – and how this encounter may re-structure 

both the meaning of  the text and the discourses which it meets. The meaning of  the text will 

be constructed differently according to the discourses (knowledges, prejudices, resistances) 

brought to bear on the text by the reader: the crucial factor in the encounter of 

audience/subject and text will be the range of  discourses at the disposal of  the audience. 

Since being a member of  a particular group requires one to have knowledge of  particular issues, 

Johansson suggests that reception researchers focus on families or circles of  friends in studying 

media use. She consequently argues that news gives members of  a group a sense of  belonging, 

social identity and contact with outside events. Johansson's suggestion was therefore implemented 
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in the research design of  this study (see sections 4.4.4 and 5.2). 

Regarding qualitative news reception studies, Elizabeth S. Bird probably conducted the most 

notable research. One of  her studies focused on viewers of  television news. This study suggests 

that viewers remember news that is told in an original story style (or format) and that the 

personalisation of  the news, together with clear images, contribute to the viewers’ media 

experience (see Bird, 2003b:25). She consequently suggests that news be presented in a tabloid  

style, so that viewers can improve their knowledge about current affairs. She does, however, warn  

that personalisation should not become journalists' only way of  telling stories (Bird, 2003b:24, 39; 

Johansson, 2007:60). Qualitative reception studies of printed news, however, are scarce. Many 

quantitative studies have attempted to establish the relationship between newspaper reading and 

voting behaviour, as well as political knowledge. However, these studies did not succeed in 

contributing to our understanding of  how people relate to media, how media ft into their lives 

and how they make sense of  it – unlike Bird's qualitative reception study on supermarket tabloid  

readers in 1992. Using Ang's (1985) notion of  melodramatic imagination, she combines textual 

analyses with interviews with the journalists and letters from the readers in an attempt to establish 

how tabloids ft into the lives of  their readers (see Allan, 2010:127). She fnally refutes the  

stereotypical perception that tabloids are “trashy”; she rather fnds that people read tabloids 

because they are curious. She argues that tabloids offer formerly isolated groups, who do not 

identify with the dominant narratives, an alternative way of  looking at the world. She suggests that 

the tabloid audience does not accept everything it reads as the truth; the readers rather “engage” 

in oppositional and negotiated meanings, as Hall advances (see Boyd-Barrett, 2001:498; Morley, 

1980:148–162). They accept the producer's intended code only when the stories ft into their  own 

frames of  reference (see Wasserman, 2010:122). Researchers who follow the dialectic model to 

study social phenomena, state Schrøder et al. (2003:15), should understand that in this regard, “the 

truth” is always relative because it depends on the context in which it is constructed – and people 

construct truths “that work for them in their daily lives”. Her fndings on women's and men's use  

of  tabloids also correlate with what Hobson notes in her study. Women tend to use the tabloids for 

personal and familial purposes by, for example, cutting out interesting stories. Men, on the other 

hand, focus on informative stories in an attempt to improve their knowledge about the outside 

world (Johansson, 2007:61, 62). Although the supermarket tabloid in the US is quite different from 

the Son, it would be worthwhile to pay attention to these fndings and explore whether this is also  

true for readers of  this South African tabloid newspaper.
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Pursehouse's study (1987) on tabloid readers should also be noted. He interviewed 13 British Sun 

readers and warned that our assumptions about tabloid audiences were all derived from textual  

analyses. His fndings demonstrate that readers enjoy the humour, gossip, scandals and the 

opportunity the paper gives them for conversation (see Allan, 2010:125, 127). In addition, it 

structures their day. Moreover, he emphasises the relationship between the tabloid and its reader.  

The emphasis on structure and relationship correlates with Hobson's (1992:105, 107) study of  

housewives and how they use media. Bird (1992:109), however, refutes the idea that tabloids  

provide entertainment. She questions what entertainment is and how it fts into the lives of  people. 

Before we have answers to these questions, we cannot make such a statement, she argues.  

Pursehouse also found that page three contributes to the feeling of  helplessness women experience 

– they feel that the British tabloids are aimed at men. Patricia Holland (2004) contests this, stating  

that page three is indeed aimed at women. According to her, it celebrates women's sexual freedom 

and sexual pleasure (see Johansson, 2007:63, 64). Although the page-three girl in the Son has now 

been replaced, these ideas are worth exploring in the current study. It would also be interesting to  

explore men's and women's attitudes towards the former page-three girl's former male counterpart 

in the newspaper. Another small-scale yet illuminating study on tabloid readers by Sofa 

Johansson, Reading Tabloids: Tabloid Newspapers and Their Readers, was published in 2007. Johansson 

studied readers of  the British tabloids the Sun and the Mirror and concluded that social structures 

infuenced media interactions and experiences (Johansson, 2007:180). Her study also suggests that 

readers used tabloids within a range of  other media, such as newspapers and broadcast media. 

Importantly, she demonstrates that readers are attracted to the “softer” news in tabloids, and that  

they use the humour, for example, to cope with daily struggles or escape their daily routines  

(Johansson, 2007:181). She notes that research on tabloid readers in other countries, where the 

newspapers take different forms, would contribute to our understanding of  the role of  tabloids 

within the social environment (Johansson, 2007:195). 

Closer to home, Dee Viney and Herman Wasserman have both attempted to shed light on the 

tabloid phenomenon by studying its audiences. Wasserman's 2010 book, Tabloid journalism in South 

Africa, is an extensive and valuable contribution to tabloid research in this country. Although he 

pays attention to the history, nature and development of  tabloid newspapers in post-apartheid 

South Africa, his chapter on readers' experiences of  tabloids is of  particular relevance. In an 

attempt to determine how tabloids ft into the lives of  their readers, he explores why readers prefer 

specifc newspapers, what stories they pay the most attention to, what reading strategies they  

employ to ft the paper into their daily lives and routines, as well as how tabloids help readers to  

make sense of  a post-apartheid South Africa (Wasserman, 2010:126, 127). His research design is 
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based on focus group interviews with readers of  different tabloid newspapers in various parts of  

the country. Wasserman (2010:129, 150) fnds that tabloid readers in South Africa are not the 

victims of  media producers; they are active decoders of  media messages. Like Bird (see previous  

paragraph), he refutes the notion that tabloids are only read for their entertainment value, arguing 

that tabloids also guide readers and provide them with a framework of  reference, helping them to 

cope with everyday life. He states: “Tabloid readers have indicated that they invest a signifcant 

amount of  trust in these papers, and take the information they provide seriously. While they do 

derive light relief  and entertainment from tabloids, readers know where to make the distinction 

between serious news and entertainment... Tabloids also fulfl roles as ritual communication, 

creating communities of  readers, acting as signifers of  social mobility, and creating cultural 

capital.”  In addition, tabloids offer an alternative form of  media for those who feel alienated from 

the “elite” or mainstream discourse. Wasserman's book was only published after the research 

design of  the current study had been fnalised and partly executed, and his suggestions could thus 

not be applied to this research design. His fndings, however, are still valuable, since they 

illuminate and in some aspects verify this researcher's own concerns regarding South African 

tabloid audiences. 

4.3.4 Towards a critical reception approach to media audience research 

The focus of  reception research on media use and interpretation in the immediate environment  

has been criticised. Johansson (2007:56) states that it might, as is the case with the U&G approach, 

place too much emphasis on the individual's power, thereby neglecting the macrostructure in  

which media reception functions. Some critics have also argued that this approach disregards the  

relationship between stylistic and textual properties, and interpretation. 

The media audience researcher is therefore faced with a dilemma: What approach should he/she  

then follow? What approach will enable the researcher to investigate media audiences that is on the  

side of  the audience? What approach has the capacity to illuminate the multidimensional nature of 

the audience, and the complex relationship between text and reader? Johansson (2007:55)  

attempts to answer these questions when she states: “Contemporary research on audiences, 

therefore, could be seen as performing a balancing act between treating audiences as active and 

not as 'cultural dupes' on one hand, while looking at the impact of  social structures and of  the  

properties of  texts on the other”. This, together with Alasutaari's (1999:5, 27, 47; see Johansson,  

2007:54, 55) categories of  media audience research approaches, might serve as a point of 

departure. He suggests three generations of reception research: (i) Encoding/decoding research: This 

includes Morley's Nationwide study. Its point of  departure is the text and it investigates how the 
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reader interprets this text. (ii) Ethnography: This approach explores the role of  media within a wider 

social context. (iii) Critical research: This approach looks beyond the text as an encoded message that 

is decoded by the receiver. It requires that we rethink the audience and that the researcher  

consider his/her position during the research process. 

To a certain extent, Steenveld (2004:100) (see Wasserman, 2010:123, 124) and Ang (2006:174, 

183) agree. They suggest practical, feasible ways to conduct such research. Steenveld proposes a  

multilevelled approach that entails a textual analysis, attention to the audience's experiences, 

reactions and interpretations, as well as focus on the place of  tabloids within a political economy, 

since these are, from a cultural and ethnographic perspective, linked. A political economy 

approach to popular media would entail an interest in the historical and political contexts, and the 

production and control processes under which tabloid newspapers are produced (se Mansell,  

2004:3, 4). Such an approach is often criticised for its focus on production, rather than content  

and the meaning-making process. Its concern lies with the power structures and processes within 

society. However, rather than advocating a particular approach to media audience research, Ang 

(2006:174, 183) appeals for a critical approach (see Fourie, 2007b:134; Schrøder et al., 2003:49, 

50). A critical approach implies that “we”, the researchers, do not objectify “them”, the audience.  

She is of  the opinion that a self-refective approach is fundamental to studying audience behaviour 

and media use. By following a critical and self-refective approach, researchers might come closer 

to conducting audience research that is not in the interest of  the industry, but rather in the interest  

of  the audience (she notes that audience research is never an innocent activity, for there is always 

political or fnancial gain involved). Wasserman (2010:125) applies this self-refexive approach, 

acknowledging that he is a white male, from a historically advantaged group, interviewing black 

readers, formerly disadvantaged and from a different culture. He also considers his position as 

researcher, stating that he had to take into account that respondents could view him as an  

authority, consequently adapting their answers to appear more educated. Furthermore, a critical  

approach forces the researcher to acknowledge the nature of  audience research, which is always  

obtrusive, according to Schrøder et al. (2003:16). It is impossible to conduct empirical audience 

research without interfering with the phenomenon being investigated. When we start observing 

audiences and their engagement with media texts, we infuence their behaviour in ways we cannot 

control or predict. No matter how well planned the design, the researcher will always interrupt the  

lives of  the respondents: “As audience researcher, therefore, we have to come to terms with the fact 

that however we choose to engage audiences empirically, we shall be several steps removed from 

that which we wish to study,” argue Schrøder et al. (2003:17). It is for this reason that the 

researcher has to accept that he will only be able to provide a “snapshot version of  social reality”  
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(Schrøder et al., 2003:30). However, they are of  the opinion that being an outsider might enable 

the researcher to gain insight into media use. A critical approach therefore entails: (i) an awareness 

and acknowledgement of  the social and discursive nature of  research; and (ii) a realisation that the 

production of  knowledge is always part of  a wider network of  power relations. This self-refexive  

approach should be considered in this study if  the researcher aims to describe media experience 

from the audience's perspective (see Ang, 1991:160, 161). 

Ang's suggested critical approach holds implications for research on tabloid audiences: 

(i) Firstly, the researcher should not enter the research process with preconceptions about  

tabloids, their audiences and what role these play in their lives. The researcher should, as  

Lull and Hobson advocate, take tabloids and their audiences seriously in an attempt to 

describe the reader's interactions and relationship with the tabloid from the viewpoint of  the  

reader.

(ii) The researcher should also accept that she is, like Wasserman, from a formerly 

historically advantaged group, white. This might hinder open, relaxed conversations with 

the respondents, since respondents could view the researcher as an authority and respond 

accordingly. However, the researcher should also be prepared for the opposite, since she is a 

young female who as a result may not be taken seriously by respondents. This also holds 

implications for conversations with male respondents, since they might not have the 

frankness to have open discussions about topics of  a sexual nature, such as page three. It is 

to the researcher's advantage, however, that the researcher and the respondents share the 

same frst language. The researcher should be aware of  these issues while conducting 

interviews and interpreting the audience's responses. 

(iii) As Ang, Moores and Wasserman stress, the researcher should not aim to demarcate the 

audience of  the Son, but rather be open to the audience members' different interactions 

with and experiences of  the media text. The researcher should also be aware of  the nature  

of  audience research and have a more humble goal. This study therefore does not attempt 

to identify, classify or generalise the tabloid's audience or their media experiences. Rather, 

the aim is to offer a glimpse into how the readers of  the Son incorporate the tabloid into 

their daily lives, while acknowledging and continually being aware that the researcher's  

fndings are mere interpretations of  the audience's constructions of  their attitudes towards 

and interactions with the media text. 

(iv) Finally, the researcher should keep in mind the larger network of  power relations by  

being aware of  the limited power of  the audience in the sense that they are subject to the 

range of  media offered.
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Based on the discussions above, a reception approach combined with ethnographic elements, as 

advocated by Moores, is deemed most appropriate for this study. Although their methods do not  

always correlate, the two approaches show many similarities regarding assumptions and goals: 

both approaches recognise the audience as active decoders of  media texts, in other words they are 

contributors to the meaning-making process; both state that media experience can only be fully  

understood if  researchers pay attention to the immediate, situational contexts of  the media  

audiences – and both agree that researchers should not neglect the media text when exploring 

media audiences and their behaviour. Furthermore, both advocate a semiotic approach to 

studying the dialogue between the media text and the reader. A reception approach, combined  

with elements of  ethnography (which is most probably what Wasserman [2010:121] is referring to 

when he speaks of  a media-anthropological approach), entails a study of  media within a wider  

social context and as points of  reference in people's everyday lives. This approach, according to 

Wasserman (2010:122), means that we cannot label the tabloid audience as ignorant victims of 

media producers with a commercial aim; the approach requires that tabloid audiences, their 

experiences and interpretations be taken seriously. A critical reception approach to this study 

would then entail an acknowledgement of: (i) the media audience's active participation in the 

meaning-making process; (ii) the infuence of  the wider social context, as well as other texts, on 

media interpretation; (ii) the signifcance of  considering the immediate surroundings in which 

media texts are consumed; (iv) the discursive nature of  the relationship between media audiences  

and media texts; (v) the interrelation between media audiences, texts and media producers; (vi) the 

researcher as subjective interpreter of  the audience's constructions of  their encounters with media 

texts; and (vii) the researcher's responsibility not to present her fndings as “the truth” or a 

refection of  the audience's reality, but rather to give detailed descriptions of  media encounters. 

This study does not follow the extensive and time-consuming methods of  media ethnography, but  

still holds that the information and detail regarding audiences' natural and daily environments and 

the daily routines in which they consume media and ft them into their lives offer valuable and 

insightful information regarding their relationships with media (see Allan, 2010:133, 134). The 

qualitative interview, which is the preferred method of  the reception researcher, was thus 

conducted in the settings in which media are consumed, and not in artifcial settings such as 

newspaper offces or other venues. Thus, the interviews were approached from an ethnographic  

perspective within a reception framework – the study does not claim to be based on an 

ethnographic framework. Furthermore, the researcher aims to disrupt the lives of  the readers (and  

therefore their media use and behaviour) as little as possible. It is against this background that the 

research design implemented in this study will now be discussed. 
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4.4 RESEARCH DESIGN

4.4.1 Approaching audiences qualitatively 

This exploratory study made use of  a qualitative research design, for this method makes it possible 

for the researcher to explore and interpret communication (see Babbie, 2011:95, 96; Hornig  

Priest, 2010:6; Du Plooy, 2009:31; Schrøder et al., 2003:20; Du Plooy, 2002:29, 37), which is what 

this study aimed to achieve. According to Johansson (2007:67), quantitative methods only give a 

researcher “snapshots of  audience behaviour” and these methods do not enable him/her to gain  

insight into why and how audiences use the media (see Du Plooy, 2009:36–8). Qualitative 

research, in contrast, is sometimes referred to as interpretive research, critical research, 

ethnography or feld research, and it has been widely used to study media culture and media use 

because it provides a detailed, in-depth and rich picture of  the audiences' media experiences (Du 

Plooy, 2009:31; Schrøder et al., 2003:13; Du Plooy, 2002:29, 33). Consequently, researchers who 

aim to provide detailed and in-depth analyses, interpretation and contextualisation adopt a 

qualitative research approach (Du Plooy, 2009:34; Johansson, 2007:68; Schrøder et al., 2003:13). 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994:4) state that:

Qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature of  reality, the intimate 

relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints that  

shape inquiry. Such researchers emphasise the value-laden nature of  inquiry. They seek 

answers to questions that stress how social experience is created and given meaning.  

The multi-method focus of  a qualitative research design, which constitutes an interpretative study 

of  a subject in its natural surroundings, provides a framework for researchers to make sense of  and 

interpret social phenomena “in terms of  the meanings people bring to them,” state Denzin and 

Lincoln (1994:2). They further point out that in contrast to quantitative methods, qualitative 

researchers do not aim to measure in terms of  quantity, amount, intensity and frequency. For the 

reason that they can employ methods such as interviews and observation, qualitative researchers  

are able to gain access to the audience's viewpoint, whereas quantitative researchers have to rely 

on “cold” and “impersonal” fgures (see Denzin & Lincoln, 1994:5). Quantitative researchers 

would like to think that their methods result in objective refections of  reality, whereas qualitative  

researchers acknowledge the subjective and interpretative nature of  all research, including those 

following a quantitative approach (see Du Plooy, 2009:30–5; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994:5). Tuchman 

(1991:79) points out that the most important research on news is qualitative. Qualitative research 

assumes that reality is subjective and that the subject’s (audience’s) perspective can aid researchers 

in understanding communication. Du Plooy (2009:35; 2001:34) also identifes other assumptions 

the qualitative researcher makes:
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(i) Various sources can be utilised to interpret, explore and gain insight into communication. 

In this case, a literature review, qualitative content analysis, qualitative interviews and 

observations were used to obtain information (see Schrøder et al., 2003:30; see section 3.4.4). 

(ii) The researcher can develop themes and categories to describe and interpret experiences. 

In terms of  this study, these were developed after conducting a literature review and content 

analysis of  the Son (see sections 2.2 and 3.4.4).

(iii) The researcher can use questions as guidelines to interpret data and observations.

According to Schrøder et al. (2003:13), a qualitative study usually includes only a few respondents 

(they recommend between 12 and 24). This, however, depends on whether the researcher wishes  

to generalise fndings, in which case a far larger sample is required. The aim of  this study is similar 

to that of  Johansson’s thesis on UK tabloid readers: the researcher does not aim to generalise 

fndings, in other words to provide a profle of  the reader of  the Son, but rather to gain insight into 

and understand the readers’ relationships with the newspaper (see Johansson, 2007:82, 85). For 

this reason, a qualitative approach that includes less than 100 respondents is deemed most 

appropriate for this study. The literature review and empirical study will be discussed in the 

sections that follow.

4.4.2 Literature study

The literature study (which was reported on in chapters 1, 2 and 4) included the study of  books, 

academic articles and electronic sources (South African and international databases) in order to  

determine the scope of  research that has been done on tabloids and their readers. The literature  

review provides insight into the development and character of  tabloid newspapers, as well as how 

the Son perceives and serves its audience (see section 2.1). The literature review, supplemented by a 

qualitative content analysis and interviews (see section 1.5.3), also provided the background 

against which the researcher conducted the audience study (see section 2.2 for a detailed 

discussion on the literature review).

4.4.3 Empirical study

The empirical part of  this study focuses on the actual audience research, which is based on 

qualitative personal semi-structured interviews with the readers, questionnaires completed by the  

readers, participant observation, as well as the qualitative content analysis of  the Son. In part 1, the 

qualitative content analysis of  37 issues of  the Son was reported on with the aim of  determining 

how this newspaper perceives its readers and their perceptions with regard to content, style and 

communication approach. This analysis provided a framework for the audience research in part 2,  
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which is the main focus of  this study and accordingly constitutes the greatest part thereof. The 

audience was approached through qualitative questionnaires and personal interviews. Fifty-nine 

questionnaires were completed and 17 personal interviews were conducted. Chapter 5 will provide 

a detailed discussion on the process of  selecting and recruiting respondents, the actual feldwork 

and data collection and interpretation processes. The chapter will also include a discussion on the 

obstacles the researcher had to overcome, as well as a refection on her role during this process (see 

section 4.2). 

4.5 CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined media audiences and the approaches that are used to study these  

audiences and their interactions with media in an attempt to fulfl the fourth research aim. The 

aim of  this chapter was to establish what the literature holds regarding the nature, role and 

signifcance of  the media audience in the communication (or meaning-making) and research 

processes. This was done by providing an overview of  the most popular and prominent 

mainstream and critical approaches to media audience research, focusing on the development, 

concerns and contributions of  media audience research. Particular attention was paid to relevant  

audience studies that have contributed to our understanding of  audiences and media use. Table  

4.1 provides a summary of  this overview.
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Basic assumptions and 

goals
Preferred method(s) Criticism/shortcomings 

MAINSTREAM APPROACHES

Effects research 

The media have a direct and 
immediate effect on media 
audiences. The audience is 
perceived as passive individuals 
who are exposed to media 
messages. Effects research aims 
to establish what the media do to 
people, i.e. its goal is to 
determine the direct and 
immediate effect of  the media on 
the audience. The audience is 
viewed as a homogenous entity 
that can be categorised, while it 
is assumed that its encounters 
with media texts can be counted, 
measured, categorised and 
generalised. 

Media effects research focuses on 
textual analyses and places no 
value on the experiences or 
interpretations of  the audience. 
Based on its assumptions about 
audiences, it follows a 
quantitative approach, 
specifcally one that includes 
media surveys. 

The audience's part in the 
meaning-making process is not 
taken into account, i.e. effects 
research disregards the active 
audience. It is criticised for its 
refusal to grasp the complex 
nature of  the audience and media 
behaviour, which results in an 
inability to offer adequate 
explanations for and descriptions 
of  media-related behaviour. 

Uses and gratifcations 

This approach introduced the 
concept of  the active audience to 
mass media research. It is based 
on the assumptions that 
individuals have certain media 
needs that they attempt to gratify 
by selecting and using particular 
media products. The audience is 
perceived as goal-oriented and 
their behaviour as motivated. 
U&G aims to determine why 
people select certain media 
products and what satisfaction 
they receive from using those. 

This approach relies strongly on 
a quantitative research design, 
believing that audience 
characteristics, their needs, 
preferences and gratifcations can 
be measured, categorised and 
statistically analysed. 

The approach is criticised for 
focusing on the individual's media 
experience and thereby 
disregarding the fact that social, 
economic and political factors 
contribute to media choice and 
interpretation. Moreover, despite 
introducing the active audience, 
U&G still fails to recognise the 
multidimensional nature of  the 
audience and is still viewed as a 
sub-tradition of  effects research – 
an approach that does not 
acknowledge the active role the 
audience plays in creating 
meaning. The approach therefore 
fails to provide insight into 
complex audience behaviour. 

CRITICAL CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES

Media ethnography

This approach takes into account 
the political, economic and social 
contexts in which media are 
consumed, for it assumes that 
these contexts impact on the 
audience's use and 
interpretations of  media texts. It 

This approach is part of  the 
interpretative paradigm and 
ethnographers believe that media 
experience should be studied 
from the viewpoint of  the 
audience. For the reason that it 
aims to provide detailed and in-
depth descriptions of  media use, 

Owing to the value it places on 
participation and observation, the 
approach is time-consuming and it 
sometimes makes almost 
impossible demands on the 
researcher in terms of  resources 
such as time and money. In 
addition, the approach is criticised 
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acknowledges the audience as 
active decoders of  media 
messages, i.e. it argues that the 
audience performs an important 
function in the meaning-making 
process. Moreover, it recognises 
the multidimensional nature of 
the audience. 

it follows a qualitative approach, 
which is based mainly on 
observation. 

for focusing solely on the audience 
while neglecting the role of  the 
text. 

Reception research 

Reception researchers study the 
relationship between media 
producers, texts and consumers, 
assuming that all three play a 
critical part in the production of 
meaning. They attempt to 
establish how people ft the media 
into their lives, what role media 
play in their daily lives, as well as 
how they make sense of  the 
media they use. The audience is 
viewed as complex, 
heterogeneous and active, yet the 
power of  the text is also taken 
into consideration.

Reception researchers hold that 
textual analyses combined with 
empirical audience research is 
crucial if  we are to understand 
the interplay between producing 
and consuming media products, 
as well as how audiences make 
sense of  the media to which they 
are exposed. They therefore 
advocate content analyses and 
prefer the personal interview as 
an empirical method.

 

Reception research is a fairly new 
tradition and has been developing 
since the 1980s. 

Critical reception

A critical reception approach holds the same assumptions on which media ethnography and reception 
research are based. A critical approach to audience research, however, advocates an awareness of  the 
nature of  audience research, regardless of  the approach one chooses to follow. Researchers should be self-
refective, acknowledging that they are only interpreters who cannot provide an objective, true and 
comprehensive representation of  media use – they can only contribute in terms of  detailed descriptions 
that offer mere glimpses into the lives of  audiences and their experiences with media texts. This study 
follows a critical reception approach, and approaches the interviews with readers from an ethnographic 
perspective. The study does not claim to be based on an ethnographic research framework because 
ethnographical methods are extensive and time-consuming. This ethnographic perspective entails 
observation and participation to some degree, realising that these details provide insight into media 
behaviour. Its main method remains the qualitative personal interview, conducted in this case within the 
audience's natural environment and not in artifcial settings. 

Table 4.1: The main approaches to studying the media audience

The nature of  audience research and the role of  the researcher in this process were briefy 

mentioned as well. In this regard, a critical approach to audience research holds that a self-

refective approach, in which the researcher acknowledges his/her task to describe audiences and 

media use and not to provide true refections of  the audiences’ reality, is crucial. The researcher 

has to accept that his/her fndings are only interpretations of  the audiences' constructs of  their  

own media use and that it is therefore not possible to establish “the truth” about audiences and 

media use. Lastly, the literature review has demonstrated that there is a great need for qualitative  
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research on news reception, in particular printed news – and especially in South Africa. We still do 

not understand why South Africans read newspapers, what role newspapers play in their lives and  

how they go about using newspapers. 

In addition, the chapter has provided an overview of  the research design, which is based on a 

qualitative approach. This approach is ideal for an exploratory study that aims to understand 

social phenomena, such as tabloid newspapers, for it enables the researcher to provide in-depth 

and detailed descriptions of  media behaviour, which a quantitative approach does not have the 

capacity to do. Within this framework, various methods were implemented to construct data. 

These include: (i) a literature review to place South African tabloids in context; (ii) a content  

analysis of  the Son and discussions with its assistant editor to determine how this newspaper 

establishes a relationship with its readers; and (iii) questionnaires and semi-structured interviews 

with readers to gain insight into their media experience and interpretations of  the Son. This is only 

an overview and the detailed discussions on each method will be given in the relevant chapters. 

Taking all of  the above discussions into account, it is suggested that the readers of  the Son are 

active decoders of  this tabloid. They are not subjected to the mercy of  media producers with their  

political and commercial aims. For the reason that text-based analyses often reaffrm our 

prejudices about media audiences, it is important that the content analysis in the previous chapter 

be used as a framework only and not be used to form conclusions about audiences. Moreover, it is 

imperative that the readers of  the tabloid, as well as their interpretations and interactions with the 

newspaper, be taken seriously. One must be open and willing to be surprised by what one fnds.  

Furthermore, the important roles of  the text and the audience should be acknowledged and the 

immediate surroundings in which media consumption takes place should be taken into account. It  

is ultimately concluded that a critical reception approach that includes an ethnographic 

perspective is most appropriate, since it not only acknowledges the importance of  a textual  

analysis, but also realises the need to study media use in its immediate surroundings in order to  

gain insight into the relationship between text and audience. This critical reception approach 

applies research within the qualitative framework, for it has the capacity to provide detailed and 

in-depth descriptions of  audiences' media experiences. 

Based on the review provided in this chapter, another two theoretical statements are 

formulated to guide this study of  readers of  the Son newspaper (see section 1.4):

MTS3: “Audience” is a complex and multidimensional concept – not a single, homogeneous  

entity. Audiences hold many different identities, are unpredictable and fuid and, therefore, cannot 
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be categorised. Moreover, because audiences bring their various backgrounds, experiences and 

knowledge to texts they arrive at their own interpretations of  these. They are consequently not  

victims of  media texts, but active decoders of  media texts who play a vital part in the meaning-

making process. A textual approach to media audiences often only confrms and reinforces 

preconceived ideas about audiences and media use. The social and cultural contexts, as well as the 

immediate environment in which media are consumed, infuence audience interpretations and  

behaviour and it should therefore be taken into account in seeking to study audience interactions  

with media texts.

MTS4: Whereas effects research over-emphasises the power of  the text, other approaches tend to 

disregard it. In this regard, reception research holds that if  we were to understand the relationship 

between audiences and texts, it is crucial that we pay attention to the audience's perceptions and  

interpretations, as well as to the media text itself. This approach acknowledges that audiences are  

active decoders of  media texts, but also realises that the producers of  media texts have various 

tools at hand to encode an intended message and convey it to an audience. Reception researchers,  

therefore, acknowledge that the encoder and the decoder of  the message play critical roles in the  

meaning-making process and for this reason, they argue, there should be a balance regarding the 

attention paid to the text and to the readers. Semiotics is a useful approach when one wishes to  

explore these texts, for it enables the researcher to analyse the structure of  a message, while it  

takes into account that readers ultimately decode these texts and arrive at their own  

interpretations. Semioticians hold that we communicate with signs and that everything, including 

colour, a gesture of  a spoken or written word, is a sign. These signs are combined by means of 

coding and this process results in sign systems. When applied to media texts, or the newspaper, this 

means that the newspapers staff  have various sign systems (or communication elements) at their 

disposal to construct a message for their audience. These include a linguistic sign system (i.e. the 

stories) and visual sign systems (the photographs, layout, colour and graphics). These systems work 

in combination to convey messages to readers. By exploring audience encounters with media texts 

and how these messages are structured, in other words how the sign systems are applied and  

combined to support each other, researchers could gain insight into how the newspaper perceives 

its audience and approaches its readers. This exploration will give insight into the signifcation 

process, or what reception researchers refer to as the meaning-making process. An understanding  

of  how the message is structured and how the encoder perceives its audience will provide a  

valuable background to exploring the decoding, or interpretation, process. A semiotic approach 

will therefore enable the researcher to explore one of  the two elements reception researchers  

regard as fundamental to the meaning-making process: the text.
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The next chapter will focus on the empirical audience research, which was conducted by means of  questionnaires and  

qualitative semi-structured interviews with readers of  the Son. The readers' experiences and interpretations of  the  

tabloid and their encounters with the newspaper will be analysed from their viewpoint in an attempt to establish their  

relationship with the Son. The chapter will seek to fulfl the ffth research aim regarding the readers' preferences with  

regard to content and style. 
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PART 2 Chapter 5

NEGOTIATING MEANING
Audience interpretations of  the Son's content and style

A newspaper's role is to fnd out fresh information on matters of  public interest  

and to relay it as quickly and accurately as possible to readers in an honest and  

balanced way. That's it. It may do lots of  other things, like telling them what 

it thinks about the latest movies, how to plant potatoes, what kind of  day 

Taureans might have or why the government should resign. But without fresh 

information it will be merely a commentary on things already known.  

Interesting, perhaps, stimulating even; but comment is not news... The fact is  

that almost everyone has a comment, be it interesting or not, and very few have  

new information. The one is commonplace, the other is a thing of  scarcity and  

hence value.” 

– David Randall

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter focused on the tradition of  audience research. The aim was to establish how 

researchers can approach media audiences when attempting to explore their media experiences. 

The empirical fndings, which are based on a critical reception research design, will be discussed 

in the following three chapters. Chapter 5 will explore the appeal the Son holds for its readers and 

how they interpret its content and style. In order to do this, it was imperative to pay close attention 

to the readers who participated in the questionnaires and interviews for this study because, as 

chapter 4 concluded, their social and immediate situations infuence their media choice and use, 

as well as their interpretations thereof  (see section 4.3.2.4). This information will, therefore, 

elucidate their responses regarding their encounters with the S o n . Hence, the reader 

interpretations will be explored against this background. This chapter will thus seek to fulfl the 

following research aim: 

RA5: to determine how Son readers experience and interpret the Son’s content and presentation. 

5.2 RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter includes a discussion on the methods used to construct the data and, therefore,  

demonstrates how the empirical part of  the study (which focuses on reader interpretations) was  

conducted. For a full discussion on the research design, see sections 4.3.4 and 4.4. 
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5.2.1 Questionnaires and personal interviews 

Participants completed a total of  59 qualitative open-ended questionnaires (including a short and 

a long version) for this part of  the study (see addendum B). The researcher conducted these 

interviews in the readers' natural environments. They could, therefore, be considered 

ethnographic interviews, or informal conversation interviews (Lindlof, 1995:170). According to 

Lindlof  (1995:170), this is the most informal and spontaneous form of  interviewing participants, 

and for this reason such interviews do not appear to be interviews. Respondents are, therefore,  

more willing to participate and provide information that they otherwise would not have given. 

Moreover, an ethnographic perspective to interviews allows the researcher to include valuable  

information about a respondent's immediate environment. However, it is necessary to highlight 

that an ethnographic research design does not form the basis for this study; the researcher merely  

approached the personal interviews from an ethnographic perspective (see Wasserman, 2010:124; 

Moores, 1993:3; section 4.3.4). Although these interviews were conducted in the readers' natural  

and everyday environments, the researcher did not, unlike ethnographic researchers, spend an  

abundance of  time with the readers to observe their routines. While these interviews provided the 

researcher with additional and valuable data, it is imperative to note that these shorter  

observations limited the study in terms of  data and fndings, as these could not have yielded the  

amount of  data collected by means of  longer ethnographic interviews and observations. 

The researcher and another feldworker completed the questionnaires because many of  the 

participants either could not write, or were not confdent to complete the questionnaires  

themselves. Having the two feldworkers write on their behalf  made the respondents more willing 

to participate in the study. Qualitative personal interviews with 17 readers of  the Son also provided 

valuable information regarding the newspaper's audience, and their interpretations and 

experiences. Moreover, since the researcher conducted these interviews in the readers' personal or 

work environments, the data constructed provided information about the situational contexts in  

which these readers use and experience the Son. Two of  the respondents who participated in the 

personal interviews completed questionnaires too. Thus, a total of  74 respondents took part in this 

study. The feldworkers administered the questionnaires and conducted the interviews with 

readers on farms near the town of  Montagu, in the towns of  Montagu and Oudtshoorn, as well as 

in the city centre of  Cape Town, and its suburb Parow. 

In discussing readers and their immediate circumstances, it is imperative to keep the argument 

made in chapter 4 in mind (see section 4.3.1.4): the U&G approach has been criticised extensively 

for its simplistic view of  media audiences. This resulted in the profling of  audience members in 
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terms of  sociographic and demographic profles. Moreover, quantitative audience researchers 

favour audience profling, since this allows them to categorise audience members by assigning 

them particular qualities and characteristics. By categorising audience members in this manner, 

researchers disregard the complexity and ever-changing nature of  the audience, as well as other 

factors that contribute to interpretations and experiences of  media texts. This study, which follows 

a critical reception approach, acknowledges the multidimensional nature of  the audience. It is,  

therefore, crucial to note that this chapter does not aim to profle the Son reader, but rather 

attempts to explore the readers’ media experiences within their everyday circumstances. Such a 

qualitative exploration requires detailed descriptions of  the research process and methods, as well 

as the respondents. Detailed discussions allow the reader to establish for him/herself  whether the  

fndings are logical and relevant (see section 4.3.4). 

The discussion about the respondents' lifestyles and socio-economic circumstances does not profle 

the reader of  the Son, but provides a background for the interpretations of  the audience responses. 

It should be stressed that this study does not generalise the fndings, for this would require a larger  

sample of  readers and a different research design. 

5.2.2 Recruitment of  participants 

In total, 74 readers of  the Son participated in the study, of  whom 59 completed questionnaires,  

and 17 participated in personal interviews (note that two respondents who were interviewed also  

completed questionnaires). Ten of  the respondents completed the long-version questionnaires, and 

the other 49 readers completed the short version. The longer version resembles the interview 

guidelines and since it took almost the same amount of  time for the participants to complete the 

longer questionnaires as it did to participate in the interviews, the researcher decided to conduct  

personal interviews with the respondents who had the time and were willing to participate. Of  

these 74 respondents, 38 were male and 36 were female. Thirty-one women and 28 men  

completed questionnaires, while ten men and seven women participated in interviews. Table 5.1.  

summarises this grouping.

 Number of  respondents who 
completed questionnaires

Number of  respondents who 
were interviewed

Total number 
of  participants

Female Male Total Female Male Total

31 28 59 7 10 17 76

minus number of  respondents who participated in both 
questionnaires and interviews

2 74

Table 5.1: Readers who participated in questionnaires and interviews
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The table shows that male and female respondents were equally dispersed. This balance was not  

deliberate, since any willing reader was welcome to participate. Respondents were recruited by  

means of  deliberate, convenience and snowball non-probability sampling in three main areas (see 

Babbi, 2011:206–8; Du Plooy, 2009:122–4; Lindlof, 1995:127): the small town of  Montagu and its 

surrounding farms; the town of  Oudtshoorn; and the city centre of  Cape Town and its suburb  

Parow (see section 4.4). It is important to note that a non-probability (or non-random) sample does 

not enable the researcher to generalise fndings because it does not represent the target population 

and is, therefore, not externally valid (see Du Plooy, 2009:122). This study explored the 

relationship between the Son and a small group of  its readers. This did not require a large sample, 

and a random sample was, therefore, not necessary. In fact, a smaller sample allowed the 

researcher to conduct a more in-depth exploration of  media use. Convenience samples are also 

referred to as accidental, available or opportunity samples (see section 4.4). The researcher 

recruited respondents by means of  know-group convenience sampling because she used her own  

judgment based on prior knowledge about the readers. Volunteer samples consist of  people who 

voluntarily elect to participate in a study. Du Plooy (2002:115) warns against this type of  sampling 

because volunteers often share characteristics in terms of  approval-seeking needs, intelligence and  

education levels. This could contribute to the sample being unrepresentative of  the population.  

However, this possible threat to the reliability of  the fndings does not apply to this study because  

the fndings will not be generalised. Moreover, only the respondents in the suburb of  Parow 

voluntarily took part in the study. The researcher approached many of  the respondents by means  

of  convenience and snowball sampling. Some respondents noticed their friends or co-workers 

taking part in interviews, and this encouraged them to participate. Some participants referred the 

researcher to their friends, spouses and siblings. Respondents were, therefore, also included in this 

study by means of  snowball sampling. These non-probability samples mean that not all readers of  

the Son had an equal opportunity to participate in the study, and the sample does not represent the  

population (i.e. all the readers of  the Son; see Du Plooy, 2002:113). The researcher had much 

control over the selection of  the participants. The chosen methods of  sampling were appropriate 

for fulflling the aim of  this study, in other words to explore reader experiences within a critical  

reception framework. The feldworkers administered questionnaires and conducted interviews 

until a point of  saturation was reached (i.e. the respondents did not provide any new information) 

because the fndings will not be generalised. 

The empirical audience study included participants who resided in Montagu and nearby farms 

because this provided an opportunity to explore how readers in rural areas experience the Son. 

The researcher also identifed the Cape Town city centre as an appropriate place to recruit 
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readers who come from different parts of  the city, since many of  them used the train services to 

get to and from work. 

 

Farm owners in Montagu agreed to ask their workers whether they would be willing to participate  

in this research endeavour. The researcher interviewed most of  these volunteers at work, or in 

their homes. This presented the opportunity to interview the workers' spouses. The interviews in  

readers' homes, as well as their spouses’ interpretations, offered valuable information regarding the 

use of  the Son in a family context. Discussing the newspaper with men who worked together was 

also useful, since it elucidated how peer groups, members of  the same sex and readers with similar  

socio-economic circumstances arrive at interpretations of  the same newspaper. Some of  the 

readers who had heard of  the research from friends or family on nearby farms also volunteered to  

share their experiences (see section 4.4.2). 

The feldworkers randomly approached readers in Montagu, Oudtshoorn and Cape Town, and 

identifed people who were either busy buying or reading the newspaper. Most of  the respondents 

were willing to be interviewed and some, who were in more of  a hurry, completed the 

questionnaire. While it was diffcult to fnd appropriate candidates in the busy city centre, it was  

not diffcult to get readers to agree to participate in the study. Most of  them were highly 

enthusiastic about discussing their perceptions and interpretations. The researcher also spent time 

with the newspaper sellers in the city centre, while waiting for Son readers to buy the newspaper. In 

these cases, the researcher offered to pay for their papers if  the Son readers had the time and were 

willing to be interviewed or complete a questionnaire. The researcher, therefore, offered a copy of 

the newspaper as an incentive. The fower sellers in the city centre provided valuable information 

because they had strong opinions on the popularity of  specifcally the Afrikaans-language 

newspapers Die Burger, Daily Voice and the Son.

 

While recruiting readers in the city centre was fairly straightforward, it was more diffcult to reach 

large groups of  people in the Cape Town suburbs. Shopping malls appeared to be good options,  

but the idea presented problems, since most shopping mall managers would not allow research  

activities if  they were not accompanied by large promotions. A manager of  a shopping mall in 

Parow, however, agreed to provide space and a table in the shopping mall. Large posters attracted 

readers, and the research team offered each participant chocolate, that day's issue of  the Son, as 

well as the opportunity to participate in a lucky draw in which readers could win between R5 and  

R20. For the lucky draw, the researcher offered participants R300. Contrary to what the 

researcher anticipated, the response from readers was overwhelming, and they started to form 
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long queues. Most of  them stated that they were on their way to buy that day’s Son. It could be 

argued that readers only took part to receive the incentive, yet their actions contradict this notion. 

Few of  the participants took newspapers, as some of  them had already bought their own copies.  

Moreover, not every participant took the chocolates offered or participated in the lucky draw.  

Moreover, many of  them continued to talk about the newspaper long after their questionnaires 

had been completed, and thus it is evident that readers took pleasure in the rare opportunity to  

convey their own experiences and opinions of  the newspaper. 

5.2.3 Obstacles in the recruitment and data collection processes

Recruiting readers to interview them in their natural surroundings  – be it at work, on their way to buy their 

newspaper, during lunch-time or in their homes – was for a variety of  reasons much more  

challenging than anticipated. It was time-consuming to approach every person in the towns or city 

centre to determine frst whether they were Son readers, and then to establish whether they were 

willing to participate in the study. While most of  them did agree to participate, this still meant that 

the researcher had to spend time talking to people who were n o t readers of  the Son. After 

experiencing diffculties during the frst two days, only approaching people who were busy reading 

the newspaper and sitting with the newspaper seller to talk to those who were buying the paper  

proved to be very successful. 

The readers' eagerness to participate were not anticipated either. This eagerness resulted in people 

interrupting interviews and starting to participate. Especially in the city centre of  Cape Town, an 

interview with one reader often and quickly turned into an interview with two readers. In these  

cases, the frst respondent in each case left and went on with his/her work, while the second  

respondent continued to talk. The frst respondent would then return. This meant that at certain  

stages during the interview, the researcher discussed the newspaper with two readers 

simultaneously. However, this proved to be valuable, since the respondents' different opinions 

resulted in debates about their interpretations and experiences, providing rich data. Respondents 

thus gave information they probably would not have given otherwise. 

Another obstacle presented itself  in the form of illiteracy. Readers were uncomfortable when 

having to write. While the interviews were all recorded, the questionnaires had to be completed by 

hand and it was soon clear that none of  the readers were comfortable with completing it  

themselves. This meant that the two feldworkers had to ask the questions while at the same time 

flling in the questionnaires. This process was even more time-consuming, since only one 

questionnaire could be completed at a time. It proved most diffcult when readers started queuing  
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in the mall in Parow, for only two people were available to ask the questions and complete the  

questionnaires. However, none of  the readers demanded immediate attention and they all seemed 

content with waiting for an opportunity. However, this had implications for the longer 

questionnaires: since it took about the same amount of  time to complete a long questionnaire as it 

did to conduct an interview, the researcher opted for the last, since this provided richer and more  

in-depth data, and allowed for follow-up questions. 

All the interviews, which lasted between 15 and 30 minutes each, were transcribed (the complete 

transcriptions are in possession of  the researcher). Details, as well as “erms” and pauses (minimal 

responses and fllers), are also indicated in the transcriptions, since respondents' slow responses or 

reluctance to answer questions elucidates their attitudes and perceptions. No programme was used 

to sort the data and everything was coded and organised by the researcher according to the  

research aims and the topics as they are discussed in each chapter. All these documents are in the 

possession of  the researcher and some are included in this study. The data for chapter 5 was, for  

example, analysed by means of  the structure given in Table 5.2.

Reader experiences and interpretations of  the Son's content and presentation 

CATEGORY 1: Content CATEGORY 2: Presentation 

TOPICS
News
Local
Crime and politics
Sex
Cars and sport
Gossip and celebrities
Advice
Humour and light entertainment

ELEMENTS
Newspaper format
Story length
Follow-up stories
Visual elements
Photographs
Colour
Design
Language use
Local vernacular 
Crude and explicit language

Table 5.2: Structure used to analyse data for chapter 5

5.3 THE READERS: A BACKGROUND 

When approaching audiences from a critical reception framework, it is imperative to analyse and 

discuss the information provided by the respondents against a background of  their history, 

immediate surroundings and their lifestyles (see sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.2). The following brief 

overview of  the coloured community aims to provide this background. 
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5.3.1 A community displaced

The coloured community forms approximately 8.9% – about three-and-a-half  million people – of 

the South African population, and it is, therefore, considered a minority group (indexmundi, 2011; 

Adhikari, 2006:469, 485; Adhikari, 2005:17; Wilson & Gutiérrez, 1995:4, 5; see About South 

Africa, 2011). The majority of  them reside in the Western Cape. Wilson and Gutiérrez (1995:4, 5) 

point out, however, that minority groups might be small in number, but not small in importance.  

The coloured community is considered to descend directly from South Africa's earliest inhabitants  

and is said to belong to the Southern African Khoisan people (Bredenkamp, 1999:36). According  

to Adhikari (2006:468), the term “coloured” refers to a diverse group that descends not only from 

the Cape slaves, indigenous Khoisan, African and Asian people, but also from the European  

settlers (see Martin, 2000:104). Many of  these families regard Afrikaans as their frst language, but 

most of  them are bilingual, while some speak only English (see Martin, 2000:104). The working  

class coloured community in the Cape uses a dialect of  Afrikaans132 (Martin, 2000:110). Most of 

them are either Christian or Muslim (Martin, 1998:523). According to Martin (1998:523) these  

characteristics do not, however, distinguish this group from other South Africans. The coloured 

people have always been defned, not in terms of  who they are, but in terms of  who they are not:  

not white and not black (Adhikari, 2006:477, 478; 480; Adhikari, 2005:13). Adhikari (2005:8, 13, 

21) notes that the coloured community bears many negative connotations: they are considered to  

be of  “mixed race”, “half-caste” or “bastard”. Hence, the coloured community has battled with its 

identity since the apartheid years and, unfortunately, this has not changed under a new regime. 

Whereas formerly coloured people were not white enough  to share in the privileges of  the white 

community, they are now not black enough to gain under the new regime (see Adhikari, 

2006:480). The black African community has gained from the new regime, yet the coloured 

community has not truly experienced a signifcant improvement in living standards because 

resources are now used to uplift the African people. There is thus a general feeling among 

members of  this community that they were better off  under the apartheid regime (Adhikari,  

2005:179, 180). In fact, this community is experiencing an increase in impoverishment (Adhikari, 

2005:180; see section 5.3.2). However, Venter's (1974) comprehensive study on the coloured  

community shows that this group of  people was discarded by the apartheid government. 

Martin (1998:524) argues that the coloured community was defned by the Group Areas Act of 

1950, which resulted in them being moved to coloured townships: “Members of  this designated 

group invented specifc lifes-tyles which gave form, content and substance to otherwise scattered  

pockets of  people. Invented life-styles and traditions helped bond the group into a community  

allowing outsiders to this invented community to identify it as a singularly different entity within 

132 See Martin (2000:111, 112) for a discussion on the different levels of dialect. 
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the mosaic of  South African populations.”  However, the Group Areas Act resulted in the forced 

relocation of  one out of  every six coloured persons in 1976, and the removal of  this community 

from their neighbourhood, District Six, left permanent wounds (Martin, 2000:106). In an 

interview with the Insig magazine, Willa Boesak agrees with Martin when he states that he believes 

the coloured community's sense of  displacement and their absolute loss of  land, possessions – and 

especially their psychological losses – lie at the heart of  this dilemma. The facts that the coloured  

community constitutes a small percentage of  the population, that they lack in political and  

economic power, and that they have a “perceived loss of  status” (Adhikari, 2005:182) in the new 

South Africa contribute to this and reinforce the general feeling among members of  this group 

that they are marginalised (Adhikari, 2006:469, 484–6; see Adhikari, 2005:1, 2, 18, 181, 182). 

Consequently, they still battle with the question of  where they ft in in the new rainbow nation  

(Adhikari, 2006:477, 478; Wyngaard, 1999a:34). Venter (1973) argues that the coloured 

community has a vital role to play in South Africa, and that they contribute politically, socially and 

culturally to society. Owing to political expediency, this role has not been acknowledged in the  

past. 

There appears to be no easy answer to the questions of  who the coloured community is and where 

it belongs in the rainbow nation. Wyngaard (1999a:34, 35) states that the coloured community is  

not homogeneous and it is characterised by class, language and religious differences (see Adhikari, 

2005:2; Martin, 1998:523). Some members of  the coloured community consider themselves black, 

while others identify with the white and traditionally Christian Afrikaner culture, and some prefer 

to be seen only as Muslims. However, owing to their shared heritage, this group still shares certain 

cultural customs and these are the elements of  their community that fnd their way into theatre  

plays, books and television series, states Wyngaard (1999a:35; see Martin, 1998:527). While 

intellectuals debate coloured identity, he warns that the communities suffer under this  

marginalisation (see Adhikari, 2005:xiii). Despite the fact that the white Afrikaner adamantly holds 

that it embraces the coloured community, and despite the fact that many coloured people fll  

powerful positions, this community feels increasingly marginalised, states Henry Jeffreys (1999) in 

an interview with Wyngaard (1999a:35) for the Insig magazine: “Ons kan op intellektuele vlak daaroor  

praat, maar die man op straat het nie tyd daarvoor nie. Al wat hy weet is: daar's gesê dinge gaan reggemaak word in  

die nuwe Suid-Afrika en nou kan hy nie verstaan waarom dit so stadig gebeur nie. En ek dink hulle is absoluut reg  

hieroor.” According to him, politicians and intellectuals should put these debates aside and start  

focusing on “die dinge van die gemeenskap”.133 

133 [We can discuss this at an intellectual level, but the man on the street does not have time for that. All he knows is that  
he's been told things will be redressed in the new South Africa and now he cannot understand why it is happening so  
slowly. And I think they are absolutely right about this.] [Community issues]
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5.3.2 Life in the new South Africa

Except for a handful of  readers, the majority of  the respondents are coloured and most reside in 

Cape Town and its suburbs and they are faced with a number of  social, political and economic  

challenges owing to urbanisation (City of  Cape Town, 2011:6; Martin, 1998:525; see Wyngaard, 

1999a:34). There are, however, a number of  middle-class citizens and intellectuals in the coloured 

community (Martin, 1998). A total of  91% of  Cape Town households earn less than R6 400 per 

month and they are dependent on the government to provide them with housing. Most of  these  

residents (44%) live in poor and inadequate, densely occupied and overcrowded dwellings and  

informal settlements, the city's 2010/2011 review shows. This does not contribute to the well-

being of  these families, the review concludes (City of  Cape Town, 2011:86). About 400 000  

people indicated that they need formal housing – and this demand is growing by 17 000 to 18 000 

every year. Furthermore, 348 000 households depend fully and 52 000 partially on the 

government for housing (City of  Cape Town, 2011:86). 

Moreover, the city faces an unemployment problem and 21% of  its working population was 

unemployed in 2008 – this is just below 336 000 of  the city's 3.5 million residents (City of  Cape 

Town, 2011:27, 28). The city has about 1 019 395 households and only planned for these 

numbers by 2015. This is mostly caused by in-migration from people from the rural areas in the 

Eastern Cape who are looking for jobs. According to this review, expenditure is an indication of 

income levels, as the city assumes that the poor spend almost all of  their monthly income – and 

this is a mere R2 880 or less (City of  Cape Town, 2011:34). About 48% of  households live below  

this line – and R2 500 is considered the poverty line. A total of  87% of  the households who live in  

informal settlement, backyards and densely crowded dwellings earn R3 500 or less a month (City  

of  Cape Town, 2011:87). 

Poverty is one of  the city's major problems and the “sharp differences between socio-economical 

levels” present great challenges for Cape Town and these include an increase in crime, drug-

related behaviour and gangsterism (City of  Cape Town, 2011:34; see Wyngaard, 1999a:34). The 

city has experienced a worrying 27% increase in drug-related crime every year (City of  Cape 

Town, 2011:36). Since 2003, commercial crime has increased by 10% annually, robberies at 

businesses have increased by 75% every year and residential crime has increased by a signifcant 

75%. Murder, sexual crimes and assault appear to have decreased in this time, according to the 

review. Residents feel that the lack of  street lighting in the poor and informal settlements creates a 

favourable environment for criminal activities (City of  Cape Town, 2011:62). Drug-related 

behaviour and crime, including excessive alcohol consumption, destroys many lives and the city is  
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particularly concerned about the growing use of  “the highly popular and extremely addictive” 

drug Tik (methamphetamine). According to the report, its use is “spreading rapidly throughout all 

communities and is reaching pandemic proportions in Cape Town” (City of  Cape Town, 

2011:104). This drug fuels gang-related violence and there has been an increase in gang-related 

murders in particular. 

The review indicates that crime in the city is a result of  unhealthy social and living environments: 

“HIV/Aids, drug-related behaviour, family breakdown, dislocation of  communities and other 

social issues pose a threat to the establishment of  a healthy, balanced society,” the review states 

(City of  Cape Town, 2011:36). The city's HIV/Aids prevalence rate is currently 18%, according 

to the Provincial Department of  Health, which shows that with the 2009 rate of  17.8% (5.6 

million people), this disease still poses a challenge for the city (indexmundi, 2011). This is not high 

compared with the rate in other cities and it appears to be stable. However, it remains a challenge 

to manage and prevent the spread of  HIV/Aids, sexually transmitted diseases and tuberculosis,  

the review states. “For many children in Cape Town, life is characterised by hunger and 

malnutrition, insecurity, trauma, instability, family breakdown and dislocation of  families,” the 

review holds (City of  Cape Town, 2011:112). 

These threatening social ills such as unemployment, drug abuse and gangsterism highlight the 

importance and urgency of  strengthening this community, argues Martin (1998:534). According to 

the report (City of  Cape Town, 2011:112), the community members are doing exactly this by 

actively taking part in improving their own circumstances by means of  various initiatives. As 

Martin (1998:533) states: “...this feeling of  helplessness has been counterbalanced by efforts to  

build a community, despite the contempt, the segregation and the repression. When members of 

the community describe it, it often sounds like the dream of  an ideal world where all human 

beings would be united, helpful, lively, gifted and witty, and tolerant to differences, religious in 

particular...” It is against this background that the following information was analysed. 

5.3.3 Who reads the Son?

Table 5.1 shows that both men and women read the Son – the fact that these readers were not 

deliberately chosen, but randomly picked while some voluntarily participated, confrms this. It  

would appear that the newspaper speaks to both genders, for when asked which gender they think 

the newspaper is aimed at, almost all of  the respondents replied that in their experience the paper  

caters for both male and female readers. The ages of  the group of  participants indicate that  

people of  all ages read the newspaper. For ethical reasons, children under the age of  18 were not  
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included in the study, but responses from older readers made it evident that their children and  

grandchildren are just as fond of  and loyal to the newspaper as they are. Table 5.3 shows the age 

groups of  those who participated in this study.

Age group 18 to 30 30 to 39 40 to 59 60 and older

Number of 
readers

12 15 30 11

Total number of  respondents who indicated age 68

Total number of  respondents who did not indicate age 6

Table 5.3: Age dispersion of  respondents 

The table shows that readers of  all ages participated in the study. This offered the opportunity to 

explore interpretations of  readers of  different ages. Of  the 74 respondents, the youngest reader 

who participated was a 20-year-old female, whilst the oldest reader was an 80-year-old female. 

When the interviews and questionnaires were conducted, most of  the readers under the age of  60 

were employed and many of  the women were housewives. The average age of  the readers who  

participated in the study was 44. The readers older than 60 were mostly retired, while only two of  

the participants were unemployed and one was employed on a part-time basis. Participants were 

employed in various felds, such as administrative work, general work, cashier jobs, sales assistants, 

teachers, business owners, hair stylists, farm workers, truck drivers, waiters, and fower, fruit and 

newspaper sellers, as well as security workers. The participants' level of  education, which is 

summarised in table 5.4, sheds light on their employment.

Highest level of 
education

Primary 
school

High school Matric/ Grade 
12

Higher education

Number of 
participants

9 34 14 7

Total number of  respondents who indicated level of  education 64

Total number of  respondents who did not indicate level of  education 10

Table 5.4: Respondents' highest level of  education

As is clear from the table, most of  the respondents had some form of  education. The lowest level  

of  education indicated by two of  the respondents was Grade 5. Three respondents had BA 

degrees – one practised law, another was employed in the tourism industry and the third was a  
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project manager. Other readers who had furthered their education had national diplomas, while a 

few held teacher's diplomas. Only about 30% of  the respondents had obtained matric certifcates,  

and the other 70% had not been educated beyond Grade 11, most of  them having only fnished  

Grade 10 at that stage. None of  the readers indicated that they had had no schooling. One reader  

indicated that although he had matric exemption, no funds were available to pursue his education.  

This respondent, an avid reader of  anything he could fnd, be it old Rapport newspapers he obtains 

from his employer or other reading material friends give away, added that he, however, would like 

to see his children build careers after school. His response suggests that, despite the fact that the  

majority of  the respondents are clearly working class, there are those who do not see themselves as  

victims of  their circumstances, but have hopes for a better, in other words crime-free and more 

carefree, life. This corresponds with what indexmundi (2011) holds. Like this farm worker who 

sends his children to school and assists them with their homework, some of  these readers are 

actively involved in improving their families' lives and their communities. Family and communities 

appear to be the centre around which these readers' lives revolve. Table 5.5 provides an indication  

of  the nature and size of  the participants' families at the time of  the study:

Nature of 
family

Husband & 
wife/
Life partners

Parents and 
child(ren)

Single 
parent and 
child(ren)

Extended 
family 

Single

Number of 
families

8 27 5 23 2

Number of  respondents who indicated family size 65

Number of  respondents who did not indicate family size 9

Table 5.5: Size and nature of  respondents' households 

As seen in this table, only two respondents lived alone, while only eight of  the respondents lived in  

two-member households, in other words with their life partners or spouses. The majority of  those 

who participated in the study were part of  extended families, in other words they lived either with 

their aunts and uncles, grandparents, grandchildren or siblings – and in many cases with more 

than one of  these groups. Respondents were therefore part of  large families – the largest being a 

household of  12, consisting of  the respondent, his wife and eight children, as well as his brother  

and sister-in-law. Three other households had ten members: two of  these families consisted of  life 

partners with their eight children,134 while the other respondent was unable to indicate clearly who 

134 Note that in the case of these two life partners (of whom the woman was markedly older than the male), the  
researcher was unable to establish whether they were telling the truth regarding their relationship and family (of eight  
children), or whether they were merely joking. The researcher experienced an uneasiness whilst interviewing these two  
respondents. This should be kept in mind in all instances in which they are mentioned. 
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lived with her in the house. As many media audience researchers have pointed out (see sections  

4.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.2), media are often used within family settings. Moreover, one's immediate 

settings infuence media use, experience and interpretation. The nature and size of  these families 

were therefore kept in mind in exploring reader experiences and interpretations of  the Son. 

5.4 NEGOTIATING MEANING: 

EXPLORING READER EXPERIENCES AND INTERPRETATIONS

This part of  the study explores reader experiences and interpretations of  the Son's content and 

style by using the framework provided in chapter 2 (see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.1, and tables 2.1 and 

2.2). 

5.4.1 Reader experiences and interpretations regarding content

5.4.1.1 Crime news is prime news 

Of  the 59 respondents who completed questionnaires (the longer and shorter versions), only four  

did not mention the Son's news focus as one of  its main attractions. When asked why they read the Son 

and what stories they prefer or read frst, news stories topped the majority of  the respondents' lists. 

All of  the respondents who participated in the personal interviews implied that they prefer news  

stories, and the majority of  them indicated that they prefer these stories to other content. The 

newspaper's strong news focus clearly appeals to the respondents, as many of  them stated that they 

read it for this reason. They repeatedly mentioned the frequency and amount of  news, stating that  

the newspaper “always” has “a lot” of  news, and it does not disappoint them in this regard. “Baie  

nuus”, “altyd nuus”, “baie verrigtinge” and “baie belangrike nuus”135 are how these respondents described 

the content this tabloid provides. “Ek is baie lief  vir my nuusstories,”136 another reader claimed. This 

attraction to news stories is especially evident in the responses regarding the front page of  the  

newspaper. Readers indicated that they fnd the front-page stories captivating, attractive, to the 

point and relevant. One 30-year-old female respondent referred to the rape stories as attractive  

(“aanloklik”) while four other readers, a 45-year-old female nurse, a 60-year-old female pensioner, a 

25-year-old businessman and a 50-year-old male boilermaker, respectively, indicated that they 

always read the front-page story. Like the young woman, the kettle maker likes to read about 

murder and rape and, therefore, he said, he always reads the front page frst. A 36-year-old 

protection offcer stated that he too enjoys reading the front page, but immediately skips to the  

horoscope if  the news is not appealing, i.e. about “important” issues such as xenophobia or 

government strikes, he said. This implies that readers want to be informed about events, which 

corresponds with the literature, which holds that providing new information is an important 

135 [“A lot of news,” “always news”, “many happenings” and “very important news” or “a lot of important news”] 

136 [“I am very fond of my news stories.”]
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function of  the media (see section 2.4.8.1). It is clear from the responses that this group of  readers  

is attracted to news stories, and this leads to another question: what do these readers regard as  

news? The content analysis in chapter 3 demonstrated that the newspaper covers mostly rape,  

murder, corruption and drug abuse on its front and news pages (see section 3.3.1.1). It is, 

therefore, evident that the tabloid considers these topics newsworthy. Readers appear to agree. 

One reader said that it is hard to ignore the crime stories: “Dan is dit net kriminale – die vernaamste  

ding is, ek weet wie het vir wie doodgeskiet en wie is... smokkel dwemlmiddels en wie maak 'n kind dood .”137 A 

female fower seller's response underlines this apparent curiosity about crime news:

Interviewer: Hoekom lees jy die Daily Voice?

Respondent: Daily Voice, dan hoor jy altyd van wie het hulle nou vermoor.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Die Voice, die Voice het vir my die lekkerste stories in die oggend. 

Interviewer: Het die Voice die lekkerste stories in die oggende? Jy bedoel met lekker stories dis 
'n bietjie meer oor moorde en sulke goed? So, jy hou van daardie soort stories?

Respondent: Ja. Wat het gebeur? Wie het vir wie gerape?

[See addendum A, E1 for translation]

This reader buys and reads the Son, and the reference to the Daily Voice is not relevant here. Rather, 

it is her allusion to the content she prefers that is relevant and interesting here: the “ lekker” crime 

stories. When one newspaper fails to give her what she wants, she fnds these stories in another.  

This suggests that at least this reader, as Hall (2007:128) and Bird (2003:65, 66) advocate, actively 

engages with and evaluates media texts. She consciously selects a news medium that provides her 

with the stories with which she can engage (see sections 4.3.1.3, 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.3.1). She regularly 

buys the Son and Daily Voice, and this suggests that she fnds both newspapers relevant to at least  

some extent. Other news themes such as sport, gossip and politics were rarely mentioned when the 

respondents talked about their attraction to news. 

Chapter 3 argued that the Son's focus on news probably contributes to its success and the responses 

from this group of  readers confrm this notion (see section 3.3.1.1). One reader, a 69-year-old 

retired male respondent, said that he buys the newspaper daily, “om op hoogte te wees van wat  

aangaan”.138 A 55-year-old housewife, also a daily reader of  the newspaper, and a 66-year-old 

female fower seller, who reads the paper at least twice a week, replied in the exact same words. A 

retired 63-year-old male respondent said that the Son provides him with the “news of  the day” 

(“nuus van die dag”). Conversations with the readers confrm the argument made in the previous 

137 [“It is all about criminals – what is most important is that I know who shot who, who deals with drugs and who killed a  
child.”]

138 [“to be in the know and up to date with what is going on”]
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paragraph: for readers, the “news of  the day” is crime news. They believe that these stories allow 

them to be informed members of  the community. The following conversation with a father of  two 

illustrates this: 

Interviewer: Watter deel hou jy die meeste van?

Respondent: Ek sal sê ek volg baie soos die hofstukkies wat in die koerante is. Mense wat 
doodgemaak is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En so. En kinders wat nou gerape word. Ek volg stukkies, mevrou.

Interviewer: O, okei. Dink jy dis belangrik dat daardie stories in die koerant is?

Respondent: Ja, dit is, mevrou. Want hier gebeur baie crime in ons land. 

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: En vir my is dit baie belangrik om die Son... dat ek kan weet wat aangaan in die 
Kaap.

[See addendum A, E2 for translation]

These reader responses suggest two things: (i) the readers are serious about being informed; and 

(ii) they trust that the Son publishes stories that will allow them to be informed. This corresponds 

with Wasserman's (2010:120, 150) argument that tabloid readers take their papers and their  

content seriously and they “know where to make the distinction between serious and  

entertainment”. Furthermore, these responses suggest that readers regard crime as a serious topic 

– one that does not appear on Merrill's (2004:31–3) list of  “serious” topics (see section 2.4.8). This  

highlights the previously discussed discrepancy between audience and elite defnitions of  news:  

what the readers regard as important, relevant and newsworthy, critics might label trivial or useless 

(see section 2.4.8). Bird (2003a:72, 73) holds that audiences themselves decide what stories are 

important, and this appears to be true for Son readers (see sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). The above 

conversation shows that this reader read crime stories, not because of  its sensational value, but  

because it is a daily occurrence in this country. In his last reply, he links crime to his own 

community, implying that crime is a reality for him and, therefore, of  relevance. This aspect will  

be explored in the following sections. 

5.4.1.2 News that hits home: Local is still lekker

A strong focus on news is typical of  the British tabloid newspapers the Sun, The Mirror and the 

South African Daily Sun and Son. The text analysis in chapter 3 demonstrated that, in the past four 

years, Son has had a consistent and strong focus on crime news, in particular Tik abuse and crimes 

of  a sexual nature. The discussion earlier in this chapter (see section 5.3.2) shows that these are 

real issues in the coloured community, which indicates that the newspaper probably succeeds in 

engaging with its audience about relevant topics (also see sections 3.3.1, 3.3.1.7, 4.3.1.1 and 7.4.1). 
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The conversations confrmed this argument. Stories about child abuse, corruption, rape, murder, 

court cases and gangsterism appear to hold particular appeal for the readers because they refect 

the readers' environmental context (see Burton, 2010:0; section 4.3.3.2). This attraction 

corresponds with the literature: readers want to be able to identify with stories and characters that  

are relevant to their lives (see sections 2.4.8, 2.4.8.1 and 2.4.4). Rape, murder and court cases “is 

daaglikse dinge in die gemeenskap”139 stated a 38-year-old housewife who has two children. When asked 

why she buys the Son, a young female reader replied that “it’s local”. A female farm worker 

answered the same question in the following way:

Respondent: Nee, dis mos nou meer oor die omgewing en...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … en wat die Rapport of  Die Burger is mos nou meer oor ander lande en – 
hoewel hulle mense ook weet. Want, ek weet nou nie, want ek wil partykeer nou weet wat 
aangaan daar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Want ek hou mos van lees en al sulke dinge. Maar vir dié omgewing, dan weet 
’n mens ook nou wat rondom jou aangaan en waar dit gebeur het en...

[See addendum A, E3 for translation]

This conversation sheds light on three issues. Firstly, it demonstrates that this reader prefers local  

news because she wants to be informed about happenings in her immediate environment. Her 

answer makes it clear that she fnds the mainstream papers and their international coverage 

irrelevant to her life. Secondly, although she deems local news more important, her reply also 

suggests that she enjoys reading international news, which means that she probably interprets local 

stories within a broader framework. Thirdly, she also appears to be familiar with the content of 

Rapport and Die Burger, which indicates not only that she is an active media user who selects texts 

with which to engage, but also that these two papers form part of  the conceptual context in which 

she uses the S o n (see section 4.3.3.2). The mainstream papers, therefore, infuence her 

interpretations of  the Son. Thus, although they are Afrikaans-language South African papers with 

a strong focus on national news, their more frequent and extensive coverage of  international news 

might emphasise the Son's superfcial international coverage, as well as the tabloid's strong 

community focus. Her response is similar to those of  other respondents: they all claim to be 

attracted to events that affect their lives – whether these are local, national or international. It is  

the newspaper's responsibility to identify these events, make them relevant to its audience and then 

present them in a way that the audience fnds engaging (see Fourie, 2007a:188; Kovach & 

Rosenstiel, 2001:149; Hulteng, 1979:81–3; sections 2.4.8.1 and 4.3.1.1). It is not clear from this 

response whether the Son succeeds in making international news relevant, but the overall response 

139 [“are daily events in the community”]
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from this group of  readers demonstrates that the paper enables readers to identify and engage 

with its local content. Another interesting reply is her reference to the editorial staff  of Die Burger  

and Rapport: “hoewel hulle mense ook weet”.140 By referring to the editorial staff  as “their people”, she 

classifes them as “the other” and this is in sharp contrast with tabloid readers' general reference to 

“my paper”. It indicates that she does not identify with these two papers. They might, therefore,  

form part of  her conceptual context, but they do not refect her environmental, social or  

ideological contexts in the way that the Son appears to do. She also appears to distinguish between 

the Son and the other two papers in terms of  content and staff  (or knowledge and skills). Her claim 

that the journalist at these newspapers “are also in the know”, shows that she regards the Son's 

editorial staff  as knowledgeable and even skilled. It almost appears that she is elevating the skills of 

the Son journalists above those of  the others. 

The overall response indicates that readers fnd the local crime stories fascinating because these 

refect their environmental contexts. In other words, the stories are not far-fetched (as some critics 

claim), but far closer to home than one realises. This corresponds with Venter's (1973:397) study of 

the coloured people. Even when he was conducting his study, violence was already crippling the  

coloured community. Venter refers conversations he had with two editors of  the Cape Herald. One 

of  them, Willem Steenkamp, explained to him that even in 1965 some of  the stories gave him 

nightmares because of  the violence and human brutality. His successor, David Wrightman, stated 

in this regard: 

We are often told that we are over-emphasising the violent angle of  like on the Cape Flats or  

certain parts of  Port Elizabeth, Kimberley or the Reef. This is just not true. So many of  the  

stories that come in we just can't use; their macabre nature defes description, never mind  

presentation. We underplay rather than overplay violence in this community, and the fact that  

what appears still shocks, gives you some idea of  the extent of  the everyday brutality and the 

utter disregard for life one fnds among the poorer, lower classes of  the Coloured people.

A retired 60-year-old is an avid Son reader because the tabloid covered the murder of  a relative 

(his cousin's daughter) in a few issues. A 54-year-old female, a bakery assistant, “was al self  in die  

Son”141 when her neighbour’s son was murdered. In addition to this, her house has been shot at 

once. On a daily basis, these readers experience the “sensational”, “over-dramatised” and “over-

the-top” stories for which tabloids are so often criticised. Reading crime news is not an escape 

from reality. Rather, engaging in these stories is a harsh reminder of  the readers' social and 

140 [“although their people are also in the know”]

141 [“I've also been in the Son”]
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economic circumstances. This supports the argument that what tabloid critics label sensational 

and trivial is often perceived in a very different light by the readers whose lives are actually 

presented in the newspaper (see sections 1.2, 2.4.4, 2.4.7 and 3.3.1.1). 

The majority of  the respondents stated that the newspaper creates awareness of criminal activities 

in particular in their community and in the Western Cape. Female respondents especially 

remarked that they learn which areas to avoid from these stories. In this way, the newspaper 

mobilises its audience by offering them useful information that they can apply to their everyday 

lives (see sections 2.4.8, 2.4.8.1 and 4.3.1.1). This correlates with the fnding that the Son places 

local crime stories high on its agenda. Readers emphasised their preference for these stories and 

their wish to be informed about events that are geographically close to them. In this regard,  

Venter’s (1973:399) study indicates that 40 years ago, only social workers and the police were 

aware of  the extent of  the violence in the coloured community. Afrikaans and English newspapers 

did not pay any attention to events in the Cape Flats. His following statement relates to these  

readers' responses: 

But the Coloured people of  Cape Town and elsewhere do care; they care desperately for the  

security of  themselves, their families, their friends and relations. They care, too, for their sons,  

as they do for the safety of  their neighbour's daughters, for they know that if  their friends are  

attacked tonight, they themselves might be the targets tomorrow.

His statement illustrates the sense of  community among the coloured people. He then elaborates 

on how the apartheid government has failed these people. This is an important observation, as it 

pertains to the argument made later in this study: the Son has become the coloured community's 

much-needed champion (see chapter 6 for this discussion). 

The above discussions link with another important aspect of  the respondents' engagement with 

the Son. Although many respondents stated that they pay ample attention to rape and murder  

stories, they stressed that they do not like to read about violence. In this regard, one farm worker  

replied: “Dis nou natuurlik nie goed nie. Dis nou natuurlik die inhoud waarvan ek nie hou nie, nie sulke mooi goed  

nie. Maar ek lees dit, ja.”142 None of  the respondents appear to “enjoy” the crime news, which 

confrms the argument made previously: although these stories are presented in typical a tabloid 

style that readers fnd engaging, they are primarily attracted to the usefulness and relevance of  

these stories. In other words, they select content that enables them to protect themselves and their 

families against possible (and very real) dangers in their community. Hence, despite their aversion 

142 [“It's obviously not a good thing and naturally it is this content that I do not like. It's not really pretty. But I read it, yes.”]
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to violence, they are adamant that a newspaper should cover this theme. In this regard, the Son 

plays an important role in its reader community – a role that should not be overshadowed by its 

often dramatic and direct style. A retired male respondent who reads the paper daily specifcally 

referred to the visual appeal of  the front page, and although he indicated that he fnds stories  

about rape upsetting, he believes that the Son must cover them: “Ek hou nie van verkragtings nie. Dit  

ontstel 'n mens, maar dit moet in die koerant wees”.143 A female reader in her early twenties agreed with 

him: “Dit moet in die koerant wees, want dit maak 'n mens wyser en versigtiger.”144 During an interview with 

a reader, she pointed to a story in the Son about a man who was attacked by dogs. Her response 

was as follows: 

Respondent: Eintlik moet, eintlik moet sulke goed ook gewys word, sodat mense eintlik, erm... 
sien jy, soos daai hond wat daai persoon ook gebyt het...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Daai boerboel. Erm, wat is dit? Pitboel?

Interviewer: Ja, Pitboel.

Respondent: Want mense wat met sulke honde...

Interviewer: ... werk?

Respondent: ... werk of  te doen het, of  wat sulke honde aanhou, dat hulle bewus is van die 
gevaar wat daai honde vir hulleself  ook...

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Want kyk, daai een wat ook doodgebyt is deur sy eie hond, né? Dis ook êrens in 
die Kaap, né, wat dit gebeur het?

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Wat ook deur sy eie hond dood – ook 'n Pitboel wat hom self  gebyt het. Hy was 
agttien jaar oud. Nou, sulke tipe goed, jy word eintlik gewaarsku teen sulke goed. Moenie 
gevaarlike...

Interviewer: Ja? Jy moenie sulke goed...?

Respondent: … honde aanhou nie, of  leer ten minste die hond reg, op die regte manier.

[See addendum A, E4 for translation]

This conversation highlights the surveillance and education functions of the Son. Crime stories not 

only inform readers, they also appear to act as eye-openers and create awareness among readers. 

A 20-year-old female reader stated that stories about Tik, rape and murder warn people about the  

dangers in their communities. A male pensioner was of  the opinion that stories about gangsters 

and their activities are “good” because readers need to know about “these things”. The following  

conversation with a 52-year-old male respondent sheds more light on this issue: 

143 [“I do not like rape. It is upsetting, but it has to be in the newspaper.”] 

144 [“It must be in the newspaper, because it makes one wiser and more aware and careful.”]
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Interviewer: Jy sê nou jy hou nie van die moordstories en so nie, maar dink jy die koerant 
moet dit insit?

Respondent: Ja, ek meen dis ook vir baie mense inligting. Ek meen, baie mense wat nou...

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … die Son koop bly in daai geweste. So, ek dink dit is belangrik vir mense.

Interviewer: Jy dink hulle moet weet wat aangaan?

Respondent: Ja, ja. Hulle moet weet, want hoekom, dis in hulle omgewing wat dit plaasvind.

Interviewer: Dis in hulle omgewing?

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dat hulle dit wys, sodat hulle weet eintlik wat aangaan en waar...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … hulle omgewing, want hoekom, hy stap vandag met die persoon, môre hoor 
hy “Maar ek kén mos die persoon!”

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Ja, dit het baie gebeur al.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent: Ja. Ek sê, ‘Ek kén mos daai ou wat in die koerant is, hy bly in my area!’ En dan 
skrik ek.

[See addendum A, E5 for translation]

This reader clearly encourages the exposure of  criminal activities in the community  because such 

events might affect him at a personal level. His response suggests that information about 

wrongdoings or community ills equips him to react when he is confronted with similar issues, and  

it warns him of  possible dangers. In this way, the newspaper not only appears to function as a 

guide that enables readers to organise their daily lives (see sections 2.4.8.1 and 4.3.1.1), but is also 

a daily reminder of  the readers' realities. In this regard, one respondent stated that readers should 

know about violent crimes; otherwise, they would assume that everything is fne when, according 

to her, it is not (“en dis nié okei nie”145 ).

It becomes clear that the value of  crime news lies in it creating awareness, warning readers about  

possible dangers, and mobilising them to organise their lives and to react when confronted with 

similar situations. A female administrative clerk in her late twenties emphasised the importance of 

these functions: “’n Mens moet weet waar om te beweeg, waar die gevaar is.”146

It is evident from their responses that readers feel the need to be oriented in terms of  safety. The  

responses suggest, however, that they engage with crime stories at another level too. Not only do 

parents and grandparents appear to feel obligated to protect their families from these dangers, but  

145 [“and it's not okay”]

146 [“One must know where to move and where the danger is”]
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they are also serious about teaching their children how to avoid and handle these. A 40-year-old 

woman who lives with her two daughters, two grandchildren and her sister-in-law’s son uses the  

Son's crime stories as a teaching tool: “Ek lees die stories oor kinders, verkragting en moord. Dis belangrik dat  

'n mens moet weet wat aangaan om jou kinders te leer en te beskerm. Ek gebruik die inligting .”147 Other 

respondents replied in a similar manner. This means that the newspaper educates and, therefore, 

fulfls another critical function of  media in a developing country (see Fourie, 2007a:213; section 

2.4.8.1). For another reader, the value of  these stories lies in the fact that they warn readers about 

things that could have been avoided. During an interview, a 27-year-old mother of  two remarked  

that she reads stories about children and rapes because:

Respondent: Omdat dit eintlik my raak, want ek het ook mos 'n meisiekind wat ook 'n tiener 
gaan word en dis hoekom ek hom koop. Eintlik net af-en-toe, waar daar so baie in die Son 
staan van die meisiekinders wat so verdwyn van die skole af  en hulle word vermis en verkrag 
en dan weet die ouers nie watse kant toe hulle is nie. 

[See addendum A, E6 for translation]

Another mother from Montagu had a similar reply:

Respondent: Ja, kyk hier, soos dit is nou weer vir my kinders is dit ook nou weer leersaam, 
want ek wys vir hulle daarop hulle moet lees wat die gevolge is van daai tipe van goed. So, 
hulle... ons leer sommer vir hulle ook daaruit. 

[See addendum A, E7 for translation]

The last reader brings the aspect of  moral behaviour to the foreground. By using Son to teach her 

children about the consequences of  their actions, she uses the tabloid as a tool to teach her  

children about acceptable behaviour within the community's social context. If  this is the case with 

other readers, the paper also acts as a moral compass. Based on these conversations, it could be 

argued that the respondents use the Son as a tool to protect, teach and educate their families, and 

in this way they become citizens who contribute positively to their communities. 

Those respondents who indicated that they do not read the news pages frst (or in a few cases, not 

at all) admitted that they try to avoid the crime stories. One middle-aged male respondent fnds 

these too cruel (“dis te wreeds vir jou”), while a 25-year-old sales assistant mentioned that she only 

reads crime news in the afternoon because she fnds the violence too hard to stomach early in the 

day: “Moord en verkragting is te stresvol om in die oggend te lees .”148 Only one reader felt that reports on 

sex, rape and murder are inappropriate and “over-dramatised”. This 48-year-old white assistant  

manager opined that these stories are written for coloured readers (“ ek dink dis gemik op die  

147 [“I read the stories about children, rape and murder. It's important that one knows what's happening, so that you can  
teach your children and protect them. I use the information.”]

148 [“It's too stressful to read about murder and rape in the morning”]
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kleurlinge”). This statement is signifcant, for it supports the argument that the newspaper serves a  

particular reading community by focusing on community-specifc issues that the odd white reader  

might interpret as irrelevant or insignifcant (see Lauterer, 2006:27; section 4.3). None of  the 

coloured respondents had similar responses to this content; their feedback indicates that they  

relate to these stories and fnd it useful. 

5.4.1.3 Tabloid readers as citizens

An analysis of  the newspaper suggested that, despite its strong focus on local news, the Son does 

not isolate its readers from the rest of  the country, or the world, as the critics argue tabloid 

newspapers tend to do (see sections 2.4.7, 2.4.8, 3.3.1.7 and 3.3.1.8). A young female 

administrative clerk and a 68-year-old woman confrmed this, and stated that the paper informs  

them about nationwide events. Many of  the respondents (in particular the retired readers) said it is 

vital to them to be abreast of  current issues such as xenophobia attacks, political corruption, 

elections, and prominent court cases, such as that of  Brett Kebble. Merrill (2004:31–3) classifes 

these topics as “serious” and “important”, and argues that the “masses” are not interested in them 

(see Allan, 2010:125, 256; Rabe, 2005:9; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:283; section 2.4.7). This 

group of Son readers contradicts his statement, but also warns researchers to be careful when 

differentiating between “important” and “trivial” topics. Readers ultimately decide on the 

importance and relevance of  a story, regardless of  its topic (see Hall, 2007:128; Bird, 2003a:65, 

66; Dahlgren & Sparks, 1992:12; sections 1.2. and 4.3.2.3). The appeal current affairs and 

political stories hold for readers suggests that they aspire to be active citizens and they feel the 

need to expand their horizons. Their references to and strong opinions about specifc news events  

(such as the Brett Kebble case) demonstrate that they are knowledgeable and opinionated media  

users (see Bird, 2003a:65, 66). Chapter 3 argued that the newspaper's content has the potential to 

empower readers because it provides them with a platform that: (i) allows them to form opinions  

about relevant issues; and (ii) creates a safe and familiar reading community in which they can 

make decisions and act on them. The reader comments strengthen this argument, which means 

that the newspaper allows this marginalised and formerly dismissed group of  South Africans to 

contribute to positive change in their communities, i.e. to become active citizens (see sections 

3.3.1.8, 3.3.1.9, 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). Based on these arguments, these Son readers do not form part 

of  a passive readership that demands constant entertainment or diversion, as many critics argue 

(see Wasserman 2010:129, 150; Bird, 2003a:65, 66; Bird, 1992:109; sections 2.4.7 and 2.4.8). 

Their responses indicate that they engage with newspaper content actively and that they are, not  

unlike readers of  mainstream newspapers, interested in issues that affect their everyday lives. This 

becomes signifcant when explored within the framework of  an alternative public sphere as  
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Örnebring and Jönsson (2004:286; see section 2.4.8.1) suggest. When the Son readers convey that 

they identify with, relate to and form opinions about news reports, and that they then apply  

information to their own situations, they indicate that they function within a particular public 

sphere. Tabloid readers do not necessarily identify with mainstream, “intellectual” or elite 

discourses and tabloid newspapers offer them an alternative platform to discuss issues that pertain 

to their immediate circumstances. As suggested in chapter 3, the reader responses indicate that Son 

readers are active participants in this alternative sphere. 

One reader indicated that the mainstream Die Burger and the Son sometimes cover the same story. 

Her observation is accurate, but while the two papers might cover the same government strike, for  

example, the story angle and the characters would be different. By focusing on or including 

different aspects of  an event, journalists emphasise the elements that bring a story closer to the  

reader at emotional and geographical levels, i.e. those elements that strengthen the 

newsworthiness of  a story for the particular audience. By doing so, the Son makes news relevant to 

the lives of  its readers, which, according to the literature, is one of  the functions of  a quality  

newspaper (see sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). 

South African tabloid newspapers created reading communities when they targeted marginalised,  

alternative audiences (see Motloung, 2007). Research shows that tabloids now entertain, inform 

and educate readers who have never read before. This means that they now have a greater chance  

of  keeping abreast of  current affairs and events that directly or indirectly impact on their lives. 

Millions of  South Africans are still excluded from the public discourse because disadvantages in 

terms of  social circumstances, education levels and even literacy prevent them from accessing the  

public sphere. By including them, tabloids offer these readers the opportunity to participate and 

contribute to this public discourse. Informed citizens are of  considerable value to a democracy  

because they are able to form opinions, participate in public debates, make informed decisions 

and contribute to social change. In this regard, Van Zoonon (2000:10, 11) argues that popular 

media expand the public sphere by including, and thereby validating, a more diverse spectrum of 

topics and styles (see Wasserman, 2010:85). Tabloids undoubtedly have a contribution to make to 

our democracy, and reader responses in this study underscore the potential of  tabloid journalism 

in South Africa (see Allan, 2010:125, 256; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:283; Bird, 2003a:65, 66; 

section 2.4.7; cf. Rabe, 2005:9). 

5.4.1.4 Son sien alles (Son sees everything)

The alternative public sphere tabloids create gives marginalised communities access to public 
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discourse, while providing them with the opportunity to discuss alternative issues that pertain to 

their lives. Son readers might, therefore, be unaware of  the death of  the white, Afrikaans-speaking 

Kook and Geniet editor, the announcement of  the winner of  the Mann Booker Prize, or Afrikaans-

speaking artist Steve Hofmeyr's opinions on former ANC Youth League leader Julius Malema. 

They are, however, capable of  discussing in detail the Taliep Petersen murder trial, defending DA 

leader Helen Zille's decisions, and gossiping about a neighbour who found an estranged relative  

with the Son's help. Alternative audiences deserve a platform that provides them with the 

opportunity to discuss issues that have a bearing on their lives. These topics might not resemble 

those of  the mainstream debates, but Son readers probably do not relate to, for example, Breyten 

Breytenbach, fooded gold estates near the Vaal River, or a Waterkloof  High School matriculant 

who received seven distinctions. In other words, they might not keep abreast of  issues that the 

mainstream or elite audience would label as “important”, but they are well informed about affairs  

that have a direct or indirect impact on them. This means that these readers are indeed familiar 

with signifcant matters. The media, specifcally in a South African context, are responsible for 

providing audiences with appropriate information that will enable them to form opinions, make 

decisions, and initiate change in their communities (see Ndlela, 2010:95; Örnebring & Jönsson, 

2004:286; section 2.4.8.1). If  the Son facilitates change, as these reader responses suggest, it would 

be presumptuous and ignorant to continue labelling these alternative platforms as ignorant,  

common and lower class. 

Son readers attest that the newspaper provides them with information they are unable to fnd in  

other newspapers: stories about their community, neighbours, struggles and victories. This fnding 

corresponds with Bird's (1992:7) argument that tabloids offer readers something other newspapers  

do not (see Kuper, 2011; Allan, 2010:127). A fower seller's response affrms this argument:

Interviewer: En die tipe stories?

Respondent: Ja, daar's meer different tipe stories in as daai lang koerante.

Interviewer: Okei, so dis die... dis 'n bietjie meer as wat in Die Burger is?

Respondent: Exactly. En, hulle is nie so popular soos Die Burger en die Argus nie, maar dis meer 
interesting. 

[See addendum A, E8 for translation]

The reader is clearly under the impression that the two mainstream newspapers are more popular 

than the Son. She is, therefore, unaware of  the fact that the tabloid is by far the biggest-selling 

Afrikaans-language newspaper in the country. Hence, her response is signifcant because it 

demonstrates that she supports a newspaper that appeals to her, regardless of  whether it is  

popular, i.e. whether others approve of  it. She also insinuates that there is a distinct difference 
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between the mainstream and tabloid content, and that she fnds the latter different, and therefore, 

more interesting. She too affrms the supposition that these respondents fnd tabloid content 

relevant. Other readers also fnd something unique in the Son. One reader maintained that 

broadcast media do not provide her with the information she desires, but the Son flls this void. In 

fact, the majority of  participants agreed that the Son covers stories that other newspapers are 

unable (or unwilling) to report. “Die koerant sê sommer alles,”149 one reader replied. Another claimed 

that the newspaper posters make it clear that the Son provides her with all the information she 

needs: “Jy sien al die goedjies wat gebeur het deur die dag of  in die nag of  whatever ,”150 she stated. It is 

important to be informed, she added. A 45-year-old woman explained that she buys the 

newspapers because of  the “baie belangrike nuus”151 it contains. A male reader claimed that the Son 

provides him with “intelligente dinge waarvan ek nie sou geweet het nie.”152 These references to “very 

important news” and “intelligent things” are signifcant because they enunciate the argument that  

tabloid readers do fnd tabloid content of  value. They also remind us that although we may 

perceive tabloid content as superfcial and irrelevant, these readers fnd these texts meaningful. A 

middle-aged male respondent claimed that he prefers the Son to other newspapers, because it 

contains “dinge wat ander koerante nie raaksien nie, dinge wat werklik gebeur en nie in ander koerante verklaar  

word nie”.153 This remark might suggest that the reader is aware of  what is happening in his  

community, and he sees this reality refected in the Son. Whatever signifcant news events the 

mainstream newspapers might cover are of  no importance to this man, because they do not 

pertain to his life. Thus, when one attempts to read the mainstream text from his viewpoint, it 

becomes clear that his observation is true for this audience: the mainstream newspapers do not 

provide this community with “important” news. 

For a 27-year-old female reader, the Son is invaluable because it informs her of  events about which 

she would otherwise not have known. She buys the paper, “ want daar's als ingesit wat jy nou nie van  

weet nie en wat gebeur wat jy nou ook nie sien nie”.154 An older male reader echoed her response: “Jy sien,  

jy kan ook darem optel in die Son wat jy nou nie van weet nie.”155 A farm worker reiterated these statements 

by claiming that the Son made him aware of  issues such as Tik. Their responses affrm two 

notions: the readers fnd the content informative and meaningful; and they trust the newspaper to  

149 [“The newspaper simply says everything”]

150 [“You see all the things that happened during the day or the night or whatever”].

151 [“Very important news”] or [“a lot of important news”]

152 [“Intelligent things I would not have known about otherwise”]

153 [“Things that other newspapers do not see, things that actually happened and are not explained in other  
newspapers”] 

154 [“because it has all the information about things you did not know about or see happening”] 

155 [“You see, in the Son you can pick up on everything you did not know about”] 
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provide them with useful information. The same older male respondent mentioned that he would  

page through other newspapers when they are at hand, but that he would never buy them.  

Although he stated that Die Burger sometimes has “news” on its front page, i.e. stories that pertain 

to him, he never buys it. This implies that he does not consider the mainstream news relevant 

enough to spend money on it. This 42-year-old man gave a similar response: 

Interviewer: O, is dit? So partykeer lees jy Die Burger ook?

Respondent: Ja, Die Burger het meer different nuus as wat in die Son... die Son...

Interviewer: Wat lees jy in Die Burger? Ek ken nie Die Burger nie.

Respondent: Die Burger het meer besigheid en dis meer dinge wat gebeur in die wit areas.

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Ja, en die Son is weer dinge wat gebeur in die bruin gebiede.

Interviewer: Hoekom is dit vir jou belangrik om te weet wat in die wit areas gebeur?

Respondent: Eintlik in die bruin areas, mevrou. Dat ek ook kan weet. 

[See addendum A, E9 for translation]

It is unclear whether this reader frequently reads Die Burger, but his response reveals that he clearly 

differentiates between the papers, their content and their audiences. Like many other respondents,  

this reader is exposed to mainstream texts, yet he still fnds the Son's local content more appealing. 

This confrms that respondents are active selectors and discriminators of  media texts. Other 

responses link to this reader's observation. Readers remarked that they are very interested in their 

neighbours' well-being and are, therefore, interested in stories about them. A female pensioner 

claimed that the Son covers stories of  community members who are suffering. Others maintained 

that they are able to assist neighbours (even if  only in prayer) when the Son makes them aware of 

these issues. These remarks hint at a close reading community in which some members feel  

responsible for others' well-being. Stories about neighbours, therefore, do not appear to be 

perceived as gossip material. These conversations indicate that the readers experience the Son as a 

community newspaper because they expect it to cover community news, and clearly use it to 

strengthen their sense of  community (see Stamm, 1985:37, 38; section 3.4). The community 

initiatives, which the paper covers on its page three, are indicative of  this sense of  community and 

the readers' desire to uplift and contribute to this group (Stamm, 1985:37, 38; sections 3.3.1.2 and 

3.3.1.9). 

5.4.1.5 Readers and politics

Although readers are clearly curious about events that happen in their communities, they do not  

appear to be attracted to political news. Still, their responses suggest that they are not completely 

ignorant about political affairs. This correlates with Wessels' (1958) fndings: he was interested in 
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what content sold the daily Afrikaans-language paper Volksblad, and concluded that crime and 

sport attracted readers, but political affairs did not appeal to them (see Allan, 2010:130). 

Participants in this study expressed that they regard political news as important; they are just not 

interested in reading about it. Their decision to avoid politics is deliberate. This confrms that they  

are active selectors of  media content, but still does not explain why they avoid a topic that they 

consider important (see Hall, 2007:178; Johansson, 2007:9; Ang, 2006:178; Bird, 2003a:65, 66; 

Moores, 1993:6, 7; sections 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.4). Perhaps the following two responses shed light on 

this issue: 

Respondent: Politiek maak my siek.

Interviewer: Maak politiek jou siek?

Respondent: Politiek maak... as ek politiek kyk, dan raak ek al klaar siek. So, ek hou nie soveel  
van politiek nie.

Interviewer. O, okei?

Respondent: Ek wil net dinge hê, verstaan, wat nou down-to-earth is?

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Jy verstaan.

Interviewer: O, die mense-stories?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: Goed wat oor mense gaan?

Respondent: Ja, wat daaroor gaan, ja. Dan kan ek sê ek het die nuus gelees.

[See addendum A, E10 for translation]

Another reader's response ties in with this conversation:

Interviewer: Sê gou vir my: Lees jy politieke stories?

Respondent: Nee, nie eintlik rêrig nie.

Interviewer: Nie eintlik rêrig nie? Dink jy nie dis belangrik nie?

Respondent: Ja, dis seker belangrik, maar ek lees nie eintlik rêrig dit nie.

[See addendum A, E11 for translation]

These conversations reveal that readers do not relate to political stories, they do not feel  

represented in the reports, and they perceive the information as elitist (not “down-to-earth”).  

Thus, although the paper attempts to provide relevant political stories, the readers experience  

these stories as irrelevant, and too far removed from their world. Some readers, however, indicated 

that they do read political news: 

Respondent: Jy moet ook 'n bietjie op hoogte van sake wees, van, van alles maar... En, en 
veral oor politiek en sulke tipe van goed. 

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: O, so jy lees die politieke stories?
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Respondent: Ja, ek lees dit. Ek lees dit graag. Ek lees eintlik, soos ek vir jou sê, ek lees alles  
basies in die koerant.

[See addendum A, E12 for translation]

There is a possibility that this woman reads political news only because she reads everything in the 

newspaper. It might, therefore, just be a habit. What the conversation reveals, however, is that she 

also regards politics as important, and that she wishes to keep abreast of  current issues. Another 

reader claimed that she enjoyed reading about the teacher strike in 2010, but other participants 

did not indicate that they pay attention to political news. This lack of  interest in politics could be 

common, but a larger group of  respondents would be needed to establish whether this is indeed 

the case. It is crucial to note that the newspaper provides a fair amount of  political news (see 

chapter 3) and continues to do so after conducting its own, larger research project. From a  

political-economy perspective, it could be argued that the S o n would not continue covering 

political affairs only because it feels obliged to mobilise readers, or to fulfl its responsibility as a 

provider of  relevant, meaningful and engaging content. It would be fair to argue that it covers 

these because its study found that the readers want political news. 

Still, if  only the responses included in this study are considered, it could be argued that the  

respondents' apparent lack of  interest in political news is due to the unrepresentative and  

irrelevant nature of  the content. This is important when viewed in light of  what Kovach and 

Rosenstiel (2001:149) regard as the responsibility of  quality journalism: its frst challenge is to fnd 

the information readers need. From the content analysis, it is clear that the Son succeeds in doing 

this. However, the second challenge is to make this information meaningful, relevant and  

engaging, and the responses from readers imply that this is not necessarily the case (see section 

2.4.1.8). This might explain why readers do not move beyond their perception that political news 

is “important” and begin to engage in political stories in the same way they do with crime stories. 

5.4.1.6 Sport: Tabloid hits a home-run

Son readers are serious about sport. The impressive number of  pages (at least seven to ten per 

issue) the Son devotes to sport is a clear indication that it regards sport as newsworthy (see section 

3.3.1.5). Despite this, sport stories rarely appear on the front page, and when they do, it is because 

they contain sensational, sexual or criminal elements. Confict and scandal appear to move sport 

stories from the back to the front pages. A wide variety of  sports are covered on the back pages of  

the newspaper, including horse-racing, tennis, rugby, athletics, cricket and soccer. In correlation 

with what Johansson (2007:102) found, the content analysis and the reader responses confrm that  

sport is aimed at and enjoyed by mostly male readers. The stories and photographs, which mostly 
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include male sport stars, support Johansson's notion that these pages reinforce male readers'  

masculine identity. (Johansson, 2007:89, 102, 104; see Uribe & Gunter, 2007:209; Kupe, 2004:25; 

see sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.1.3). Moreover, the analysis reveals that the sport pages are in sharp 

contrast with the frst pages of  the tabloid. While the news pages are characterised by scandal,  

murder, rape and other community ills, the sport pages provide more uplifting content. 

Eleven of  the 59 questionnaire respondents indicated that sport  is the Son's main attraction. 

Although a few respondents indicated that they prefer cricket and soccer to rugby, it is clear from  

the overall response that rugby is the main attraction. Surprisingly, one reader claimed that he 

does not like the paper's sport coverage because of  its focus on soccer: “Ek hou nie van die sport nie,  

want ek is nie 'n ou vir sokker nie. Ek hou van rugby .”156 Another reader also thought that the newspaper 

could increase its rugby coverage and pay less attention to soccer. These answers make sense when  

one considers that the respondents were interviewed in 2010, the same year the Soccer World Cup 

was held in South Africa. It would be fair to argue that South African media probably increased 

their soccer coverage during this time. The Son's main focus remains rugby. A male reader in his 

late twenties and an almost 60-year-old boilermaker, however, claimed that they liked the soccer 

coverage. Another reader was particularly impressed with the paper's coverage of  the Soccer 

World Cup and he expressed that he would appreciate more extensive soccer coverage, especially 

about the English Premier League. A middle-aged respondent was disappointed that the  

newspaper continued to cover rugby on the back page during the Soccer World Cup. One reader 

claimed that the newspaper's coverage of  this tournament sparked his interest in sport. The 

overall response implies that Son readers are interested in rugby, and that their loyalty to this sport 

and the teams they support prevented them from buying into the soccer fever. 

The respondents were unanimous: sport is important and the paper’s coverage is adequate. This 

corresponds with research that demonstrates that sport attracts readers (see Uribe & Gunter,  

2007:209; Kupe, 2004:25; sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.1.3). According to a male reader, sport is “very 

important” and the Son sport journalists do an “excellent” job. “Soos die manne die sport doen, so word 

dit altyd geskryf,”157 one reader stated, insinuating that he fnds the coverage accurate, descriptive 

and detailed. Another agreed that the coverage is good, while a pensioner maintained that the 

sport writing is only “orraait” (“okay”). This reader indicated that the Huisgenoot magazine is the 

only other print media he buys. This publication does not provide in-depth sport coverage of  a 

variety of  sports. Two other respondents claimed that they read only Son's sport news because it is 

of  quality. This leaves one wondering what these readers compare the Son's sport coverage with. 

156 [“I do not like the sport section because I'm not a soccer guy. I like rugby.”] 

157 [“The descriptions always match the ways in which the men practise their sport.”] 
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Perhaps a 49-year-old male respondent's answer sheds light on this issue: he maintained that the 

coverage is good because it keeps him updated. A female respondent agreed and she uses the  

newspaper to keep abreast of  the latest sport news, updates and scores. This correlates with what 

the content analysis suggests: the newspaper provides readers with the latest sport news, scores, 

tables and broadcast information about a variety of  sports (see sections 2.4.1, 2.4.1.3 and 3.3.1.2). 

Only two female respondents, both working mothers under the age of  50, indicated that they 

favour sport. The younger respondent is single, holds a degree in tourism, and works at a 

guesthouse and restaurant. Owing to the nature of  her work, she probably fnds it useful to be  

abreast of  current issues, such as sport. Also, she might use this information as a tool to socialise 

with other young adults, including men. Such knowledge would allow her to participate in  

conversations and to integrate into her new community of  avid rugby supporters (see Allan, 

2010:125). If  this is indeed the case, it means that the Son's content sparks conversation, and 

thereby gives them an opportunity to identify themselves as part of  a community (see Stamm, 

1985:37, 38). One way to do this is to provide readers with topics that initiate conversation (see 

Allan, 2010:125, 127; see section 4.3.3.5). Other female respondents pointed out their husbands’ 

love for sport, and in particular rugby. In these cases, reading the sport pages and being up to date 

on topics that their husbands favour enable women to initiate conversations, and create more  

opportunity for interaction (see Allan, 2010:125). In this regard, respondents revealed that their  

families watch rugby games together. The conversations demonstrate that family members rarely 

spend time together, which means that this activity presents a rare opportunity for families to 

interact and bond. These responses reveal that the women regard sport news as a topic in which  

they ought to be interested because it helps them to function in their immediate, familiar  

environments. This is a plausible interpretation when considering that various studies have 

demonstrated that family members still have a signifcant infuence on each other's media choice  

and use (see Allan, 2010:125; Wartella et al., 2006; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; Moores, 1993:34). 

Male readers expressed that the car supplement Wiele also holds appeal. Two men (aged 25 and 

45, respectively) indicated that this content attracts them to the newspaper, but that the  

newspaper’s sport coverage did not impress them. A middle-aged reader’s response hints at how 

he reads this text and negotiates meaning. Although he enjoys reading the supplement and 

dreaming about the cars, he realises that he would never be able to afford such a luxury. This 

reader shows that he is capable of  discriminating between content that is useful, informative or  

pure entertainment. Without necessarily being aware of  it, readers appear to appreciate the Son's 

balance with regard to content. Kuper (2011) argues that a balance in content is essential to attract 
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readers, but is not always easy to achieve. The following conversations illustrate the male reader’s 

attraction to this part of  the newspaper:

Interviewer: Hoekom lees jy Vrydag s'n?

Respondent: Hoekom, ek dink Vrydae is daai ou wat oor die motors skryf, ek dink hy, dit 
maak die koerant baie intere... daai...

Interviewer: O, jy dink dit maak die koerant interessant?

Respondent: Baie interessant, ja... Ek hou van die, van die manier wat die ou daaroor skryf 
en...

Interviewer: So, jy hou van... dink jy hy skryf  goed oor motors?

Respondent: Ja, hy het, hy het 'n goeie idee wat hy doen, ja... Ek dink hy het kennis van alles... 
Hy weet hoe die markte werk ook en die kar en alles. 

[See addendum A, E13 for translation]

This respondent never fails to buy a Friday issue of Son, because of  the car supplement. His 

response insinuates that he perceives the writers as knowledgeable about the topic. Furthermore,  

his ability to judge the quality of  the content implies that he is informed about the topic. The fact 

that he favours the tabloid’s coverage indicates that the newspaper offers him something of  value.  

While male respondents indicated that the car supplement provides entertainment, female 

respondents revealed that they use this information in an entirely different way. The women 

expressed that the supplement provides them with much-needed information regarding car 

maintenance. Thus, the male and female readings of  this supplement are different: men read it for 

enjoyment, whereas women read it out of  necessity. Viewed against the framework of  the 

coloured community's social and economic circumstances, these female readings suggest that 

women move beyond their traditional identities of  being responsible for the household because 

their environmental context requires that. Some of  the women are single mothers, which means  

that they have take on new roles in their families. 

These conversations provide insight into how the sport news contributes to the formation of  

female identities. Some important questions arise from the above discussions: are the women 

indeed attracted to sport news, or do their experiences show that their social relationships beneft  

from this interest; do these women feel obliged to show enthusiasm? An interest in sport is not 

often linked with femininity and one could easily make the mistake of  viewing this apparent 

attraction as a revolt against a traditional perception of  female identity. Yet, these responses 

indicate the opposite. If  the answer to these questions is yes, then the female respondents  

constructed very traditional identities for themselves: the wife who should support her husband's 

interest and hobbies; the mother who should facilitate open communication between father and  

children; and the girl whose interests are subordinate to those of  men (see Jones & Jones, 1999:64–
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8). When viewed from an interpellation framework, as frst introduced by French philosopher  

Louis Althusser, it would be fair to argue that the sport pages are aimed at men (see Wasserman, 

2008a:264). This assertion is supported by the content analysis discussed in chapter 3. The content 

reinforces the traditional male identity, which is associated with strength, decisiveness, power, 

rationality and independence (see Jones & Jones, 1999:117). The female readings, however, 

accentuate how readers negotiate meaning and fnd their own uses for media texts. The sport  

coverage appears to contribute to the formation of  traditional female identities because readers 

use the content to facilitate their roles as wives and mothers. 

5.4.1.7 Sexualised content and the construction of  gendered identities

| Reader interpretations of  the page-three girl

Chapter 3 demonstrated that the Son exploited sex as a news style. This changed slightly in 2011 

and sex is not featured as prominently now. Before 2011, this focus on sex was most evident on 

page three, which usually depicted a scantily clad, young woman. At different stages, she was 

referred to as the “Sonstraaltjie”, the “Bikini Babe” and later “Son Babe”. Similar to British 

tabloids, the page-three girls were topless. According to its content editor, this changed when the 

Son decided to “clean the paper up” (Neil, 2010). The editors decided to ban the world-famous  

page-three girl to the Son’s mobi site because they assumed that their readers would welcome more 

positive community stories. The Son has, therefore, over time undergone one slight and one major 

change regarding sex as a topic. 

Respondents welcomed the Son’s initial decision to replace the topless girls with girls in bikinis. A 

68-year-old male pensioner insinuated this during a conversation: “Bladsy drie se girls is nie meer  

kaalgat nie. Hulle maak die koerant mooi .”158 Two other male readers initiated a conversation about the 

page-three girls, which went as follows: 

Respondent A: Maar, een ding wat ek hou van die Son, is die bladsy drie.

Interviewer: Hou jy van bladsy drie?

Respondent B: Jô!

Respondent A: Ek like bladsy drie.

Respondent A: Almal, bladsy drie. As hulle kom by bladsy drie, dan...

Respondent B: … dan staan ons stil.

Respondent A: … sê, maak nou klaar...

Respondent B: … nóú wil óns kyk.

[See addendum A, E14 for translation]

158 [“Page three's girls are no longer naked. They make the newspaper pretty.”] 
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These men joked that they would ask for page four the day Son decides to do away with the page-

three girls. Their enthusiasm refected the overall response received from readers. It should be 

remembered that in addition to the page-three girls, the paper also devoted this page to stories  

about strange sexual experiences and celebrities’ licentious lifestyles (see chapter 3). It also 

included stories about ordinary people who were involved in events of  an unusual sexual nature.  

Chapter 3 demonstrated that the language that was used on this page was crude, to the point,  

sometimes explicit and not always grammatically correct (see section 3.3.1.2). This observation 

becomes relevant in the following discussion because responses demonstrate that the sexual 

references did not make an impression on the readers. When readers spoke about page three, the  

Bikini Babe was the only content to which they referred. This is not surprising, because the page-

three girl is probably the most discussed topic in the tabloid debate. Moreover, this page is 

generally regarded as characteristic of  the tabloid. Reader responses explain this: in their eyes 

page three is the Bikini Babe, and they regard no other page-three content as signifcant. The 

majority of  the respondents had to be probed about page three, and particularly the male  

respondents in the more rural communities gave the impression that they felt slightly  

uncomfortable and embarrassed about discussing sexual content. Two explanations are probable:  

discussing topics of  a sexual nature is not acceptable in their social context; or the researcher's 

gender and race intimidated them. A combination of  these explanations is plausible when 

considering that the readers in the more rural areas were in general more polite and guarded  

during interviews, and considering the content analysis suggestion that the readers probably do 

discuss sexual issues. 

One female reader had a curious reaction. At frst, she pretended that she was unaware of  any 

page-three girl, but it became clear that she was familiar with this page, and that she had an 

opinion about these photographs: 

Interviewer: En sê gou vir my, terwyl ons by daai goed is: Wat dink jy van bladsy drie?

Respondent: Bladsy drie? Nee, ek het nog nie eintlik daai...

Interviewer: Het jy eintlik nog nie mooi na bladsy drie gekyk nie? Dis mos die girls wat hier is 
[points to page three].

Respondent: Ja-nee, ek kan nou nie eintlik vir jou sê wat dink ek daarvan nie.

Interviewer: Dink jy niks daarvan nie? Is dit vir jou reg of  verkeerd? Pla dit jou nie?

Respondent: Ja, dit sal my pla, want die kaal borste, so kaal voor die kamera staan.

[See addendum A, E15 for translation]

She maintained that such photographs attract willing girls to pose for Son's photographer. Her 
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motivation for disliking the page is curious. She evidently does not enjoy this content because it  

makes her uncomfortable. While she is willing to admit this, her response does not hint at a strong  

opinion. Those respondents who completed the questionnaires and the male interviewees in Cape 

Town, however, did not have any problem in this regard and easily aired their opinions. Whereas 

the interviewer specifcally asked for their opinions regarding the page-three girl, it was not 

necessary to probe any of  the respondents who completed the questionnaires. As stated above, the  

embarrassment of  these few respondents could be attributed to two factors: the interview set-up 

was intimate, with only the interviewer and interviewee present; and the respondents in the rural 

areas are probably more conservative, since they live more secluded and family-oriented lives on 

the farms and in a small town. 

A male reader from Montagu expressed his opinion in the third person, and remarked that “men” 

would naturally enjoy page three, and it would not bother “them”. Like the woman who 

pretended to have never seen the page-three girl before, he could not admit to the researcher that  

he looked at the photographs. His response does, however, hint at his own attraction to this  

content. Other male respondents also made references in the third person. When asked what the 

newspaper offers men, his immediate response was: “Die mans kyk bladsy drie.”159 When then asked 

whether he enjoyed page three, he replied: “Nie regtig nie, maar die mans koop vir bladsy drie.”160 “Ja, ek  

dink nie daar’s 'n man wat nie na bladsy drie kyk nie ,”161 another said. One man had no issue with 

expressing his attraction to the photographs: “Ek is nie skaam nie. Kyk, vir my is dit ’n prent. En, vir my is  

dit logies, dis amper iets soos ’n model of  iets. Vir my is dit nie snaaks nie.”162 Although it is evident that these 

men all took pleasure in looking at the page-three model, their responses only become signifcant  

when considering how these men construct their own identities. To them, there is no doubt: all  

men are, or should be, attracted to a photograph of  a half-naked girl. These remarks are,  

therefore, based on the assumptions that all men and women are heterosexual, and that all  

heterosexual men are always aroused by sexual content. This suggests that there is no 

consideration of  or place for a male identity that deviates from traditional masculinity. 

The most curious remarks about page-three girls were those of  the female readers. Contrary to 

what other studies on tabloid audiences have found, only three female participants complained 

about the models (see Johansson, 2007:63, 64; section 4.3.3.5). These three reactions were, 

however, rather vehement and, in this respect, they correlate with fndings in the studies 

159 [“The men look at page three.”]

160 [“No, not really. But the men buy it for page three.”]

161 [“Yes, I don't think there's a man who does not look at page three”] 

162 [“I am not ashamed. Look, to me it is only a picture. It's just a picture, almost like a model or something. I don't find it  
strange.”] 
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mentioned. One reader expressed that page three aggravated her: “God sê ’n vrou se liggaam is  

sacred. Vroue maak van hulleself  porno-sterre.”163 Her comment reveals that the Son's representation of 

the models impacts on her construction of  her own identity. Her argument is a moral one: 

according to her religion, a woman’s body is sacred, and by sharing it with the world, she reduces 

its value. She distances herself  from these “porn stars”, and this might be her way of  coping with  

content that, in her mind, represents young women as sexual objects. Women who participated in 

Johansson’s study referred to the page-three models as “sluts”, and admitted that they were 

humiliated by their boyfriends’ enjoyment of  this page. Johansson (2007:68, 69) deducted that 

these women tried to overcome their feelings of  helplessness by degrading the girls in the  

photographs, thereby elevating themselves above “cheap” girls who “sell” themselves. This Son 

reader’s reaction was very similar. She is a 36-year-old single mother with good looks, a strong and 

outgoing personality, and an active social life. Johansson's respondents who had strong reactions to 

page three were all very young. This is signifcant because it demonstrates that the objections to 

page three are not necessarily moral ones, but that they have to do with identifcation and the 

construction of  identity. Younger women might fnd it more diffcult to distance themselves from 

these models because they share age, gender, and maybe even social experiences and obstacles  

with the page-three girls. As a result, these readers then use this content to negotiate meaning and 

construct an identity opposite to the one that is represented by the newspaper. 

This is a signifcant observation, especially when viewed in relation to the following responses. A  

45-year-old respondent remarked that the “kaal meisies” (“naked girls”) angered her, and they did 

not belong in the newspaper. The fact that children were exposed to this made her uncomfortable, 

and a 68-year-old housewife uncomfortable. A 52-year-old woman had the exact opposite 

response. Although her attitude towards page three was fairly neutral, she remarked that this  

content “is eerder vir die jongspan”.164 Her response strengthens the argument that older women 

probably do not identify with the younger models. It is possible that the representation of  the  

younger models as desirable sexual beings accentuates the differences between older women and 

girls – not only in terms of  age, but also in terms of  generation gaps, experiences, and attitudes 

towards sex. This explains her perception that the models are aimed at youngsters. It should also 

be noted that she remarks that the content is aimed at youngsters, and not just at men. She, 

therefore, did not regard sexual content as something only men are entitled to enjoy. 

Signifcantly, none of  the respondents (including those with a positive attitude towards page three)  

referred to the models as Bikini Babes, Sonstraaltjies or Son Babes. References from men and 

163 [“God says a woman's body is sacred. Women make porn stars of themselves.”]

164 [“is aimed at the youngsters”]
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women included derogatory labels similar to those mentioned in Johansson's study: “kaal  

meisies”,165 “kaalgat”166 or “porno-sterre”.167 None of  the other female respondents mentioned page 

three, and when asked about their experiences of  this page, they merely laughed it off. Women 

remarked that the models did not concern them, nor did they take issue when their boyfriends or 

husbands enjoyed looking at the girls. Some women indicated that they encouraged the  

publication of  these photographs. This was most evident on Son's Facebook page, where quite a 

number of  women commented that they approved of  the Bikini Babes. These comments make 

sense when considering that the naked models do not necessarily and in all instances degrade 

women to sexual objects; rather, they represent women as independent, powerful and free from  

the female identities constructed by men. If  in fact true, then page three facilitates female readers 

in the process of  constructing new female identities based on emancipation, sexual freedom, and 

the ability to still attract male attention. 

Women did not appear to take issue with the Outjie van die week, the male counterpart of  the page-

three girl (he too has been removed from the paper). The female respondent who referred to the 

female models as porn stars claimed that the Outjie van die week was “always stunning”. A 

conversation with a female fower seller illustrates some of  the female readers’ contradictory 

remarks towards the half-naked models: 

Interviewer: Kyk jy nie vir daai girls nie? Blaai jy vinnig om?

Respondent: Ek blaai... ek sal lees, miskien op skrif  of whatever. Maar as dit té kaal is, as hulle 
hulle borste wys, sal ek... kyk, maar... ek sal lees mos wat dit...

Interviewer: Maar jy sal lees?

Respondent: Hmm. 

Interviewer: Dink jy dit moet in die koerant wees?

Respondent: Nee, dis mooi vir die mans!

Interviewer: Is dit mooi vir die mans, so dit moet daar wees?

Respondent: Dit moet daar wees, ja. Dis mos mooi vir die mans.

Interviewer: Wat dink jy van daai... partykeer is daar mos ’n man ook sodat die vroue ’n bietjie 
kan kyk. Het jy dit al gesien?

Respondent: Ja, daai Banana, daai... oe!

Interviewer: Daai Outjie van die week?

Respondent: Ja, maar daar was somtyds ook ’n Golden Banana in gewees in die Voice.

Interviewer: ’n Golden Banana in die Voice? Het jy gekyk?

Respondent: Ek is nie eintlik daarvoor nie... ek hou nie eintlik daarvan nie.

[See addendum A, E16 for translation]

165 [“naked girls”]

166 [“naked”]

167 [“porn stars”]
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Before analysing her response regarding the male model, reference should be made to her 

comments about the page-three girls because this pertains to the earlier discussion about the 

construction of  gender identities. This reader admitted that she looked at the female models, but 

was at the same time adamant that she drew the line at some point: topless girls were “too” naked 

in her view. What is signifcant, however, is her exclamation that the girls are acceptable, because 

they entertain men. This means that she reads this page as aimed at men and their enjoyment. 

The page-three model could, therefore, contribute to her perception of  a woman as one who has a 

responsibility to provide sexual pleasure. 

One could detect slight embarrassment when the respondent was asked directly whether she had  

looked at the pictures before. However, she knew exactly what was being referred to, could even 

recall what male model appeared in which newspaper, and her exclamation suggested that this  

picture excited her. Being able to recall the above probably indicates that the fower sellers perhaps 

discussed the page-three model and her male counterpart. According to the literature, newspapers 

highlight their visual sign systems to attract readers, and, therefore, it would be fair to conclude 

that these responses indicate an awareness of  visual content (see Fourie, 2009:40; Smith, 2007:19–

21; section 4.3.2.3). Hence, readers cannot simply claim ignorance regarding the male or female 

models. Although this respondent's reaction and knowledge about the male model indicated a very 

positive attitude towards the pictures, she later claimed that she was not interested in this content.  

This comment relates to the discussion in the previous section. Her response reveals that in her 

view men's enjoyment of  sexual content is justifed, but women are not supposed to fnd half-

naked men arousing. The content analysis suggests that the Outjie van die week is aimed at women, 

but her response indicated that interpellation did not occur, i.e. she did not recognise this  

photograph as directed to female readers. This suggests that she knew that the content satisfed  

her, yet this enjoyment contradicted her perception of  what her identity as a female should be.  

Perhaps by publishing a half-naked man model in the back pages (as opposed to the half-naked  

girl on page three), the Son reinforces her perception: female sexual pleasure is subordinate to 

men's sexual enjoyment. This observation implies that the Son impacts on the construction of  this 

woman's identity. 

The men's reactions to the So n models are also illuminating. Eight men participated in the 

questionnaires and fve expressed fairly strong attitudes towards the page-three girl. They were 

mostly uncomfortable with the fact that their children were exposed to these photographs. These 

concerns pertain to an earlier argument: the men did not explicitly imply a personal issue with the 

content. These answers still reveal something about their attitudes. They probably enjoyed the 
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photographs, but their pleasure conficted with their roles as fathers. A 50-year-old man attempted 

to make his feelings clear: “Nie alle mans hou daarvan nie. My vrou hou nie daarvan nie en die kinders sien dit  

ook.”168 At frst glance, this might appear to be a challenge to the traditional view of  masculinity: 

not all men like half-naked women. This reader was, however, unable to elaborate on why he  did 

not like the content, and he continued to speak on his wife and children’s behalf. This correlates  

with the discussion in the previous paragraph. His statement that the content makes his wife and 

children uncomfortable reveals something about his possible view of  her role: wives (women) are  

not supposed to be attracted to these photographs. This means that he too reads these  

photographs as texts that are aimed at male readers. Another 58-year-old taxi driver simply stated 

that he liked page three the least, but he did not offer an explanation for his apparent aversion. To 

conclude, none of  the men who had negative reactions was able to motivate or express their 

dislike adequately. 

Despite these negative perceptions of  the page-three girls, the majority of  the respondents 

revealed positive interpretations of  these models. A 55-year-old father and husband admitted that  

page three was his favourite, and he always looked at it before reading any other reports. This  

respondent also indicated that he reads community news and the agony aunt column because as  

the head of  the household he has the responsibility to be informed about factors that contribute to  

family problems. Although a younger, married assistant manager and father of  one prefers sport, 

his second preference was page three. Another man who lives with his girlfriend and eight children 

expressed a positive attitude towards page three, but was not allowed to look at the models during 

the religious fasting period of  Ramadan (see footnote 134). A 54-year-old housewife who claimed 

that she liked page three, perhaps revealed more about her loyalty to the newspaper than her  

attitude towards the almost-naked girls when stating the following: “Daar is niks waarvan ek nié hou  

nie”.169 Her statement “daar is fantastiese goed in”,170 as well as the fact that she had nothing negative 

to say about the newspaper, supports this assumption, and suggests that her loyalty to the paper 

might prevent her from criticising any content. A mom of  two indicated that the page-three girls 

did not bother her at all. She added that she would like to see more male bodies in the newspaper.  

This indicated that she regarded page three’s content as directed at men, and in her opinion more  

female-oriented content would be welcomed. She had no problem with her children looking at the  

photographs: “Daai, ek meen, dis mos net sy body en so aan ,” she said. “Daar's niks fout nie.”171 This is in 

sharp contrast to the other female respondent's claim that a woman's body is sacred and should  

168 [“Not all men like it. My wife does not like it and my children also see it.”] 

169 [“There is nothing I do not like”]

170 [“The content is fantastic”]

171 [“I mean, it's only his body. There's nothing wrong with it.”]
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not be shown off  (see earlier discussion in this section).

The above responses to the Son's male and female models accentuate the argument made in this 

study: readers are active decoders who negotiate meaning and arrive at their own interpretations. 

These conversations reveal that these readers are a heterogeneous group whose members hold a  

variety of  identities (see Venter, 1973). The analysis does not explore all these possible identities, 

but it does demonstrate that Son's representation of  men and women contributes to the 

construction of  these. 

| Sex in the news 

Although the Son has done away with its models, sex is still prominently featured on other pages of 

the newspaper. The Son exploits sex as a topic and a news style and highlights sexual elements in 

news reports, or columns. This is most evident in sexual crime reports about rape or molestation,  

which are published in nearly every issue of  the newspaper. Readers appear to fnd these stories 

fascinating. One 40-year-old housewife claimed that she is particularly attracted to the front page  

because of  the nature of  its reports: “Ek hou van enige iets wat aanloklik is, soos verkragtings”.172 A 50-

year-old boilermaker agreed with her: “Ek lees eerste die voorblad, want ek hou van moorde en  

verkragtings.”173 The paper frequently covers rape stories on the front page, or uses them as teasers 

to draw readers to the inside pages of  the newspaper. Respondents indicated that they fnd the 

rape reports to be the most compelling. These responses suggest that readers are indeed attracted 

to the sensational and the dramatic. The literature raises an interesting possibility regarding 

readers and their attraction to violence in the news. Such content might provide readers with the  

opportunity to judge others (see Bird, 2003b:34). Researchers argue that a reading of  these stories 

momentarily gives the reader a sense of  power, and enables him/her to view his/her own life in a  

more positive light (see Johansson, 2007:115; Bird, 2003a:65; section 2.3.2.1). Furthermore, 

Stephens (1997:99) is of  the opinion that these stories set the boundaries for acceptable behaviour  

in a community. 

Readers also derive other readings from these reports. Some are convinced that they should be  

aware of  dangers in their community because this enables them to protect themselves and their 

families. This argument has been elaborated on earlier in this chapter (see sections 3.3.1.1 and 

5.4.1.2). A 46-year-old woman claimed that these stories warn readers to be careful. A 70-year-old 

man, on the other hand, replied that although rape and murder form part of  the readers' reality,  

the newspaper should avoid stories that are “too bad”, i.e. too violent. This reaction implies that 

he fnds some of  the Son's reporting disturbing. He affrmed the female reader's response: “Moord  

172 [“I like anything that's appealing, like rape.”]

173 [“I read the front page first, because I like murder and rape.”]
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en verkragtings, ’n mens moet daarmee saamleef. Maar dis nie lekker nie, want dit gebeur.”174 Other readers 

agreed that some reports are upsetting. A 45-year-old mother of  one said that “innocent children 

who get raped” causes her distress. A fower seller of  about the same age was also aggravated by 

these stories: “As jy sien van die arme kinders wat verkrag word deur ’n persoon wat so groot is, dan dink jy wat  

jy self  sou gedoen het.”175 A 36-year-old male protection offcer replied in the same manner. He 

claimed that the reports on child abuse, murder and Tik upset him, yet he was adamant that the 

newspaper has a responsibility to inform them of  such issues: “Dit hoort in die koerant dat mense kan  

weet wie dit is. Ek sal hulle sommer self  aanvat”.176 

It is important to note that these readers' anger is not directed at the newspaper, but at the  

criminals and gangs that threaten their communities. The readers are enraged because criminals 

and rapists are not tolerated in their social environments, yet they have managed to infltrate the  

reading community's lives, and now threaten the stability of  their environmental contexts. These  

conversations show that not all readers are attracted to the sensational nature of  news reports.  

Some readers are inclined to value the relevance and the usefulness of  a story because their 

environments require them to be informed. These readers also perceive reports on sexual crimes 

as the Son's effort to expose criminals and rid the community of  crime. This aspect will be 

explored in the next chapter (see sections 3.3.1.1, 3.3.1.9 and 6.3.2.1). 

5.4.1.8 Gossip, advice and celebrities

Gossip, advice and celebrities are interlaced and, therefore, included in the same discussion. In the 

following sections, the focus falls on the agony aunt column, “Moan by Antie Mona”, and the 

entertainment and celebrity pages, “Oe... la... la”, and “Pssst”, respectively.

Antie Mona, a play on the word moan, is a famous (or rather infamous) character among Son 

readers. Whether their interpretations of  this column were negative or positive, they all had strong  

opinions: readers either adore or despise this agony aunt who calls a spade a spade. As chapter 3  

demonstrated, sexualised content characterises the Son, and since the disappearance of  the page-

three model this focus on sex is perhaps most evident in Antie Mona’s column. The majority of 

the readers who seek advice appear to be concerned about their sexual identities and roles, and  

the letters are explicit and extremely detailed. Hence, it is not surprising that some readers dislike 

Antie Mona more than they did the former page-three models. Despite some strong negative 

attitudes towards this column, the majority of  the respondents appreciate her advice, as shown in 

174 [“Murder and rape, one must live with those. But it's not nice, because they happen.”]

175 [“When you read about the poor children being raped by such a big person, you start to think what you would have  
done.”]

176 [“It belongs in the newspaper; people must know who they are. I will even take them on myself.”] 
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table 5.6. 

Gender
Number of  readers 

who did not 
mention the column 

Number of  readers who 
had positive 

interpretations of  the 
column

Number of  readers who 
had negative 

interpretations of  the 
column

Female 9 19 6

Male 22 9 6

Total 31 28 12

Table 5.6: Reader reactions to the agony aunt column “Moan by Antie Mona” 

The data indicates that women are attracted to the column, while the men are fairly ambivalent –  

12 of  them did not even mention the column when asked about their preferences. Despite this, 

nine male readers claimed that the column appeals to them. A married 55-year-old father  

expressed his belief  that a man should be aware of  issues and factors that contribute to family 

problems: “Dit is goed vir ’n man om te weet wat veroorsaak moeilikheid in huise .”177 The same respondent 

indicated that page three is his favourite page in the newspaper, and that he looks at it before 

paging through the rest of  the paper. Another 51-year-old Antie Mona fan, however, stated that 

page three makes him uncomfortable because his wife and children are exposed to those  

photographs. 

When one tries to determine the male respondents' readings of  sexualised content, these 

comments appear to be contradictory. Although not as visual as the former page-three  

photographs, the column is extremely explicit and vulgar. One would, therefore, expect parents to 

exhibit stronger reactions to the letters. This pertains to the earlier discussion about the male  

respondents' apparent embarrassment in admitting an attraction to the page-three model. It was 

argued that the page probably does appeal to these men because they were unable to explain their  

apparent dislike for this content adequately. It is probable that these men found it less 

embarrassing to admit to liking the less visual and “informative” (although more explicit and 

crude) Antie Mona, than to claim an attraction to a large photograph of  a half-naked girl on one 

of  the most prominent and talked about pages of  the newspaper. Their appreciation of  the agony 

aunt column, however, implies a defnite attraction to sexualised content. The other male 

respondents did not elaborate on their preference for this column, but did mention that they enjoy 

reading the gossip. 

177  “[It's a good thing for a man to know what causes problems in households.”] 
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The female respondents, in contrast, were more specifc about their likes and dislikes regarding 

this advice column. A few of  them admitted that they enjoy the gossip element of  the column too.  

The column provides them with intimate details about other readers' family problems, which 

include issues about sex, drinking and family violence. This is characteristic of  a community 

paper. These papers aim to provide readers with details about their immediate environments,  

which include information about their neighbours (see Stamm, 1985:125, 127; Vehkoo, 2010:21, 

22; section 2.4.8). One 37-year-old waitress said that she enjoys reading about other people's 

problems, mainly because they do silly things: “Ag net, mense is so belaglik.”178 Her claim suggests that 

the column provides her with an opportunity to judge the behaviour of  others. She fnds their  

behaviour “silly”, and this hints at an elevated perception of  her own behaviour. Another woman's  

response strongly links with this statement. She remarked that Antie Mona's advice shows her how  

the minds of  people work: “Antie Mona se sêgoed wys vir jou wat in mense se koppe aangaan en watter soort  

mense hulle is.”179 Both these respondents, therefore, fnd the letters revealing, and it would appear 

that they regard these letters as honest expressions of  the writers' issues. The responses also show 

that the women take pleasure in reading about others’ blunders and faws, not only because it 

diverts their attention from their own issues, but because it makes their own immediate problems 

appear less severe in comparison, and their own behaviour appear less silly and embarrassing. 

This corresponds with fndings of  other studies. According to Johansson (2007:115) and Bird 

(2003a:65), tabloid readers enjoy the content of  these newspapers, not only because it diverts their 

attention, but also because it gives them an opportunity to view their own, perhaps bleak 

circumstances and tedious routines, in a more positive light (see sections 2.3.2.1 and 7.4.2). 

Moreover, it offers them the opportunity to laugh at someone else’s silliness. Chapter 3 

demonstrated that humour plays a signifcant role in the enjoyment of  the tabloid text, and many  

of  the respondents indicated that the clever, tongue-in-cheek advice that Antie Mona dispenses  

appeals to them. 

Female respondents appear to be attracted mainly to the nature and quality of  Antie Mona's 

advice. A housewife stated that she regularly applies Auntie Mona's practical advice. A working  

woman of  about the same age claimed that although the agony aunt gives good advice, she always 

takes it with a pinch of  salt. A male reader expressed the same uncertainty: “Ek het al gewonder of  

dit nie maar... ’n klomp snert is of  wat nie.”180 Another reader echoed his scepticism, and claimed that 

he does not read the agony aunt column because “dis dinge wat nie vir my eintlik amper waar is nie.”181 

178 [“It's just, people are so ridiculous.”]

179 [“Antie Mona's sayings show you what's on people's minds and what type of people they are.”] 

180 [“I have wondered whether it is not just a load of nonsense.”]

181 [“I find that those things are almost... not true.”]
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This correlates with the possible reading suggested in chapter 3: these stories appear so dramatic  

and over-the-top that readers cannot help but wonder whether they are fctional letters fabricated  

by the editorial staff. These respondents' readings are very different from the two responses 

mentioned earlier: while two women believe that the content reveals how readers think, these  

readers are unsure of  whether the content is a true refection of  reader issues. A hairdresser in her 

late twenties appears to take the agony aunt too seriously, and she indicated that the column not  

only makes her laugh; the agony aunt also gives “lekker raad”.182 The same respondent who 

complained about page three, because she believes it presented women with an opportunity to  

show off  their bodies like porn stars, claimed that she is a great fan of  Antie Mona, because the 

agony aunt dispenses accurate advice: “Soms is haar advies in die kol; ander kere sê sy wat sy moet.”183 

Firstly, her answer suggests that readers do notice the newspaper’s moralising tone (see section  

3.3.2.3). Secondly, it is similar to reactions from other female readers: they disliked the naked girls, 

but are enthusiastic about the sexualised content in the agony aunt column. It might be that these  

female readers relate to the issues touched upon in the letters, and, therefore, they fnd it useful.  

Like the other female respondent, she too indicated that she applies the advice. A 36-year-old  

mother explained that she showed a specifc letter to her daughter, which facilitated a discussion 

on the matter at hand. In this letter, a young girl asked for Auntie Mona's advice on the 

appropriate time to have sex. In this case, the reader used the newspaper as a tool to initiate a 

possibly very uncomfortable and embarrassing conversation with her daughter. In this way, the Son 

plays a facilitative role. Another reader tried to express the appeal of  this column: 

Respondent: Antie Mona is baie goed, hoor!

Interviewer: Is dit baie goed?

Respondent: Ja. Antie Mona is ook ’n goeie... ek wil net-nou vir jou gesê het, Antie Mona is 
ook ’n goeie ding. Hulle moet haar permanent in die Son hou. Sy’s ’n baie, baie goeie ding.

Interviewer: Sy moenie gaan nie? Hoekom dink jy so?

Respondent: Ja. Want daar’s baie gevalle dat iemand sit met dieselfde probleem en dan skryf 
sy in die Son en dan lees jy en dan kry jy sommer antwoorde daaroor. Verstaan jy? So...

Interviewer: O, so dis goed wat jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Jy gebruik dit, ja.

Interviewer: In jou eie lewe?

Respondent: Jy kan dit toepas in jou eie lewe.

[See addendum A, E17 for translation]

The conversation supports the notion that readers fnd Antie Mona's advice practical and 

applicable to their own circumstances. In addition to the tongue-in-the-cheek advice the agony 

182 [“I enjoy the advice”]

183 [“Sometimes her advice is spot-on; other times she says what she should say.”]
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aunt gives, she has a tendency to be very straightforward, sometimes crude and often admonitory. 

Some readers dislike these qualities. One reader indicated that she forbids her child to read Antie 

Mona or look at page three. Another reader stated: “Nee, Ek hou nie eintlik van daai... dis darem te lelik  

wat hulle eintlik daar skryf  van daai, van Antie Mona.”184 It is particularly the sexual references that she 

fnds offensive. Not only female respondents fnd her language offensive, as this conversation with  

a male reader shows: 

Respondent: Ek dink die koerant is nou die eerste of  die tweede 
een wat ek, wat ek nou doelbewus besluit het om dit nie te lees 
nie.

Interviewer: Hoekom het jy besluit om dit nie te lees nie?

Respondent: Omdat dit so...

Interviewer: En?

Respondent: Is die woord nou reg?

Interviewer: Jy kan ’n mooi woord ook kies as jy wil...

Respondent: Okei, dis bietjie... dis kru.

Interviewer: Is dit kru vir jou?

Respondent: Ja. 

[See addendum A, E18 for translation]

Other readers appear to appreciate her straightforward approach to advising readers. “Antie Mona 

se manier van skryf  is reguit”,185 “Antie Mona gee straight raad”,186 “Antie Mona weet hoe om vir ons dinge te  

sê”,187 and “Antie Mona praat prontuit”188 and “Sy sê dinge net op die regte manier”189 are some of  the 

remarks made by respondents in describing their experiences. The remarks suggest that the 

respondents perceive her direct approach as honest, earnest and real. “Ek léés Antie Mona! Antie  

Mona is vol dinge. Sy het krag, Antie Mona,”190 one reader responded. These remarks suggest that the 

respondents experience her answers as personal conversations, because they identify with the 

topics, the style and her approach. In short, she speaks their language. Antie Mona advises them 

about their unique problems, and she does so in their own witty, straightforward Kaapse 

Afrikaans. The following two responses refect the overall positive responses from readers: “Ek is  

lief  vir haar,”191 one reader claimed, and another said that Antie Mona provides her with “verruklike  

184 [“No, I don't really like that... what Antie Mona writes there is too rude.”] 

185 [“Antie Mona writes in a straightforward manner”]

186 [“Antie Mona gives straight advice”]

187 [“Antie Mona knows how to explain things to us”]

188 [“Antie Mona speaks frankly”]

189 [“Antie Mona says things in just the right way”]

190 [“I read Antie Mona! She’s something! Antie Mona has power”]

191 [“I love her”]
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stories”192. Respondents also indicated that they enjoy the other light entertainment, such as 

horoscopes, recipes and, to a lesser degree, the stories about celebrities. Other advice columns also 

appeal to the readers, including advice about car maintenance, legal or health issues. This 

conversation with a female reader explains why these respondents enjoy these columns: 

Respondent: En raad en sulke tipe goed wat daar in is, mos nou, né?

Interviewer: Watter raad gee hulle byvoorbeeld vir jou, wat jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Nee, soos daar's mos baie vir die karre ook. Daai mannetjie wat so skryf  vir die  
karre...

Interviewer: Ja, die mechanic wat raad oor karre gee.

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dit help ook nogals baie, want ’n mens lees mos nou die raad en dan... ek 
knip dit altyd uit ook. 

Interviewer: O, jy knip die raad uit?

Respondent: Ja, ek knip die goedjies uit...

Interviewer: Waar plak jy dit?

Respondent: En dan plak ek dit in ’n boek. Ja.

Interviewer: Net die kar-raad?

Respondent: Nie net die karre nie. Veral die ander raad ook.

Interviewer: Die lawyer?

Respondent: En wat is hierdie wat hulle so gee van, erm... wat jy vir die kindersiektes en sulke 
tipe goed?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Hulle het mos al daai raad en tipe goedjies wat hulle ook gee.

Interviewer: Ja. O, so jy...

Respondent: Vir bysteek en sulke tipe goedjies.

[See addendum A, E19 for translation]

This woman appears to fnd most of  the Son's advice useful and in some way applicable to her 

own life. (The ways in which she uses this information will be discussed in the next chapter.) A 33-

year-old male respondent who works for a printing company also admitted that he cuts out recipes 

so that he can try them out at a later stage. As stated above, readers appear to fnd the advice  

practical because they can relate to the problems discussed in these columns, as the following 

conversation demonstrates: 

Respondent: Ja, daai is net so goed. ‘Vra die lawyer’ en dan...

Interviewer: Is dit? En die gesondheidswenke en sulke goed?

Respondent: Ja. Ja, dit kan ’n mens ook gebruik en... jy kan... daar is soveel goed wat jy kan  
vat vir jouself  en dit gebruik, verstaan jy?

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Waar ander mense nou sal sê dis net nonsens, dit is nie nonsens nie. Jy kan dit 
gebruik.

192 [“delightful stories”]
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[See addendum A, E20 for translation]

This reader's response is signifcant. He has evidently noticed the controversy surrounding tabloid 

newspapers, in particular the negative and more critical attitudes towards the “superfcial” nature 

of  tabloid content. His explanation obviously refutes these views, while supporting this study's 

argument that readers fnd this information signifcant, relevant and useful because it pertains to 

their immediate environments. These responses imply that the readers feel informed and 

empowered by the advice columns, and by indicating that they apply the advice to their own lives  

they confrm that the Son mobilises its readers (see section 2.4.8). 

Other entertainment news also holds appeal for the respondents. A 36-year-old lawyer explained 

that he enjoys the Son not only because it keeps him abreast of  sport news, but also because it 

helps him to stay informed about leisure activities and entertainment news. He claimed that he  

also likes news and court reports about events in the Western Cape, which indicates that he enjoys  

a variety of  content. Overall, the responses demonstrate that the respondents pay attention to the  

summaries of  television programmes, specifcally the Afrikaans soap opera 7de Laan, which airs on 

SABC 2. Another male reader said that he always reads the horoscope and a 36-year-old mother 

of  one revealed that she believes in astrology and, therefore, reads her whole family’s horoscopes. 

Another female reader has the same habit. Referring to the celebrity stories on the gossip pages,  

one reader said that she fnds the “skinderstories oor die jollery” entertaining,193 while another 

indicated that her daughter is the only family member who reads the celebrity stories. A woman  

remarked that she frst reads the news, and then the celebrity stories: “Dan weet ons wat aangaan daar  

oorsee. Wat in Hollywood aangaan, wat in Engeland aangaan, whatever. Watter celeb het nou weer ’n baba gekry,  

watter een het nou vir daai een verneuk.”194 This woman also reads the Daily Voice’s gossip page, which 

indicates that she is interested in celebrities and their lifestyles. One male reader stated that he 

enjoys reading the stories about celebrities, as well as the TV guide, because “so weet ek wat aangaan 

met hulle”.195 None of  the other readers indicated that they enjoy the entertainment or celebrity 

content. In fact, their responses to light entertainment was underwhelming compared with their  

remarks about the news reports and the sexual content. This strengthens this study’s argument 

that readers are more concerned with stories and characters with which they can identify and to  

which they can relate, than frivolous reports about celebrities. This does not mean that readers do 

not enjoy the less serious content, but their responses are an indication that local crime news is  

their frst preference. This suggests that these readers perceive the newspaper as a community 

newspaper that caters to their needs. It implies that they expect relevant and useful information  

193 [“Gossip about all the partying”] 

194 [“Then we know what's happening overseas. What’s happening in Hollywood, in England, whatever. Who had a baby,  
who cheated on whom.”]

195 [“That way I know what’s going on”]
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from the newspaper that is relevant to their own lives – entertainment and diversion are secondary 

to what they regard as the newspaper's primary function (see Stamm, 1985:37–8l; Allan 2010:125, 

127; see section 2.4.1.8). 

It should be noted that a few readers indicated their attraction to stories about pastors who have 

behaved uncharacteristically. One reader claimed that she always looks out for these stories 

because she had had an unpleasant experience herself. She then continued to describe an incident  

in which a pastor had given her a good look-over while he was talking to her employer. A male  

reader, also from Montagu, claimed that he always reads these stories before reading any other 

content: “Man, dan lees ek mos nou die goeters wat hulle so uitlig en... maar die Son is vir my interessant. Ek  

lees... ek soek eers die predikante se stories en as daar niks is nie, dan begin ek maar van voor af  te lees .”196 These 

stories have sensational value because they are out of  the ordinary, local, have human-interest 

value, and contain elements of  confict and scandal. 

5.4.1.9 Humour as escape

Humour, which Johansson (2007:90) classifes as a news style, characterises tabloid newspapers 

and is usually expressed in the form of  witty headlines and other puns. Sensational news styles, 

such as humour, elicit emotional responses from readers and Son editor Andrew Koopman claims 

that humour is an important component in the Son's editorial mix (Koopman, 2008:13). The 

content analysis supports his statement: jokes, cartoons, word and other games, as well as short 

stories, fll a few pages in this newspaper and readers appear to enjoy these. Twenty-eight of  the  

59 questionnaire respondents indicated that they are fond of  either the jokes or the short story  

“Oom Sonnie se stukke”. In most cases they read both (see section 3.3.1.4). They all agreed that these 

features make them laugh and some of  their responses included: “Oom Sonnie laat my lag”,197 “Oom 

Sonnie se verhale is lekker en dit laat my lag”,198 “’n Mens lag lekker vir die jokes”,199 and “Die jokes is lekker,  

want jy lag elke dag”.200 “Lag” (laugh) and “lekker” (enjoyable) are obviously the two keywords in these 

responses, indicating that they fnd the content entertaining, enjoyable and relaxing. The following  

conversation illustrates this: 

Interviewer: Is dit? Okei. So, jy geniet die sportgedeelte. En die ander gedeeltes? Waarvan 
hou jy die meeste in die koerant?

Respondent: Uhm, daai ‘Son Jokes’, natuurlik!

196 [“Then I read the stories that bring issues to light... but I find the Son interesting. I read... I look for the stories about  
the ministers and if there's nothing, then I have to start reading the newspaper from the beginning.”] 

197 [“Oom Sonnie makes me laugh”]

198 [“I enjoy Oom Sonnie's stories and they make me laugh”]

199 [“One enjoys laughing at his jokes”]

200 [“The jokes are enjoyable because they make you laugh every day”]
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Interviewer: Die ‘Son Jokes’?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: So, jy lees dit altyd?

Respondent: Ek lees dit altyd, ja. Ons... ja, stry partykeer oor wie gaan eerste lees of  wat.

Interviewer: Okei. So, julle baklei oor... deel julle hom nie? Dan lees jy daai deel en ek die  
deel?

Respondent: Ons wou gisteraand, maar toe het sy al vir my gesê nee, daai gedeelte het sy  
klaar gelees. Toe sê ek vir haar daai gedeelte, dat ek nou die ander kan lees, want die Jokes... 
ek het toe nog nie die Jokes gelees nie. Ja, en toe sê sy nee, sy’t dit klaar gelees.

Interviewer: O?

Respondent: En toe gee sy maar vir my die ‘Jokes’.

[See addendum A, E21 for translation]

This fght about who reads the newspaper (or the jokes, in this case) frst demonstrates how  

popular the jokes are. A female reader exclaimed that the jokes “always make her laugh”: “Dit beur  

jou nou weer op vir die aand of  vir die dag en so aan.”201 Before making this statement, she referred to the 

crime reports in the newspaper. This sequence suggests that she views the humour as a necessary 

element because it provides balance in the paper’s content. This supports the fndings of  the 

content analysis in chapter 3. Some readers pointed out that they use the jokes in social situations:  

“I actually use the jokes,” a 25-year-old female sales assistant said. Others share the jokes with  

their friends. Humour therefore functions as a social tool: to establish common ground, initiate 

conversations or help readers ft into groups. This corresponds with the literature (see Allan, 

2010:127). Oom Sonnie and his stories are also very popular, and one reader indicated that Oom 

Sonnie provides him with everyday stories to which he can relate. “Oom Sonnie se stories is goete vir  

inspirasie,”202 a 30-year-old female reader responded. The following conversation correlates with 

these responses:

Interviewer: Hoekom like jy Antie Mona en Oom Sonnie?

Respondent: Jy kan al die stukkies daarin lees wat gebeur en... soos Oom Sonnie is ’n lang 
storie wat ek gevolg het van Don wat nou...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat nou, erm... hoe kan ’n mens sê... hoe kan ek nou vir u beskryf ? Wat nou 
helder gewees het, só en dinges...

Interviewer: Ja, ja?

Respondent: En dan is dit nou weer ander stories van skollies, hoe hulle in tronke...

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: En sulke. Nou, vir my is dit nou interessant, want dan kan ek dit nou weer  
oordra na my jonger kindertjie en vir hom gaan vertel.

Interviewer: O, okei.

201 [“It cheers you up for the evening or the day.”]

202 [“Oom Sonnie's stories inspire.”]
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Respondent: Want jy sien hoe gaan dit in die tronk. Dis nie... dis nie ’n grap om tronk toe te 
gaan nie. Nou sê hy ‘Mamma, dis stories’. Toe sê ek ‘Nee, dis nie eintlik stories nie, dis die 
waarheid’.

[See addendum A, E22 for translation]

This strengthens the argument that the newspaper provides the readers with balanced content:  

informative, educational and inspirational. These readers can relate to Oom Sonnie and his  

escapades, to the problems of  those who send letters to Antie Mona, and to the awkward 

situations in which the characters in the jokes fnd themselves. They identify with the content the  

Son publishes, and they relate to the stories and characters featured in the paper (see sections 2.4.8 

and 2.4.8.1). In this regard, the newspaper appears to understand its readers' fears and aspirations. 

This is fundamental if  newspapers are to survive in the technology-driven media landscape (see  

AP, 2008; Harrower, 2006:18; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:172; Swift, 1995:100; see section 1.4). 

5.4.2 Reader interpretations of  style and presentation

The following sections explore how readers of  the Son perceive and interpret the newspaper's style 

features. According to the literature, tabloid newspapers make use of  various style features to  

present the typical tabloid topics such as sex, sport, crime and the supernatural (see section 3.3.1). 

Thus, style features refer to the ways in which tabloids present their content to readers, and these  

features manifest in the newspaper's language, layout, and other visual elements such as  

photographs and graphics, as well as shorter stories (see table 2.2). The stories are mostly written  

in a colloquial, simple and emotive language, the visuals are bold and strong, and the shorter 

stories are easier to digest (see section 2.4.2 and table 2.2). The content analysis in chapter 3 

demonstrated that Son employs these typical tabloid news features to engage its readers. Although 

the content is not always of  a frivolous and superfcial nature, the topics (sex, sport and crime) are  

typical of  tabloids and, moreover, they are presented in a typical tabloid style: dramatic, 

sensational, straightforward and witty. Content that is more serious is, therefore, presented in an 

attractive and easy-to-use package. This ties in with what is expected of  quality journalism: it 

should make sense of  information, and interpret, analyse and present it in an engaging and clear 

manner that its audience can comprehend and to which they can relate (see Vehkoo, 2010:21, 22;  

Stamm, 1985:37, 38; sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1).

5.4.2.1 Format and visual presentation

The readers' responses imply that the Son's tabloid approach is successful. Firstly, they appear to 

appreciate the smaller A3 format of  the newspaper. This makes sense because many of  them read 

the newspaper at work during lunch- or tea-time, on the train to or from work, as well as in bed or  
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when using the toilet. It would be very uncomfortable and in some instances even impossible to 

read a broadsheet in these places. The respondents implied that this adds to the paper's attraction: 

“Ja, en hy's vir my ook baie gemakliker om te lees, want Die Burger is mos nou groot. Veral as ek nou wil lê en lees.  

Hom vou ek nou net om en dan vou ek hom miskien nou weer só. En dan lees ek nou eers dáár en dan lees ek nou 

weer hiér,”203 a female reader demonstrated how she frst folds the paper, and then reads it. 

Furthermore, the respondents appear to perceive the Son as a logical and organised newspaper. 

Some readers indicated that the content is organised clearly and that they always know which 

photographs and stories belong together. “Ek hou van die voorkoms, want ek kan onmiddellik sien wat  

aangaan,”204 stated a 66-year-old fower seller, and a 45-year-old cleaner said that she likes the 

paper's appearance because everything is simple and clear. A 23-year-old male respondent agreed, 

replying that he fnds the appearance to be “lekker duidelik”.205 One reader referred to the layout as 

“neat”. The newspaper's use of  boxes, large headlines, shorter stories and colour undoubtedly 

contributes to the structured layout. Regarding the shorter stories, one reader responded that,  

“hulle praat genoeg hier”.206 One reader tried to explain why he prefers the shorter stories in the Son to 

the longer stories in Die Burger: 

Interviewer: Sê... ’n laaste ding wat ek by jou wil weet nou dat jy so van Die Burger en die Son 
praat. Dit pla jou nie dat die stories ’n bietjie korter is in die Son nie?

Respondent: Nee, glad nie. Hulle gee net vir jou die... hulle gee vir jou die detail daarvan.

Interviewer: Hulle gee vir jou die detail en die...?

Respondent: Verstaan jy? Ja. Want almal, veral nou as ’n koerantberig langdradig is kan jy nie 
verstaan nie, maar as jy hom so kort en kragtig kry, dan verstaan jy hom altyd.

[See addendum A, E23 for translation]

It is evident from the conversation that readers appreciate the shorter stories because they fnd 

these easier to read and understand. A conversation with another reader correlates with his 

response:

Respondent: Dis beter as die Argus en Die Burgers [sic] en daai goete wat so dik is.

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Dis meer interessant om daai te lees as daai dik koerante.

Interviewer: So jy hou meer van die kort stories?

Respondent: Dis so.

Interviewer. Okei. Jy gee nie om dat die korter stories minder inligting gee nie?

Respondent: Ja. Dit maak meer sense as daai lang stories. 

203 [“Yes, and I also find it easier to read, because Die Burger is large. Especially when I want to lie down and read. I fold  
this paper, maybe twice, like this. And then I read there, and then here”] 

204 [“I like its appearance because I can instantly see what's going on”]

205 [“very clear”]

206 [“They give enough information here”]
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[See addendum A, E24 for translation]

Shorter stories also retain the readers' attention, and appear to make more sense to them. This  

correlates with the fndings in chapters 2 and 3. The above responses also indicate that the readers 

are aware of  the newspaper's visual sign system, i.e. the design elements it employs to draw and  

retain their attention. These references to the organised layout were unexpected because the Daily  

Voice, the Son's direct competitor, is a rather disorganised newspaper and its layout sometimes 

confuses the researcher. This attentiveness to technicalities was not anticipated, but it demonstrates 

that the respondents not only react to colour and striking photographs; their responses suggest that 

they are discriminating readers who select the paper that appeals to them, and pertains to their 

lives (see Johansson, 2007:9; Hall, 2007:128; Ang, 2006:178; Bird, 2003a:65, 66; sections 4.3.1.4 

and 4.3.4). 

While they are aware of  the more subtle elements, the photographs and use of  colour appear to 

appeal to them the most. Some indicated that they like the newspaper's colourful masthead. “ Die 

kleur is mooi wat buite-op is,”207 a reader said. When asked whether he likes the newspaper's 

appearance, a reader responded, “veral die kleur; dit trek sommer dadelik... dadelik ’n mens se aandag”.208 It 

would appear that these visual elements all function together to create a package to which readers  

are attracted, and this is most evident on the newspaper's front page. This is supported by the 

literature. Semioticians argue that signs function together to convey meaning and in this case, the 

various elements of  the newspaper's visual sign system support one another to create a visually 

appealing front page (see Fourie, 2009:40; Smith, 2007:24, 25; Hawkes, 2003:103; Oosthuizen, 

2004:449; Hervey, 1982:38; Kevelson, 1977:17; Eco, 1976:69). As expected, readers who indicated 

that they like the tabloid's appearance specifcally mentioned that the front page attracts them and  

invites them to buy and read the newspaper. “Die voorblad lok jou om verder te lees”,209 “Ek hou van die  

voorblad en enige iets wat aanloklik is”210 and “As jy die Son kyk, jy sal hom wil vat en gaan koop”211, as well 

as “Die koerant dinges vir jou... maak jou sommer maar lus... Hy attract jou, ja”212 were some of  the 

responses. Others indicated that they fnd the overall look appealing and attractive, referring 

specifcally to colour and photographs. Most of  these readers used the words “exciting”, “ lekker”, 

“attractive” and “fantastic” to describe the newspaper's appearance, and another respondent said 

that he likes the look because “dit maak jou lus om te lees”.213 Regarding other visual elements such as 

207 [“I like the colour on the front page”]

208 [“Especially the colour. It instantly draws attention”]

209 [“The front page draws you to read further”]

210 [“I like the front page and anything that is attractive”]

211 [When you look at the paper you want to go and buy it]

212 [“The paper entices you; you want to read it. It attracts you, yes“] 

213 [“It entices you”] 
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photographs, a reader indicated that he fnds the photographs explanatory, since he can often 

conclude what a story is about by just looking at the photograph. This indicates that the  

newspaper employs its visual and linguistic sign systems successfully to communicate to its 

audience in a clear manner. He also stated that the pictures are often illuminating, showing him 

“what's behind a story”. This again confrms that using visual elements is an important means for 

tabloids to communicate with their often less educated or illiterate readers (see Allan, 2010:128,  

129; Smith, 2007:2–4; Froneman, 2006:26; Opolot, 2005:33). This corresponds with what 

Johansson (2007:93) suggests regarding the use of  visual elements such as photographs (see section 

2.4.2). She argues that photographs often function as hooks to illuminate and explain the text to 

the reader, and it appears that this is also true for Son readers. 

5.4.2.2 Language

The newspaper's use of  easy, straightforward and colloquial language adds to its attraction 

signifcantly. This corresponds with the arguments made in chapters 2 and 3 that the use of  a  

more familiar language or in-group code forms a crucial part of  a tabloid newspaper’s style. 

Readers appear to appreciate the Son's simple and familiar language and they interpret its 

straightforwardness and direct language as a sign of  the paper's honest approach (this aspect will  

be explored in the following chapter). “Hulle vertel ’n ding net soos dit is,”214 was a 68-year-old 

housewife's response, and another reader replied that the newspaper “ sê nie dinge om ’n draai nie”215 

and the newspaper “sê vir jou straight; hy draai nie doekies om nie”.216 A 31-year-old male assistant 

manager said that he fnds the mainstream Die Burger too formal: “Ek hou van die manier waarop dit 

geskryf  is. Die Son skryf  soos die man op straat,”217 was his reason for preferring the language in the 

tabloid to that in Die Burger, which is mostly aimed at a white, middle-class market. Another 

respondent said that “die taal is net so lekker plat en ek like dit. Ons praat soos dit daar is, dis nie suiwer  

nie”.218 A male respondent claimed that he does not care about the way the newspaper speaks to 

him, as long as he can understand. When asked what she thinks about the language, a reader 

replied: “Dis hoekom ek die Son mos koop!”219 “Dis mos nou Afrikaans,”220 was another's response. A 

conversation with a male and a female respondent illustrates these readers' attitudes towards the 

language use:

214 [“They tell a thing just like it is”] 

215 [“It doesn't beat about the bush”]

216 [“It says things straight; it does not beat about the bush”] 

217 [“I like the way it's written. The Son writes like the man on the street”]

218 [“The language is down-to-earth and I like it. We talk like that – it's not pure Afrikaans”] 

219 [“But that's why I buy the Son!”]

220 [“Because it's in Afrikaans”]
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Respondent A: Die taalgebruik is... dis appropriate.

Respondent B: Ja, wees jouself.

Respondent A: Moenie kom sê...

Interviewer: So, as dit dít was, moet jy sê?

Respondent A: Ja.

Interviewer: Rape is rape, dis nie iets anders nie.

Respondent A: Jy kan skryf  ‘verkrag’, dan sit jy in hakies ‘rape’.

[See addendum A, E25 for translation]

It is evident from this conversation that the respondents are serious about being informed in their 

own language. This response was echoed by a fruit seller: “Hulle is mos straightforward. Dis hoe dit is.  

Jy moenie hier sit, dan moet jy sê ‘kyk daai vark, kyk hoe druk hy my avokadopeer!’ Die avokadopeer gaan mos af,  

hy word mos bruin. Jy sê sommer: ‘Nee, maar los! Daai avos is nie vir jou nie, man! Gaan Pick 'n Pay toe en druk  

daai goed daar, man!”221 The importance these readers place on being informed in their own 

language became evident when readers replied that they had stopped buying the Daily Voice 

because it is not in Afrikaans – even though some of  them admitted that they fnd the Daily Voice’s 

content more exciting and pleasing. “Want dis ’n Afrikaanse koerant en ek is Afrikaans,”222 was a reader's 

response. (The Son must have observed this in its circulation fgures when it still distributed the 

English version of  this newspaper.) Some of  the English-speaking readers of  the Daily Voice to 

whom the researcher spoke in search of  Son readers indicated that language is a deciding factor for 

them. It would appear that readers, no matter what newspaper they support, want to be served in 

their own language. This correlates with what was found in chapters 2 and 3: Son readers want 

relevant information that is presented to them in a familiar, straightforward and exciting manner. 

A 25-year-old male business owner indicated that reading the tabloids broadens his vocabulary, for  

it includes words with which he is unfamiliar. This suggests that readers who are not literate, fuent 

in their writing or exposed to more formal written language might gain from paging through or 

reading the newspaper. These readers probably fall into the group of  readers established by the 

tabloid newspapers in South Africa. It is highly unlikely that readers who have not completed their 

high school education will be able to comprehend fully all the information offered in the more  

mainstream newspapers. 

Where foul, crude and explicit language is concerned, the respondents did not indicate that they 

take issue with this style feature. In fact, content that is characterised by crude language in 

221 [“They are straightforward. That's how things are. You shouldn’t sit here and say ‘look at that bastard, see how he’s  
bruising the avocado!’ The avocado goes off, it turns brown. You simply say: ‘Don't touch that! Those aren’t your avos! Go  
to Pick ’n Pay and bruise the avos there!’”]  

222 [“Because it's in Afrikaans and I am Afrikaans”]
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particular, such as the stories on the former page three and the letters and answers included in the  

Antie Mona column, appears to be a main attraction for the respondents in this study – whether 

they are male or female. One retired male respondent indicated that he does not like the “ growwe 

taalgebruik”,223 and another middle-aged male respondent agreed that the use of  foul, crude or  

explicit language does not appeal to him. They were, however, in the minority. 

One last aspect that readers mentioned is relevant to the discussion about presentation. The 

respondents specifcally mentioned the Son's extensive coverage and follow-up stories. This was 

also noted in the content analysis: court and high-profle cases especially are covered over several  

weeks, such as the Tik trio, Najwa Petersen and baby Jordan stories (see section 3.3.1.1). The 

readers seemingly appreciate the trouble the newspaper goes to in order to provide them with all  

the details of  a story. A fruit seller indicated that this attracts him to the newspaper:

Respondent: Al die inligting. Dis nie ’n ding wat jy nou lees, nou moet jy... dis amper soos ’n 
leesboek, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat jy lees, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Nou eindig hy, nou moet jy wonder, huh? Het daai man en daai vrou nou 
getrou?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Het hulle gelukkig saamgebly?

Interviewer: Hulle sê...

Respondent: Of  hoe het dit geëindig. Hulle vat hom straight deur.

[See addendum A, E26 for translation]

Other respondents too indicated that they follow stories, and for them these resemble a soap  

opera. The newspaper offers extensive coverage, providing them with all the details, looking at the 

story from all angles, and informing them about different aspects. This might be one of  the 

reasons for readers claiming to be fully informed and knowing “all the news” after reading the 

Son. These stories may be neither long nor intricate, the language might be straightforward and 

easy to digest, but this does not imply that the tabloid fails to provide its readers with adequate  

and well-researched stories. On the contrary, the newspaper succeeds in providing readers with 

relevant stories, while penetrating the underlying issue, investigating events, and providing in-

depth coverage (see sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). 

5.5 CONCLUSION

223 [“Use of rough and crude language”]
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This chapter has explored the ways in which readers negotiate meaning in terms of  the Son's 

content and presentation. In order to provide the background to the analysis, the chapter frst 

focused on the readers and their environmental and social contexts, because these provide a 

background to exploring reader experiences and interpretations. An equal number of  readers  

from both genders took part in the study, and the respondents are representative of  all age groups. 

No readers under 18 were approached because this presents ethical dilemmas. The data showed 

that almost none of  the readers live alone: the respondents mostly live with large and extended 

families. While some of  the respondents have obtained their matric certifcates, most of  them have 

not completed high school, and they now work as waitresses, car guards, fower and fruit sellers,  

farm labourers, shop assistants and administrative workers. Most of  them live with their extended 

families, which include siblings, parents, girlfriends, children, and in some cases grandparents, 

aunts and uncles. Few respondents live alone. 

Their readings of  the paper’s content suggest that they prefer strong local news stories – in  

particular stories about crime in their communities. The conversations suggest that while others 

might perceive the tabloid's content as irrelevant or merely entertaining, the respondents see the 

stories as relevant to their lives. The responses demonstrate that they place high value on being 

informed community members. The respondents indicated that the newspaper provides them 

with information they can apply to their own lives. Although readers enjoy Oom Sonnie's stories 

and Auntie Mona's advice, they appear to use these columns for the same reason: Oom Sonnie 

inspires them with his true-to-life stories about prisoners, and Auntie Mona gives apt advice that  

readers can use to solve their own everyday problems. Readers also pay attention to sport stories,  

in particular rugby. They are of  the opinion that the sport coverage is of  quality, the writers skilled  

and the updates adequate and useful. Regarding sexual content, the page-three girl was a  

particular favourite among male readers especially, while most of  the female readers appear to be  

ambivalent towards this content. Although some of  the men seemed embarrassed about enjoying 

this page, others enthusiastically discussed their attraction. Overall, the responses suggest that 

these girls were popular among the male readers, while female readers did not take particular issue 

with them. Those female respondents who had strong negative reactions, claimed that they did  

not mind girls in bikinis, but they found bare-breasted photographs offensive. Some readers 

indicated that the content is not suitable for their children. Readers had stronger reactions to the 

sexualised content in the Antie Mona column than they had to the half-naked page-three model.  

Men who claimed to be uninterested in page three elaborated on their affnity for Antie Mona.  

The content analysis, however, demonstrated that this column has a stronger and more explicit 

sexual focus. Hence, it would be fair to conclude that despite their apparently ambivalent attitude  
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towards page three, their enthusiasm for Antie Mona indicates that they enjoy content of  a sexual  

nature. Regarding celebrity news, only a few readers indicated that they pay attention to this  

content, strengthening the argument that readers are more interested in information presented in  

an entertaining form, than in entertainment content. 

Regarding the presentation of  content, the readers agree that the newspaper's size is practical, its 

colours and photographs attractive, and the shorter stories adequate. Moreover, the use of 

language is also to the readers' taste and many of  them indicated that they buy the newspaper for 

this reason. Overall, the responses suggest that readers fnd the content in the newspaper relevant  

and applicable to their lives and they appreciate the manner in which the newspaper presents this  

information to them. In particular, they mentioned the appeal that the front page and the mode of  

address hold for them. 

Based on the analysis in this chapter, the following conclusions are made. Firstly, the respondents 

wish to be abreast of  local, national and international events that might impact on their lives.  

Information that pertains to their lives is viewed as important, and this underscores the notion that 

readers ultimately decide which stories are important, relevant and serious. The list of  serious  

topics includes crime, particularly reports on child abuse, corruption, rape, murder and 

gangsterism. Readers admitted, however, that they dislike politics. These crime stories do not 

appeal to the readers merely because of  their sensational value, but because they refect the world  

in which these readers live. In this regard, the readers fnd something in the Son that other 

newspapers are unable to offer them. This suggests that these readers are active decoders and 

discriminating media users. This notion is strengthened by the claims that this group of  readers 

rarely read political stories, although they regard them as “important” and “serious”. They 

admitted that they do not always fnd these stories relevant to their own lives. This suggests that  

although the newspaper succeeds in providing its readers with information they need to organise 

their lives and make decisions, it does not necessarily succeed in making political information 

relevant and engaging. Finally, this chapter has demonstrated that these readers do not use tabloid  

content to divert their attention; rather, they use it as a tool to navigate their social and familial 

relationships. 

While this chapter has focused on the readers’ experiences and interpretations regarding the Son's content and  

presentation, the following chapter will focus on the readers' perceptions of  quality newspapers, as well as how they  

evaluate news and newspapers. In this chapter, the newspaper's approach(es) to its audience will be explored. 
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PART 2 Chapter 6

THE COMMUNITY'S CHAMPION
Reader perceptions of  quality journalism

This means that the journalistic-ethical value of  ‘truth’ should not only be understood in terms of  

its correspondence with an assumed objective reality, but as part of  the complex social and cultural  

framework through which people navigate their daily lives. 

– Herman Wasserman

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 explored the readings of  the Son's content and style by following a critical approach to 

its audience (see section 4.3.4). Chapter 5 revealed that readers identify with and relate to the 

stories and characters represented in the newspaper. The respondents also appear to fnd the 

information interesting, useful and presented in an engaging, attractive and reader-friendly 

package that suits their lifestyles. Overall, the responses demonstrated that although entertainment 

adds to the appeal and the digestibility of  the newspaper, its strong local angle and the practicality 

of  the news it covers are appreciated by the readers. 

This chapter will continue to explore reader interpretations and experiences of  the Son in an 

attempt to ascertain why readers remain loyal to this newspaper, despite the criticism it receives 

from academics and media experts, as well as the derogatory attitude the public often has towards 

tabloid newspapers. As discussed in previous chapters, tabloids are often labelled as trash,  

sensationalist and trivial, and are furthermore criticised for their lack of  ethical, accurate and 

objective reporting. These arguments have led critics to conclude that tabloids and quality are  

irreconcilable concepts (see Jones et al., 2008:167; Bind, 2005:36; Du Bois, 2005:72; Jellars, 

2005:12; sections 1.1, 2.4.7 and 2.4.8). However, it was argued in chapters 2 and 3 that an 

alternative focus and style do not necessarily exclude quality. These chapters accentuated the need 

to understand quality journalism from the viewpoint of  the audience – if  the media in South  

Africa want to remain relevant in the ever-changing, post-apartheid media landscape. Chapter 3 

explored what critics and media researchers regard as quality journalism. This chapter, however, 

will seek to explain how Son readers perceive quality. This will be analysed within the framework of 

what is generally (or traditionally) viewed as quality journalism. The focus, therefore, will fall on  

the following research aim: 

RA6: to determine the set of criteria Son readers use to evaluate news and newspapers.
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6.2 RESEARCH METHOD

Chapter 6 follows the same research method as discussed in chapter 5. Fifty-nine qualitative open-

ended questionnaires were administered and 17 qualitative personal semi-structured interviews  

were conducted for this part of  the study. Respondents were recruited on farms near the town of 

Montagu, in the town itself, in the town of  Oudtshoorn, in the city centre of  Cape Town, and in  

the suburb of  Parow. For a detailed discussion on the research method and the recruitment of 

participants, see sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

6.3 THE SON'S APPROACH TO ITS AUDIENCE

Although content and style are the basic and crucial elements of  a newspaper, publications also  

use various approaches to address their audiences. These were set out in chapter 2 (see section 

3.4.5 and table 2.2). Through these approaches, the newspaper speaks to its audience and 

establishes perceived relationships with its readers (see Johansson, 2007:92). This study argues that 

readers who experience relationships with the Son are probably also loyal to the newspaper. It is 

further argued that loyal readers perceive their newspaper as one of  quality, regardless of  whether 

they use it for entertainment, educational or informational purposes. This chapter, therefore, 

assumes that an exploration of  reader attitudes towards the Son's approach will allow the 

researcher to understand their views on quality (or “good”) journalism. The aim is not to explore  

reader understandings of  the academic evaluations of  balance, accuracy and fairness, which are 

ascribed to quality journalism. The focus remains on the readers and their interpretations because 

it is believed that these will shed light on how they evaluate news and newspapers. It was, 

therefore, important not to impose any preconceived ideas on the readers, but to approach their  

interpretations with an open mind. For these reasons, readers were asked whether (and if  so, why) 

they regard the Son as a good newspaper, and how they would compare the tabloid to other 

newspapers to which they are exposed. Furthermore, readers were asked whether they would 

change anything about the newspaper in order to improve on its content, style, or approach. 

These responses were interpreted to ascertain the set of  criteria readers use to evaluate news. 

When asked whether they consider the newspaper to be “good”, all but three of  the 74  

respondents reacted very positively. None of  the respondents had negative reactions. These three 

remarked that the newspaper could increase its reports on positive community issues (see also 

sections 3.3.1.2 and 3.3.1.9). The other 71 readers agreed that the newspaper “does its job” and 

they were unable to recommend any improvements. These responses were all categorised and 

analysed according to table 6.1, which is based on the theory discussed in chapter 2.
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CREATING AND MAINTAINING AN IMAGINED RELATIONSHIP WITH READERS 

Focusing on the readers and their lives Presenting itself  as watchdog, 
friend and ally

In terms of 
CONTENT

Providing content 
to which readers 

can relate

In terms of 
APPROACH 

Presentation to which 
readers can relate

In terms of 
CONTENT

Exposing ills and 
helping readers

In terms of 
APPROACH 

Interaction and self-
refectivity 

This category explores 
how the newspaper's 
focus on local news to 
which readers can 
relate, strengthening 
their positive 
perceptions of  the 
newspaper. 

This category explores the 
newspaper's 
straightforward, no-
nonsense approach. 

This category analyses 
how readers experience 
the newspaper's focus on 
exposing injustices.

This category explores the 
value readers place on the 
paper's interactive and self-
refective approaches.

Responses included in these categories

References to local 
news and issues, and 
the community were 
included in this 
category, as well as any 
references to news, 
actuality and content. 

References to “the truth” 
and the newspaper's 
straightforward approach 
were included in this 
category. References to the 
paper's presentation, 
language and style were 
also included, because its 
straightforwardness mode 
of  address manifests in 
these. 

References to the Son's 
apparent aim to expose 
injustices, coverage of 
“the full story”, its 
successes in following up 
stories, and its ability to 
help the community were 
all included in this 
category.

References to logos, letters, 
competitions, SMSs and 
story tip-offs were included 
in this category. 

Table 6.1: Communication approach categories used to explore reader perceptions of  quality tabloid journalism

6.3.1 Focusing on readers and their lives

6.3.1.1 Providing content to which readers can relate

It is clear from the analysis in chapter 5 (see sections 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.4) that readers are attracted 

to the Son's content because it represents their immediate circumstances in a way with which they 

can identify and to which they can relate. From the remarks included in this chapter, it becomes 

clear that this local focus also contributes to the respondents’ perceptions that the Son is a quality 

newspaper. Twenty-nine of  the 71 respondents who had positive reactions towards the  

newspaper's quality claimed that “good” newspapers accentuate news about its reading 

community. When asked why they regard the Son as a good newspaper, their answers included the 

following: “Dit gee nuus van die omgewing en sy mense”,224 “Dit gaan oor nuus in die Wes-Kaap”,225 “Jy weet  

224 [“It gives news about the community and its people”] 

225 [“It's about news in the Western Cape”] 
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wat in die omgewing gebeur”,226 “Dit is wat gebeur in die Kaap”,227 “Dit het nie so baie nuus soos Die Burger nie,  

maar dit het meer nuus van die Kaap self  en die omgewing”,228 “Son is meer gefokus op die Wes-Kaap”,229 “Dit sê  

alles van waar ek bly, die omgewing”,230 “Ek kry al die nuus van die Kaap”,231 “Dit gaan oor die mense in die  

Wes-Kaap”,232 “Dit hou my op hoogte van nuus wat om ons gebeur”,233 “Die Son fokus op ons mense”234 and so 

forth. Their responses reveal that they regard local and relevant coverage as indicators of  quality. 

These responses are in accordance with what the literature suggests quality journalism should do: 

make information relevant to the audience. In this regard, the readers and the critics appear to 

agree that a quality newspaper offers relevant information (see Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; 

sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). 

These overwhelmingly similar responses also support the fndings of  the previous chapter: the 

Son's focus on strong local news stories contributes largely to its success. Not only do readers prefer 

these stories, because they fnd them interesting, relevant, and useful, but they also agree with the 

critics that a newspaper should inform readers about events that impact on their lives (see sections 

2.3.3.2 and 5.4.1.2). This is illustrated by the following two conversations with a fower seller and a 

female farm worker: 

Respondent: En nou en dan is daar ook belangrike stories daarin wat jy kan... in belangstel.

Interviewer: O, belangrike stories?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Wat is daardie tipe belangrike stories?

Respondent: Hoe kan ek nou sê...

Interviewer: Vir jou... wat is belangrik?

Respondent: Nou die dag was daar ’n storie van ’n ouer...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … wat se kind ook ’n moord gemaak het.

Interviewer: O, ja. Daardie vrou.

Respondent: Ja, toe’t ek gesê...

Interviewer: O ja, wat sy haar kind polisie toe gevat het?

Respondent: Polisie toe gevat het. Toe het ek gesê ‘nee, daar respek ek haar’. Want sy... dis reg 
wat sy gedoen het. As wat sy nou stories gaan hoor agterna, of  so.

226 [“You know what’s happening in the area”]

227 [“It's about what’s happening in the Cape”]

228 [“It does not give as much news as Die Burger, but it offers more news about the Cape and the area”]

229 [“The Son is more focused on the Western Cape”]

230 [“It says everything about where I live, my environment”]

231 [“I get all the news about the Cape”]

232 [“It's about the people of the Western Cape”]

233 [“It keeps me up to date about what’s happening in my area”]

234 [“The Son focuses on our people”] 
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[See addendum A, E27 for translation]

This conversation, which concerned the story MA LEWER LAAITIE UIT ‘WAT LEM’: Vrou doen  

regte ding al breek hart (Prinsloo, 2010b:1, 5; see addendum B, illustration 3.14 [Monday, 16 August 

2010]; see section 3.3.1.1), demonstrates the extent to which readers relate to the stories in the 

newspaper, and it supports the fnding in chapter 5 that the respondents prefer news with which 

they can identify and apply to their own lives. This woman's response shows that readers not only 

relate to stories, but they also are involved at a more personal and emotional level by imagining  

themselves in similar situations. Reader responses also imply that they imagine how they would 

react when confronted with similar challenges. This conversation is signifcant because it reiterates 

the notion that readers fnd meaningful and applicable information in the newspaper (see Kovach 

& Rosenstiel, 2001:149; Motloung, 2007; Joseph, 2005a:31; section 2.4.8.1). 

The conversation brings another issue to the fore: how do readers in more rural areas relate to 

stories that are not close in terms of  geography? Do readers in Montagu and Oudtshoorn identify  

with gang-related stories about Cape Town when, according to them, they do not experience 

similar problems in their own communities? The answer, as the following conversations with 

female farm workers in Montagu indicate, is a defnite yes. As the above conversation suggests, 

readers do not only relate to stories that impact directly or indirectly on their lives; when viewed  

within the theoretical framework of  the proximity and distance news dimensions, it becomes 

evident that they relate to stories at a socio-psychological level. In other words, readers identify 

with stories and characters, because they relate to them emotionally (see De Beer, 1977:40; see 

sections 2.4.4 and 4.3): 

Interviewer: Dink jy dis ’n goeie koerant? Die Son?

Respondent: Ja. Dis ’n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak van dit ’n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Nee, dis mos nou meer oor die omgewing en...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … en wat die Rapport of  Die Burger is mos meer oor ander lande en – hoewel hulle 
mense ook weet, want ek weet nou nie, want ek wil partykeer nou weet wat aangaan daar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Want ek hou mos nou van lees en sulke dinge. Maar vir dié omgewing, dan weet 
’n mens ook nou wat rondom jou aangaan en waar dit gebeur het en...

[See addendum A, E28 for translation]

Although the newspaper only publishes stories about these rural communities occasionally, this 
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respondent is adamant that the newspaper informs her about community events, which means 

that she clearly relates to happenings in Cape Town at a socio-psychological level. She therefore 

reads these reports as aimed at the coloured community, and not at Capetonians. This suggests  

that the readers view themselves as part of  an imagined reading community who struggle with 

similar issues: although Montagu is not troubled by gangsters, they also experience problems such 

as teenage pregnancies, men who drink too much, illiteracy, and a lack of  service delivery. One 

reader tried to explain why she reads the Son: 

Respondent: Want ons het mos baie wat kan gesê raak in die Son. En eintlik... daar's meer oor 
mans.

Interviewer: Dis nou interessant wat jy nou sê: Julle het mos baie om te sê in die koerant. 
Watter tipe goed het julle te sê in die koerant? Kyk, ek ken mos nie jou mense en jou  
gemeenskap nie...

Respondent: Nee, oor die probleme maar wat ons het. Huisprobleme en sulke goete. Met die 
kinders. Sulke goete. 

Interviewer: Watter tipe huisprobleme wil jy graag hier sien?

Respondent: Ek het eintlik ook eintlik naastenby so af  en toe ’n huweliksprobleem gehad en 
nou's dit weer verby. En drink. Daai goeters.

Interviewer. O?

Respondent: Ek's nie ’n drinker nie, maar my man het nou die afgelope tyd weer begin drink 
en dit vreet so aan my kinders.

[See addendum A, E29 for translation]

The readers, therefore, appear to believe that the newspaper refects common issues, interests and 

aspirations. This seems to strengthen reading community ties. This observation affrms the study's 

argument that the S o n is a community newspaper that serves a community of  interest (see 

Lauterer, 2006:27, 42; section 3.4). This woman believes that the newspaper equips her with the 

information she needs to organise her daily life, even though she lives in a rural area. Another 

reader who lives in the same area reiterated her response: 

Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is ’n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Nee-ja. Ja, ek dink so. Want, om mense in te lig oor wat rêrig aangaan. Soos hier 
by ons, jy weet in die koerante... Son het mos baie van die Tik gepraat. Kyk en, want...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En hier by ons ook. Hier op die plaas. Ek weet amper nie eers van so ’n geval 
hier rond nie. So, maar dit is maar om mense in te lig dat dit wel ge...

Interviewer: Dat dit wel gebeur?

Respondent: Ja, en dat daar iets soos Tik bestaan. Ek dink, was dit nie in die Son nie, sou ek 
seker nie eers...

Interviewer: … geweet het daarvan nie?

Respondent. Ja. 
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[See addendum A, E30 for translation]

A conversation with another reader reaffrms that these readers in rural communities still identify  

with the often Cape Town-based information offered in the newspaper:

Interviewer: O, en wat is daardie goed wat vir jou die belangrikste is?

Respondent: Nee kyk, nou soos, veral soos 'n kind wat weggeraak het of  nou...

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: … so, en daai tipe dinge.

Interviewer: Voel jy dis vir jou belangrik om dit te lees?

Respondent: Ja, want... ek lees dit altyd, want ek voel nou as ek nou in daai situasie gewees 
het, sien jy?

Interviewer: O, okei. Wat sou jy gedoen het en hoe sou jy...?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: O, so jy lees meestal van kinders en goed wat met jou...

Respondent: Ja, en goed soos ’n vrou wat verkrag word.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: So.

Interviewer: O, so goed waarmee jy kan identifseer?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: ’n Vrou of  kinders of  sulke goed?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: En hoe laat dit jou voel as jy sulke goed lees soos oor ’n vrou wat verkrag is of 
kinders wat weggeraak het of...?

Respondent: Nee, ek...

Interviewer: Raak jy kwaad of  raak jy hartseer of... ?

Respondent: Ja, veral as die kindertjies ook nou verkrag word wat nou...

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Die weerlose kindertjies. Nee, dan is ek nou nogal baie partykeer, maar...

Interviewer: O, jy raak lekker kwaad?

Respondent: Ja. Of  ek sê sommer partykeer iets, dan sê ek ‘nee, hulle moet sommer alles van 
hom afsit, of...’ 

[See addendum A, E31 for translation]

This conversation pertains to the above argument. The reader did not hesitate when asked why  

she regards the Son as a good newspaper, and she was able to motivate her response. Her apparent 

struggle to defend her preference for local news by adding that she is also interested in the “other”  

events covered by the two mainstream newspapers Die Burger and Rapport is curious. She tried to 

explain that she does not regard the other newspapers as “bad” or of  poor quality. Her response  

reveals that she prefers reading about her own community, and that this focus strengthens her 
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perception of  the Son as a quality newspaper. Her answer also supports the above-mentioned 

argument: she lives on a farm near Montagu, yet she is adamant that the paper covers local issues. 

It is clear that the readers identify with the issues represented in the newspaper. This is refected in 

the literature: according to Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001:149), a quality newspaper should 

interpret events within the framework of  its readers' contexts, beliefs, values and needs (see 

sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). Respondents appear to use the same criterion to evaluate newspapers.  

When the respondents were probed about this, it became clear that the newspaper has 

geographical and socio-psychological reader communities. Readers relate to news about the 

reading community, regardless of  whether these stories are geographically close. A conversation 

with a farm worker who lives near Montagu confrms this notion: 

Interviewer: Dink jy dis ’n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Die Son is eintlik vir ons hier... dis mos eintlik hier, dié area, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: So, hier's baie van wat gebeur hier rondom jou.

Interviewer: O, okei? 

Respondent: Dís die Son.

[See addendum A, E32 for translation]

This reader's response accentuates the importance of  the local focus. According to him, the Son is 

synonymous with local news: “Dís die Son.”235 His answer suggests that he perceives this focus as 

characteristic of  a quality newspaper. Related to this emphasis on community news are the 

readers' claims that the Son contains all the news they need. In total, 24 of  the respondents 

indicated that this tabloid offers more local news than Die Burger or the Daily Voice, as this fower 

seller explains: 

Respondent: Soos ek sê, soos ek sê...erm, ons is nie altyd wat die Voice alles het nie. Van ons, 
van die Kaap nie. Maar dan het die Son weer alles.

Interviewer: O, so die Son het die nuus wat eintlik hier by julle gebeur?

Respondent: Ja, ja... die Son het...

[See addendum A, E33 for translation]

Readers agreed that the Son keeps them abreast of  local affairs they would otherwise not have 

known about. In this regard, one reader remarked: “Die Son is ’n goeie koerant. Jy sien, jy kan ook darem 

optel in die Son wat jy nou nie van weet nie... Ek sal dit soek. Ek sal dit soek, ja.”236 Other responses 

235 [“That's the Son”]

236 [“The Son is a good newspaper. You see, in the Son you can pick up on everything you did not know about. I will look  
for it. I will look for it, yes.”] 
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included: “Die Son is beter as die Voice. Ek voel dit het meer nuus as die Voice”,237 “Ek kry nie alle nuus in  

ander koerante nie”,238 “Ek kry alles. Ek het nie nodig om ander koerante te lees nie”,239 “Alles kom uit wat  

daagliks gebeur”,240 “Die Son sê alles wat Die Burger nie sê nie”,241 “Ek sien alles in die Son”,242 “Dis die  

beste wat daar is. Alle stories is daar”,243 “Dit het al die inligting wat ek soek”244 and “Al die nuus wat ’n mens  

wil weet is daarin”.245 According to a male reader, the Son is a good newspaper, “want dit bevat alles  

wat in ’n koerant moet wees”246. 

The keyword in these responses is “alles” or “everything”, which leads to the question: how do 

readers understand this term? The above responses make it evident that the readers regard a good  

newspaper as one that provides them with information to which they can relate – that is close to  

them at a geographical or a socio-psychological level. When a newspaper does this, they believe 

that it has given them “all” the information, i.e. they are equipped with the information they need  

to organise their daily lives. Importantly, “everything” also refers to the Son's variety and balance 

with regard to content. One reader remarked that the Son is a good newspaper because it has 

everything, including violence, humour and advice. Kuper (2011) argues that a good newspaper  

enables readers to “be knowledgeable without effort”, and the responses suggest that readers are 

indeed informed: “Wat hom eintlik goed maak, is mos nou... daar's van als binne in hom, in die koerant self. ”247 

This is signifcant when viewed in light of  what the critics argue. Merrill's (2004:31–3) criteria for 

evaluating the quality of  international newspapers imply that one either prefers “serious” or 

“superfcial” news – there is no middle ground (see sections 2.4.7, 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). 

Conversations with readers, however, reveal that the readers regard the Son's coverage as serious, 

important and relevant. It supports Burns' (2010) argument that newspapers should turn to their  

audiences and aim to understand “good” or “quality” journalism from the audience's perspective. 

It also relates to Bird's (2003a:72, 73) statement that reader defnitions and elite defnitions of 

news vary. 

In addition to statements that the front-page stories demonstrated the paper's commitment to 

237 [“The Son is better than the Voice. I feel it has more news than the Voice”]

238 [“I do not get all the news in the other newspapers”]

239 [“I get everything. I do not need to read other newspapers”]

240 [“Everything that happens daily comes to light”]

241 [“The Son says everything that Die Burger does not say”]

242 [“I see everything in the Son”]

243 [“It's the best there is. All the stories are there”]

244 [“It has all the information I am looking for”]

245 [“It has all the information one wants to know about”]

246 [“Because it contains everything that should be in a newspaper”]

247 [“What really makes it good, is... there's is something of everything in the newspaper”] 
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providing readers with relevant and local content, a signifcant number of  respondents agreed that 

humour plays an important role in balancing the content (see sections 2.4.2 and 5.4.1.9). This too  

is in line with Kuper's (2011) argument that a newspaper must provide balance regarding content. 

6.3.1.2 Presentation to which readers can relate

Not only do the readers believe that the Son provides them with local information about their 

communities, but they also argue that a good newspaper has a straightforward, no-nonsense 

approach. The respondents are impressed by the paper's perceived commitment to providing 

them with the real stories, told in a straightforward manner, without beating about the bush. This 

certainly does not imply that readers regard “the truth” as unimportant. To the contrary: these  

respondents hold that “truth” and straightforwardness are the same thing. One reader's response  

summarises the overall attitude of  respondents towards the tabloid's straightforward approach: 

“Ja. Dit kom tot die punt en gee net die feite. Geen jakkalsstories nie.”248 These respondents argue that a no-

nonsense, to-the-point approach indicates honesty and truth. 

This approach manifests itself  not only in the newspaper's content, but also in its mode of  address. 

One could conclude from the readers' responses that they place high value on the Son's candidness: 

“Hy is reguit gesê”249 and “Hy vertel ’n storie reguit”250 refect the overall response in this regard. The 

following conversation with a general worker demonstrates why the paper's straightforwardness 

contributes to its popularity:

Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is ’n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Die Son is ’n goeie koerant. Vir my.

Interviewer: Okei. Want jy sê hy kry aandag en hy maak... hy sê dit soos dit is?

Respondent: Ja. Ander mense sal nog die storie omdraai van die ander koerant, maar die Son 
praat met jou straight in Afrikaans. Jy verstaan waaroor dit gaan, ja. 

[See addendum A, E34 for translation]

In addition to the straightforward approach this woman refers to, her reference to language is also 

important, because it ties in with what readers perceive to be a “reguit” (“straightforward”) mode of 

address. Other readers too responded that they buy the Son because it speaks to them in an in-

group code with which they identify. It supports the argument made in literature that an in-group  

code (in other words, a language readers share and with which they are familiar and comfortable) 

is of  extreme importance when communicating with audiences (see sections 2.4.2 and 3.3.1). This  

248 [“Yes. They get to the point. There are no lies”]

249 [“It says things in a straightforward manner”]

250 [“It tells stories in a straightforward manner”]
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demonstrates that readers identify not only with the content, but also with the language in which 

it is presented to them. They regard this as an important criterion when evaluating the newspaper.  

A quality newspaper, this group of  readers believe, provides them with content to which they can 

relate and presents this content in a way with which they are familiar. The readers fnd this 

straightforward approach engaging – and this is precisely what is expected of  quality journalism: 

relevant, meaningful and engaging content (see Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; sections 2.4.8 and 

2.4.8.1). In this regard too, it would appear that readers and critics agree. The next reader's 

response pertains to this argument: 

Respondent: Ja, mevrou. Dis ’n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak dit ’n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Want wat hulle in die koerant skryf  is dinge wat gebeur.

Interviewer: O, okei. So hulle draai nie doekies om nie?

Respondent: Nee, mevrou.

[continued]

Interviewer: Jy gee nie om dat daar bloed en moordstories en so aan is nie, want jy voel dit is  
die waarheid?

Respondent: Ja, dis dinge wat gebeur, ja, mevrou.

[See addendum A, E34 for translation]

As stated, the Son's straightforward approach contributes to the readers' views that the newspaper 

aims to tell them the truth always. This conversation with a reader in Montagu illustrates the 

unyielding trust readers have in the newspaper: 

Interviewer: Het jy al ooit iets in die Son gelees wat jy nie geglo het nie?

Respondent: Nee, nee.

Interviewer: So jy glo...

Respondent: Hulle het, eenkeer was daar so storie van ’n predikant van Barrydale in en dit 
was die waarheid en ek glo die Son praat die waarheid. Want as ek die Son laat uitkom en ek 
gee vir hom ’n storie en die ander ou wil nie daaroor praat nie, dan vind ek net uit, dan's dit 
die waarheid.

Interviewer: Dan kyk jy in die Son en dan glo jy wat hulle...

Respondent: Dan glo ek, ja.

Interviewer: So, dit maak dit vir jou ’n goeie koerant, né?

Respondent: Ja, ja.

Interviewer: Dat hulle nie lieg nie, dis die waarheid?

Respondent: Hulle praat die waarheid.

Interviewer: Is dit die regte feite wat hulle vir jou sê?

Respondent: Want as hulle vir my in die Son sit en hulle wil die ou vir wie... sê nou hulle sit vir 
my in die Son en hulle wil my daaroor interview en ek weier om daaroor te praat, dan's dit mos 
die waarheid. So, …

Interviewer: Ja?
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Respondent: Die Son praat die waarheid. 

[See addendum A, E36 for translation]

This conversation raises a few interesting issues regarding the apparent relationship of  trust 

readers have with the newspaper, which is brought about by its candid approach, as the above 

responses make clear. Firstly, this reader evidently trusts the newspaper to provide him with facts.  

His somewhat inarticulate answer suggests that the issue about truth is not something he really 

thinks about and, therefore, not something he questions. He appears to almost blindly trust the 

newspaper. This attitude could be based on his former experiences, yet readers are unable to verify 

the accuracy of  each report. It is, therefore, more probable that his perceived relationship of  trust  

with the newspaper is so strong that he is unable even to contemplate questioning the accuracy of  

the information the Son publishes. Another reader who replied that he regards the Son as a good 

newspaper, because “dis die waarheid”,251 reiterated this. These respondents do not question the 

facts because it seems irrelevant when the newspaper evidently aims to provide them with all the 

“important” information, and does so in what seems like an open manner. What is also interesting 

here is his reference to the Son journalist. It suggests that he had given thought to the possibility of 

helping a Son journalist with information. This reveals that he perceives the newspaper and its staff 

as very real entities. Another reader expressed his views on the newspaper's approach: 

Respondent: Die stories is...

Interviewer: Is dit soos dit is?

Respondent: Hulle sê dit is so. En hulle skryf  dit net soos dit is.

[See addendum A, E37 for translation]

Their replies affrm what the other respondents suggested: the newspaper reports on issues 

without adding or withholding information, and therefore, they believe the information to be true 

and accurate. The frst respondent's statement illustrates that the readers' perceptions of  truth and  

frankness overlap. Related to this are the aspects of  drama and sensation. Very few of  the 74  

respondents referred to any of  the typical tabloid styles (see section 2.4.2). In fact, the following 

reply suggests that over-dramatisation and sensationalism do not make a conscious impression on 

the readers: 

Respondent: Nee, ja. Maar as ek partykeer hierna [points to Daily Voice] kyk, dan dink ek ‘ag, 
nee wat’.

Interviewer: Is dit? So, die Voice dink jy ‘ag, nee, dis liegstories daai!’?

Respondent: Nee, wat. Jy kan sommer sien, nee...

Interviewer: Jy kan sommer sien...?

251 [“It's the truth”]
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Respondent: Die opskrifte en die... nee, maar dis opgemaak. Kyk, as jy elke dag hierna kyk 
[points to Daily Voice], dis élke dag dieselfde. Kyk, die voorblad.

Interviewer: O, ja?

Respondent: En agterna is dit nou die ‘full shocking story’.

Interviewer: Full shocking story?

Respondent: Kyk, dis nie ook so skokkend nie.

[See addendum A, E38 for translation]

This response is interesting for various reasons. Firstly, it demonstrates that the reader is suspicious 

of  sensationalised news – in fact, this respondent claimed that the Daily Voice's reports are 

fabricated. His response hints at a critical and discriminating attitude towards news, and reveals 

that, at some level, he evaluates what the paper presents to him. The conversation further 

demonstrates that the reader expects a newspaper to deliver on what it has promised. Failing to 

deliver on a promise appears to impact negatively on the relationship between newspaper and  

reader. The conversation further reveals that this reader is prepared to read a “full shocking 

story”. He wants to read about the gruesome details, regardless of  how upsetting he may fnd it. 

The overall response suggests that readers believe that a newspaper does its job when it offers  

them the “real” stories, told in a manner that is as shocking and dramatic as reality itself. In their 

view, this signifes a quality paper. The above discussion leads to the conclusion that readers use 

the proximity and relevance of  stories, as well as a paper's style and mode of  address, as criteria by 

which to evaluate a newspaper. 

6.3.2 Experiencing Son as watchdog, friend and ally

6.3.2.1 Exposing community ills

The value readers place on the Son's straightforward approach and its apparent aim to provide 

them with full, real stories relates to their appreciation of  the newspaper's ongoing (and successful)  

attempts to expose criminals and injustices in the community. The following response from a 37-

year-old female reader aptly summarises the respondents' attitude towards the way in which the  

Son exposes community ills: “Alles kom uit wat daagliks gebeur, byvoorbeeld women abuse, child abuse. Als  

kom uit in die Son – jy kan niks in die donkerte hou nie. Son soek alles .”252 This woman believes that the Son, 

true to its name, “shines” in all the “dark” places. Like other readers, she believes that corruption,  

crime and other community ills come to light thanks to Son's determined and continuous attempts 

to expose these. Responses from other readers support this notion. These include: “Ek sien alles in  

die Son. Die Son sien alles”,253 “Son sien alles raak”,254 “Die waarheid kom in die Son uit. Praat oor dinge wat  

252  [“The newspaper has everything that happens daily, such as women abuse, child abuse. Everything comes to light in  
the Son – you can't keep anything hidden. The Son looks for everything”] 

253 [“I see everything in the Son. The Son sees everything”]

254 [“The Son sees everything”] 
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jou raak”255 and “Baie nuus. Die Son skryf  oor Tik, dagga en gangsters”.256 These responses confrm two 

arguments: (i) readers trust the newspaper to illuminate wrongdoings in their community; and (ii) 

readers trust the newspaper to provide them with “all” the information, including that which other 

newspapers do not report on, as is illustrated in the discussion above. The following male reader  

confrmed this notion: “Die Son is die beste wat daar is. Alle stories is daar. Gangs is bang vir die Son, want 

dit bring hulle stories it. As gevolg van die Son en die Voice het gangs al minder begin smokkel.”257 

Respondent A: Een ding wat ons hou van die Son, hy't nie skaamte nie.

Interviewer: Het die Son nie skaamte nie?

Respondent A: Hy't nie skaamte nie.

Interviewer: Sê hy ’n ding soos dit is?

Respondent A: Soos hy is.

Respondent B: Die Voice! Die Voice! Die Voice ook.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent B: Ons het nie skaamte nie. Rek jou bek!

Respondent A: Rek jou bek, ja.

Respondent B: Rek jou bek.

Interviewer: Hulle sê hom soos hy is? So, julle gee nie om as hy ’n ding sê soos hy is nie?

Respondent A: Nee.

Respondent B: Nee. Hulle is...

Respondent A: … net die waarheid.

Respondent B: Ja, hy moet net so uitkom.

Interviewer: So, julle dink die Son is ’n goeie koerant, want hy gee die waarheid?

Respondent B: Die Son is ’n goeie koerant, ja.

Respondent A: Hy gee die waarheid.

Respondent B: Hy kom uit. Die dinge wat jy nie van ken nie, hy …

Respondent A: … hy bring dit na vore.

Interviewer: O?

Respondent B: Hy openbaar vir jou nou nog.

Interviewer: O, so hy ontbloot korrupsie en die skelm mense en sulke goed?

Respondent B: Ja.

Interviewer: En julle...

Respondent B: As dit, as dit... die koerante en die...

Respondent A: As daar nou iets is...

Respondent B: … hy openbaar vir jou die storie.

[continued]

Respondent A: Daar word net die waarheid gepraat. En as jy ’ n raper is, jy word ’n raper 
genoem, ja.

255 [“The Son brings out the truth. It talks about things that are relevant to you”] 

256 [“A lot of news. The Son writes about Tik, dagga and gangsters”]

257 [“The Son is the best there is. It has all the stories. Gangs are afraid of the Son because it exposes their stories. 
Thanks to the Son and the Voice gangs now smuggle less”] 
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Interviewer: En sê vir my ’n ander ding: Sê nou daar's foto's van lyke en bloed en honde wat 
mense gebyt het en sulke goed...?

Respondent B: O, dis ’n nare iets.

Interviewer: Is dit naar? Maar pla dit jou nie dat dit in die koerant is nie?

Respondent B: Nee. Nee, want...

Respondent A: Dit pla nie, want dit is straight, wat het gebeur.

Respondent B: Só kan die kinders nou sien...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent A: Hulle moet bang word vir daardie pitboele wat so...

Respondent B: Ja, die pitboele...258

[See addendum A, E39 for translation]

These readers clearly trust that the newspaper will expose wrongdoings. In fact, they appear to 

regard the newspaper as the community watchdog. What this conversation also demonstrates is  

that the respondents interpret these exposés as an attempt by the Son to contribute positively to 

their environmental and social contexts. According to them, as the above statements clearly  

indicate, the newspaper's coverage of  gangsterism, Tik-related crimes, teenage pregnancies and 

sexual crimes deters criminals who are afraid that the newspaper might expose them. If  this is true 

for all readers, then the newspaper plays a critical role in their lives, for it not only informs them, 

but also protects them by creating safer environments. The following conversation with a male  

forist and business owner from Montagu illustrates this confdence the readers have in the tabloid:

Interviewer: Watter gedeeltes hou jy die meeste van? Wat lees jy eerste?

Respondent: Man, wat ek eerste altyd soek is waar hulle die predikante so aanvat. Hulle is  
mos geneig om mense aan te vat.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En... ek is geneig om die predikante te soek. Maar...

Interviewer: O, so jy soek die stories oor die predikante?

Respondent: Predikante, Ja. Dit is een van die goeie dinge wat hulle doen. Hulle lig dinge uit. 
Want daar's baie mense wat met moord wegkom, verstaan jy?

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: So, dis goed as hulle die predikante so uitlig. Ek geniet dit.

Interviewer: So, jy dink hulle ontbloot half  mense wat verkeerde dinge doen?

Respondent: Ja, en ek verlekker my nie daarin nie. Maar dis eintlik goed vir my.

Interviewer: O, so jy verlekker nie, maar jy dink...

Respondent: Nee, maar dis goed om dit te lees. As ons stories oopmaak. Want ek dink daar's  
baie mense wat klomp dinge aanvang wat weggesteek word, maar die Son is daarop uit om dit 
vir ’n mens oop te maak. So, dan verstaan jy.

Interviewer: O, okei. So, dan verstaan jy wat daar aangaan?

Respondent: So, die Son is ’n baie goeie ding vir my.

258 These respondents were referring to the story ‘MENSVRETERS’ SLAAN WEER TOE: Pitbull-vrou glo hardekwas 
[Man-eater dogs strike again: Pitbull woman allegedly obstinate] (Nelson, 2010:2).
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Interviewer: En as jy klaar nou oor die predikante gelees het? Watter ander gedeeltes hou jy  
van?

Respondent: Man, dan lees ek mos nou die goeters wat hulle nou so uitlig en... maar die Son is 
vir my interessant. 

[See addendum A, E40 for translation]

This reader frmly believes that the Son “opens up” stories for its readers. This statement is 

important for two reasons. Firstly, it hints at the reader's certainty that criminals cannot hide from 

the Son because it almost hunts them down, exposes them and, by means of  its follow-up stories,  

demands justice on behalf  of  the community. Secondly, “open up” could refer to the reader's  

experience that the newspaper presents information in such a way that he too can comprehend 

and digest it – an aspect other respondents confrmed (see section 6.3.1.2).  His statement that the 

newspaper opens up stories, “so, dan verstaan jy,”259 suggests this. He added: “So, die Son is ’n baie goeie  

ding vir my”,260 indicating that it is the newspaper's role as community watchdog that elevates it 

above mediocracy. This is, according to the literature, not only characteristic of  quality 

journalism, but also a responsibility of  all newspapers, especially in a developing country such as  

South Africa (see Fourie, 2007a:213; Burton, 2010:267; section 2.4.8.1). In South Africa, 

journalism should penetrate the underlying issues in a community and interpret those for its  

readers in a way that they fnd relevant, meaningful and engaging (see Kovach & Rosenstiel,  

2001:149). This group of  readers appear to agree with the critics: a good newspaper gives them 

the information that lies below the surface, and it interprets and presents these stories in such a  

way that they become meaningful to the reader. In other words, a quality newspaper “opens up”  

community issues. The conversation also indicates that the reader has confdence that the Son will 

inform him of  stories on which other newspapers presumably do not report. The responses give  

the impression that the readers do not fnd these stories in more mainstream newspapers such as 

Die Burger. 

In addition to the above deductions, this reader's apparent interest in pastors and their activities 

hints at a less serious and more humorous experience of  the newspaper. His quick reply that he  

does not take pleasure (“verlekker myself”) in the pastors' missteps suggests that he indeed does enjoy 

reading these stories. This conclusion is in accordance with what the literature suggests: Stephens  

(1997:98, 101; see section 2.3.11) states that since the sixteenth century readers have been 

attracted to stories about people who behave uncharacteristically, e.g. mothers who have 

murdered their babies – and in this case, pastors who have sexually assaulted children, or have  

had affairs. Furthermore, Bird (2003a:65) and Johansson (2007:115) demonstrated in their tabloid 

audience studies that readers enjoy this content because it places them in a position to judge 

259 [“So, then you understand”]

260 [“So, the Son is a very good thing for me”]
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others and their behaviour. This gives them a sense of  power but, moreover, it gives them a reason 

to view their own behaviour and circumstances in a more positive light (see section 2.3.2.1). In  

addition, Stephens (1997:99) argues that this coverage of  crime and other ills sets the boundaries 

for acceptable social behaviour (see section 2.3.2.1). Readers are therefore given the opportunity 

to not only see what other community members are up to, but also to judge the behaviour of 

others. In this way, they use the newspaper as a moral compass that reinforces guidelines of  

acceptable behaviour in the community. This confrms the fndings of  the content analysis (see  

section 3.3.2.3). The following conversation sheds light on this issue: 

Interviewer: So, dit maak jou nie kwaad as jy dit lees nie?

Respondent: O, nee! Sometimes as jy sien... as jy ’n stukkie lees van daai arme kindertjies en die 
persoon wat dit doen…

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … is so groot en het verstand, dan is dit amper... Ek sê elke dag, as dit met my  
kind of  my broer se kind... ek kap sy p*** af.

Interviewer: O, so jy... so jy is... jy raak kwaad vir daardie mense?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: Jy dink, wat gaan jy in jou eie lewe doen as dit met jou gebeur?

Respondent: Ja. Exactly. Because my punt is, die … daar's so groot, erm, verstandige vrouens 
wat hardup is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … vir sulke dinge... wat hulle doen. Dan die kindertjies wat nie weet wat 
aangaan nie. Daai is vererglik.

Interviewer: So...?

Respondent: Dieselfde met die moorde. Daai, as jy hoor baie kere die kindertjies is nie 
verkrag nie, hulle is sommer maar net vermoor. Hulle doen mos nou die optopsies en daai 
goed. 

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Oe, dit maak my baie kwaad!

Interviewer: Dan sien hulle ná die tyd.

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: O, so jy word baie kwaad vir daai goed?

Respondent: Ja, dis...

Interviewer: Maar jy … dink jy die koerant moet dit insit? Jy raak nie kwaad omdat die 
koerant dit ingesit het nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Nee, jy's kwaad vir die mense wat dit gedoen het?

Respondent: Kwaad vir die mense wat dit gedoen het.

Interviewer: So, jy dink die koerant moet daardie goed insit?

Respondent: Hulle moet dit insit!

Interviewer: Okei.

Respondent: Hulle moet.

Interviewer: Hoekom?
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Respondent: Because laat hulle... laat dit expose word. Hoekom moet hulle dit wegsteek?

Interviewer: Okei, so...

Respondent: Dit gee vir ons... ons moet meer notisie vat van ons kinders. 

[See addendum A, E41 for translation]

The conversation below echoed the reply of  the frst reader: 

Interviewer: Sê vir my, die stories oor die verkragtings en die Tik en die moord...

Respondent: Ek [unintelligible] daai lees.

Interviewer: Lees jy dit?

Respondent: Ja. Ek lees dit. Maar dan voel dit vir my ek kan daai persoon... as ek hom in die 
hande kry, kan ek hom aan sy gorrel gryp.

Interviewer: O, so jy word kwaad vir daardie mense?

Respondent: Ek word kwaad vir daai mense.

Interviewer: Dink jy dit moet in die koerant wees?

Respondent: Kyk hier, hulle moet dit insit, want hoe gaan ons weet wat gebeur met my 
neighbour se dinge, se kind, of  my familie miskien se kinders.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Because as dit nie daar staan nie... Hulle moet dit insit.

[See addendum A, E42 for translation]

In addition to being able to judge these criminals who take advantage of  innocent children, these 

readers frmly believe that it is the newspaper's duty to expose these criminal activities. The frst 

reader's statement “ons moet meer notisie vat van ons kinders”261 suggests that in her opinion, these 

stories create awareness about wrongdoings, the dangers to which children are exposed, and the 

ill-treatment some innocent children receive from adults. She believes that these stories call on 

readers to take care of  their children, and to protect them from these criminals. The rest of  the 

conversation with this reader also supports the notion that the readers value the paper's focus on 

exposing injustices: 

Respondent: Op die dish kyk ek die, erm, mostly die sports.

Interviewer: Die sports channels?

Respondent: Die sports channels en dan was daar op ’n tyd ’n programme from The Secret  
Millionaire.

Interviewer: O, ja. Ek onthou daai ding.

Respondent: Ja, two ffty one. Ek like sulke goed kyk.

Interviewer: Like jy sulke goed? Hoekom hou jy daarvan?

Respondent: Dis altyd interessant vir my om te kyk as jy nou ’ n millionaire is en jy gaan 
undercover en jy...

Interviewer: Hoe is mense rêrig, né?

Respondent: Ja, hoe is mense rêrig.

261[“We should take more notice of our children”]
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Interviewer: So jy hou van die goed wat so ’n bietjie onder die oppervlak is, né?

Respondent: Hmm.

[See addendum A, E43 for translation]

This respondent also noted that she had enjoyed watching a show on television in which they  

compared the prices of  products at various supermarkets. This investigation exposed those 

retailers that charge excessive prices for certain products. These excerpts from the conversation 

with this fower seller suggest that the readers like to know about those things that lie below the 

surface – those activities that are not known to all, and more importantly, are not supposed to be 

known to all. Readers take pleasure in knowing something others are not informed about, for this  

gives them the power of  superiority, the power to foresee or predict, the power to judge, and  

consequently a sense of  power over their own lives and destinies (see Johansson, 2007:115; Bird, 

2003a:73). 

The readers are not only confdent that the newspaper will expose those in the community who  

act wrongfully; they also have confdence that the newspaper will do so in an accurate and truthful 

way. This too pertains to the earlier argument that the readers perceive mainstream newspapers  

(and in some cases even the Son's tabloid rival the Daily Voice), which cater more for the white 

readers and their issues, as irrelevant to them and their lives, as the following statements from 

respondents suggest: “Die Burger praat stories, die Son nie”262 and “Die Voice gee ’n halwe storie; die Son 

gee die volle storie”.263 These comments also pertain to the earlier argument that readers regard “full” 

(i.e. follow-up and detailed) stories as quality journalism. This is emphasised by the following 

conversation with a male reader:

Respondent: Dis eerlik. Hy's openlik.

Interviewer: Hy's openlik en eerlik. Die manier wat hy praat ook? Alles?

Respondent: Hy praat straightforward.

Interviewer: Vertrou jy die Son?

Respondent: Daar is... ek weet nie watter berig is daai wat in die Son, wat hulle nie so die 
waarheid gepraat het nie. Toe vra hulle ’n bietjie om verskoning. Maar ek is nie seker watter 
een is daai nie. Die Son is ’n koerant om nogals te [unintelligible]...

Interviewer: Is dit? So, jy het nog net een keer ’n storie gelees wat jy nie geglo het nie? Het jy 
daardie storie geglo totdat hulle om verskoning gevra het?

Respondent: Kyk, as jy die Son nou koop...

Interviewer: Hmm..?

Respondent: ... dan sien jy ook wat gebeur en soos jy hom aankoop, dan hoor jy en hy follow 
dit op. Hy sal vir jou sê daai [unintelligible] kom voor, hy't voorgekom vandag...

262 [“Die Burger is just full of talk; the Son isn't”]

263 [“The Voice gives half a story; the Son gives the full story”] 
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Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: In so-en-so hof. Dis hoekom ek die Son like.

Interviewer: So, dis vir jou goed dat hulle nie net vir jou iets sê nie. Hulle sê vir jou wat voor 
die tyd en na die tyd gebeur het?

Respondent: Dís wat ek van hou van die Son.

Interviewer: O, okei. So dit nie net daar is die storie en nou's dit verby...

Respondent: Nou's dit verby.

[continued]

Respondent: Kyk, soos daai ander enetjie van Najwa.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Hulle't hom op...

Interviewer: Najwa Petersen?

Respondent. Ja.

Interviewer: Daar was baie stories daaroor, né?

Respondent: Ja, daar was sommer elke dag ’n stukkie gewees.

[continued]

Respondent: Al die inligting Dis nie ’n ding wat jy nou lees, nou moet jy... dis amper soos ’n 
leesboek, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat jy lees, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Nou eindig hy, nou moet jy wonder, huh? Het daai man en daai vrou nou 
getrou?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Het hulle gelukkig saamgebly?

Interviewer: Hulle sê...

Respondent: Of  hoe het dit geëindig. Hulle vat hom straight deur.

[See addendum A, E44 for translation]

This reader's response confrms other replies received from respondents that the tabloid “doen 

opvolgstories” (“does follow-up stories”). These responses indicate that S o n readers want to be 

informed about all the details of  a case. These readers perceive follow-up and in-depth stories as 

authentic, and these indicate quality journalism in their view. These responses correspond with 

what the qualitative content analysis of Son suggests: the newspaper's apparent attempt to do 

follow-up stories contributes to its success. Najwa Petersen's case was covered in detail and the 

newspaper dedicated a signifcant amount of  space (in some cases even a double spread) to the  

story (see section 3.3.1.1). Readers were provided with every possible detail of  the murder, the 

accused and their families, the motives, the family, the successes of  Taliep Petersen, the court case, 

and the fndings. Readers explained that they follow these intricate, dramatic, over-the-top true-life 

dramas as they would a soap opera (see sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). On the one hand, it could be 

argued that readers value details and that sensationalism does not necessarily appeal to them. On 
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the other hand, the drama and intricacy of  these stories lie in the details, and this implies that  

readers are indeed drawn to sensationalism. It is evident, however, that readers appreciate detailed  

and straightforward information, as this conversation shows: 

Interviewer: Glo jy alles wat jy in die Son lees?

Respondent: Nee, nie alles nie.

Interviewer: Glo jy nie alles nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Wat glo jy nie? Soos wat nie?

Respondent: Soos ek kan nou nie Antie Mona se goed rêrig glo nie.

Interviewer: O, so jy glo nie haar goed rêrig nie...

Respondent: Nee, maar die sport en daai ander goete.

Interviewer: Dit glo jy?

Respondent: … en die moorde en die ongelukke. Daai goete sal ek nou glo.

[See addendum A, E45 for translation]

The female farm worker's response is signifcant. It demonstrates that she distinguishes between 

“serious” and “superfcial” news, and that she is aware of  genre-specifc content. Although she  

doubts whether the agony aunt information is factual, she is certain that the Son would not 

fabricate reports about “serious” topics such as sport, crime and accidents (see sections 3.3.1.2 and 

3.3.1.3). This suggests that the readers use news themes and journalistic genres in evaluating 

stories (see section 2.4.4). A male farm worker echoed her response: “Ja, uhm. Hoe sê ek nou? Antie  

Mona, ek het soms so gedink is dit nie opgemaakte goedjies nie?”264 Curiously, he did not make a statement, 

but used a questioning tone as if  to ask the researcher to confrm or refute his suspicion. He is not 

the only reader who is sceptical about the authenticity of  the letters published in the agony aunt  

column: 

Interviewer: Jy wat nou gesê het julle glo nie altyd wat Antie Mona sê nie. Julle dink ‘is dit nou 
opgemaak of  iets?’ Is daar iets anders wat jy al gelees het wat jy gedink het: ‘O, ek glo... ek 
weet nie of  daai waar is nie’? Of  glo jy alles wat jy lees?

Respondent: Erm, my mening is miskien dat, erm, as daar... hoe sê die spreekwoord? As daar 
’n rokie trek, brand daar ’n vuurtjie. So, miskien...

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: Miskien as ek nou persentasie of  iets praat, dan seker so 80% van dit …

Interviewer: … van wat jy lees is... is waar?

Respondent: Ja, maar...

Interviewer: En die res sal jy met ’n knippie sout neem?

Respondent: Ja, daar is seker nou darem... daar is mos altyd ’n moontlikheid van... dat dit nie 
miskien die volle weergawe is nie, oor die Son praat baie keer... een... een se... en kant van die 
saak word gewoonlik gestel en dan sal jy miskien later weer lees iemand reageer weer daarop. 

[See addendum A, E46 for translation]

264 [“Yes. How do I say this? Antie Mona... I have wondered whether it has not perhaps been made up?”]
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Whereas the frst reader indicated that she has an unyielding trust in the newspaper's agenda,  

these readers admitted that they are not always certain what to believe, and they appeared to be in  

need of  confrmation from the interviewer. A substantial number of  respondents implied, 

however, that they read these columns for the entertainment provided by these over-the-top and  

over-dramatised letters. These responses support the argument that the respondents evaluate news 

according to theme and genre, and they accept that some content should be enjoyed as  

entertainment. 

The following conversations (which represent similar conversations) demonstrate that readers talk 

about the content and quality of  the newspaper: 

Respondent: Daai gedeelte van Antie Mona.

Interviewer: Lees jy Antie Mona ook?

Respondent: Ja, ek lees dit wat partykeer... Ek het al gewonder of  dit nie maar... ’n klomp 
snert is of  wat nie.

Interviewer: O, so jy glo nie altyd wat jy daar lees nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Hoekom glo jy dit nie?

Respondent: Nee, ek glo nie dit wat altyd daar geskryf  word nie. 

Interviewer: Dink jy... wie dink jy... dink jy hulle maak dit op by die kantoor?

Respondent: Nee, nee seker nie... Maar ek weet nie of  dit... 

Interviewer: Dink jy nie hulle sal dit doen nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Hoekom dink jy dis in die koerant as dit dalk nie die waarheid is nie?

Respondent: Nee, ek weet darem rêrig nie.

Interviewer: Weet jy nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: O, okei. So jy lees Antie Mona ook, né?

Respondent: Ja, ek lees...

Interviewer: En jy en [wife] praat daaroor as julle dit gelees het?

Respondent: Ja, ons praat daaroor.

Interviewer: Watter goed praat julle?

Respondent: Nee, ons vra mekaar of  dit waar is of...

[See addendum A, E47 for translation]

His response resembles those of  other readers, and pertains to the above argument. The fact that 

male and female readers indicated this as one of  their favourite parts in the newspaper  suggests 

that accuracy is subordinate to entertainment when it concerns genre-specifc content, such as an  
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agony aunt column. The nature of  the story, the genre, and the news theme, therefore, impact on 

reader evaluations of  content. This conversation is important for another reason. The respondent 

reiterates some of  the other responses about the social uses of  the newspaper. Readers evidently 

discuss the content with friends, colleagues, and family members. This use pertains to the 

argument that quality newspapers should encourage and stimulate interaction among readers (see 

Lauterer, 2006:42; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; sections 2.4.8, 2.4.8.1 and 3.4). 

Respondents still regard the Son as a good newspaper, despite the above-mentioned suspicions. 

When asked whether he had ever read anything he did not believe to be true, a reader replied:  

“Maar somtyds is dit nie waar nie.”265 His next response was: “Dis ’n baie... dis ’n goeie koerant.”266 To the 

same question, another reader replied: “Ek sal nie kan sê vir u ja of  nee nie. Want dan sal ék lieg vir u.”267 

These remarks confrmed the researcher's deduction that that the readers place a high value on  

authenticity. The innate response of  the frst reader was to claim that it is a “very good  

newspaper”, and in a similar way many readers corrected themselves, or tried to explain their 

answers in an attempt not to be misunderstood. Other readers declined to respond, for they  

admitted that they had not read, seen or paid attention to particular stories or sections referred to. 

Another male farm worker immediately admitted that he does not regularly read the newspaper 

and was, therefore, only able to discuss the sport sections, with which he is familiar. The last 

reader's response illustrates this clearly: instead of  giving the frst answer that came to mind, the 

reader immediately admitted that he was unable to answer the question. His answer suggests that 

he perceives it to be a diffcult question, one he is not capable of  answering, because he does not  

have adequate information or skills at his disposal. He, therefore, dismissed the question, admitting 

that he would lie if  he were to answer it. This observation is related to the study in two ways.  

Firstly, it indicates that despite the general impression that readers of  tabloid newspapers are 

ignorant about quality media content, uninformed and seekers of  sensation and entertainment,  

these respondents make it clear that they do place a high value on accurate, “good” journalism 

(see Allan, 2010:125, 256; Rabe, 2005:9; Merrill, 2004:31–3; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:283; 

sections 2.4.7, 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). These readers expect nothing less from their newspaper than 

relevant and useful content. They might, because of  their different environments and lives, prefer 

different content, and they might enjoy a different presentation; however, this does not imply that  

they will settle for “trash”, “gutter journalism” or “sensationalism” (see Jones et al., 2008:167; 

Bind, 2005:36; Du Bois, 2005:72; Jellars, 2005:12; Tshisela, 2005:58; sections 1.1 and 2.4.7). 

Secondly, this observation is assuring regarding the reliability of  the data constructed through 

265 [But sometimes it's not true]

266 [It's a very good newspaper]

267 [I won't be able to say yes or know, because then I will be lying to you] 
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interviews and questionnaires. It suggests that the readers aimed to provide honest responses 

about their media use. 

These fndings relate to another aspect of  how readers evaluate news and newspapers: experience. 

As the discussion below illustrates, these readers argue that they will believe what is presented to 

them, until it is proven to be untrue: 

Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Jy sal nie iets aan hom verander nie?

Respondent: Nie op die oomblik nie. Op die oomblik nie. Want, erm, jy kry alles wat jy wil 
hê, kry jy daarin. Ek weet nie van liegstories nie, maar verder het ek nog nie...

Interviewer: Ja, jy het nog nie liegstories gekry nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Maar jy dink dis 'n goeie koerant, want hy...

Respondent: Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: ...vertel vir jou alles en hy vertel die waarheid...

Respondent: Hy vertel die waarheid, ja.

Interviewer: … soos jy nou sê?

Respondent: Nee, hy vertel die waarheid. 

[See addendum A, E48 for translation]

This reader is confdent that the newspaper presents her with accurate and reliable information, 

because no one has yet proven otherwise. The following reader echoed her response:

Interviewer: So jy dink die Son vertel vir mense wat gebeur?

Respondent: Ja. Hy vertel... praat net als wat reg is.

Interviewer: Praat hulle als wat reg is?

Respondent: Als wat reg is. Hulle sê net soos wat daarop staan. 

Interviewer: Glo jy alles wat hulle skryf ?

Respondent: Sover het ek nog alles geglo. 

[See addendum A, E49 for translation]

This suggests that readers evaluate the newspaper and its content based on their own experiences.  

What is more, these readers' almost irrevocable trust in the newspaper clearly indicates that their  

opinions about the newspaper are not based on the arguments of  critics. They form their own 

opinions based on the newspaper's track record. This too relates to the argument that the readers 

evaluate their newspaper, although not from a critical perspective (see Hall, 2007:128; Johansson, 
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2007:9; Ang, 2006:178; Bird, 2003a:65; sections 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.2.3). This approach to evaluating 

content is illustrated in the following conversation: 

Respondent: Nog nie eintlik... nee, nog nie eintlik nie.

Interviewer: So, jy dink alles wat hulle hier sê is die waarheid?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: So, dit maak dat dit 'n goeie...

Respondent: … want ek dink mos nou hulle moet mos nou eintlik die waarheid mos nou 
daarso insit en as hulle miskien nou nie iets erm, laat val het of  'n …

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … of  'n verkeerde foto ingesit het, dan sal hulle altyd die next dag of  so, sal hulle 
'n, die regte foto plaas en om verskoning vra.

[See addendum A, E50 for translation]

At frst, this might appear to be an unrealistic or naïve expectation, but the content analysis in 

chapter 3 demonstrated that the Son regularly publish corrections (see section 3.3.2). This reader 

knows this and can, therefore, confdently claim that the Son provides accurate information. These 

admissions when making mistakes appear to reinforce the relationship of  trust with readers.  

Readers' trust in the newspaper seems irrevocable, and the question arises: what has the 

newspaper done to deserve this trust? The above discussions show that it establishes itself  as a 

community watchdog that provides adequate, detailed and accurate information. In this regard, 

the newspaper becomes an ally in their daily struggles against gangsterism, violence and everyday  

routine. 

6.3.2.2 The tabloid as friend and companion

As the following discussion will show, the readers view the Son as a friend who will support them 

and their community in a variety of  ways: an agony aunt column; legal, car and health advice; 

food for the poor; fnding missing family members; and providing information regarding job 

opportunities. It also offers them a platform to voice opinions and discuss issues that pertain to  

their lives. These attempts at helping readers appear to create positive perceptions about the 

newspaper. The readers reiterate what is argued in the literature: a quality newspaper creates a 

platform for readers, it stimulates interaction, refects their world and offers them information that  

is meaningful and relevant to their own lives (see Burton, 2010:256; Ndlela, 2010:95; Vehkoo, 

2010:21, 22; Örnebring & Jönsson, 2004:286; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; see sections 2.4.8 

and 2.4.8.1). The paper's personal and interactive approach establishes the newspaper as a friend 

readers can trust and on whom they can rely. The Facebook post by one of  the newspaper's fans, 

as shown in illustration 3.15 (see addendum B), illustrates that the newspaper succeeds in  
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portraying itself  as a friend (illustration 3.15: Son is also a friend on Facebook [Monday, 22 August 

2011]), but more importantly, it suggests that the readers respond to this. The example 

demonstrates that the reader resorts to the Son when experiencing problems. She knows that the 

newspaper will take her seriously and, while it may not necessarily resolve her issue, it offers her a 

platform to discuss her concern with a reading community. The following conversation with a 

young female farm worker demonstrates that she, even though the newspaper has never helped  

her personally, is aware of  the ways in which the newspaper helps others, and she trusts that the  

newspaper would do the same for her were she to experience similar problems: 

Interviewer: Wat dink jy van die briewe? 

Respondent: Nee, dis eintlik soos families wat jy nie eintlik aan jou kant het nie wat, wat vir 
jare weg is van jou wat jy nie eers eintlik kontakte mee het nie.

Interviewer: O, okei. Nou maak jy op jou manier...

Respondent: … kennis, ja. Of  jy stuur 'n briefe. My een sus... niggie het haar ma se, se familie 
opgespoor wat ook al doerietyd weggewees het van haar af. Ek weet nie, sy was nog 'n babatjie 
toe hulle weg is van haar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En toe het sy na die Son toe gebel en haar nommer gegee en toe uiteindelik het 
die Son haar familie vir haar opgespoor. Toe is sy nou uiteindelik na haar familie toe, maar ek 
weet nie eintlik waar hulle bly nie.

[See addendum A, E51 for translation]

This woman had a frsthand experience of  the Son's support, and this probably reinforced her trust 

in the paper: despite the fact that she has never written a letter to the newspaper, participated in a 

competition, or phoned the newspaper with a news tip, she is still confdent that the newspaper  

would assist her and respond were she to do so. Observing how the Son comes to the aid of  others, 

therefore, appears to strengthen their trust in the paper. Being approachable in this way is 

characteristic of  a community newspaper (see Lauterer, 2006:1–3, 43; section 3.4). Another reader 

replied that she regards the Son as a good newspaper, “want as jy jou familie nie vir jare gesien het nie,  

kyk, Antie Mona sal hulle vra om 'n boodskap...”268 The responses make it evident that the tabloid's 

commitment to helping them, in whatever way, reinforces their perceptions that it is a good,  

quality newspaper. This approach, therefore, most certainly contributes to the continued success of 

the newspaper. In addition to having the opportunity to discuss their own issues, on their own 

platform, and in their own unique way, the readers also have a newspaper that cares about them 

and their issues to such a degree that it helps them in a practical way to improve their lives. This  

reinforces the paper's image as friend, ally and companion. 

In addition to helping readers fnd lost relatives, the newspaper also offers, as stated, practical  

268 [“because if you haven't seen your family for years, Antie Mona would ask them for a message...”] 
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advice to help readers cope with their daily circumstances, and make decisions to improve their  

lives. Mobilising audiences in this way is characteristic of  quality journalism, according to the 

literature. This implies that this group of Son readers and media experts agree that this is one of 

the elements that constitute quality journalism (see Fourie, 2007:213a; sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1). 

The following response from a reader, when asked whether and in what ways she thinks the 

newspaper helps readers, illustrates how the newspaper assists them in coping with their everyday 

lives: “Met alles. Hulle gee raad, hulle gee... hulle gee, ja, hulle gee raad vir almal. As daar iets verkeerd is, as jy  

depressed is somtyds, en dan lees jy iets wat gebeur het met iemand anders... en dan is jou ding nie meer so swaar  

soos daai een se...”269 A male respondent echoed her response in the following conversation:

Interviewer: Dink jy die Son help mense?

Respondent: Ek dink so, ja.

Interviewer: Op watter maniere alles, dink jy?

Respondent: Kyk, soos, soos daai wat ek nou gesê het van...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … jou kinders, more safety, daai goed.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En hulle het mos ook sometimes van adverts van, van sê daar is by Pep Stores en sê  
nou maar by Ackermans of  whatever.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Is die goedkopere item vir die mense.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Dit het baie inligting vir die mense.

[See addendum A, E52 for translation]

His response touches on what was referred to earlier in this section: the newspaper provides 

information that people can use at a practical level; in other words, in addition to showing them 

what products they can buy at which retailers, the paper also warns them about and gives them  

advice on child safety, crime and family problems (see section 6.3.1.1), as the following discussion 

confrms: 

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dan sien ek, maar kyk hier, ek het mos daai raad uitgeknip uit die Son uit 
en dan gaan...

Interviewer: So jy... dink jy die Son help mense?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: Is dit? Op watter maniere, behalwe nou die raad en goed?

Respondent: Soos erm, dit help vir... kyk, hulle waarsku mense ook mos nou baie, erm... die 
polisie en goed...

Interviewer: Ja?

269 [“With everything. They give advice, yes, they give advice for everyone. If something's wrong, if you're depressed  
sometimes, then you read about something that has happened to someone else and then your problem does not weigh  
on you as much”] 
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Respondent: … teen geweld en sulke tipe van goeters. So dit erm... hulle gee partykeers raad  
daarom ook. Wat jy moet doen...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Moenie jou deur oop los of  sulke tipe van goed nie. Jy moet altyd jou deure  
gesluit hou, vensters toe hou en alles. Sulke tipe goed. So, daar's daar wat... wat hulle ons mee 
help. 

[See addendum A, E53 for translation]

Similar conversations with respondents confrm that the readers appreciate and value the effort  

the newspaper makes to understand their circumstances and lives – and the lengths it goes to in  

order to warn them, and give them practical advice on how to protect themselves from 

community ills. However, it is not only with the more serious matters that the newspaper aims to 

aid readers. Some of  the respondents specifcally referred to the balance of  serious, less serious, 

and advisory information the newspaper offers. The conversation below indicates that the readers 

also take the lighter advice and information in the newspaper to heart:

Respondent: Ja, ek kyk vir die motors, want ek ry 'n motor. So, ek kyk altyd of  daar... of  daar 
nie bargains is of  so nie. 

Interviewer: O, jy kyk of  jy vir jou 'n bargain kan koop?

Respondent: Ja, ja.

Interviewer: Is daar...?

Respondent: En raad en sulke tipe goed wat daar in is, mos nou, né?

Interviewer: Watter raad gee hulle, byvoorbeeld vir jou wat jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Nee, soos, daar's mos baie vir die karre ook. Daai mannetjie wat skryf  vir die 
karre...

Interviewer: Ja, die mechanic wat die raad vir die karre gee...

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dit help ook nogals ons baie, want 'n mens lees mos nou die raad en dan... 
ek knip dit altyd uit ook.

[See addendum A, E54 for translation]

Buying and taking care of  a car is an important step and responsibility – especially in poorer and  

less privileged communities. Yet, this woman trusts the newspaper enough to rely on its opinions  

and advice in this regard. She even claims to follow the car maintenance advice the in-house  

mechanic dispenses, and that she cuts these out and keeps them in a fle (see section 5.4.8.1) 

demonstrates that she takes the newspaper and its advice seriously. 

Another approach (mentioned earlier in this chapter) that appears to strengthen the newspaper's  

image as friend is its humour and light entertainment. Many readers indicated that they regard 

the newspaper as a good paper because it offers lighter entertainment such as the “Son Jokes” and 

Oom Sonnie's stories: 
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Interviewer: Dink jy dis 'n goeie koerant hierdie?

Respondent: Ja, dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak hom goed vir jou?

Respondent: Want kyk, alles is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat hom eintlik goed maak, is mos nou... daar's van als binne in hom. In die 
koerant self. 

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Daar is in geweld, hoe moet jy geweld hanteer, hulle gee mos nou ook al daai 
tipe goedjies. En dan is daar mos nou soos Antie Mona wat nou daar in is, wat jou nou weer 
'n bietjie laat... partykeer laat lag. 

[See addendum A, E55 for translation]

The response from this female respondent indicates that the readers expect “a friend” to listen to 

their problems, dispense good and practical advice, warn them about dangers and, moreover,  

divert their attention from the pressing issues at hand. Another reader confrmed this when asked  

why he regards the Son as a good newspaper: “Soos ek sê, want, die stories wat daar in is van Oom  

Sonnie.”270 These responses illustrate that by positioning itself  as a friend who cares about the 

community and its well-being, the newspaper reinforces its relationship with its audience. This  

appears to contribute to the readers' loyalty towards the newspaper. 

6.3.2.3 Interacting with the tabloid

Reader interpretations indicate that they view the newspaper as a friend and watchdog, but it is  

not yet clear how the newspaper manages to create this perception. Johansson (2007:95–7; see 

sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2) points out that tabloid newspapers create “imaginary” relationships of 

trust with their readers by opening up channels of  informal dialogue. In other words, tabloid 

newspapers approach readers in a friendly, non-threatening and informal tone, thereby presenting 

themselves as friends, and inviting readers to participate in dialogue (see Lauterer, 2006:1–3, 42). 

This relates to what Örnebring and Jönsson (2004:286; see section 2.4.8) write regarding quality 

tabloid newspapers and their ability to create alternative platforms for their readers that allow 

them to discuss alternative issues. Readers should feel free to participate in these discussions, and 

will only do so if  they feel suffciently comfortable. In other words, readers will only interact with a  

newspaper if  they feel that they have a friendly and safe relationship with that paper – an  

imaginary relationship the newspaper establishes through a friendly, interactive and self-refective 

approach. The following response from a male respondent reinforces the argument that the 

newspaper's interactive approach creates an environment in which readers can voice opinions:

270 [“Like I said, because of Oom Sonnie's stories”]
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Interviewer: Dink jy hulle help mense?

Respondent: Hulle, om baie keer mense seker wat nou nie in die klimaat is om hulle 
standpunte te lug of  uit te bring nie. Ek dink die Son doen miskien goed daarin.

[See addendum A, E56 for translation]

The self-refective approach of  the Son is evident when one pages through the newspaper. As the 

content analysis indicated (see section 3.3.2.1), the Son frequently refers to itself  in news reports, 

stating how the newspaper obtained information, how it helps readers, and the lengths it has gone  

to in order to provide readers with intimate details others apparently tried to keep from them. 

Self-refectivity is in fact a way of  boasting: the paper shows off  its successes and its involvement in 

the community. It is clear that these frequent references to the newspaper and its commitment to  

exposing injustices and assisting readers reinforce the imagined relationship to which Johansson 

refers. In fact, who would not trust a newspaper that so evidently exposes injustices? Who would 

not trust a newspaper that apparently assists readers in any way it can? This boasting is evidently 

successful when considering the response from the following reader, who was asked whether and 

why she regards the newspaper as good: “Die Son sal pakkies gee vir mense wat nie kos het nie en stories  

insit sodat ander geld kan gee om siekes te help.”271 

Concerning interactivity, the content analysis indicated that the Son relies on this approach to a 

great extent when seeking to involve readers (see sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). The newspaper 

invites readers to give information to the journalists and the police, and assist them in identifying 

criminals, looking for missing community members, or providing the journalists with news tips, as 

well as comments (via sms or writing letters) on stories. Based on the content analysis, this 

approach appears to be successful. Moreover, the newspaper never misses the opportunity to  

thank community members for their help. In this way, it not only acknowledges the readers, but  

also involves them in their daily newsroom activities. Chapter 3 argued that this opportunity and 

acknowledgement (or pat on the back, one could say) might give readers a sense of  empowerment, 

for they are in this way contributing to their communities by helping to expose criminals, as was  

the case with the Tik trio (Ford, 2008a:1; Ford, 2008b:2; Ford, 2008c:1; see sections 3.3.2.1 and 

3.3.2.2). As the following conversation with a respondent illustrates, the readers are well aware of 

the ways in which they can become involved: 

Interviewer: Hoe voel jy as jy daardie stories gelees het?

Respondent: Nee, ek voel nogals baie teruggeslaan as 'n mens as ek sulke goed lees.

Interviewer: Maak dit jou kwaad?

Respondent: Ja, dit maak my vreeslik kwaad.

Interviewer: Vir wie word jy kwaad? Vir die koerant omdat hulle dit ingesit het, of  vir die 

271 [“The Son will give food parcels to those who do not have food and they will include stories so that others can give  
money to help the sick.”] 
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mense wat dit gedoen het?

Respondent: Nee, vir die mense wat dit, die daad gepleeg het.

Interviewer: Maar jy dink dis belangrik dat daardie stories in die koerant is?

Respondent: Ja dis seker maar belangrik dat dit geopenbaar word.

Interviewer: Hoekom dink jy so?

Respondent: Want erm, die gemeenskap wil weet.

Interviewer: Sou jy sê dis belangrik dat die gemeenskap weet watter goed... watter ander 
probleme mense het?

Respondent: Nee, ek... sou nie sê van mense se probleme en so aan nie. Want hulle skryf  
nogal baie van mense se huwelike ook hier in die koerant.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Soos watter soort stories skryf  hulle daaroor?

Respondent: Mense wat erm, mense wat, wat met ander mans se vrouens lol... peuter en  
sulke goed.

Interviewer: Ja, ja. En sulke goed. Wat dink jy van daardie stories?

Respondent: Nee, ek het al gewonder erm, hoekom hulle, hoekom hulle nou dit in die 
koerant plaas.

Interviewer: O, hoekom hulle dit in die koerant plaas?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Dink jy...

Respondent: Ja, maar...

Interviewer: Dink jy nie dit moet in die koerant wees nie?

Respondent: Ja, want partykeer is dit die man of  die vrou wat lyk my nou die storie openbaar.

Interviewer: Is dit? O, okei. So hulle het na die koerant toe gegaan...

Respondent: Ja. 

Interviewer: .. om dit in te sit.

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: So, dis hoekom dit in die koerant is?

Respondent: Dis hoekom dit in die koerant is. 

Interviewer: Het jy al ooit na die koerant toe gegaan met 'n storie?

Respondent: Nee, nog nie. 

[See addendum A, E57 for translation]

Although this reader has not yet tipped the newspaper off, he suspects that other readers contact 

the newspaper with story ideas. In fact, although he cannot prove that the husbands or wives 

approach the newspaper with these stories, he suspects it strongly, which suggests that he has read  

similar stories in which he was certain that the parties involved tipped the newspaper off. Another 

self-refexive way in which the newspaper seeks to involve readers is by means of  logos placed  

alongside stories, e.g. the “Son sien 'n rapist”272 logo, which at one stage appeared with all sexual 

assault stories. However, it was interesting to note that not a single respondent referred to these 

272 [“The Son sees a rapist”]
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logos without being specifcally asked about them – and when asked, they only vaguely recalled 

seeing them. It could be argued that the readers unconsciously assimilate these images – the  

images, therefore, make an unconscious impression on the readers. Although they do not recall the 

logos, they are fully aware of  the newspaper's stance regarding sexual crimes. These conversations 

reveal that readers respond to the newspaper's self-refexive approach, and that it motivates them 

to become involved. It would be fair to argue that this interactive relationship creates loyal readers. 

6.4 CONCLUSION

The discussions in this chapter were not aimed at ascertaining whether the Son fulfls the criteria 

generally associated with quality journalism. The focus of  this chapter has been on audience 

readings of  the So n and how readers perceive good journalism. The aim was, therefore, to 

determine what set of  criteria these readers use to evaluate news and newspapers. The discussions  

did accentuate where the professional criteria and dominant criteria overlap with the readers'  

evaluations, but the researcher refrained from making a judgment about the quality of  the Son 

because this was not set out as one of  the aims of  this study, and would require a different 

approach and focused analysis. 

In order to determine what criteria readers use to evaluate news and newspaper, the respondents  

were asked whether and why they think the Son is a good newspaper. From the responses, it was 

clear that the newspaper's approach to its audience allows it to establish a relationship of  trust 

with its readers. The responses provided by the respondents were reconstructed according to table 

6.2, and the fndings are summarised according to this structure.
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CREATING AND MAINTAINING AN IMAGINED RELATIONSHIP WITH READERS 

Focusing on the readers and their lives Presenting itself  as watchdog, friend 
and ally

In terms of 
CONTENT

Providing content to 
which readers can relate

In terms of 
APPROACH 

Presentation to which 
readers can relate

In terms of 
CONTENT

Exposing ills and helping 
readers

In terms of  APPROACH
Interaction and self-

refectivity 

Readers are of  the 
opinion that “good” 
newspapers provide 
local, useful and relevant 
news. 
The newspaper's strong 
focus on this, therefore, 
strengthens its image as 
quality newspaper.

Son readers experience 
the newspaper's 
straightforward and no-
nonsense approach as 
proof  of  its honest, 
accurate, reliable, and 
extensive reporting. 
They value the simple 
language and manner in 
which the paper 
presents this 
information, because it 
enables them to 
comprehend and 
identify with the 
information provided to 
them. This 
straightforward manner 
appears to override 
other traditional tabloid 
styles, such as 
sensationalism, when it 
comes to what readers 
regard as more 
important. 
This does not mean, 
however, that they do 
not do not appreciate 
typical tabloid styles, 
and they still enjoy 
content that is presented 
to them in an engaging 
manner.

The reader responses 
indicate that they perceive 
the newspaper as 
watchdog, friend and ally 
because it exposes 
community ills, helps 
readers in various ways, 
and provides relief  in the 
form of  humour. 
The readers believe that 
the Son has their best 
interests at heart, and that 
the paper will fght on 
their behalf  in an attempt 
to improve the community. 
These readers fnd a 
companion in the Son who 
has adequate infuence 
and power, which they as 
a people feel they lack.  

The newspaper follows 
interactive and self-refexive 
approaches, which readers 
appear to respond to very 
well. 
It not only encourages them 
to participate in discussions, 
but it also appears to give 
them a sense of  participating 
in newsroom activities, thus 
contributing to the 
newspaper's attempts to 
expose criminals. 
The newspaper also appears 
to offer them a platform to 
participate in a community 
discourse in a language and 
style with which they are 
familiar and comfortable.  

Table 6.2: Creating imagined relationships through typical tabloid approaches

These categories illustrate what the analysis indicates. The newspaper frst establishes itself  as one  

that is concerned with the community's issues, and it does so by focusing on local problems and  

providing readers with information that is relevant to them and their lives. Moreover, the 

newspaper maintains its image as watchdog, friend and ally, thereby creating a relationship of  

trust with its readers. In order to establish itself  as a companion, the newspaper follows three 

approaches: (i) it communicates in a straightforward, yet interesting and engaging manner to 

which readers relate and are attracted; and (ii) it uses interactive and self-refective approaches to 
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involve readers in various ways. 

The conversations ultimately demonstrate that readers expect a good newspaper “to do its job” –

whether it does so in a sensational or dramatic manner is not important, as long as the 

information is presented in a straightforward, direct manner they can comprehend and to which 

they relate. These readers show such an irrevocable trust in the newspaper to deliver and provide  

them with the information they need to navigate their daily lives, that they rarely suspect the  

newspaper of  not giving them accurate and balanced information. In fact, they trust the 

newspaper to such a degree that they rely on it to inform them of  its own factual errors. The  

responses also reveal that the readers use their own experiences to evaluate the newspaper and its  

content. For example, if, in their experience, the newspaper has not provided them with inaccurate 

reports in the past, the newspaper is to be trusted. Furthermore, this chapter has demonstrated 

that readers do not merely consume tabloid content. The fact that they debate about, discuss and 

question stories shows that they indeed do evaluate their (and other) newspaper(s). In their view, 

quality manifests in detailed, straightforward stories that resemble the communities in which they 

live. 

Ultimately, this chapter concludes that reader perceptions and academic perceptions of  quality 

journalism overlap to a certain extent. Although readers use a different vocabulary to describe 

their experiences, their set of  criteria correspond with that traditionally ascribed to quality 

journalism: journalism that takes its readers and their issues seriously, provides them with relevant 

and useful information in an engaging manner, and creates a platform for readers to interact and 

participate in a community discourse. Readers, however, use an additional criterion to evaluate 

their newspaper: their responses reveal that they regard quality newspapers as journalism that acts 

on their behalf. The fndings in this chapter are signifcant, for they suggest that readers and 

media experts evaluate newspapers with reference to a very similar set of  criteria. Why then, one 

should ask, do their fnal verdicts with regard to tabloid newspapers differ to such a great extent?  

Could it be that, as argued by some researchers, tabloid critics perceive these newspapers from an 

elitist perspective? These questions remain to be answered. What is clear, however, is that these  

Son readers are discriminating readers who value relevant and engaging reporting. 

This chapter set out to ascertain what set of  criteria readers use to evaluate news and newspapers. The following  

chapter will focus on how readers incorporate the Son into their daily lives. 
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PART 2 Chapter 7

THE SON AS A COMPANION
Making the newspaper part of  everyday life

...the papers are part of  a wider news landscape, for these readers appearing to ft into a range of  

interconnected news sources, in particular other tabloid newspapers and commercial broadcast news. 

Within this news landscape, the tabloid reading can be described as a highly public practice, easily  

ftted into daily routines and, importantly, itself  contributing to an everyday structure of  familiarity  

and habit.

 – Sofia Johansson

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 6 explored why readers remain loyal to the Son, despite the general perception that 

tabloid newspapers offer readers nothing more than sensational, trivial information (see sections  

2.4.7 and 2.4.8). The previous chapter, therefore, focused on how readers evaluate newspapers. 

The discussions revealed that they are discriminating media users who evaluate news with 

reference to a similar set of  criteria used by media professionals and critics. Readers were probed  

about their experiences of  the newspaper's approach, i.e. the straightforward, interactive and self-

refective manner in which it engages with its readers. 

This fnal chapter in the empirical part of  the study will consider how readers incorporate the Son 

into their everyday lives. From the literature review, it is clear that media users use and are exposed 

to a variety of  media products; moreover, they use media products within an environmental and  

material context (see sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.2). In order to determine how the newspaper fts 

into their lives and how they use the newspaper, the chapter will consider where and when the 

respondents buy the newspaper, how frequently they read it, where and when they read the  

newspaper, what they do with the newspaper after they have read it, as well as the other media the 

respondents buy and/or use. Chapter 7 will therefore seek to fulfl the following two research aims:

 

RA7: to determine how the Son fits into the daily lives of its readers; and

RA8: to determine the media context in which readers of the Son use this tabloid. 

Accordingly, the chapter will be structured in the following way. First, attention will be paid to  

where readers obtain the newspaper, and where and when they read it during the day or week.  

The focus will then fall on what they do with the newspaper after having read it. This will be  

followed by a discussion of  the other media the readers use.
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7.2 RESEARCH METHOD

Chapter 7 follows the same research methods as chapters 5 and 6 (a detailed discussion on this  

method can be found in chapter 5). Fifty-nine qualitative open-ended questionnaires were 

administered and 17 qualitative personal semi-structured interviews were conducted, and the data 

collected in this manner was constructed and then analysed for these three chapters. Readers on 

farms near Montagu, in Oudtshoorn and in Cape Town participated in the questionnaires and 

interviews. See section 5.2 for a discussion on the research method for the empirical part of  the 

study. 

7.3 THE SON AS PART OF EVERYDAY LIFE

In order to determine how the newspaper fts into the daily lives of  its readers, details about the 

respondents' daily routines (in particular regarding where and when they buy and read the 

newspaper) are of  great value (see Allan, 2010:133, 134; Johansson, 2007:53; Ang, 2006:177, 178; 

Schrøder et al., 2003:5; Moores, 1993:7; sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.2). Burton (2010:9) refers to this 

as the environmental context in which readers consume media (see Allan, 2010:124). Such details 

shed light on how and in what ways the readers use newspapers, how important they regard the 

newspaper in their lives, as well as how they go about using the newspaper. In order to establish 

this, the discussions below will focus on the following questions: (i) where and when do the 

respondents obtain and read the newspaper; (ii) when do readers read the newspaper; (iii) from 

whom do readers obtain the newspaper; (iv) what do readers do with the newspaper after they  

have read it; and (v) what other media do readers use or pay attention to?

7.3.1 The Son as a source of  news

In order to contribute to our understanding of  the importance the readers accord the Son, as well 

as to determine what role it plays in their everyday lives, readers were asked how frequently they  

read the newspaper. Table 7.1 displays these results.273

How frequently do readers read the newspaper?

Daily (including or 
excluding 
Sundays)

Three or more 
times a week

Once or twice a 
week

Infrequently

41 17 13 3

Table 7.1: How frequently respondents read the newspaper

273 Note that not all respondents replied to every question and therefore the numbers in the tables do not in each  
instance amount to the total number of respondents who participated in the study. 
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According to the information received from the respondents, the majority of  them (55%) read and 

buy their Son newspapers every day, while a signifcant number of  them (almost 23%) read the 

newspaper at least three times a week. The respondents who read the newspaper less than three  

times a week are mostly farm workers who do not have access to shops during the week – they buy  

the Friday newspaper on Saturdays when they go into town. Only three readers indicated that  

they read the newspaper infrequently. These three do not necessarily buy the newspaper  

themselves, but they page through it when one of  their family members leaves it lying around at  

home. This correlates with researchers' arguments that families play a signifcant role when it  

comes to media use (see Johansson, 2007:55; Ang, 2006:177, 179; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; Moores, 

1993:34; see sections 4.3 and 4.3.3). However, not all of  the readers who indicated that they read 

the newspaper daily read it on Sundays – most of  them are Monday to Friday readers. At the  

same time, some of  the readers indicated that the weekends, Sundays in particular, offer them an  

ideal opportunity to relax and page through their newspapers. 

The majority of  the respondents' indications that they read their newspapers every day  suggest 

that they use the paper just like readers of  more mainstream newspapers such as Die Burger, the 

Sowetan or the Beeld: they mainly perceive the newspaper to be a source of  the latest news. This 

corresponds with fndings discussed in the content analysis and empirical chapters that 

demonstrated that the newspaper's main attraction is its focus on local news that readers can apply 

to their daily lives (see sections 5.4.1 and 6.3.1.1). It suggests that these readers are serious about 

getting their daily dose of  community news – they want to be informed about what is happening  

in and around their communities. This does not mean that the readers do not appreciate the light  

entertainment in the form of  celebrity news, advice columns, short stories and jokes – the previous 

chapters demonstrated that they do indeed enjoy this content (see sections 2.4.1, 3.3.1.3, 3.3.1.4, 

3.3.1.9, 5.4.1.8 and 5.4.1.9). The responses, however, support the argument made in this study 

that the readers particularly appreciate the newspaper's focus on local news stories and that the  

light entertainment plays an important role regarding balance in content (see section 5.4.1.2).  

These respondents want news, but an overdose of  this is not desired either – they still want to be 

reminded of  the positive initiatives that take place in their communities (see sections 3.3.1.9 and 

5.4.1.8). In fact, humour is so important to them that even the agony aunt column, which tackles 

issues such as infdelity in a tongue-in-the-cheek manner, is extremely popular (see sections 5.4.1.8, 

5.4.1.9 and 5.4.2, and table 5.5). 

If  the majority of  these respondents read their newspaper every day, this indicates that the 

newspaper fts into their daily lives – or at least that they somehow manage their time in order to  
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make the newspaper ft into their lives. From the information received from the respondents, the  

readers of  the Son work long hours, spend a great deal of  time on their way to and from work, and 

have large families who also require their attention and time. The fact that they do manage to 

make time for the Son indicates that they regard this newspaper and the information it provides  

them with as important. 

Readers obtain the newspaper in various ways: some buy it themselves, while others receive it.  

Table 7.2 demonstrates that while most respondents buy their own newspapers, a signifcant 

number of  respondents send other family members to buy the newspaper – or read the newspaper  

other family members usually buy. (Note that not all the respondents replied to this question.) 

From whom do readers obtain the newspaper?

The reader buys it 
him/herself

Another family member 
buys the newspaper

The reader obtains the 
newspaper from 
someone else for free

11 6 2

Table 7.2: From whom do readers obtain the newspapers? 

It is interesting to note that only two respondents receive their free copies of  the newspaper from 

someone else. Almost three quarters of  the respondents (see table 7.3) buy their own newspapers, 

while others send a family member to buy the paper, or they read the paper another member of  

the family usually buys. In the last instance, however, the family members are regular buyers of  

the paper. A farm worker who indicated that he is an infrequent reader of  the newspaper also  

mentioned that his daughter always brings the Friday Son when she comes home from school for 

the weekend. He also indicated that he always reads the paper if  it is lying around the house, and 

visitors also page through the Son. In the instances in which other family members buy the  

newspaper, the respondents made it clear that these members are regular (and mostly daily)  

readers too. It appears that none of  the respondents will risk not receiving their copy of  the 

newspaper, which also explains why most of  the respondents buy their own newspaper. Table 7.3 

shows where this group of  Son readers buy their newspapers.
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Where do readers buy or obtain the newspaper?

Shop close to 
home

Shop close to 
work

Street sellers Delivered

20 14 15 1

Table 7.3: Where do readers buy or obtain the newspaper?

Table 7.2 shows that only 17 respondents buy the newspaper; however, the above table shows that  

50 of  the respondents do indeed buy the newspaper. In this case, the respondents did not answer  

(or were not asked) the direct question, but alluded to the way in which they obtain a copy by  

indicating where they buy the paper. In the previous paragraph, it was stated that if  the 

respondents read the newspaper on a daily basis, they need to fnd ways to ft the newspaper into 

their everyday routines. From the table above, it is evident that this is indeed the case: the 

respondents do not go out of  their way to buy the paper. Rather, they buy it on their way to or  

from work, at shops close to home or work, or from the street sellers at the train station. This  

information, however, needs to be analysed in relation to when the readers actually read their 

newspapers, which is shown in table 7.4.

When do readers read their newspapers?

During the 
day at work

During the 
day at home

In the evenings 
at home

Immediately Sometime during 
the week

36 16 28 7 1

Table 7.4: When do readers read their newspapers?

The information derived from these tables makes is clear that the readers manage their days in 

such a way that the newspaper fts into their routines. Most of  the readers buy their newspapers at 

shops close to home or work. Those who buy the newspapers at shops close to work or from street  

sellers do so while on their way to or from work; however, most of  them buy the paper early in the  

mornings so that they can read the newspaper during the day, at work. Some of  the respondents  

who buy the paper from shops close to their homes, also do so while on their way to work. This  

corresponds with the conclusion that readers view the newspaper as a source of  news, and not 

primarily as a source of  entertainment (see section 5.4.1.1). News is new and fresh and, therefore, 

if  read in the afternoon, it is no longer truly considered news. These respondents buy the 

newspaper as early in the day as possible, and they then read it as soon as they can, whether this is 

during their tea-breaks at work, their lunch-time, or when they get on the train or arrive home. 
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(Only one of  the readers leaves the newspaper to read it sometime during the week.) This suggests 

a curiosity and an excitement on the part of  the readers. Seven readers indicated that they read 

the newspaper as soon as they have bought it – some at home, and some when they are travelling  

to and from work – one even in the car. Fifty-two readers buy the newspaper in the morning  

because they read it during the day at work and at home. Some of  the readers fnish reading the 

newspaper at home during the evenings if  they were unable to read everything during the day.  

Others do not have time during the day and they have to wait for the evening to read a copy  

another family member had bought. Table 7.5 indicates where respondents read their newspapers.

Where do readers read their newspapers?

A special/specifc 
dedicated place

A place of  habit On the bus, taxi or train

13 7 4

Table 7.5: Where do readers read their newspapers?

This table reveals how readers use the newspaper. The fact that the majority of  these respondents 

read the paper in the same place every day – whether this is a special place or simply a place of  

habit such as the kitchen, the lounge, a chair at work or on their way to and from work – suggests  

a ritualistic and habitual use of  the newspaper. Readers do not read the newspaper at home one  

day, on the train the next and sometimes during the evenings. The respondents mostly stick to the  

times in which and places where they read their newspapers. Moreover, the reading of  the  

newspaper in a designated (or special) place – which includes in bed, on the toilet, a “special spot”  

in the garden, at the hairdresser or even in the car – indicates that the respondents regard the  

ritual of  reading their Son as a special event, and that they indulge in the act of  reading it. This 

ritualised media use has been reported in earlier studies (see sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.3.1). 

The newspaper's usefulness does not end after it has been read: information received from 

respondents indicates that Son newspapers rarely end up in garbage bags. Readers do various 

things with the newspaper after having read it, which mostly includes saving it for future reference, 

giving it to someone else, using it for school projects, or just letting it pile up somewhere in the 

house. However, what is interesting here is the ritual of  sharing not only the news they have read,  

but also the newspaper. Respondents indicated that they would often pass on the newspaper to  

others who might not be able to afford the newspaper so that they too can be informed and enjoy  

what the tabloid offers. However, it is important to note that only two respondents indicated that  

they do not buy their own newspapers. Although they will easily share, this suggests that they 
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prefer to have and read their own copies (see table 7.2). In addition to this, the newspapers are 

mostly read by everyone in the family. The one who buys it has the privilege of  reading the paper  

frst, after which whoever reads the tabloid next refuses to pass it on or even share parts of  the 

paper until he/she has fnished reading. Her family often fghts over who should read the  

newspaper frst, one reader replied, and another said that she and her husband would never divide 

the paper into parts in order to read it at the same time. When it comes to reading the paper, the 

respondents are self-indulgent and selfsh. However, after having read it they have no issue with 

passing it on to others. The fower sellers in Cape Town, for example, buy only one or two  

newspapers – always the Son and the Daily Voice – and they all get a turn to page through it. Those 

who are too busy hear the news from the others, as they often discuss what they have read. Still, 

they glance at the paper that same evening, indicating their apparent need to “see” and “touch” 

the news, i.e. experience it frsthand. 

While some of  the respondents pass the newspaper on, others keep it for various reasons. One 

reader cuts out interesting information and advice for her scrapbook, to which she often returns  

for advice. In the case of  a bee sting, she explained, she would remember that she has a piece on  

that in her scrapbook and immediately page through it in order to determine what she should do. 

Similarly, she follows and saves the advice from lawyers and mechanics. Others also use the  

information in a similar practical manner when assisting their children with school projects. This 

corresponds with the literature and supports the fnding that the newspaper provides its readers  

with relevant, practical and useful information that they can apply to their lives in multiple ways  

(see Kuper, 2011; Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149; sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.8.1; see section 5.4.1). 

7.4 Use of  other media 

Media use does not occur in isolation; the previous discussions demonstrate that media are used in 

family and work settings (see Johansson, 2007:53; Ang, 2006:177, 178; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; 

Moores, 1993:7; section 4.3.2.4). Allan (2010:124) refers to this as the social context in which 

media are used. People rarely use only one media product, but are exposed to various other media  

sources during the day. These form part of  the material and environmental contexts in which 

people consume media (see Allan, 2010:124; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; section 4.3.3.2). From waking 

up in the morning and turning on the radio, watching the news highlights on a morning television 

show, reading the newspaper at work, browsing the Internet or using one's cellphone to tweet or 

update one's Facebook status, to watching television shows in the evenings – we are constantly 

exposed to media in some way and form. At a subconscious level, this infuences readers' 

interpretations when confronted with a new media text. This is most probably also true for Son 
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readers, and the information received from the respondents supports this notion. These 

respondents' replies suggest that these tabloid readers use various other media forms in addition to  

their daily Son. This could possibly be true for readers of  other tabloids as well. Table 7.6 lists the 

other media sources to which these readers are exposed.

Type of  media Product Number of  respondents who indicated that they 
use the medium

Print 
media 

Tabloid 
newspapers

Daily Voice 17

Other 1

Sunday 
newspapers

Rapport 9

Sondag 1

Other 2

Daily 
newspapers

Die Burger 21

English newspapers 9

Local newspapers 9

Magazines Populist magazines 14

Other 4

Son only 5

Broadcast 
media

Television Reality 6

Documentary 7

Magazine/Game 
shows

6

Soapies 7de Laan 42

Other 20

News 30

Sport 14

Series 7

Movies 3

Radio 30

Internet 3

Table 7.6: Son readers' media use
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The table shows that the respondents make use of  a variety of  media. Only a handful of  readers 

indicated that they rarely read other newspapers, watch television or listen to the radio. In fact,  

fve respondents said that they are only interested in the Son regarding printed media – they are, 

however, still fans of  television. Of  these, one reader “worrie nie oor ander koerante nie. Die Son is baie  

belangrik, want hy is bekkig”.274 She admits though that the Daily Voice “sê ook alles”.275 Most readers, 

however, do read other newspapers. Only three readers indicated that they use the Internet – of 

which one uses his cellphone to browse the Internet. The fact that the Son now has Twitter and 

Facebook accounts that are frequently updated, as well as a mobi site (which is the only place  

where the page-three girls can still be viewed), however, suggests that readers do in fact use the  

Internet – and most probably on their cellphones. The participant-observation role the researcher  

played confrmed this notion. Readers indeed have access to the Internet and the Son had about 

1,598 friends on Facebook and 205 followers on Twitter (as on 1 July 2011) when this research was 

conducted. 

7.4.1 The signifcance of  language 

What is perhaps most interesting about the information presented in table 7.6 is the clear 

indication that the respondents appear to be drawn to television news – in particular the Afrikaans  

news on SABC2. A few respondents were adamant that they want to receive the news in their own 

language. Others indicated that they prefer the news on e.tv, but they are by far in the minority.  

This supports the argument made in the previous chapters (see section 5.4.2.2) that readers feel 

strongly about Afrikaans, and that part of  the newspaper's success lies in the fact that it  

communicates in straightforward Afrikaans with which its readers identify. 

In addition, the respondents' interest in television news underlines the fnding presented in chapter 

5: Son readers want to stay abreast of  current issues. Respondents indicated that they read the Son 

not only because it provides them with all the information they need, but also because it informs  

them about national and international events. These readers presented exactly the same argument 

when asked why they watch the news on television: they want to be informed about what is 

happening in the world. “Ek wil weet wat in Suid-Afrika en in die wêreld aangaan,”276 a female reader 

replied. It appears that the readers realise that the community functions within a wider structure,  

and they are interested in knowing how this structure operates politically, economically and 

socially. Thirty respondents said that they watch the news in the evenings – and most of  them 

274 [“I don't worry about other newspapers. The Son is very important. The Son is very cheeky”]

275 [“The Daily Voice says everything, as well”]

276 [“I want to know what’s happening in South Africa and in the world”]
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stated that they do not miss these 30 minutes. In fact, some readers enjoy their dinner while  

watching the news. 

In addition to watching television news every evening, more than half  of  the readers indicated 

that they read other newspapers. Twenty-one respondents read Die Burger for mainly two reasons: 

the newspaper is in Afrikaans, and it provides them with local news. “Die Burger is die enigste ander  

Afrikaanse koerant,”277 a white male respondent replied when asked why he reads this newspaper.  

Another reader agreed with him. For the same reason, 17 respondents read the Son' s rival, the 

Daily Voice. Nine readers said that they read other English newspapers, including the Cape Argus, 

whereas nine of  the 13 respondents who read Sunday newspapers indicated that they prefer the 

Rapport. One reads the Sondag and two read English newspapers. While one reader reads the Argus, 

she made it clear that she is “eintlik 'n Son-mens”.278 This response accentuates the discussion about 

loyalty in chapter 5: the readers are loyal to Son (see section 5.4.1.8). These responses also suggest 

that Afrikaans is important to the respondents. When they have a choice between newspapers, 

they prefer the one that presents information in their own language. This might also explain why 

the colloquial Kaapse Afrikaans appeals to the readers: when readers relate to a newspaper, they  

tend to support it. This corresponds with the literature (see Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001:149). 

The respondents' newspaper preferences hint at not only a loyalty to media products presented in 

their language, but also a preference for news – and in particular local news and information. 

Those respondents who read other newspapers mainly choose newspapers with a strong local  

focus, such as Die Burger, the Daily Voice and the Cape Argus. When viewed within the framework set 

out in the previous chapters, this supports the arguments made that Son readers most likely do not 

read the paper for entertainment purposes, but in order to be informed about local news in 

particular and about events happening outside of  their communities (see sections 5.4.1.1–5.4.1.3 

and 5.4.1.5). This notion is also supported by the readers' responses regarding radio. Thirty 

readers listen to mostly local radio stations at home, on their way to work or even while working. It  

could be concluded that news media hold a great attraction for these respondents, as they make 

daily use of  these. It underscores the fnding that strong local news stories are fundamental to the 

Son's success.

7.4.2 Ever-popular entertainment

As shown in the previous chapters, light entertainment is a good antidote to the serious, often  

violent and upsetting information published in the frst half  of  the newspaper (see section 5.4.1.9). 

277 [“Die Burger is the only other Afrikaans newspaper”]

278 [“I'm actually a Son person”]
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It would appear that this is also true for the respondents' media use in general. While they are  

frequent news media users, entertainment is still a high priority for them. A large number of  the  

respondents (62) would not miss their daily dose of  soapies – and of  these, 42 respondents sit in 

front of  their TV sets every evening at 18:30 to watch the Afrikaans soapie 7de Laan. These 30 

minutes together with the 19:00 news on SABC appear to be the daily family hour for these 

respondents: the whole family gathers to watch the soapie and the news while they enjoy their  

dinner. It is not only 7de Laan that attracts viewers: 20 of  the respondents indicated that they watch 

a variety of  soapies on all three of  the SABC channels. These include South African soapies such 

as Muvhango and Isidingo, as well as international soapies like The Bold and the Beautiful and Days of  

our Lives. Reality programmes, game shows, series and documentaries also appear to be popular, 

but the information suggests that watching sport is a favourite pastime for these respondents. This 

corresponds with the fndings in chapter 5 (see section 5.4.1.6). The respondents' attraction to 

soapies and reality programmes suggests that they have a preference for drama, intricate plots, 

true-life stories, the exposure of  injustices and over-the-top story lines that all characterise these 

genres. One reader replied that he watches soapies “want dit is baie soortgelyk aan die lewe en wat gebeur.  

Dis baie drama”.279 This fascination correlates with what Stephens (1997:93–103) calls a fascination 

with sensationalism, uncharacteristic behaviour, the horrendous and the miraculous (see Bird, 

1992:8, 9; section 2.3.1.1). Moreover, as Bird (2003a:65) and Johansson (2007:115) found in their 

tabloid audience studies, this type of  content not only provides an escape from reality, but also 

gives readers the opportunity to judge others and their behaviour. These stories give them a sense  

of  power and a reason to view their own circumstances and behaviour in a more positive light (see 

Stephens, 1997:99; section 2.3.2.1). Furthermore, as Hobson (1992:105; see section 4.3.3.2) 

demonstrated in her Housewives and the Mass Media study, people use media to structure their days.  

This could also be true for Son readers: that these respondents buy their newspapers at the same 

spot, read it in the same place, and watch the SABC news bulletin and 7de Laan every evening at 

the same time suggests that they too use media to structure their days. Thus, the Son not only plays 

an important role as informer, educator and community champion, but also fulfls a structural,  

reassuring and comforting role in readers' lives (see Johansson, 2007:56; Schrøder et al., 2003:7; 

section 4.3.3.2). In addition, these programmes offer diversion from everyday problems, as the 

respondents indicated that they fnd the soapies very relaxing. This underscores the argument that 

readers appreciate light entertainment (see section 5.4.1.9; table 2.2).

The respondents mostly watch television when they want to be entertained, but 14 of  them 

indicated that they read populist magazines for this purpose, such as the news tabloid magazine 

Huisgenoot and the supermarket tabloid magazine Heat. While some fnd the money to buy other 

279 [“Because it's similar to real life, what happens. It has a lot of drama”]
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magazines on rare occasions, most of  the readers cannot afford more expensive media – in fact, 

many indicated that they cannot even afford Die Burger or other newspapers such as Rapport, and 

while they want to read these, they can only do so when they receive the newspaper for free, or  

accidentally come across a copy. 

The above discussions show that the respondents use a variety of  media products, ranging from 

news media to entertainment. This suggests that they are interested in news that affects their lives 

and in having the opportunity to escape from their everyday routines. The Son provides them with 

all this content in an attractive and engaging manner. 

7.5 CONCLUSION

It could be argued that few people use only one media product. In fact, most of  us are exposed to  

media messages from the moment we wake up in the morning. This chapter has demonstrated  

that this is also true for Son readers. Not only are they involuntarily exposed to media messages 

over which none of  us have control, but they also deliberately choose to use certain media  

products, which suggests that they are indeed active decoders and critical selectors of  media texts.  

The conceptual and experimental contexts in which they use the Son provide valuable information 

regarding their preferences and their loyalty to this tabloid newspaper. The respondents' media  

use corresponds with what was found in chapter 5, and it suggests that they are serious about news 

and being up to date regarding community, national and international news events. The Son is not 

their only source of  news: they are regular television news viewers, read a variety of  other 

newspapers, are avid radio listeners, and even buy magazines when their budgets allow for it. This 

suggests that these readers at least do not necessarily have a distorted and one-dimensional 

perception of  the world in which they live because they are exposed to a range of  media messages, 

news and opinions. 

The chapter also supports the notion that local news provided in their own language is a major 

attraction for the respondents. When they do read other newspapers, it is mostly papers with a  

local focus. The respondents' preference for Die Burger, the Daily Voice and the Cape Argus defnitely 

points to a tendency to read local, community-oriented information. In addition to this, language 

appears to be an issue for readers, and they prefer news and entertainment in Afrikaans. While a 

few readers indicated that they do watch news on e.tv, they do so because they are English 

speaking. Those who are Afrikaans remain loyal to the SABC2 Afrikaans news bulletin. Many  

respondents confrmed this by stating that they prefer this news bulletin, the Son and the Daily Voice  

because it is in Afrikaans. The fact that the English version of  the Son was unsuccessful supports 
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this fnding. The chapter revealed that the readers expect and appreciate a balance with regard to  

content. Their overall media use refects what the Son provides: a balanced mix of  serious and 

local news, positive local news, and light entertainment about celebrities and soapie stars. This is 

confrmed by the respondents' apparent addiction to soapies and sport on television – and in 

particular the Afrikaans soapie 7de Laan. Reality programmes and series are also popular. The 

respondents' liking for soapies and reality shows suggests a fascination with drama, the exposure of 

inequalities and wrongdoings, as well as a need to escape from reality – very similar to their  

reasons for reading the Son. Furthermore, their habitual use of  the newspaper and television 

watching behaviour suggest that the Son plays an important role not only in educating, informing 

and acting on behalf  of  its readers, but also in structuring readers' daily lives. Although few of  

them indicated that they use pay channels such as DSTV, the respondents all have television sets  

that they use frequently. The respondents' media use confrms many of  the fndings made in the  

previous chapters. The respondents are attracted to local news in their own language, yet they still 

want to be entertained. 

This chapter has explored the ways in which readers incorporate the Son into their daily lives. The discussions have  

also provided insight into the material, experimental and social contexts in which these readers use this tabloid. The  

last chapter in this study will focus on the conclusions and recommendations. 
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PART 3 Chapter 8

SONLAND: WHERE READERS HAVE A VOICE
Conclusions and recommendations

In newsrooms and in the editorial columns of  traditional broadsheets, around 

dinner tables, in pubs, over coffee – in fact, wherever journalists and other  

media people meet – the subject [tabloids] is the favour of  the month. It is a  

debate that has generated more heat – and at times anger – than virtually any 

other issue for many years. Emotions are running high; there is no ambivalence,  

with both critics and supporters arguing their points of  view with passion and 

vigour. Yet what is being forgotten in the middle of  this – at times, very elitist –  

debate are the readers of  tabloids.  

– Ray Joseph

Tabloid readers are telling us what journalism is.

– Francois Nel280

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the signifcant impact tabloids have on the international and South African media 

landscapes, these newspapers have, until fairly recently, received little serious academic attention. 

With the exception of  a few research endeavours, the interest in tabloid newspapers have mostly  

resulted in a good journalism/bad journalism debate. Tabloids receive a fair amount of  criticism 

and the general perception exists that tabloids do not have the potential to contribute to 

journalism as a profession. Moreover, until recently academics and media critics have disregarded 

the key-ingredient in the tabloid success recipe: the reader. However, many have pointed out the 

value of  research that explores how readers perceive, use and experience tabloid newspapers. 

Johansson (2007:59) points out the scarcity of  qualitative research in this regard. Allan (2010:124)  

reiterates this. He adds that most attempts at audience research aim to quantify audiences and  

their media experiences. Moreover, our current knowledge of  tabloids audiences is mostly based 

on content analyses and, unfortunately, these tell us little about how audiences receive and use  

media (Johansson, 2007:8, 51; Bird, 2003a:65; see Berger, 1998:116). The above-mentioned 

endeavours include the Son's market research project, and the May 2011 Media 24 conference on 

tabloid journalism. While an acknowledgement of  the signifcance of  tabloid journalism and its  

audiences is an important start, these debates, workshops, and conferences do not make academic 

contributions to our understandings of  tabloid audiences. Exceptions are the Daily Sun's reader 

280 See Joseph (2005:31) for reference. 
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panel, and Herman Wasserman's (2010) chapter about this newspaper's audience in his insightful 

book Tabloid journalism in South Africa. According to Allan (2010:124) the most compelling media 

audience studies are those that attempt to understand audience members' relationships with and  

experience of  media texts in their everyday lives. In other words, tabloid audiences can provide us 

with rich, useful and valuable information regarding tabloid journalism, its impact on the media 

landscape, and its phenomenal success. 

This study aims to make an academic contribution to tabloid journalism research by shifting the 

focus from the newspaper and the production process, to the readers of  South Africa's most 

successful Afrikaans-language newspaper, die Son. In an attempt to contribute to our knowledge of 

tabloid audiences in South Africa, tabloid journalism in general, and the tradition of  media 

audience research, this study explores how a group of Son readers perceive, use and interpret this 

newspaper. It is against this background that the main research question for this study was  

formulated: How do the readers of  the Afrikaans-language tabloid Son use and make 

sense of  this newspaper? 

8.2 STRUCTURE AND METHOD

Eight specifc research questions (SRQ) were developed. These resulted in the research aims for 

this study (see section 1.3). Based on a literature study, theoretical statements were formulated to 

guide the research process (see section 1.4). The study was accordingly guided by the arguments  

that: (i) a quality tabloid newspaper should provide readers with relevant and useful information in 

an engaging manner; (ii) readers are active decoders of  media texts, and their interactions with 

these texts are complex and multidimensional; and (iii) a text-based study does not enable us to 

understand these complex interactions – in order to gain in-depth understandings of  the impact of 

tabloids and readers' relationships with these papers, it is imperative to acknowledge the readers as 

negotiators of  meaning. 

The study is accordingly structured into three parts. Part 1 focuses on the text, in other words the  

features, development and history of  tabloid newspapers, as well as how So n approaches its 

audience. Part 2 focuses on the newspaper's audience, and how readers perceive, experience and 

use it. Each part includes a literature study and an empirical component. Part 3 (this chapter) is 

concerned with the fndings and recommendations (see table 1.1 for an outline of  the structure of 

this study). The end of  each chapter includes conclusions that show how the relevant research  

aims were reached. These will not be reviewed in this chapter; rather, attention will be paid to how 

these conclusions result in the key fndings of  this study. These are discussed in the following 
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paragraphs. 

8.3 THE SON AND ITS READERS: KEY FINDINGS

The major fndings of  this study are discussed below:

| If  we are to gain insight into the phenomenal success of  tabloid newspapers and 

their impact on the media landscape, it is imperative that we acknowledge these 

papers' potential to contribute to the standard of  journalism. Instead of  condemning 

tabloids as sensational trash or bad journalism, media experts, journalists and researchers should 

ask themselves: What is a quality tabloid? In what ways can quality tabloid journalism contribute 

to journalism as a profession, and to a democracy in a developing country? A condescending 

attitude (whether from academics, journalists or the media audience) towards these major media 

players, will not advance our knowledge – nor will it make tabloid newspapers disappear from our  

media landscape. The discussions aimed at reaching the research aims (RA) 1 and 2, show that 

tabloid newspapers will have an increasingly strong impact on the journalism profession. We 

should, therefore, not contemplate how we could “save” traditional journalism from these 

perceived threatening, superfcial and sensational papers; rather, academics, media critics, editors 

and journalists should decide on how we could embrace and practice quality tabloid journalism so  

that it could contribute to, rather than threaten, the standard of  journalism in South Africa. 

| Quality tabloid journalism makes sense of  the world in which audiences live. 

Quality journalism presents relevant, useful and meaningful information in an 

engaging and clear way to marginalised audiences. A quality tabloid, therefore, 

gives readers access to a public discourse. Quality tabloids do this by tackling alternative 

issues, and then presenting them on an alternative platform, in an alternative way, and to an 

alternative audience. Thus, quality tabloids report on, investigate and analyse issues that have an 

impact on their communities. In this way, they educate, mobilise, moralise, uplift, and give readers 

a voice.

The study does not aim to make a judgment on the quality of  the tabloid Son; rather, it explores 

the concept of  quality journalism within a South African context and investigates how readers 

perceive quality tabloid journalism. The literature study in chapter 2 shows that quality 

journalism not only reports on issues that are important and relevant to media audiences and their 

lives; it also communicates these issues to the audience in an engaging and clear manner. A quality 

newspaper, therefore, makes information relevant and meaningful to its readers. Örnebring and 
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Jönsson (2004:284) present their view on quality tabloid journalism in the form of  an alternative  

public sphere (see Ndlela, 2010:94-95; Uribe & Gunter, 2007:208; Joseph, 2005:30; Bird, 2003a:7; 

see section 2.4.8). They argue that quality tabloid newspapers give formerly disregarded readers a 

platform to discuss issues that pertain to their lives. These issues are not represented or 

investigated in the elite or mainstream media. This alternative platform is also distinguished from 

mainstream media in terms of  topics and approach (see Örnebring and Jönsson, 2004:286; see 

section 2.4.8.1). Hence, tabloids have the potential to play an essential role in the creation of 

alternative public spheres (or platforms), because they give readers access to public discourse, as  

well as the opportunity to participate in community discourses. This means that tabloids have the  

potential to uplift, educate and mobilise communities. This concept of  an alternative platform 

correlates with what Fourie (2007:213) considers the media's functions within a developing,  

democratic country such as South Africa (see Hulteng, 1979:81-3; section 2.4.8.1). He argues that 

the media should not only stimulate interaction in a community, but also help people to make 

sense of  their experiences. Media should also acknowledge the complexity of  issues and not 

oversimplify them, it should never make hurried conclusions, it should explore underlying issues, 

and it should interpret them within the community's framework of  beliefs, values and needs. 

The participants' perceptions of  quality journalism were explored against this background. 

However, the researcher did not approach the readers with a preconceived idea of  what they 

should regard as quality tabloid journalism, because academics, media practitioners and readers 

have different perceptions of  quality (journalism). Readers were rather probed about what they 

regard as a good newspaper, whether they consider Son to be a good newspaper, and how they 

would compare this paper to other newspapers (including mainstream and tabloid papers) ( see 

sections 6.1, 6.3; also see tables 6.1 and 6.2). The responses reveal that readers experience a 

perceived relationship with the newspaper. This relationship is characterised by trust, openness, 

and loyalty (see sections 6.3.1.2, 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2). The newspaper seems to maintain this 

relationship by speaking to its readers in a straightforward manner, which ultimately reinforces the 

perception that it “sees everything”. Its style is straightforward and it does not beat about the bush. 

Conversations with readers also indicate that they associate local, relevant, and useful content with  

quality journalism (see section 6.3.1.1). Chapter 7 shows that reader and professional requirements 

for quality journalism overlap in many ways.  

| Son is a community tabloid which serves a geographical community of  interest. 

It provides a group of  readers in the Western Cape with local and useful news that 

pertain to their lives. As a community, these readers share a similar history, circumstances, 
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issues, interests and concerns. Readers' remarks suggest that the newspaper expertly presents these 

in a meaningful manner. The newspaper seems to refect its readers' realities, which are 

characterised by gangsterism, sexual crimes, drug abuse and unemployment. This group of 

readers identifes with the characters and events that are presented in the paper. 

These fndings are based on the discussions in chapters 2 and 3, which focus on reaching research 

aims (RA) 2, 3 and 4. Whereas the literature suggests that tabloids generally focus on crime, sex, 

scandal, celebrities, sport and the supernatural, content analyses of  the Son indicate that crime, 

human-interest and sport are high on the paper's agenda. The readers relate to the immediate, 

local stories and issues about unemployment, crime, poor service delivery, and local politics. They 

also appreciate the paper's unique form and style which does not resemble those of  mainstream  

newspapers such as Die Burger and Rapport. The discussions, therefore, show that the Son fulflls its 

role as a newspaper in a South African context; it not only focuses on relevant information within 

the framework of  the readers' circumstances, beliefs and values, but it also explores underlying 

issues. In this way, it contributes to the welfare of  the community (see sections 4.3.8 and 4.3.8.1). 

While some might regard the Son's content as irrelevant or pure entertainment, conversations with  

readers reveal that they fnd the stories relevant and applicable to their own lives. The readers 

claim that the newspaper provides them with information they can use: it informs, educates and  

guides them in a practical manner, allowing them the opportunity to become active community 

members and citizens (see section 5.4.1.3). The readers also fnd that the Son contributes to the 

wellbeing of  their community by exposing injustices, immoral acts, and criminal activities. Such 

stories reinforce their perceptions that the newspaper acts as the community's friend, ally, and  

champion (see section 5.4.1.4). 

| S o n readers see themselves as part of  the newspaper's reading community. 

Readers are connected on geographical and emotional (or socio-psychological). 

levels. Readers identify with the people, issues, triumphs, language and culture represented by 

the newspaper. Thus, although readers do not live in the same areas, the paper still manages to 

make them feel part of  the imagined community, because it represents them as a people. 

This fnding is based on the analyses in chapters 3 and 5 which focus on research aims (RA) 3 and 

5. The content analysis of Son indicates that the tabloid's content, style and approach function 

together to create an alternative platform for its readers (see sections 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.2.2). With its 

strong focus on local events, the paper resembles a community newspaper that manages to inform, 
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mobilise and uplift (see Lauterer, 2006:42; Stamm, 1985:37-8; section 3.4). The newspaper 

represents a reality readers identify with: their lives are characterised by the issues represented in 

Son, such as unemployment, drug abuse, sexual crimes and gangsterism. Their responses reveal 

that they use the newspaper as a guide and a tool to manage their everyday lives (see section 

3.3.1.1). 

| Readers experience a perceived relationship with the Son: they regard it as a 

friend and community champion. The paper employs typical self-refexive, moralising and 

interactive tabloid approaches to show its readers that it understands their world and takes their  

issues and concerns seriously. The paper does this in the form of  relentlessly exposing injustices, 

community ills and corrupt politicians, policeman and other people in power. In this way, the  

newspaper creates and builds a relationship of  trust with its readers. 

The analyses which focus on research aims (RA) 3 and 6 explain why tabloid readers run to the 

newspaper instead of  to the police when they want to report injustices or wrongdoings. The Son,  

not unlike the yellow papers in the late 1980s, does not practice journalism in which its reporters 

sit behind a desk: this is journalism that acts, fghts and delivers results. The paper launches 

campaigns against rapists, initiates community programmes such as soup kitchens, honours 

women who uplift their communities, and supports positive community initiatives. It is, therefore, 

not surprising that respondents place their hope for a better community in the hands of  this  

tabloid. These readers believe that they are on the same team as the Son – a team that opposes 

those who threaten the community's wellbeing. Readers also actively engage with the newspaper  

via competitions, community initiatives, SMSs and letters. These devices encourage dialogue and 

provide readers with a unique opportunity to voice their opinions about issues that concern them 

(see sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). Readers fnd the newspaper's style approachable, caring, no-

nonsense and feisty, and they believe that this distinguishes the Son from the so-called “quality” 

newspapers. Their responses indicate that the Son's self-refexive and interactive approaches not 

only strengthen its image as community champion, but also contribute to the sense of  community 

(referred to as “Sonland”) (see sections 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2; also see table 6.2). These typical 

tabloid approaches include boasting, praising, and acknowledging readers who tip off  journalists. 

In addition to these, the paper also exposes wrongdoings and actively fghts community threats 

such as unemployment, gangsterism, and drug abuse. Thus, the coloured community not only 

relates to the paper's topics and style, but also fnds in it something that other newspapers are 

unable to provide: a community champion. 
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| This study confrms what reception researchers hold: a combination of  a text-

based and an audience study is crucial if  we are to gain insight into audiences' 

interactions with media products. The study shows that a text-based analysis alone cannot 

adequately explain complex media behaviour. A content analysis does not provide insight into 

readers' daily encounters and relationships with the media. 

Chapter 4, which focuses on research aim (RA) 4, shows that a text-based analysis only reaffrms 

prejudices about media audiences, and rarely gives insight into audience behaviour, how 

individuals use media, and how media ft into their daily lives (see Wasserman, 2010:118; 

Johansson, 2007:51; Ang, 2006:174; 176-7; also see sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.3.1). 

In an attempt to ascertain how to approach readers of  the Son, chapter 4 explores the signifcance 

and role of  the media audience. The literature study accentuates that readers are active decoders 

of  media texts, and their interactions provide us with a glimpse into how they negotiate meaning 

(see Wasserman, 2010:120-2, 129, 150; Johansson, 2007:195; Ang, 2006:178; Moores, 1993:6-7; 

also see sections 4.3.2.3; 4.3.4). The analyses further reveals that the text, reader, and the contexts 

in which readings occur should all be taken into account when studying the meaning-making 

process. These contexts include a reader's material, social, and ideological environments. A critical 

reception approach to S o n readers is considered most appropriate for this study, because it 

acknowledges the signifcance of  text, reader, and context (see Johansson, 2007:55-6; Ang, 

2006:174, 183; Schrøder et al., 2003:49-50; also see sections 4.3.2.4, 4.3.3.1, 4.3.3.2, 4.3.3.5 and 

4.3.4).

| Son readers appreciate a balance in content: although they are drawn to local 

crime news, they take pleasure in the positive, uplifting and humorous stories. 

While readers use local crime news to organise their daily lives, they also take pleasure in the 

positive news. The analyses show that humorous and positive stories, such as Oom Sonnie's stories 

and page three (which celebrates local heroes and community initiatives), inspire the readers. 

These real-life stories seem to connect readers to their communities and encourage them to 

participate in community efforts. Other light entertainment includes jokes, horoscopes, games, a 

story, an agony aunt column, as well as advice from various experts, including a lawyer and a 

mechanic (see section 3.3.1.4). About ten pages offer sport news (see section 3.3.1.5). 

| Sex is a bonus, not a necessity. Positive news, however, is key. The respondents 

enjoyed the former page three with its half-naked girls, and some readers indicated that this page 

was a strong attraction. Yet, the newspaper decided to replace its popular page three – which is  
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perhaps the most infamous tabloid page in the world (and perhaps the most criticised) – with 

positive community news. Rather than beauty, sex and fantasy, ordinary people wearing everyday 

clothes and doing good in their communities, are now celebrated on this page. Sexualised content 

is still presented in the newspaper in the form of  news reports, jokes, and the agony aunt column. 

The reader responses regarding sexualised content and positive news reveal how the paper 

contributes to the construction of  their gender and community identities. Only a few readers were 

too embarrassed to discuss the sexual content, but they did so when probed. Whereas the majority 

of  the respondents expressed a positive attitude towards the page three girl, a few respondents 

pointed out the explicit and crude language used in the agony aunt column. Despite this, Antie 

Mona is almost considered a local hero, and readers turn to her for useful, apt and direct advice. 

The respondents' preference for the sexualised content in this column alludes to their enjoyment 

of  sexualised news (see section 5.4.1.7; see table 5.1). The Son's decision to do away with the page 

three girl in the newspaper and replacing it with positive community news and contributions  

affrms the argument that a sense of  community is crucial to these readers. 

| Readers appreciate and enjoy humour. In true tabloid style, humour runs like a golden 

thread through the Son. The paper not only entertains readers, but also provides necessary relief 

from the serious and mostly upsetting news in the frst part of  the newspaper. The respondents 

also explain that they use stories and jokes to initiate conversations at work and at home, which 

suggests that the newspaper helps them to integrate into society and feel part of  a community. 

The reader responses suggest that they appreciate the balance in content and particularly enjoy  

the light entertainment in the form of  Auntie Mona and Oom Sonnie. Not only do they fnd 

Oom Sonnie's stories inspirational, they also use his stories and the agony aunt's advice to solve 

similar problems. These stories do not only inspire, but they have a practical value too. 

| Straight-forward and simple Afrikaans contributes to a sense of  community. The 

literature suggests that quality journalism should not only provide relevant and useful information,  

but should do so in a simple, clear, and engaging manner. Reader responses suggest that Son excels 

at this, because it speaks with its readers in an in-group code which they fnd familiar, clear and 

comprehensible. This in-group code also creates and maintains a perceived exclusive and unique 

reading community, which ultimately contributes to a sense of  community. Moreover, by speaking 

to its audience in their language, the newspaper establishes itself  as “one of  them”. This seems to 

strengthen the relationship of  trust between the newspaper and its readers. The material and 

conceptual contexts in which readers use the Son, affrms this notion: when they do use other 

media, they use either Afrikaans newspapers, magazines or the Afrikaans news (see section 7.4.1). 
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The respondents are also particularly fond of  the Afrikaans soapie 7de Laan. 

| Son readers trust a newspaper that communicates with them in a straight-

forward manner to which they can relate. The participants in this study associate a 

straight-forward, no-nonsense and direct approach with truth and honesty. This approach 

reinforces the readers' perceptions that the newspaper provides them with “full”, “true” and “real” 

stories. The paper does not beat about the bush. This cultivates a positive attitude towards the 

newspaper that is characterised by an unyielding trust in the Son. This candid approach, combined 

with the straight Kaapse Afrikaans, is powerful. 

Regarding the presentation of  the content, the respondents seem to agree that the newspaper is  

attractive, the size is practical, and they enjoy the shorter stories and simple and straight-forward 

language. Particularly the front page attracts and entices the respondents (see sections 5.4.1, 

5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2). The newspaper communicates with its audiences in a typical tabloid style, 

with large, uppercase and witty headlines, simple and colloquial language, large photographs, and 

a generous dose of  sensation. Readers agree that the paper presents them with relevant 

information in an attractive and engaging package (see chapter 3, sections 3.3.1.1 to 3.3.1.9). 

| Son readers are active decoders of  media texts. They are not vulnerable victims 

of  tabloid journalism. In fact, they are critical and discriminating media users who 

actively select, evaluate and interpret media texts. This group of  Son readers buy and use 

the media which they regard as “good”, relevant, meaningful and useful – and they ignore or 

discard that which does not live up to their expectations. After exploring the reasons why readers 

stay loyal to the Son, the focus shifted to the readers' use of  the newspaper in their everyday lives. 

Thus, the material and conceptual contexts in which readers use the Son, were explored. It is 

argued in this study that an understanding of  readers' use of  the Son within the context of  their 

overall daily media usage, would shed light on why they use the newspaper  (see Johansson, 

2007:58; Bird, 2003a:65; Schrøder et al., 2003:5; Petersen, 1992:261; also see sections 1.1, 4.3.2.1 

and 4.3.2.3). The data constructed from the conversations show that the readers are exposed to a  

variety of  media products, which include mostly newspapers, television and radio (see table 7.6). 

The respondents' choice of  other media supports the argument made in this study: readers prefer 

media that provide them with local news, and they want to keep abreast of  what happens in their 

community, in the country, and in the rest of  the world. The Son is not their only source of  news; 

they also use other news media which mainly include other newspapers, as well as the news on 
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television. This suggest that the respondents do not necessarily have a one-dimensional perception 

of  the world, for they are exposed to a variety of  news, messages and opinions. Moreover, they are 

discriminating, and they select the media products that fulfll their needs and expectations. In this  

regard, they are active media users.  

| Son readers take quality journalism seriously. They may not share the same 

vocabulary as the media experts, but they evaluate news and newspapers at the 

hand of  a similar set of  criteria. These readers demand relevant, useful and meaningful 

information that impact on them and their lives. Moreover, they want this information presented 

to them in a familiar, attractive and engaging manner. 

The analysis in chapter 6, which focuses on specifc research aim (RA) 6, shows that these tabloids 

readers, media critics and media practitioners use a similar set of  criteria to evaluate news. The 

readers, however, use another vocabulary to describe what they regard as “good” journalism or 

“good” newspapers. From their perspective, a quality newspaper knows its readers, takes their 

issues seriously, and provides them with relevant and useful information. According to them, this 

should be done in an fascinating and engaging manner. These readers also expect a quality 

newspaper to care about its community, and to act and crusade on their behalf. They argue that a 

good newspaper champions their issues. 

| The Son represents a language, culture and context with which its readers can 

identify. In this way, the newspaper refects the coloured community, which still feels a sense of 

being marginalised in post-apartheid South Africa. Although all coloured people probably do not 

identify with that which is presented and refected in the Son, the working class respondents who 

are afficted by crime, drug-related behaviour, unemployment and poverty, seem to see themselves 

and their lives in this newspaper. They ultimately fnd something in the Son that other newspapers 

fail to provide them with. This newspaper most probably gives readers a sense of  place and 

belonging. 

8.4 CONTRIBUTION OF THE STUDY

This study is based on the argument that we need to take tabloid audiences and their media 

experiences seriously if  we are to understand their media encounters, the impact of  these  

newspapers on the media landscape, their place in the lives of  their readers, as well as the future 

of  newspapers in a technology-driven media landscape. Despite the publication of  many 

quantitative media audience studies, researchers are still unclear on how audiences actually use 
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media in their daily lives, how they experience their encounters with media, and how they arrive 

at their own interpretations of  media texts. Moreover, tabloid audiences and their interpretations 

have been neglected in the past, and without understanding the readers' media experiences, we 

will not be able to fully grasp and gain insight into the tabloid phenomenon. This study addresses 

these issues in terms of  theoretical, empirical and methodological contributions. 

Regarding its theoretical contribution, the study advances our understanding of  the tabloid 

phenomenon in general, but more specifcally in South Africa. The study contributes to our 

existing knowledge and understanding of  tabloid journalism, as well as Afrikaans-language media, 

in a technology-driven and ever-changing media landscape in which the worldwide newspaper 

industry sees a decline. Moreover, this research contributes in the form of  providing a theoretical 

framework and guideline that can be used to explore and practice quality tabloid journalism in a 

developing country such as South Africa. In addition, this study links tabloid and community 

journalism and accentuates the signifcant role a local, community angle plays in the success of  a 

newspaper in this country. Furthermore, this research makes it clear that we should perhaps 

rethink media audiences, and specifcally the readers of  tabloid newspapers. Therefore, this study,  

although small in scale, advances the existing body of  research on tabloidisation, community 

media, and quality journalism. Furthermore, the study includes ethnographic perspectives in its 

critical reception research design. In this regard, it makes a modest methodological contribution 

to audience research. This approach results in a tailor-made research design that overcomes 

logistical and other obstacles. These include interviewing readers in their natural surroundings in 

order to intrude in their lives as little as possible, recruiting willing participants, as well as 

interviewing readers who have not completed their education. The design includes various 

methods in order to provide a detailed and in-depth, although not complete, picture of  a 

particular tabloid and a group of  its readers. The study shows that audience research requires  

more innovative and creative research designs and approaches. Empirically, the study contributes 

to tabloid audience research by providing insight into the readers of  the Son, their interactions 

with and experiences and interpretations of  the newspapers, as well as how this newspaper fts 

into their daily lives. The empirical fndings show that at least these tabloid readers are active, 

serious, critical and discriminating media users who select media that fulfll their expectations and 

needs. Signifcantly, the study shows that these readers expect and demand quality journalism. 

These past two years seem to mark a greater awareness of  the impact tabloid newspapers have on  

the South African landscape. Various discussions on tabloids newspapers and their readers 

contribute to this discourse. These include Herman Wasserman's Tabloid newspapers in South Africa  
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and Media24's Tabloid Journalism Conference. The ongoing debate makes it clear that there are 

still many avenues to explore and many questions that need to be answered. This study shows that 

not only tabloids, but also tabloid readers, deserve more academic attention. We need to 

understand how these newspapers impact on the media landscape, how we could embrace quality 

tabloid newspapers, and how we should teach responsible tabloid journalism. This research 

contributes to our understanding of  the place of  tabloid newspapers in the lives of  their readers, 

the large and signifcant Afrikaans-language audience, as well as how we should approach tabloid 

journalism in South Africa. The study, therefore, makes a modest contribution to the intellectual 

depth of  the ongoing debate on tabloidisation, tabloids and their audiences. 
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ADDENDUM A Translations   

Excerpts from transcriptions referred to in text 

Afrikaans English

E1

Interviewer: Hoekom lees jy die Daily Voice?

Respondent: Daily Voice, dan hoor jy altyd van wie het hulle 
nou vermoor.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Die Voice, die Voice het vir my die lekkerste 
stories in die oggend.

Interviewer: Het die Voice die lekkerste stories in die 
oggende? Jy bedoel met lekker stories dis 'n bietjie meer oor 
moorde en sulke goed? So, jy hou van daardie soort stories?

Respondent: Ja. Wat het gebeur? Wie het vir wie gerape?

Interviewer: Why do you read the Daily Voice?

Respondent: Daily Voice, then you always know who 
was murdered.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: I fnd that the Voice, the Voice has the best 
stories in the mornings.

Interviewer: Does the Voice have the best stories in the 
morning? And with best stories you mean they are 
more about murder and similar things? So, you like 
that type of  stories?

Respodnent: Yes. What happened? Who raped whom? 

E2

Interviewer: Watter deel hou jy die meeste van?

Respondent: Ek sal sê ek volg baie soos die hofstukkies wat 
in die koerante is. Mense wat doodgemaak is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En so. En kinders wat nou gerape word. Ek 
volg stukkies, mevrou.

Interviewer: O, okei. Dink jy dis belangrik dat daardie 
stories in die koerant is?

Respondent: Ja, dit is, mevrou. Want hier gebeur baie crime 
in ons land. 

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: En vir my is dit baie belangrik om die Son... 
dat ek kan weet wat aangaan in die Kaap.

Interviewer: Which part do you like most?

Respondent: I would say I follow the court pieces in 
the newspaper. People who have been killed...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: And so on. And children who have been 
raped. I follow those pieces.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. Do you think it's important that 
those stories are published in the newspaper?

Respondent: Yes, it is. Because a lot of  crime is 
committed in this country.

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: And it is very important to me that the 
Son... so that I know what is happening in the Cape.

E3

Respondent: Nee, dis mos nou meer oor die omgewing en...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … en wat die Rapport of  Die Burger is mos nou 
meer oor ander lande en – hoewel hulle mense ook weet. 
Want, ek weet nou nie, want ek wil partykeer nou weet wat 
aangaan daar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Want ek hou mos van lees en al sulke dinge. 
Maar vir dié omgewing, dan weet 'n mens ook nou wat 
rondom jou aangaan en waar dit gebeur het en...

Respondent: It's more about the local community 
and...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … and the Rapport or Die Burger are more 
about other countries, although their people are also in 
the know. See, I'm not sure. Because sometimes I want 
to know what's happening. 

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Because I like to read and such things. 
But about this area, then one knows what happens 
around you and what happens where and...



E4

Respondent: Eintlik moet, eintlik moet sulke goed ook 
gewys word, sodat mense eintlik, erm... sien jy, soos daai 
hond wat daai persoon ook gebyt het...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Daai boerboel. Erm, wat is dit? Pitboel?

Interviewer: Ja, Pitboel.

Respondent: Want mense wat met sulke honde...

Interviewer: ... werk?

Respondent: ... werk of  te doen het, of  wat sulke honde 
aanhou, dat hulle bewus is van die gevaar wat daai honde 
vir hulleself  ook...

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Want kyk, daai een wat ook doodgebyt is deur 
sy eie hond, né? Dis ook êrens in die Kaap, né, wat dit 
gebeur het?

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Wat ook deur sy eie hond dood – ook 'n 
Pitboel wat hom self  gebyt het. Hy was agttien jaar oud. 
Nou, sulke tipe goed, jy word eintlik gewaarsku teen sulke 
goed. Moenie gevaarlike...

Interviewer: Ja? Jy moenie sulke goed...?

Respondent: … honde aanhou nie, of  leer ten minste die 
hond reg, op die regte manier.

Respondent: Actually these things should be shown so 
that people could actually, erm... you see, like that dog 
that bit that person...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: That boerboel. Erm, what is it? Pitbull?

Interviewer: Yes, Pitbull.

Respondent: Because people who...

Interviewer: ... work with them?

Respondent: ... people who work with these dogs or 
keep such dogs should be aware of  the dangers that 
dogs hold – even for their owners.

Interviewer: Yes.

Respondent: Because you see, that owner who's been 
bitten to death by his dog, you know? That also 
happened somewhere in the Cape, you know?

Interviewer: Yes.

Respondent: That man whose dog – it was also a 
Pitbull who bit him. He was eighteen years old. Now, 
these things, you are actually warned against them. 
Don't...

Interviewer: Yes? Don't...?

Respondent: … don't keep these dangerous dogs, or at 
least teach the dog in the right way. 

E5

Interviewer: Jy sê nou jy hou nie van die moordstories en so 
nie, maar dink jy die koerant moet dit insit?

Respondent: Ja, ek meen dis ook vir baie mense inligting. Ek 
meen, baie mense wat nou...

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … die Son koop bly in daai geweste. So, ek 
dink dit is belangrik vir mense.

Interviewer: Jy dink hulle moet weet wat aangaan?

Respondent: Ja, ja. Hulle moet weet, want hoekom, dis in 
hulle omgewing wat dit plaasvind.

Interviewer: Dis in hulle omgewing?

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dat hulle dit wys, sodat hulle weet 
eintlik wat aangaan en waar...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … hulle omgewing, want hoekom, hy stap 
vandag met die persoon, môre hoor hy “Maar ek kén mos 
die persoon!”

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Ja, dit het baie gebeur al.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent: Ja. Ek sê “Ek kén mos daai ou wat in die 

Interviewer: You say you do not like stories about 
murder, but do you think the newspaper should 
include those stories?

Respondent: Yes, I mean it's also information for a lot 
of  people. I mean, a lot of  people who...

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … buy the Son live in that area. So, I 
think it's important for people.

Interviewer: You think they should know what's going 
on?

Respondent: Yes, yes. They should know because it's in 
their areas that these things take place.

Interviewer: It's in their area?

Respondent: Yes, yes. The newspaper should show it 
so that they know what's actually happening and 
where...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: ... in their area, because today he might 
be walking with this person and tomorrow he hears 
“But I know this person!”

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Yes, it has happened many times.



koerant is, hy bly in my area!" En dan skrik ek. Interviewer: Is that so?

Respondent: Yes. I say “But I know that guy who was in 
the newspaper, he lives in my area!” And then I'm 
frightened. 

E6

Respondent: Omdat dit eintlik my raak, want ek het ook 
mos 'n meisiekind wat ook 'n tiener gaan word en dis 
hoekom ek hom koop. Eintlik net af-en-toe, waar daar so 
baie in die Son staan van die meisiekinders wat so verdwyn 
van die skole af  en hulle word vermis en verkrag en dan 
weet die ouers nie watse kant toe hulle is nie. 

Respondent: Because in fact, it is relevant to me, 
because I also have a daughter who will be a teenager 
and that's why I buy it. Actually, only now and then 
when the Son talks about those girls who disappear 
from their schools, then go missing and get raped and 
their parents do not know what to do. 

E7

Respondent: Ja, kyk hier, soos dit is nou weer vir my kinders 
is dit ook nou weer leersaam, want ek wys vir hulle daarop 
hulle moet lees wat die gevolge is van daai tipe van goed. 
So, hulle... ons leer sommer vir hulle ook daaruit. 

Respondent: Yes. You see, it is educational for my 
children, because I point out to them that they should 
read what the consequences of  those kind of  things 
are. So, they... we use that to teach them. 

E8

Interviewer: En die tipe stories?

Respondent: Ja, daar's meer different tipe stories in as daai 
lang koerante.

Interviewer: Okei, so dis die... dis 'n bietjie meer as wat in 
Die Burger is?

Respondent: Exactly. En, hulle is nie so popular soos Die 
Burger en die Argus nie, maar dis meer interesting. 

Interviewer: And the type of  stories?

Responden: Yes, there are more different type of 
stories than in those long newspapers.

Interviewer: Okay, so it's the... it's a bit more than what 
Die Burger provides?

Respondent: Exactly. And they're not as popular as Die 
Burger and the Argus, but they are more interesting. 

E9

Interviewer: O, is dit? So partykeer lees jy Die Burger ook?

Respondent: Ja, Die Burger het meer different nuus as wat in 
die Son... die Son...

Interviewer: Wat lees jy in Die Burger? Ek ken nie Die Burger 
nie.

Respondent: Die Burger het meer besigheid en dis meer 
dinge wat gebeur in die wit areas.

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Ja, en die Son is weer dinge wat gebeur in die 
bruin gebiede.

Interviewer: Hoekom is dit vir jou belangrik om te weet wat 
in die wit areas gebeur?

Respondent: Eintlik in die bruin areas, mevrou. Dat ek ook 
kan weet. 

Interviewer: Oh, is that so? So, sometimes you read 
Die Burger too?

Respondent: Yes, Die Burger has more different news 
than the Son.

Interviewer: What do you read in Die Burger? I am not 
familiar with Die Burger.

Respondent: Die Burger has more business and more 
about what happens in the white areas.

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: Yes, and then the Son has more about 
what happens in the brown areas.

Interviewer: Why is is important for you to know what 
happens in the white areas?

Respondent: Actually in the brown areas. So that I can 
also be in the know.

E10

Respondent: Politiek maak my siek.

Interviewer: Maak politiek jou siek?

Respondent: Politics make me sick.

Interviewer: Do politics make you sick?



Respondent: Politiek maak... as ek politiek kyk, dan raak ek 
al klaar siek. So, ek hou nie soveel van politiek nie.

Interviewer. O, okei?

Respondent: Ek wil net dinge hê, verstaan, wat nou down-to-
earth is?

Interviewer: Ja.

Respondent: Jy verstaan.

Interviewer: O, die mense-stories?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: Goed wat oor mense gaan?

Respondent: Ja, wat daaroor gaan, ja. Dan kan ek sê ek het 
die nuus gelees.

Respondent: Politics... when I look at politics I am 
sickened. So, I do not like politics that much.

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: I only want information that is down-to-
earth. Do you understand?

Interviewer: Yes.

Respondent: You understand.

Interviewer: Oh, the people stories?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: Stories about people?

Respondent: Yes, stories about that. Then I can say I 
have read the news. 
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Interviewer: Sê gou vir my: Lees jy politieke stories?

Respondent: Nee, nie eintlik rêrig nie.

Interviewer: Nie eintlik rêrig nie? Dink jy nie dis belangrik 
nie?

Respondent: Ja, dis seker belangrik, maar ek lees nie eintlik 
rêrig dit nie.

Interviewer: Tell me: Do you read the political stories?

Respondent: No, not really.

Interviewer: Not really? Are they not important to 
you?

Respondent: Yes, they are probably important, but I 
don't really read them. 

E12

Respondent: Jy moet ook 'n bietjie op hoogte van sake wees, 
van, van alles maar... En, en veral oor politiek en sulke tipe 
van goed. 

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: O, so jy lees die politieke stories?

Respondent: Ja, ek lees dit. Ek lees dit graag. Ek lees eintlik, 
soos ek vir jou sê, ek lees alles basies in die koerant.

Respondent: One should keep abreast of  issues, but... 
Especially about politics and such things.

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent. Hmm.

Interviewer: Oh, so you read the political stories?

Respondent: Yes, I read those. I like reading those. I 
actually read, like I told you, I basically read 
everything in the newspaper. 

E13

Interviewer: Hoekom lees jy Vrydag s'n?

Respondent: Hoekom, ek dink Vrydae is daai ou wat oor 
die motors skryf, ek dink hy, dit maak die koerant baie 
intere... daai...

Interviewer: O, jy dink dit maak die koerant interessant?

Respondent: Baie interessant, ja... Ek hou van die, van die 
manier wat die ou daaroor skryf  en...

Interviewer: So, jy hou van... dink jy hy skryf  goed oor 
motors?

Respondent: Ja, hy het, hy het 'n goeie idee wat hy doen, 
ja... Ek dink hy het kennis van alles... Hy weet hoe die 
markte werk ook en die kar en alles. 

Interviewer: Why do you read Friday's newspaper?

Respondent: Fridays I think they have that guy who 
writes about cars, I think he, it makes the newspaper 
more intere...

Interviewer: Oh, so you think it makes the newspaper 
more interesting?

Respondent: Very interesting, yes... I like the way the 
guy writes about cars and...

Interviewer: Oh, so you like... do you think he writes 
well?

Respondent: Yes, he has a good idea about what he 
does, yes.... I think he has knowledge about everything. 
He knows how the market works, as well, and the car 
and everything. 
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Respondent A: Maar, een ding wat ek hou van die Son, is 
die bladsy drie.

Interviewer: Hou jy van bladsy drie?

Respondent B : Jô!

Respondent A: Ek like bladsy drie.

Respondent A: Almal, bladsy drie. As hulle kom by bladsy 
drie, dan...

Respondent B: … dan staan ons stil.

Respondent A: … sê, maak nou klaar...

Respondent B: … nóú wíl ons kyk.

Respondent A: But one thing I like about the Son, is 
page three.

Interviewer: Do you like page three?

Respondent B: Very much!

Respondent A: I like page three.

Respondent A: Everyone, page three. When they come 
to page three, then...

Respondent B: … then we stop.

Respondent A: …. say, fnish up now...

Respondent B: Now we want to look.

E15

Interviewer: En sê gou vir my, terwyl ons by daai goed is: 
Wat dink jy van bladsy drie?

Respondent: Bladsy drie? Nee, ek het nog nie eintlik daai...

Interviewer: Het jy eintlik nog nie mooi na bladsy drie 
gekyk nie? Dis mos die girls wat hier is [point to page 
three]...

Respondent: Ja-nee, ek kan nou nie eintlik vir jou sê wat 
dink ek daarvan nie.

Interviewer: Dink jy niks daarvan nie? Is dit vir jou reg of 
verkeerd? Pla dit jou nie?

Respondent: Ja, dit sal my pla, want die kaal borste, so kaal 
voor die kamera staan.

Interviewer: And tell me, while we're on the topic: 
What do you think of  page three?

Respondent: Page three? No, I haven't really...

Interviewer: Haven't you really had a good look at 
page three? There are these girls [point to page 
three]...

Respondent: Yes, I can't actually tell you what I think 
about that.

Interviewer: Don't you think anything about that? Do 
you think it's right or wrong, or doesn't it bother you?

Respondent: Yes, it would bother me, because of  the 
naked breasts in front of  the camera.

E16

Interviewer: Kyk jy nie vir daai girls nie? Blaai jy vinnig om?

Respondent: Ek blaai... ek sal lees, miskien op skrif  whatever. 
Maar as dit té kaal is, as hulle hulle borste wys, sal ek... kyk, 
maar... ek sal lees mos wat dit...

Interviewer: Maar jy sal lees?

Respondent: Hmm. 

Interviewer: Dink jy dit moet in die koerant wees?

Respondent: Nee, dis mooi vir die mans!

Interviewer: Is dit mooi vir die mans, so dit moet daar 
wees?

Respondent: Dit moet daar wees, ja. Dis mos mooi vir die 
mans.

Interviewer: Wat dink jy van daai... partykeer is daar mos 'n 
man ook sodat die vroue 'n bietjie kan kyk. Het jy dit al 
gesien?

Respondent: Ja, daai Banana, daai... oe!

Interviewer: Daai Outjie van die Week?

Respondent: Ja, maar daar was somtyds ook 'n Golden 
Banana in gewees in die Voice.

Interviewer: You don't look at those girls? Do you 
quickly turn the page?

Respondent: I page... I will read, maybe in writing or 
whatever. But if  they are too naked, if  they show their 
breasts, then I will... see, I will read that which...

Interviewer: So, you will read?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: Do you think it should be in the 
newspaper?

Respondent: Yes, the men fnd it beautiful.

Interviewer: The men fnd it beautiful, so that's why it 
should be in the newspaper?

Respondent: It should be there, yes. Because the men 
fnd it beautiful.

Interviewer: What do you think of... sometimes they 
have a man for the women to look at. Have you seen it 
yet?

Respondent: Yes, that Banana... oh!

Interviewer: The man of  the week?

Respondent: Yes, but they had a Golden Banana in the 



Interviewer: 'n Golden Banana in die Voice? Het jy gekyk?

Respondent: Ek is nie eintlik daarvoor nie... ek hou nie 
eintlik daarvan nie.

Voice.

Interviewer: A Golden Banana in the Voice. Did you 
take a peek?

Respondent: I'm not one... actually I don't like it. 
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Respondent: Antie Mona is baie goed, hoor!

Interviewer: Is dit baie goed?

Respondent: Ja. Antie Mona is ook 'n goeie... ek wil net-nou 
vir jou gesê het, Antie Mona is ook 'n goeie ding. Hulle 
moet haar permanent in die Son hou. Sy's 'n baie, baie goeie 
ding.

Interviewer: Sy moenie gaan nie? Hoekom dink jy so?

Respondent: Ja. Want daar's baie gevalle dat iemand sit met 
dieselfde probleem en dan skryf  sy in die Son en dan lees jy 
en dan kry jy sommer antwoorde daaroor. Verstaan jy? So...

Interviewer: O, so dis goed wat jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Jy gebruik dit, ja.

Interviewer: In jou eie lewe?

Respondent: Jy kan dit toepas in jou eie lewe.

Respondent: Antie Mona is very good, you hear!

Interviewer: Is it very good?

Respondent: Yes. Antie Mona is also a good... I 
wanted to tell you a little earlier, Antie Mona is 
another good thing. They must keep her in the Son 
permanently. She's a very, very good thing. 

Interviewer: So, she mustn't go? Why do you think 
that?

Respondent: Yes. Because sometimes people have the 
same problems and she would write in the Son and you 
would read it and get answers. Do you understand? 
So...

Interviewer: Oh, so it's advice you can use?

Respondent: You use it, yes.

Interviewer: In your own life?

Respondent: You can apply it to your own life.
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Respondent: Ek dink die koerant is nou die eerste of  die 
tweede een wat ek, wat ek nou doelbewus besluit het om dit 
nie te lees nie.

Interviewer: Hoekom het jy besluit om dit nie te lees nie?

Respondent: Omdat dit so...

Interviewer: En?

Respondent: Is die woord nou reg?

Interviewer: Jy kan 'n mooi woord ook kies as jy wil...

Respondent: Okei, dis bietjie... dis kru.

Interviewer: Is dit kru vir jou?

Respondent: Ja. 

Respondent: I think this is the frst or the second 
newspaper I've deliberately decided not to read.

Interviewer: Why did you decide not to read it? 

Respondent: Because it is so...

Interviewer: And?

Respondent: Is it the right word?

Interviewer: You can choose a nice word too, if  you 
like...

Respondent: Okay, it's a bit... it's crude.

Interviewer: It is too crude for you?

Respondent: Yes.

E19

Respondent: En raad en sulke tipe goed wat daar in is, mos 
nou, né?

Interviewer: Watter raad gee hulle byvoorbeeld vir jou, wat 
jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Nee, soos daar's mos baie vir die karre ook. 
Daai mannetjie wat so skryf  vir die karre...

Interviewer: Ja, die mechanic wat raad oor karre gee.

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dit help ook nogals baie, want 'n mens 
lees mos nou die raad en dan... ek knip dit altyd uit ook. 

Interviewer: O, jy knip die raad uit?

Respondent: And the advice and such things, you 
know?

Interviewer: What advice do they give you that you 
can use, for example?

Respondent: There's a lot about the cars too. That guy 
who writes about cars...

Interviewer: Yes, the mechanic who gives advice about 
cars.

Respondent: Yes, yes. It helps a lot, because one learns 
from it and then... I always cut it out, as well.



Respondent: Ja, ek knip die goedjies uit...

Interviewer: Waar plak jy dit?

Respondent: En dan plak ek dit in 'n boek. Ja.

Interviewer: Net die kar-raad?

Respondent: Nie net die karre nie. Veral die ander raad 
ook.

Interviewer: Die lawyer?

Respondent: En wat is hierdie wat hulle so gee van, erm... 
wat jy vir die kindersiektes en sulke tipe goed?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Hulle het mos al daai raad en tipe goedjies 
wat hulle ook gee.

Interviewer: Ja. O, so jy...

Respondent: Vir bysteek en sulke tipe goedjies.

Interviewer: Do you cut out the advice?

Respondent: Yes, I cut those out. 

Interviewer: Where do you keep them?

Respondent: I paste them in a book.

Interviewer: Only the advice on cars?

Respondent: No, not only the cars. Especially the 
other advice too.

Interviewer: The lawyer?

Respondent: And what is that which they give, erm... 
for children's illnesses and such things?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: They have advice on all of  those things.

Interviewer: Yes. Oh, so you...

Respondent: For bee stings and such things.
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Respondent: Ja, daai is net so goed. "Vra die lawyer" en 
dan...

Interviewer: Is dit? En die gesondheidswenke en sulke 
goed?

Respondent: Ja. Ja, dit kan 'n mens ook gebruik en... jy 
kan... daar is soveel goed wat jy kan vat vir jouself  en dit 
gebruik, verstaan jy?

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Waar ander mense nou sal sê dis net nonsens, 
dit is nie nonsens nie. Jy kan dit gebruik.

Respondent: Yes, those are just as good. "Ask the 
Lawyer" and then...

Interviewer: Is that so? And the health tips and those?

Respondent: Yes. Yes, one can also use those and... one 
can... there are so many things you can take and use, 
do you understand?

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: Other people might say it's only 
nonsense, but it's no nonsense. You can use it. 
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Interviewer: Is dit? Okei. So, jy geniet die sportgedeelte. En 
die ander gedeeltes? Waarvan hou jy die meeste in die 
koerant?

Respondent: Uhm, daai "Son Jokes," natuurlik!

Interviewer: Die "Son Jokes"?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: So, jy lees dit altyd?

Respondent: Ek lees dit altyd, ja. Ons... ja, stry partykeer 
oor wie gaan eerste lees of  wat.

Interviewer: Okei. So, julle baklei oor... deel julle hom nie? 
Dan lees jy daai deel en ek die deel?

Respondent: Ons wou gisteraand, maar toe het sy al vir my 
gesê nee, daai gedeelte het sy klaar gelees. Toe sê ek vir haar 
daai gedeelte, dat ek nou die ander kan lees, want die 
"Jokes"... ek het toe nog nie die "Jokes" gelees nie. Ja, en toe 
sê sy nee, sy't dit klaar gelees.

Interviewer: O?

Respondent: En toe gee sy maar vir my die "Jokes". 

Interviewer: Is that so? Okay. So, you enjoy the sport. 
And the other parts? Which parts of  the newspaper do 
you like most?

Respondent: Uhm, those "Son Jokes," obviously!

Interviewer: The "Son Jokes"?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: So, you always read it?

Respondent: I always read it, yes. We... yes, sometimes 
we argue over who should read frst or what.

Interviewer: Okay. So, you argue over... don't you 
share the paper? Then you read that part and I read 
this part?

Respondent: We wanted to do that last night, but then 
she said no, I had already read that, so that I could 
read the other part, because the "Jokes"... by then I 
haven't read the "Jokes" yet. Yes, then she said no, she 
had already read it. 

Interviewer: Oh?

Respondent: So she gave me the "Jokes". 
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Interviewer: Hoekom like jy Antie Mona en Oom Sonnie?

Respondent: Jy kan al die stukkies daarin lees wat gebeur 
en... soos Oom Sonnie is 'n lang storie wat ek gevolg het van 
Don wat nou...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat nou, erm... hoe kan 'n mens sê... hoe kan 
ek nou vir u beskryf ? Wat nou helder gewees het, só en 
dinges...

Interviewer: Ja, ja?

Respondent: En dan is dit nou weer ander stories van 
skollies, hoe hulle in tronke...

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: En sulke. Nou, vir my is dit nou interessant, 
want dan kan ek dit nou weer oordra na my jonger 
kindertjie (sic) en vir hom gaan vertel.

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Want jy sien hoe gaan dit in die tronk. Dis 
nie... dis nie 'n grap om tronk toe te gaan nie. Nou sê hy 
“Mamma, dis stories”. Toe sê ek “Nee, dis nie eintlik stories 
nie, dis die waarheid”.

Interviewer: Why do you like Antie Mona and Oom 
Sonnie?

Respondent: You can read all about what happens 
and... Oom Sonnie is a long story which I follow about 
Don who...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Who erm... how can one say this... how 
can I describe it to you? Who was clairvoyant and so 
on and...

Interviewer: Yes. Yes?

Respondent: And then there are other stories about 
hooligans in prison...

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: And such. Now I fnd that interesting, 
because then I can convey it to my younger children.

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: Because you see what actually happens in 
prison. Prison's not fun and games. Now the children 
say “Mommy, those are only stories”. Then I say “No, 
they are not stories; they are the truth”.
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Interviewer: Sê... 'n laaste ding wat ek by jou wil weet nou 
dat jy so van Die Burger en die Son praat. Dit pla jou nie dat 
die stories 'n bietjie korter is in die Son nie?

Respondent: Nee, glad nie. Hulle gee net vir jou die... hulle 
gee vir jou die detail daarvan.

Interviewer: Hulle gee vir jou die detail en die...?

Respondent: Verstaan jy? Ja. Want almal, veral nou as 'n 
koerantberig langdradig is kan jy nie verstaan nie, maar as 
jy hom so kort en kragtig kry, dan verstaan jy hom altyd.

Interviewer: Say... One last thing I want to know now 
that you're referring to Die Burger and the Son. Does it 
bother you at all that the stories in the Son are a bit 
shorter?

Respondent: No, not at all. They only give you... they 
only give you the detail.

Interviewer: They give you the detail and the...?

Respondent: Do you understand? Yes. Because when a 
newspaper report is too lengthy, you can't understand 
it, but when it's short and to-the-point, then you always 
understand it.
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Respondent: Dis beter as die Argus en Die Burgers (sic) en 
daai goete wat so dik is.

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Dis meer interessant om daai te lees as daai 
dik koerante.

Interviewer: So jy hou meer van die kort stories?

Respondent: Dis so.

Interviewer. Okei. Jy gee nie om dat die korter stories 
minder inligting gee nie?

Respondent: Ja. Dit maak meer sense as daai lang stories. 

Respondent: It's better than the Argus and Die Burgers  
(sic) and those thick newspapers.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. 

Respondent: It's more interesting to read those than to 
read the thick newspapers.

Interviewer: So you like the shorter stories more?

Respondent: That's it.

Interviewer: Okay. You do not mind that the shorter 
stories give less information?

Respondent: Yes. It makes more sense than those 
lengthy stories.
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Respondent A: Die taalgebruik is... dis appropriate.

Respondent B: Ja, wees jouself.

Respondent A: Moenie kom sê..

Interviewer: So, as dit dít was, moet jy sê?

Respondent A: Ja.

Interviewer: Rape is rape, dis nie iets anders nie.

Respondent A: Jy kan skryf  "verkrag," dan sit jy in hakies 
"rape".

Respondent A: The language is... it's appropriate.

Respondent B: Yes, be yourself.

Respondent A: Don't say...

Interviewer: So, if  it's this, then you should say so?

Respondent A: Yes.

Interviewer: Rape is rape. It's not something else.

Respondent A: You can write "verkrag," then you put 
"rape" in brackets. 
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Respondent: Al die inligting. Dis nie 'n ding wat jy nou lees, 
nou moet jy... dis amper soos 'n leesboek, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat jy lees, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Nou eindig hy, nou moet jy wonder, huh? Het 
daai man en daai vrou nou getrou?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Het hulle gelukkig saamgebly?

Interviewer: Hulle sê...

Respondent: Of  hoe het dit geëindig. Hulle vat hom straight 
deur.

Respondent: All the information. It's not something 
you read now, then you should... it's almost like a 
novel, do you understand?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: That you read, hey?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Now the story ends and now you must 
guess, huh?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Did they live happily ever after?

Interviewer: They say...

Respondent: Or how it ends. They take the story 
straight through. 
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Respondent: En nou en dan is daar ook belangrike stories 
daarin wat jy kan... in belangstel.

Interviewer: O, belangrike stories?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Wat is daardie tipe belangrike stories?

Respondent: Hoe kan ek nou sê...

Interviewer: Vir jou... wat is belangrik?

Respondent: Nou die dag was daar 'n storie van 'n ouer...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … wat se kind ook 'n moord gemaak het.

Interviewer: O, ja. Daardie vrou.

Respondent: Ja, toe't ek gesê...

Interviewer: O ja, wat sy haar kind polisie toe gevat het?

Respondent: Polisie toe gevat het. Toe het ek gesê "nee, daar 
respek ek haar". Want sy... dis reg wat sy gedoen het. As wat 
sy nou stories gaan hoor agterna, of  so.

Respondent: And sometimes they include important 
stories you are interested in.

Interviewer: Oh, important stories?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: What are those important stories?

Respondent: How can I say this...

Interviewer: For you... what is important?

Respondent: The other day there was a story about a 
parent...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … whose child commited murder.

Interviewer: Oh, yes. That woman.

Respondent: Yes, and then I said...

Interviewer: O, yes. The one who turned her child in?

Respondent: Took him to the police. Then I said "no, I 
have respect for that woman". Because she... she did 
the right thing. Rather that than hearing stories 
afterwards, or so. 
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Interviewer: Dink jy dis 'n goeie koerant? Die Son?

Respondent: Ja. Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak van dit 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Nee, dis mos nou meer oor die omgewing en...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … en wat die Rapport of  Die Burger is mos meer 
oor ander lande en – hoewel hulle mense ook weet, want ek 
weet nou nie, want ek wil partykeer nou weet wat aangaan 
daar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Want ek hou mos nou van lees en sulke dinge. 
Maar vir dié omgewing, dan weet 'n mens ook nou wat 
rondom jou aangaan en waar dit gebeur het en...

Interviewer: Do you think the Son is a good 
newspaper?

Respondent: Yes. It's a good newspaper.

Interviewer: What makes it a good newspaper?

Respondent: It's more about this area and...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … and the Rapport and Die Burger focus 
more on other countries and – although their people 
are also in the know, because, now I don't know. 
Because sometimes I want to know what happens 
there, as well.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Because I like reading and things like 
that. But about this area, because then one knows what 
happens around you and where it happens and...
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Respondent: Want ons het mos baie wat kan gesê raak in 
die Son. En eintlik... daar's meer oor mans.

Interviewer: Dis nou interessant wat jy nou sê: Julle het mos 
baie om te sê in die koerant. Watter tipe goed het julle te sê 
in die koerant? Kyk, ek ken mos nie jou mense en jou 
gemeenskap nie...

Respondent: Nee, oor die probleme maar wat ons het. 
Huisprobleme en sulke goete. Met die kinders. Sulke goete. 

Interviewer: Watter tipe huisprobleme wil jy graag hier 
sien?

Respondent: Ek het eintlik ook eintlik naastenby so af  en 
toe 'n huweliksprobleem gehad en nou's dit weer verby. En 
drink. Daai goeters.

Interviewer. O?

Respondent: Ek's nie 'n drinker nie, maar my man het nou 
die afgelope tyd weer begin drink en dit vreet so aan my 
kinders.

Respondent: Because we also have a lot to say in the 
Son. And actually... there's more about men.

Interviewer: What you've said is interesting: You also 
have things to say in the newspaper. What type of 
things? See, I don't know your people and your 
community...

Respondent: No, about the issues we have. Family 
problems and those things. With the children. Things 
like that.

Interviewer: What type of  family problems would you 
like to see in the paper?

Respondent: I've had marriage problems too and now 
they are over. And drinking. Things like that.

Interviewer: Oh?

Respondent: I'm not a drinker, but my husband has 
started drinking again and my kids struggle to cope 
with it.
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Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Nee-ja. Ja, ek dink so. Want, om mense in te 
lig oor wat rêrig aangaan. Soos hier by ons, jy weet in die 
koerante... Son het mos baie van die Tik gepraat. Kyk en, 
want...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En hier by ons ook. Hier op die plaas. Ek weet 
amper nie eers van so 'n geval hier rond nie. So, maar dit is 
maar om mense in te lig dat dit wel ge...

Interviewer: Dat dit wel gebeur?

Respondent: Ja, en dat daar iets soos Tik bestaan. Ek dink, 
was dit nie in die Son nie, sou ek seker nie eers...

Interviewer: Do you think the Son is a good 
newspaper?

Respondent: Yes. Yes, I think so. Because it informs 
people about what's really going on. Like in this area... 
you know the newspapers... Son talked a lot about Tik. 
See, because...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: And here too. Here on the farm. I don't 
really know about a similar incident here. So, but it's 
more about informing people that it does …

Interviewer: That is does happen?

Respondent: Yes, and that something like Tik exists. I 



Interviewer: … geweet het daarvan nie?

Respondent. Ja. 

think if  it wasn't for the Son, I would probably not have 
…

Interviewer: … known about it?

Respondent: Yes.
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Interviewer: O, en wat is daardie goed wat vir jou die 
belangrikste is?

Respondent: Nee kyk, nou soos, veral soos 'n kind wat 
weggeraak het of  nou...

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: … so, en daai tipe dinge.

Interviewer: Voel jy dis vir jou belangrik om dit te lees?

Respondent: Ja, want... ek lees dit altyd, want ek voel nou 
as ek nou in daai situasie gewees het, sien jy?

Interviewer: O, okei. Wat sou jy gedoen het en hoe sou jy...?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: O, so jy lees meestal van kinders en goed wat 
met jou...

Respondent: Ja, en goed soos 'n vrou wat verkrag word.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: So.

Interviewer: O, so goed waarmee jy kan identifseer?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: 'n Vrou of  kinders of  sulke goed?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: En hoe laat dit jou voel as jy sulke goed lees 
oor 'n vrou wat verkrag is of  kinders wat weggeraak het 
of...?

Respondent: Nee, ek...

Interviewer: Raak jy kwaad of  raak jy hartseer of... ?

Respondent: Ja, veral as die kindertjies ook nou verkrag 
word wat nou...

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Die weerlose kindertjies. Nee, dan is ek nou 
nogal baie partykeer, maar...

Interviewer: O, jy raak lekker kwaad?

Respondent: Ja. Of  ek sê sommer partykeer iets, dan sê ek 
"nee, hulle moet sommer alles van hom afsit, of... " 

Interviewer: Oh, and what are those things which you 
consider most important?

Respondent: No see, like, especially stories about 
children who go missing or …

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: … so, and those kind of  things.

Interviewer: Do you feel that it is important to read 
those stories?

Respondent: Yes, because... I always read, because I 
think what if  I were in a similar ituation?

Interviewer: Oh, okay. What would you have done and 
how would you have...?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Oh, so you mostly read about children 
and things that…

Respondent: Yes, and stories about women who get 
raped.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: So.

Interviewer: Oh, so stories you can identify with?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: About woman and children?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: And how do those stories make you feel? 
When you read about women who get raped or 
children who go missing ...?

Respondent: No, I...

Interviewer: Do you get angry or sad or... ?

Respondent: Yes, especially when children get raped...

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: The vulnerable children. No, then I 
sometimes, but...

Interviewer: Oh, you get angry?

Respondent: Yes. Or sometimes I would say "no, they 
must chop off  everything, or... "
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Interviewer: Dink jy dis 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Die Son is eintlik vir ons hier... dis mos eintlik 
hier, dié area, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Interviewer: Do you think it's a good newspaper?

Respondent: The Son is actually for us, here... it's about 
this area, do you understand?

Interviewer: Yes?



Respondent: So, hier's baie van wat gebeur hier rondom 
jou.

Interviewer: O, okei? 

Respondent: Dís die Son.

Respondent: So, there's a lot of  information about 
what happens around you.

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: That's the Son.
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Respondent: Soos ek sê, soos ek sê...erm, ons is nie altyd wat 
dieVoice alles het nie. Van ons, van die Kaap nie. Maar dan 
het die Son weer alles.

Interviewer: O, so die Son het die nuus wat eintlik hier by 
julle gebeur?

Respondent: Ja, ja... die Son het...

Respondent: Like I said, like I said... erm, we are not 
always represented in the Voice. Some of  us, those from 
the Cape. But the Son has everything. 

Interviewer: Oh, so the Son has news about what 
happens here?

Respondent: Yes, yes... the Son has...
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Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Die Son is 'n goeie koerant. Vir my.

Interviewer: Okei. Want jy sê hy kry aandag en hy maak... 
hy sê dit soos dit is?

Respondent: Ja. Ander mense sal nog die storie omdraai 
van die ander koerant, maar die Son praat met jou straight in 
Afrikaans. Jy verstaan waaroor dit gaan, ja. 

Interviewer: Do you think the Son is a good 
newspaper?

Respondent: The Son is a good newspaper. For me.

Interviewer: Okay. Because like you said, it grabs your 
attention and... it says it like it is?

Respondent: Yes. Other newspapers would beat 
around the bush, but the Son speaks to you in straight 
Afrikaans. You understand what it's all about.
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Respondent: Ja, mevrou. Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak dit 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Want wat hulle in die koerant skryf  is dinge 
wat gebeur.

Interviewer: O, okei. So hulle draai nie doekies om nie?

Respondent: Nee, mevrou.

[continued]

Interviewer: Jy gee nie om dat daar bloed en moordstories 
en so aan is nie, want jy voel dit is die waarheid?

Respondent: Ja, dis dinge wat gebeur, ja, mevrou. 

Respondent: Yes. It's a good newspaper.

Interviewer: What makes it a good newspaper?

Respondent: Because they write about the things that 
happen.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. So they don't beat about the 
bush?

Respondent: No.

[continued]

Interviewer: You do not mind the blood and the stories 
about murder and things like that, because you feel 
those are true?

Respondent: Yes, those things happen.
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Interviewer: Het jy al ooit iets in die Son gelees wat jy nie 
geglo het nie?

Respondent: Nee, nee.

Interviewer: So jy glo...

Respondent: Hulle het, eenkeer was daar so storie van 'n 
predikant van Barrydale in en dit was die waarheid en ek 
glo die Son praat die waarheid. Want as ek die Son laat 
uitkom en ek gee vir hom 'n storie en die ander ou wil nie 
daaroor praat nie, dan vind ek net uit, dan's dit die 

Interviewer: Have you ever read something in the Son 
you did not believe?

Respondent: No, no.

Interviewer: So you believe...

Respondent: Once they had a story about a minister 
from Barrydale and it was the truth and I believe the 
Son speaks the truth. Because if  I call the Son and give 
them a story and the other guy does not want to 
comment, then I uncover it, then it's the truth.



waarheid.

Interviewer: Dan kyk jy in die Son en dan glo jy wat hulle...

Respondent: Dan glo ek, ja.

Interviewer: So, dit maak dit vir jou 'n goeie koerant, né?

Respondent: Ja, ja.

Interviewer: Dat hulle nie lieg nie, dis die waarheid?

Respondent: Hulle praat die waarheid.

Interviewer: Is dit die regte feite wat hulle vir jou sê?

Respondent: Want as hulle vir my in die Son sit en hulle wil 
die ou vir wie... sê nou hulle sit vir my in die Son en hulle wil 
my daaroor interview en ek weier om daaroor te praat, dan's 
dit mos die waarheid. So,…

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Die Son praat die waarheid. 

Interviewer: Then you look at the Son and you believe 
what they...

Respondent: Then I believe them, yes.

Interviewer: So, that makes it a good newspaper in 
your view?

Respondent: Yes, yes.

Interviewer: That they don't lie, it's the truth?

Respondent: They speak the truth.

Interviewer: Do they give you the true facts?

Respondent: Because when they put something in the 
Son and the other guy... say they put me in the Son and 
they want to interview me and I refuse to talk, then 
obviously it's the truth. So,...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: The Son speaks the truth. 
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Respondent: Die stories is...

Interviewer: Is dit soos dit is?

Respondent: Hulle sê dit is so. En hulle skryf  dit net soos dit 
is.

Respondent: The stories are …

Interviewer: Do they tell things as they are?

Respondent: They say it like it is. And they write it just 
like it is.
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Respondent: Nee, ja. Maar as ek partykeer hierna [point to 
Daily Voice] kyk, dan dink ek "ag, nee wat".

Interviewer: Is dit? So, die Voice dink jy "ag, nee, dis 
liegstories daai"?

Respondent: Nee, wat. Jy kan sommer sien, nee...

Interviewer: Jy kan sommer sien... ?

Respondent: Die opskrifte en die... nee, maar dis opgemaak. 
Kyk, as jy elke dag hierna kyk [point to Daily Voice], dis élke 
dag dieselfde. Kyk die voorblad.

Interviewer: O, ja?

Respondent: En agterna is dit nou die "full shocking story".

Interviewer: Full shocking story?

Respondent: Kyk, dis nie ook so skokkend nie.

Respondent: No, yes. But sometimes when I look at 
this [point to Daily Voice], then I think "no, thanks".

Interviewer: Is that so? So, with the Voice you think 
"no, thanks. Those are lies"?

Respondent: No, thank you. It's obviously...

Interviewer: It's obvious... ?

Respondent: The headlines and the... no, they are all 
made up. Look, when you look at this every day [point 
to Daily Voice], it's the same every day. Look at the front 
page.

Interviewer: Oh, yes?

Respondent: And afterwards it's the "full shocking 
story".

Interviewer: Full shocking story?

Respondent: See, and it's not even that shocking.
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Respondent A: Een ding wat ons hou van die Son, hy't nie 
skaamte nie.

Interviewer: Het die Son nie skaamte nie?

Respondent A: Hy't nie skaamte nie.

Interviewer: Sê hy 'n ding soos dit is?

Respondent A: Soos hy is.

Respondent A: One thing I like about the Son is that it 
has no shame.

Interviewer: The Son has no shame?

Respondent A: It has no shame.

Interviewer: Does it say a thing like it is?

Respondent: Like it is.



Respondent B: Die Voice! Die Voice! Die Voice ook.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent B: Ons het nie skaamte nie. Rek jou bek!

Respondent A: Rek jou bek, ja.

Respondent B: Rek jou bek.

Interviewer: Hulle sê hom soos hy is? So, julle gee nie om as 
hy 'n ding sê soos hy is nie?

Respondent A: Nee.

Respondent B: Nee. Hulle is...

Respondent A: … net die waarheid.

Respondent B: Ja, hy moet net so uitkom.

Interviewer: So, julle dink die Son is 'n goeie koerant, want 
hy gee die waarheid?

Respondent B: Die Son is 'n goeie koerant, ja.

Respondent A: Hy gee die waarheid.

Respondent B: Hy kom uit. Die dinge wat jy nie van ken 
nie, hy…

Respondent A: … hy bring dit na vore.

Interviewer: O?

Respondent B: Hy openbaar vir jou nou nog.

Interviewer: O, so hy ontbloot korrupsie en die skelm mense 
en sulke goed?

Respondent B: Ja.

Interviewer: En julle...

Respondent B: As dit, as dit... die koerante en die...

Respondent A: As daar nou iets is...

Respondent B: … hy openbaar vir jou die storie.

[continued]

Respondent A: Daar word net die waarheid gepraat. En as 
jy 'n raper is, jy word 'n raper genoem, ja.

Interviewer: En sê vir my 'n ander ding: Sê nou daar's foto's 
van lyke en bloed en honde wat mense gebyt het en sulke 
goed... ?

Respondent B: O, dis 'n nare iets.

Interviewer: Is dit naar? Maar pla dit jou nie dat dit in die 
koerant is nie?

Respondent B: Nee. Nee, want...

Respondent A: Dit pla nie, want dit is straight, wat het 
gebeur.

Respondent B: Só kan die kinders nou sien...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent A: Hulle moet bang word vir daardie pitboele 
wat so...

Respondent B: Ja, die pitboele...

Respondent B: The Voice! The Voice! The Voice too. 

Interviewer: Is that so?

Respondent B: We have no shame. Don't sit there with 
your mouth shut!

Respondent B: Yes, don't.

Interviewer: They say it like it is? So, you do not mind 
that?

Respondent A: No.

Respondent B: No, they are...

Respondent A: ... only the truth.

Respodnent B: Yes, it must be brought to light.

Interviewer: So, you think the Son is a good newspaper, 
because it gives you the truth?

Respondent B: The Son is a good newspaper, yes.

Respondent A: It gives the truth.

Respondent B: They are exposed. The things you do 
not know about, the paper …

Respondent A: … it exposes those things.

Interviewer: Oh?

Respondent B: It makes more information public.

Interviewer: Oh, so it exposes corruption and 
dishonest people and those things?

Respondent B: Yes.

Interviewer: And you...

Respondent B: If, if  the... the newspapers and the...

Respondent A: When there is not something...

Respondent B: …. it exposes stories for you.

[continued]

Respondent A: It speaks only the truth. And if  you're a 
rapist, you're called a rapist, yes. 

Interviewer: And tell me another thing: What about 
the photographs of  bodies and blood and dogs who 
bite people... ?

Respondent B: Oh, those things are awful.

Interviewer: Are they awful? But it doesn't bother you 
that they are published?

Respondent B: No. No, because...

Respondent A: No, it doesn't bother, because it's 
straight, what happened.

Respondent B: That way children can see...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent A: They must be afraid of  those pitbulls 
that...

Respondent B: Yes, the pitbulls...
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Interviewer: Watter gedeeltes hou jy die meeste van? Wat 
lees jy eerste?

Respondent: Man, wat ek eerste altyd soek is waar hulle die 
predikate so aanvat. Hulle is mos geneig om mense aan te 
vat.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En... ek is geneig om die predikante te soek. 
Maar...

Interviewer: O, so jy soek die stories oor die predikante?

Respondent: Predikante, Ja. Dit is een van die goeie dinge 
wat hulle doen. Hulle lig dinge uit. Want daar's baie mense 
wat met moord wegkom, verstaan jy?

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: So, dis goed as hulle die predikante so uitlig. 
Ek geniet dit.

Interviewer: So, jy dink hulle ontbloot half  mense wat 
verkeerde dinge doen?

Respondent: Ja, en ek verlekker my nie daarin nie. Maar dis 
eintlik goed vir my.

Interviewer: O, so jy verlekker nie, maar jy dink...

Respondent: Nee, maar dis goed om dit te lees. As ons 
stories oopmaak. Want ek dink daar's baie mense wat klomp 
dinge aanvang wat weggesteek word, maar die Son is daarop 
uit om dit vir 'n mens oop te maak. So, dan verstaan jy.

Interviewer: O, okei. So, dan verstaan jy wat daar aangaan?

Respondent: So, die Son is 'n baie goeie ding vir my.

Interviewer: En as jy klaar nou oor die predikante gelees 
het? Watter ander gedeeltes hou jy van?

Respondent: Man, dan lees ek mos nou die goeters wat 
hulle nou so uitlig en... maar die Son is vir my interessant. 

Interviewer: Which parts do you like most? What do 
you read frst?

Respondent: I always look for the stories where they 
take on the ministers. The newspaper is prone to 
taking on people. 

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Yes... I'm inclined to look for the 
ministers. But...

Interviewer: Oh, so you look for the stories about the 
ministers?

Respondent: Ministers, yes. That is one of  the good 
things the newspaper does. They bring things to light. 
Because many people get away with murder, do you 
understand?

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: So, it's good that they expose the 
ministers. I enjoy it.

Interviewer: So you think they expose people who do 
wrong things?

Respodnent: Yes. I do not indulge in it. But it's actually 
a good thing in my opinion.

Interviewer: Oh, so you do not indulge in those stories, 
but you think...

Respondent: No, but it's good to read those stories. 
When we open up stories. Because I think many 
people do things which they try to hide, but the Son is 
adamant about exposing it for you. So, then you 
understand. 

Interviewer: Oh, okay. So, then you understand what's 
going on?

Respondent: So, the Son is a very good thing in my 
opinion.

Interviewer: And when you have fnished reading 
about the ministers? What other parts do you like?

Respondent: Then I read about the things they expose 
and… but I fnd the Son interesting. 
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Interviewer: So, dit maak jou nie kwaad as jy dit lees nie?

Respondent: O, nee! Sometimes as jy sien... as jy 'n stukkie 
lees van daai arme kindertjies en die persoon wat dit 
doen…

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … is so groot en het verstand, dan is dit 
amper... Ek sê elke dag, as dit met my kind of  my broer se 
kind... ek kap sy p*** af.

Interviewer: O, so jy... so jy is... jy raak kwaad vir daardie 
mense?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: So, you do not get angry when you read 
those stories?

Respondent: Oh, no! You see, sometimes... when you 
read a piece about those poor children and the person 
who did that...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … is so big and has brains, then it is 
almost... Every day I say that if  it happens to my child 
or my brother's child... I'll chop off  his c***.

Interviewer: Oh, so you... so you are... you get angry at 
those people?



Interviewer: Jy dink, wat gaan jy in jou eie lewe doen as dit 
met jou gebeur?

Respondent: Ja. Exactly. Because my punt is, die… daar's so 
groot, erm, verstandige vrouens wat hardup is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … vir sulke dinge... wat hulle doen. Dan die 
kindertjies wat nie weet wat aangaan nie. Daai is vererglik.

Interviewer: So... ?

Respondent: Dieselfde met die moorde. Daai, as jy hoor 
baie kere die kindertjies is nie verkrag nie, hulle is sommer 
maar net vermoor. Hulle doen mos nou die optopsies (sic) 
en daai goed. 

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Oe, dit maak my baie kwaad!

Interviewer: Dan sien hulle ná die tyd.

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: O, so jy word baie kwaad vir daai goed?

Respondent: Ja, dis...

Interviewer: Maar jy… dink jy die koerant moet dit insit? Jy 
raak nie kwaad omdat die koerant dit ingesit het nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Nee, jy's kwaad vir die mense wat dit gedoen 
het?

Respondent: Kwaad vir die mense wat dit gedoen het.

Interviewer: So, jy dink die koerant moet daardie goed 
insit?

Respondent: Hulle moet dit insit!

Interviewer: Okei.

Respondent: Hulle moet.

Interviewer: Hoekom?

Respondent: Because laat hulle... laat dit expose word. 
Hoekom moet hulle dit wegsteek?

Interviewer: Okei, so...

Respondent: Dit gee vir ons... ons moet meer notisie vat van 
ons kinders. 

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: You think about what you would have 
done if  it was to happen to you?

Respondent: Yes. Exactly. Because, my point is, the... 
there are grown-up, clever women who are hardup...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … for such things... what they do. Then 
the poor children don't know what's going on. That's 
aggravating.

Interviewer: So... ?

Respondent: The same goes for murder. Quite often 
you hear about children who weren't raped, but just 
murdered. Because now they do autopsies and that.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Oh, it makes me very angry!

Interviewer: Then they see afterwards.

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: So, you get very angry?

Respodnent: Yes, it's...

Interviewer: But you... do you think the newspaper 
should publish it? Do you ever get angry at the 
newspaper for publishing it?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer: No, you're angry at those who did it?

Respondent: Angry at those who did it.

Interviewer: So, you think the newspaper should 
publish it?

Respondent: They must publish it!

Interviewer: Okay.

Respondent: They must.

Interviewer: Why?

Respondent: Because those people should be exposed. 
Why should it be kept from us?

Interviewer: Okay, so...

Respondent: It gives us... we should take more notice 
of  our children.
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Interviewer: Sê vir my, die stories oor die verkragtings en 
die Tik en die moord...

Respondent: Ek [unintelligible] daai lees.

Interviewer: Lees jy dit?

Respondent: Ja. Ek lees dit. Maar dan voel dit vir my ek 
kan daai persoon... as ek hom in die hande kry, kan ek hom 
aan sy gorrel gryp.

Interviewer: O, so jy word kwaad vir daardie mense?

Respondent: Ek word kwaad vir daai mense.

Interviewer: Tell me, the stories about rape and Tik 
and murder...

Respondent: I [unintelligible] read that.

Interviewer: Do you read it?

Respondent: Yes. I read it. But then I feel like I could... 
that person, if  I get hold of  him, I could grab him by 
the throat. 

Interviewer: Oh, so you get angry at those people?

Respondent: I get angry at those people.



Interviewer: Dink jy dit moet in die koerant wees?

Respondent: Kyk hier, hulle moet dit insit, want hoe gaan 
ons weet wat gebeur met my neighbour se dinge, se kind, of 
my familie miskien se kinders.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Because as dit nie daar staan nie... Hulle moet 
dit insit.

Interviewer: Do you think it should be in the 
newspaper?

Respondent: Look, they must include it, because how 
else will we know what happens to our neighbours, 
their children, or maybe my family's children. 

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Because if  it's not in the newspaper... they 
must publish it.
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Respondent: Op die dish kyk ek die, erm, mostly die sports.

Interviewer: Die sports channels?

Respondent: Die sports channels en dan was daar op 'n tyd 'n 
programme from, The Secret Millionaire.

Interviewer: O, ja. Ek onthou daai ding.

Respondent: Ja, two ffty one. Ek like sulke goed kyk.

Interviewer: Like jy sulke goed? Hoekom hou jy daarvan?

Respondent: Dis altyd interessant vir my om te kyk as jy 
nou 'n millionaire is en jy gaan undercover en jy...

Interviewer: Hoe is mense rêrig, né?

Respondent: Ja, hoe is mense rêrig.

Interviewer: So jy hou van die goed wat so 'n bietjie onder 
die oppervlak is, né?

Respondent: Hmm.

Respondent: I watch mostly sport on the dish.

Interviewer: The sport channels?

Respondent: The sport channels and then there was a 
programme, The Secret Millionaire. 

Interviewer: Oh, yes. I remember that.

Respondent: Yes, two ffty one. I like things like that.

Interviewer: Do you like things like that? Why?

Respondent: It's always interesting to see what 
happens if  you're a millionaire and you go undercover 
and you...

Interviewer: How people really are?

Respondent: Yes, how people really are.

Interviewer: You like those things that lie under the 
surface, don't you?

Respondent: Hmm. 
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Respondent: Dis eerlik. Hy's openlik.

Interviewer: Hy's openlik en eerlik. Die manier wat hy praat 
ook? Alles?

Respondent: Hy praat straight-forward.

Interviewer: Vertrou jy die Son?

Respondent: Daar is... ek weet nie watter berig is daai wat 
in die Son, wat hulle nie so die waarheid gepraat het nie. 
Toe vra hulle 'n bietjie om verskoning. Maar ek is nie seker 
watter een is daai nie. Die Son is 'n koerant om nogals te 
[unintelligible]...

Interviewer: Is dit? So, jy het nog net een keer 'n storie 
gelees wat jy nie geglo het nie? Het jy daardie storie geglo 
totdat hulle om verskoning gevra het?

Respondent: Kyk, as jy die Son nou koop...

Interviewer: Hmm..?

Respondent: ... dan sien jy ook wat gebeur en soos jy hom 
aankoop, dan hoor jy en hy follow dit op. Hy sal vir jou sê 
daai [unintelligible] kom voor, hy't voorgekom vandag...

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: In so-en-so-hof. Dis hoekom ek die Son like.

Interviewer: So, dis vir jou goed dat hulle nie net vir jou iets 
sê nie. Hulle sê vir jou wat voor die tyd en na die tyd gebeur 

Respondent: It's open and honest.

Interviewer: It's open and honest. The way in which it 
talks, too? Everything?

Respondent: It speaks in a straight-forward manner.

Interviewer: Do you trust the Son?

Respondent: There is... I can't remember what report 
they had in the Son, they did not really tell the truth in 
that story. They apologised afterwards. But I can't 
remember which story it was. The Son is a paper one 
could  [unintelligible]...

Interviewer: Is that so? So, you've only once read a 
story you did not believe to be true? Did you believe 
the story until they apologised?

Respondent: Look, when you buy the Son...

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: ... then you see what's happening and you 
follow up the stories. It would tell you that 
[unintelligible] appeared, he appeared...

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: In so and so court. That's why I like the 
Son.

Interviewer: So, in your view it's good that they not 



het?

Respondent: Dís wat ek van hou van die Son.

Interviewer: O, okei. So dit nie net daar is die storie en 
nou's dit verby...

Respondent: Nou's dit verby.

[continued]

Respondent: Kyk, soos daai ander enetjie van Najwa.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Hulle't hom op...

Interviewer: Najwa Petersen?

Respondent. Ja.

Interviewer: Daar was baie stories daaroor, né?

Respondent: Ja, daar was sommer elke dag 'n stukkie 
gewees.

[continued]

Respondent: Al die inligting .Dis nie 'n ding wat jy nou lees, 
nou moet jy... dis amper soos 'n leesboek, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat jy lees, né?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Nou eindig hy, nou moet jy wonder, huh? Het 
daai man en daai vrou nou getrou?

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Het hulle gelukkig saamgebly?

Interviewer: Hulle sê...

Respondent: Of  hoe het dit geëindig. Hulle vat hom straight 
deur.

only tell you what happens, they also tell you what 
happened beforehand and afterwards?

Respondent: That's why I like the Son.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. So it's not just the story, and 
then it's over...

Respondent: Then it's over.

[continued]

Respondent: Look, like that story about Najwa.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: They...

Interviewer: Najwa Petersen?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: They had a lot of  stories about that, hey?

Respondent: Yes, they had something every day.

[continued]

Respondent: All the information. It's not something 
you read now, then you should... it's almost like a 
novel, do you understand?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Which you read?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Now the story ends and now you must 
guess, huh?

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Did they live happily ever after?

Interviewer: They say...

Respondent: Or how it ends. They take the story 
straight through.  
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Interviewer: Glo jy alles wat jy in die Son lees?

Respondent: Nee, nie alles nie.

Interviewer: Glo jy nie alles nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Wat glo jy nie? Soos wat nie?

Respondent: Soos ek kan nou nie Antie Mona se goed rêrig 
glo nie.

Interviewer: O, so jy glo nie haar goed rêrig nie...

Respondent: Nee, maar die sport en daai ander goete.

Interviewer: Dit glo jy?

Respondent: … en die moorde en die ongelukke. Daai 
goete sal ek nou glo.

Interviewer: Do you believe everything you read in the 
Son?

Respondent: No, not everything.

Interviewer: Do you not believe everything?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer? What do you not believe? Such as?

Respondent: Like I said, I can't really believe what 
Antie Mona says.

Interviewer: Oh, so you can't believe what's written in 
that column?

Respondent: No, but the sport and those things.

Interviewer: Those you do believe?

Respondent: … and the murders and the accidents. 
Those I would believe. 
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Interviewer: Jy wat nou gesê het julle glo nie altyd wat Antie 
Mona sê nie. Julle dink "is dit nou opgemaak of  iets?" Is 
daar iets anders wat jy al gelees het wat jy gedink het: "O, 
ek glo... ek weet nie of  daai waar is nie"? Of  glo jy alles wat 
jy lees?

Respondent: Erm, my mening is miskien dat, erm, as daar... 
hoe sê die spreekwoord? As daar 'n rokie trek, brand daar 'n 
vuurtjie. So, miskien...

Interviewer: O, okei?

Respondent: Miskien as ek nou persentasie of  iets praat, 
dan seker so 80% van dit…

Interviewer: … van wat jy lees is... is waar?

Respondent: Ja, maar...

Interviewer: En die res sal jy met 'n knippie sout neem?

Respondent: Ja, daar is seker nou darem... daar is mos altyd 
'n moontlikheid van... dat dit nie miskien die volle 
weergawe is nie, oor die Son praat baie keer... een... een se... 
een kant van die saak word gewoonlik gestel en dan sal jy 
miskien later weer lees iemand reageer weer daarop. 

Interviewer: You just told me you do not always 
believe everything Antie Mona says. You think it's 
"made up or something". Have you every read 
anything else and thought: "Oh, I don't know if  that's 
true or not"? Or do you believe everything you read?

Respondent: Erm, in my opinion, erm, how does the 
saying go? Where there's smoke, there's a fre. So, 
maybe...

Interviewer: Oh, okay?

Respondent: Maybe, if  I have to talk in terms of 
percentage, then maybe about 80% of  it...

Interviewer: ...of  what you read... is true?

Respondent: Yes, but... 

Interviewer: And the rest you'd take with a pinch of 
salt?

Respondent: Yes, there is maybe... there is always the 
possibility of... that it might not be the whole version, 
because the Son often talks about one... one's... one's 
version of  the story is often given and then maybe 
later you would read someone else's reaction. 
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Respondent: Daai gedeelte van Antie Mona.

Interviewer: Lees jy Antie Mona ook?

Respondent: Ja, ek lees dit wat partykeer... Ek het al 
gewonder of  dit nie maar... 'n klomp snert is of  wat nie.

Interviewer: O, so jy glo nie altyd wat jy daar lees nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Hoekom glo jy dit nie?

Respondent: Nee, ek glo nie dit wat altyd daar geskryf  word 
nie. 

Interviewer: Dink jy... wie dink jy... dink jy hulle maak dit 
op by die kantoor?

Respondent: Nee, nee seker nie... Maar ek weet nie of  dit... 

Interviewer: Dink jy nie hulle sal dit doen nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Hoekom dink jy dis in die koerant as dit dalk 
nie die waarheid is nie?

Respondent: Nee, ek weet darem rêrig nie.

Interviewer: Weet jy nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: O, okei. So jy lees Antie Mona ook, né?

Respondent: Ja, ek lees...

Interviewer: En jy en [wife] praat daaroor as julle dit gelees 
het?

Respondent: Ja, ons praat daaroor.

Interviewer: Watter goed praat julle?

Respondent: That part about Antie Mona.

Interviewer: Do you read Antie Mona, too?

Respondent: Yes, sometimes I read it... I have 
wondered whether it's not merely... merely nonsense or 
something.

Interviewer: Oh, so you do not always believe what 
you read?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer: Why not?

Respondent: No, I don't always believe what is written 
there.

Interviewer: Do you think... who do you think... do 
you think they make it up at the offce?

Respondent: No, surely not... But I don't know if  it is...

Interviewer: You think they won't do it?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer: Why do you think it's in the newspaper if 
it's not the truth?

Respondent: No, I truly don't know.

Interviewer: Don't you know?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. So you read Antie Mona?

Respondent: Yes, I read...

Interviewer: And you and [wife] discuss it afterwards?

Respondent: Yes, we talk about it.



Respondent: Nee, ons vra mekaar of  dit waar is of... Interviewer: What do you talk about?

Respondent: No, we ask each other whether it's true 
or...
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Interviewer: Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant?

Respondent: Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Jy sal nie iets aan hom verander nie?

Respondent: Nie op die oomblik nie. Op die oomblik nie. 
Want, erm, jy kry alles wat jy wil hê, kry jy daarin. Ek weet 
nie van liegstories nie, maar verder het ek nog nie...

Interviewer: Ja, jy het nog nie liegstories gekry nie?

Respondent: Nee.

Interviewer: Maar jy dink dis 'n goeie koerant, want hy...

Respondent: Dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: ... vertel vir jou alles en hy vertel die 
waarheid...

Respondent: Hy vertel die waarheid, ja.

Interviewer: … soos jy nou sê?

Respondent: Nee, hy vertel die waarheid. 

Interviewer: Do you think the Son is a good 
newspaper?

Respondent: It's a good newspaper.

Interviewer: You would not change anything about it?

Respondent: Not at this stage. Because erm, you get 
everything you want in the newspaper. I don't know 
about lies, but otherwise I have never...

Interviewer: You haven't read any lies yet?

Respondent: No.

Interviewer: But you think it's a good newspaper, 
because it...

Respondent: It's a good newspape.r

Interviewer: … tells you everything and it tells the 
truth...

Respondent: It tells the truth, yes.

Interviewer: … like you said just now?

Respondent: No, it tells the truth.
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Interviewer: So jy dink die Son vertel vir mense wat gebeur?

Respondent: Ja. Hy vertel... praat net als wat reg is.

Interviewer: Praat hulle als wat reg is?

Respondent: Als wat reg is. Hulle sê net soos wat daarop 
staan. 

Interviewer: Glo jy alles wat hulle skryf ?

Respondent: Sover het ek nog alles geglo. 

Interviewer: So you think the Son informs people about 
what happens?

Respondent: Yes. It tells... it only speaks what is right. 

Interviewer: It only speaks what is right?

Respondent: What is right. They say it like it is.

Interviewer: Do you believe everything they write?

Respondent: So far I have.
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Respondent: Nog nie eintlik... nee, nog nie eintlik nie.

Interviewer: So, jy dink alles wat hulle hier sê is die 
waarheid?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: So, dit maak dat dit 'n goeie...

Respondent: … want ek dink mos nou hulle moet mos nou 
eintlik die waarheid mos nou daarso insit en as hulle 
miskien nou nie iets erm, laat val het of  'n…

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … of  'n verkeerde foto ingesit het, dan sal 
hulle altyd die next dag of  so, sal hulle 'n, die regte foto plaas 
en om verskoning vra.

Respondent: Not, not really... no, not yet.

Interviewer: So, you think everything they say is the 
truth?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: So, that makes it a good...

Respondent: …because I think they should actually 
publish the truth and if  maybe they slip up...

Interviewer: Hmm?

Respondent: … or publish a wrong photo, then they 
would always apologise the next day and publish the 
correct photo. 
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Interviewer: Wat dink jy van die briewe? 

Respondent: Nee, dis eintlik soos families wat jy nie eintlik 
aan jou kant het nie wat, wat vir jare weg is van jou wat jy 
nie eers eintlik kontakte mee het nie.

Interviewer: O, okei. Nou maak jy op jou manier...

Respondent: … kennis, ja. Of  jy stuur 'n briefe. My een 
sus... niggie het haar ma se, se familie opgespoor wat ook al 
doerietyd weggewees het van haar af. Ek weet nie, sy was 
nog 'n babatjie toe hulle weg is van haar.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En toe het sy na die Son toe gebel en haar 
nommer gegee en toe uiteindelik het die Son haar familie vir 
haar opgespoor. Toe is sy nou uiteindelik na haar familie 
toe, maar ek weet nie eintlik waar hulle bly nie.

Interviewer: What do you think of  the letters?

Respondent: It's almost like family members you aren't 
familiar with who have been away from you for years 
and with whom you have no contact.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. Now, in your own way you 
make...

Respondent: … your acquaintance, yes. Or you send a 
letter. My sister's cousin found her mother's family that 
way. I don't know, she was a still a baby when they 
were separated. 

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: And then she phoned the Son and gave 
her number and eventually the Son found her family. 
They were united at last, but I don't know where they 
live. 
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Interviewer: Dink jy die Son help mense?

Respondent: Ek dink so, ja.

Interviewer: Op watter maniere alles, dink jy?

Respondent: Kyk, soos, soos daai wat ek nou gesê het van...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … jou kinders, more safety, daai goed.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: En hulle het mos ook sometimes van adverts van, 
van sê daar is by Pep Stores en sê nou maar by Ackermans 
of  whatever.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Is die goedkopere (sic) item vir die mense.

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Dit het baie inligting vir die mense. 

Interviewer: Do you think the Son helps people?

Respondent: I think so, yes.

Interviewer: In what ways do you think?

Respondent: Look, like I said about...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … regarding your children, more safety 
and those things.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: And sometimes they have advertisements 
of, say they have at Pep Stores or Ackermans or 
whatever.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: They have a cheaper item for the people.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: It has a lot of  information for people. 
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Respondent: Ja, ja. Dan sien ek, maar kyk hier, ek het mos 
daai raad uitgeknip uit die Son uit en dan gaan...

Interviewer: So jy... dink jy die Son help mense?

Respondent: Ja.

Interviewer: Is dit? Op watter maniere, behalwe nou die 
raad en goed?

Respondent: Soos erm, dit help vir... kyk, hulle waarsku 
mense ook mos nou baie, erm... die polisie en goed...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: … teen geweld en sulke tipe van goeters. So 
dit erm... hulle gee partykeers (sic) raad daarom ook. Wat jy 
moet doen...

Respondent: Yes, yes. Then I see, but look here, I've 
cut out that advice and then I go...

Interviewer: So you... do you think the Son helps 
people?

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: Is that so? In what ways, except for advice 
and that?

Respondent: Like erm, it helps with... look, they warn 
people about, erm... the police and things.

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: … against crime and those kind of 
things. So it erm... sometimes they also give advice. 



Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Moenie jou deur oop los of  sulke tipe van 
goed nie. Jy moet altyd jou deure gesluit hou, vensters toe 
hou en alles. Sulke tipe goed. So, daar's daar wat... wat 
hulle ons mee help. 

What you should do...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: Don't leave your door open and those 
kind of  things. You must always keep your doors 
locked, windows closed and everything. So, there are 
those things... they help us with. 
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Respondent: Ja, ek kyk vir die motors, want ek ry 'n motor. 
So, ek kyk altyd of  daar... of  daar nie bargains is of  so nie. 

Interviewer: O, jy kyk of  jy vir jou 'n bargain kan koop?

Respondent: Ja, ja.

Interviewer: Is daar... ?

Respondent: En raad en sulke tipe goed wat daar in is, mos 
nou, né?

Interviewer: Watter raad gee hulle, byvoorbeeld vir jou wat 
jy kan gebruik?

Respondent: Nee, soos, daar's mos baie vir die karre ook. 
Daai mannetjie wat skryf  vir die karre...

Interviewer: Ja, die mechanic wat die raad vir die karre gee...

Respondent: Ja, ja. Dit help ook nogals ons baie, want 'n 
mens lees mos nou die raad en dan... ek knip dit altyd uit 
ook.

Respondent: Yes, I look at the cars, because I drive 
one. So, I always look in case they have bargains or so.

Interviewer: Oh, so you look for a bargain you can 
buy?

Respondent: Yes, yes.

Interviewer: Is there... ?

Respondent: And the advice and those kind of  things 
they have, you know?

Interviewer: What kind of  advice do they give you, 
you know, advice you can use?

Respondent: No, like, they have a lot about cars, too. 
The guy who writes about the cars...

Interviewer: Yes, the mechanic who gives advice about 
cars...

Respondent: Yes, yes. It helps us quite a lot, because 
one reads the advice and then... I always cut it out too.
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Interviewer: Dink jy dis 'n goeie koerant hierdie?

Respondent: Ja, dis 'n goeie koerant.

Interviewer: Wat maak hom goed vir jou?

Respondent: Want kyk, alles is...

Interviewer: Ja?

Respondent: Wat hom eintlik goed maak, is mos nou... 
daar's van als binne in hom. In die koerant self. 

Interviewer: O, okei.

Respondent: Daar is in geweld, hoe moet jy geweld hanteer, 
hulle gee mos nou ook al daai tipe goedjies. En dan is daar 
mos nou soos Antie Mona wat nou daar in is, wat jou nou 
weer 'n bietjie laat... partykeer laat lag.  

Interviewer: Do you think this is a good newspaper?

Respondent: Yes, it's a good newspaper. 

Interviewer: What makes it good in your opinion?

Respondent: Look, because everything...

Interviewer: Yes?

Respondent: What actually makes it good, it... there's 
something of  everything in the newspaper.

Interviewer: Oh, okay.

Respondent: There's violence, how you must handle 
violence, they give you that type of  information. And 
then there's also Antie Mona who makes you... 
sometimes she makes you laugh. 
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Interviewer: Dink jy hulle help mense?

Respondent: Hulle, om baie keer mense seker wat nou nie 
in die klimaat is om hulle standpunte te lug of  uit te bring 
nie. Ek dink die Son doen miskien goed daarin. 

Interviewer: Do you think they help people?

Respondent: They, perhaps sometimes to help people 
air their opinions when they're not really in a position 
to do so. I think they do good in that regard.
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Interviewer: Hoe voel jy as jy daardie stories gelees het?

Respondent: Nee, ek voel nogals baie teruggeslaan as 'n 
mens as ek sulke goed lees.

Interviewer: Maak dit jou kwaad?

Respondent: Ja, dit maak my vreeslik kwaad.

Interviewer: Vir wie word jy kwaad? Vir die koerant omdat 
hulle dit ingesit het, of  vir die mense wat dit gedoen het?

Respondent: Nee, vir die mense wat dit, die daad gepleeg 
het.

Interviewer: Maar jy dink dis belangrik dat daardie stories 
in die koerant is?

Respondent: Ja, dis seker maar belangrik dat dit 
geopenbaar word.

Interviewer: Hoekom dink jy so?

Respondent: Want erm, die gemeenskap wil weet.

Interviewer: Sou jy sê dis belangrik dat die gemeenskap 
weet watter goed... watter ander probleme mense het?

Respondent: Nee, ek... sou nie sê van mense se probleme en 
so aan nie. Want hulle skryf  nogal baie van mense se 
huwelike ook hier in die koerant.

Interviewer: Is dit?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Soos watter soort stories skryf  hulle daaroor?

Respondent: Mense wat erm, mense wat, wat met ander 
mans se vrouens lol... peuter en sulke goed.

Interviewer: Ja, ja. En sulke goed. Wat dink jy van daardie 
stories?

Respondent: Nee, ek het al gewonder erm, hoekom hulle, 
hoekom hulle nou dit in die koerant plaas.

Interviewer: O, hoekom hulle dit in die koerant plaas?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Dink jy...

Respondent: Ja, maar...

Interviewer: Dink jy nie dit moet in die koerant wees nie?

Respondent: Ja, want partykeer is dit die man of  die vrou 
wat lyk my nou die storie openbaar.

Interviewer: Is dit? O, okei. So hulle het na die koerant toe 
gegaan...

Respondent: Ja. 

Interviewer: ... om dit in te sit.

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: So, dis hoekom dit in die koerant is?

Respondent: Dis hoekom dit in die koerant is. 

Interviewer: Het jy al ooit na die koerant toe gegaan met 'n 
storie?

Respondent: Nee, nog nie. 

Interviewer: How do those stories make you feel?

Respondent: No, I'm taken aback as a human being 
when I read those stories.

Interviewer: Does it make you angry?

Interviewer: Yes, it makes me furious.

Interviewer: Who do you get angry at? The newspaper 
because they published it? Or the people who 
committed the crimes?

Respondent: No, those who committed the crimes.

Interviewer: But you think it's important that those 
stories are included in the newspaper?

Respondent: Yes, it's probably important that they are 
exposed.

Interviewer: Why do you think?

Respondent: Because the... erm, the community wants 
to know.

Interviewer: Would you say it's important that the 
community is aware of  the problems people 
experience?

Respondent: No, I... I wouldn't say about people's 
problems and so on. Because they write about people's 
marital problems quite a lot in the newspaper.

Interviewer: Is that so?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: What kind of  stories do they write about 
that?

Respondent: People who erm, people who, who 
meddle with other relationships... and those kind of 
things.

Interviewer: Yes, yes. And those things. What do you 
make of  those stories?

Respondent: No, I've wondered whether erm, why 
they, why they put it in the newspaper.

Interviewer: Oh, why the newspaper publishes it?

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: Do you think...

Respondent: Yes, but...

Interviewer: Do you think it does not belong in the 
newspaper?

Respondent: Yes, because sometimes it looks like it's 
the husband or the wife who exposed the story.

Interviewer: Is that so? Oh, okay. So they went to the 
newspaper...

Respondent: Yes.

Interviewer: … to publish it.

Respondent: Hmm.

Interviewer: So, that's why it's in the newspaper.

Respondent: That's why it's in the newspaper.



Interviewer: Have you ever gone to the newspaper 
with a story?

Respondent: No, not yet. 



ADDENDUM C Example of  short questionnaire 

Hoe gereeld lees jy die Son en waar kry/koop jy jou koerant?

Waar en wanneer lees jy jou Son?

Waarom lees jy die Son?

Van watter gedeeltes in die koerant hou jy die meeste? Waarom hou jy daarvan?

Watter ander media (soos koerante/televisie/internet) gebruik jy ook?

Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant? Waarom dink jy/ dink jy nie so nie?

Ouderdom

Geslag

Beroep

Opleiding

Huwelikstatus Getroud Ongetroud Woon saam met iemand

Hoeveel mense is deel van jou 
huishouding?

Wie is almal deel van jou 
huishouding?



ADDENDUM C Example of  long questionnaire 

Hoe gereeld lees jy die Son?

Elke dag (insluitend 
Saterdag)

Net die Maandag- tot 
Vrydag-uitgawes

Net die 
Saterdaguitgawe

2-3 keer per week Een keer per week Minder as 
een keer per 
week

Waar en wanneer lees jy die Son?

Hoe/ waar kry jy die Son?

Ek koop dit self Ek kry dit by iemand anders/ op 'n ander plek Ek lees iemand anders se kopie

Indien wel,  
wie/ waar?

Indien wel,  
wie s'n?

Watter ander media gebruik jy?

Radio Televisie Tydskrifte Internet Ander

Indien jy enige van dié media gebruik, beantwoord asseblief die volgende:

Koerante Hoe gereeld lees jy ander koerante? Watter ander koerante lees jy? Waarom lees jy dié koerante?

Radio Hoe gereeld luister jy radio? Na watter stasies en programme luister  
jy?

Waarom luister jy daarna?

Televisie Hoe gereeld kyk jy televisie? Na watter kanale en programme kyk jy? Waarom kyk jy daarna?

Tydskrifte Hoe gereeld lees jy tydskrifte? Watter tydskrifte lees jy? Waarom lees jy dié tydskrifte?

Internet Hoe gereeld gebruik jy die internet? Watter webtuistes besoek jy? Waarvoor gebruik jy die internet/  
besoek jy hierdie webtuistes?

Ander Watter ander media gebruik jy? Hoe gereeld gebruik jy dit? Waarvoor gebruik jy dit?

Waarom lees jy die Son?

Wat dink jy van die stories in die Son?

Wat dink jy van die koerant se voorkoms?

Dink jy die Son is 'n goeie koerant of beter as ander koerante? Ja Nee

Waarom dink jy/ dink jy nie so nie?

Dink jy dis belangrik dat 'n mens weet wat in die nuus aangaan? Ja Nee

Waarom dink jy/ dink jy nie so nie?



Aan watter van jou daaglikse aktiwiteite bestee jy die meeste tyd?

Aan watter aktiwiteite sal jy graag meer tyd wil bestee?

Ouderdom

Geslag

Beroep

Opleiding

Huwelikstatus Getroud Ongetroud Woon saam met iemand

Hoeveel mense is deel van jou 
huishouding?

Wie is almal deel van jou 
huishouding?



ADDENDUM C Interview guidelines   

Hoe sal jy die Son met ander koerante vergelyk wat jy al gelees het? 

Guidelines |
Wat is anders aan die Son?
Wat bied die Son wat byvoorbeeld Die Burger nie bied nie?
Wat dink jy van die taalgebruik in die Son?
Wat dink jy van die koerant se voorkoms/ hoe dit lyk?

RA5 To determine how Son readers experience 
and interpret the Son's content and 
presentation. 

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Waarom lees jy die Kaapse Son?

Guidelines |
Van watter gedeeltes hou jy die meeste/ minste – waarom? 

RA5 To determine how Son readers experience 
and interpret the Son's content and 
presentation. 

Wat dink jy van die Son se stories oor probleme/ issues in jou gemeenskap?

Guidelines |
Wat dink jy byvoorbeeld van stories soos... (bv. Tik/ 
verkragtings, bendes – Son sien 'n rapist-logo)

RA5 To determine how Son readers experience 
and interpret the Son's content and 
presentation. 

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Wat dink jy van rubrieke/ bylaes in die Son?

Guidelines |
Wat dink jy byvoorbeeld van... (Antie Mona, Vra die lawyer, 
Son Jokes, motorbylaag)

RA5 To determine how Son readers experience 
and interpret the Son's content and 
presentation. 

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Op wie dink jy is die koerant gemik – mans of vroue?

Guidelines |
Waarom dink jy so?
Hoe dink jy word mans/ vroue uitgebeeld in die Son?/ Is jy 
tevrede met die manier waarop mans/ vroue uitgebeeld word 
in die Son? OF Is jy tevrede met hoe daar oor mans/ vroue 
geskryf word in die Son?
(Wat dink jy byvoorbeeld van bl. 3?)

RA5 To determine how Son readers experience 
and interpret the Son's content and 
presentation. 

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Glo jy alles wat jy in die Son lees?

Guidelines |
Is daar sekere soort stories/ joernaliste wat jy meer glo as 
ander?
Het jy al 'n storie gelees wat jy nie geglo het nie? Waarom 
nie?

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 

Dink jy die Kaapse Son is 'n goeie / swak koerant? Wat maak van dit 'n goeie/ swak koerant?

Guidelines |
Watter doen die Son beter of swakker as ander koerante 
soos byoorbeeld Die Beeld?
Hoe lyk 'n “goeie” koerant?

RA6 To determine the set of criteria Son readers 
use to evaluate news and newspapers. 
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